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PREFACE.
THE present volume consists chiefly of the articles
Australasia and Australia of the " Encyclopaedia
Britannica." These articles have been revised or re-
written, so as to bring down to the present time the in-
formation upon this eventful part of our empire. This
circumstance explains the particular form in which
the subject is cast. Although not the usual mode of
treating a historical subject, it is yet a mode perhaps
almost a necessity in describing colonies, whose fast
young life, if one may so speak, quickly obliterates
the past in the tumult and progress of the present,
and confines the interest almost to the particulars of
the last year, if not even of the last mail. This more
recent information is here given by way of an intro-
duction, in a collective view of the whole subject.
To make room for this introductory sketch, the former
articles upon each separate colony have been con-
siderably curtailed, so as to dispense with what has
already, even in their brief span of history, ceased to
be of general interest. These articles have been re-
vised and continued with the more recent statistics
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and other information pertaining to each. In parti-
cular, the article on Victoria, the colony that has
become most prominent by its development, both
political and commercial, which article was lately
entirely rewritten by the present author, has been
again revised, and partly rewritten ; while that on
South Australia has been amended by a gentleman
lately a distinguished resident of that colony. The
Supplement is a paper which the author prepared for
the late meeting at Manchester of the British Asso-
ciation, but at which he was unable to be present.
But events at the antipodes have a rapid succession.
This is remarkably the case since the inauguration of
self-government. The new system has everywhere
stimulated the colonists, who are alternately enveloped
in the dust of ceaseless material progress, and im-
mersed in the prominent public questions of the hour,
in which every class and individual feels an untiring
interest. Thus, while the book has been passing the
printers, there is almost a fresh history to tell, and
we must expand our Preface in order to tell it.
The picture is highly diversified, and a bright sun
and genial atmosphere, that pertain to most of its
ample area, are simultaneously enjoyed by widely
opposite conditions of humanity. We were dismissed
from a very edifying scene of religious, moral, and
industrial attainment in the New Hebrides Islands
(pp. 19-21), but only to reopen the drama in gloom
and despair. Erromanga is once more infamous.
The Christian missionaries, Mr and Mrs Gordon, were
barbarously murdered there in May last. The old
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suspicion of the natives, that the infectious diseases
that appeared amongst them had been purposely
introduced by the white people, had once more in-
furiated their minds, and apparently been the cause
of this sad event. They were particularly aroused at
the time, as the small-pox, introduced from Sydney
by way of New Caledonia, had made frightful havoc
amongst them.
From one barbarous scene we pass to another im-
measurably less excusable. It is this time the civilised
who are assaulting those they account savages. The
riots at Lambing Flat, a gold-field near Yass in the
southern part of New South Wales, where the colonists
combined to expel the Chinese, have been of a most
shocking and disgraceful character. The government
dispatched 200 military with some pieces of artillery
to the scene. The miners had formed a league for
self-protection, and petitioned the authorities for the
expulsion of the Chinese, " protection to native in-
dustry," and " the promulgation of the word of God" !
Quiet was soon after restored, and the poor Chinese
ventured to return to their labours. Several months
after, however, namely, on Sunday, 30th June last,
another and more dreadful outbreak took place. A
large body attacked the Chinese, and drove them off
with the greatest violence and brutality, assaulting
them with arms, cutting off or tearing away their
tails, and burning and destroying their tents and pro-
perty. After an ineffectual resistance by the police,
the military again occupied the ground. A number
of the rioters were arrested and brought to trial, but
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were acquitted by the juries upon imperfect evidence.
" The Chinese question" is once more being strongly
debated in the legislature of the colony, with the pro-
bable result, as before, that the democratic Assembly,
sympathising with the popular antipathies to a large
admixture of the Chinese, will pass measures to re-
strict or prevent their immigration, which measures
the Council or upper house will refuse to pass (p. 34).
In New Zealand, while the north has been discon-
certed by the spreading disaffection of the native races,
the south has been alive with energy and tumult by
the discovery of a rich gold-field. Regarding the
Native difficulty, the colonial legislature had expressed
its loyalty to the Queen, and the desire to put down
any native-king movement among the aborigines. A
new ministry, composed of Mr Fox and others, who
had opposed the war, and who were inclined to some
extent to justify the natives, had come into office.
They had declared their policy, which, however, would
be firm in opposing the natives if they persisted in a
hostile attitude. The approaches towards a peace
made in March had not proved either permanent or
general on the natives' part. But they had ceased
offensive operations, as they were awaiting, with some
degree of confidence, the arrival of their former and
popular governor, Sir George Grey. They still, how-
ever, cherished the king movement, and the mainte-
nance of a distinct nationality, and they kept up a
kind of state around the young king they had selected.
Meanwhile, General Cameron, with 7000 military,
was engageda  in clearing roads through the dense bush,0
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the safe and favourite retreat of his opponents, but a
process which these latter regarded with the greatest
dislike (pp. 24-32).
Mr Macdougall Stuart, who may well be called the
great Australian traveller, and who with a rapidity
and facility hitherto unknown seems to perambulate
this great territory, had returned to Adelaide in Sep-
tember (pp. 8-12), himself and party in excellent
health, and with the loss of but four out of fifty
horses. He had not, however, even this time, quite
traversed the country from sea to sea, although he
had reached a point within only ninety miles of the
shores of Carpentaria. His farthest north had been
17° S. Lat., and 133° E. Long., whence he had endea-
voured to reach the Canafield, a branch of the Victoria
River explored by Gregory. A dense forest, however,
had baffled his repeated efforts, and he was compelled
to return when his stock of provisions threatened to
run short. Traversing a vast area of country, he had
passed many arid tracts, but they were diversified
with much fine land, some of which called forth a
glowing description. An auriferous region, too, was
reported to have been met with. The non-completion,
by so small a proportion, of the great feat of crossing
the Australian continent was a disappointment to the
colony; and the government, with laudable ambition,
intended, it was said, to convey their intrepid traveller
by sea to the other side, whence he might with fewer
impediments surmount the remainder of his late
journey.
The expedition from the colony of Victoria bent
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on the same object as Mr Stuart, and which, with its
camels, &c., we described as so completely fitted out
for the journey, came off indeed more unfortunately
than in being merely outstripped by its active rival.
The route selected involved a journey of some hundreds
of miles through an inhospitable country between
Victoria and Cooper's Creek ere the business of dis-
covery began, and the party was already disabled and
broken up before its proper work had been entered on.
One portion, however, pushed forward, and has not
since returned. Victoria, South Australia, and Queens-
land have each despatched expeditions in aid of the
missing travellers. In September word was received
in Adelaide from a native, to the effect that two white
men, probably of this party, had reached the River
Barcoo, accompanied by two camels. They were in
a naked and very destitute condition, and were sub-
sisting on fish caught by nets made of grass. Some
natives who surrounded them were, however, re-
strained by fear of their strange-looking quadrupeds.
The response to the Imperial invitation for a simul-
taneous census has been very generally responded to,
and the populations for 7th April of this year have
been taken respectively in New South Wales, Queens-
land, Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmania. In
the case of South Australia, this expensive process
had been gone through only the previous year. The
united populations of the entire group for that date
is probably 1,240,000, exclusive of the aborigines,
who may amount, including all Australia, to 250,000
more.
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Another Imperial invitation, namely, that regard-
ing the Great Exhibition of 1862, will also be worthily
responded to. All these colonies will be exhibitors,
their respective legislatures having freely voted the
requisite funds. There seemed everywhere elaborate
preparation, and the variety of the products will
probably excite surprise at the attainments of these
young communities. Taking the case of Victoria,
which has already voted L.5000 to the cause, with the
probability of a like further sum, a specially appointed
agent had successfully traversed the colony with the
view of informing and stimulating the colonists. A
preliminary exhibition is to be held in Melbourne of
all articles of colonial production that are to be sent
to London. The exhibition promises to be of a most
varied character, including, on the one hand, speci-
mens of Australian wool, wine, wheat, colonial Stilton,
&c., with gold and other minerals ; and, on the other,
such unlooked-for articles as pianos and railway-car-
riage models.
From New South Wales there is to be a new sub-
ject of exhibition, which has latterly attracted the at-
tention, and excited the hopes of the colony, namely,
the alpaca. Mr Ledger, whose successful transport
to the colony of a large flock of alpacas and llamas
seems to have been the cause of at length inducing
the Peruvian Government to remove the restrictions
long placed on the exportation of these animals, has
been variously experimenting on the effects of cross-
breeding between the two kinds. Seven specimens
have been selected, killed, and stuffed, in order to be
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forwarded to the Exhibition. The flesh of these
selections, which was pronounced excellent, was dis-
tributed to distinguished colonial tables, in order to
give an introductory acquaintance with an article of
diet that is probably ere long to be much more plenti-
ful, as well as more known. The flock has thriven
so well in its new home that one object with regard
to the Exhibition is to display specimens, which, as
to both fat and fleece, are not, perhaps, to be equalled
even in South America itself. Another object is to
show the success in breeding pure alpacas from
crosses between the alpaca and llama,—a result not
admitted as possible by the most eminent naturalists.
The lively pace of the new colony of Queensland
continues (p. 36). The year 1860 gave a revenue of
L.178,589, estimated to reach only L.160,000. The
imports were L.742,023, and exports L.523,476, in-
cluding chiefly wool of the weight of 5,007,167 lbs.
The requirements of Lancashire are likely to create a
large cultivation of cotton ; and the colony, by means
of special agents, was actively promoting emigra-
tion, not merely from this country, but also from
Germany and other parts of Europe.
West Australia, too, shows progress. It is, how-
ever, under different auspices. Upon its own invita-
tion some years ago the colony was made a depot for
convicts, about the time that the Eastern settlements
were combining to reject this distinction from their
borders. These latter would have preferred a still
more distant removal of an old and serious evil
than to West Australia ; and, accordingly, the Aus-
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tralian Association in this country petitioned Parlia-
ment, on the late occasion of the sitting of Mr Childers'
Committee on Transportation, that the transmission
of convicts might cease as regarded any part of Aus-
tralia. The West Australian interest, however, are
prompt with a counter petition. They protest against
discontinuance thus early, ere the colony, after open-
ing its society to criminals, has had the full benefit
of their labour, and of Imperial expenditure. They
consider the evils alluded to by the Eastern colonies
as greatly exaggerated, and that the cost of the Im-
perial Government appears unfairly heavy, as it in-
cludes large items for first outfit. It is suggested,
also, that complaints may be obviated by restricting
" conditional pardons" to West Australia.
The last fourteen years, comprehending the great
gold discoveries of our day, have given to our lan-
guage the word ." prospecting," which implies the
restless ransaliling of the miner throughout the
spacious lottery of an auriferous country. And so
with the word " progress," which, although not a
modern creation, is yet threatened with a special ap-
propriation by our colonies. It expresses the hard
facts of the purely material character—the " go-a-
head" of the Americans—embodying the imports, the
exports, the revenue, the immigration, the population,
which all are, or ought to be, more to-day than they
were yesterday. And so they usually are in the busy
hives of our colonies, where this constant advance of
these elements and foundations of national attainments
impart the great stimulus to colonial life, and are the
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fair amends for the smaller scale and the ruder aspects
as compared with the mother country.
All the more marked, therefore, is the continued
depression in one of these colonies, the most promi-
nent of all for its previous unprecedented progress
and the proportions of its commerce. But in truth
the colony of Victoria, like an over-inflated balloon,
has been in active collapse for several past years, and
possibly, even with its comparatively shrunken ap-
pearance, has not yet adjusted its high pressure to the
ordinary pitch of the surrounding atmosphere. The
public revenues, imports and exports, and the market
valuation of colonial property, for the years 1853 and
1854, had all attained to figures which have never
been equalled since. And still each year shows an
almost methodical diminution. We have alluded to
the remarkable falling off in the yield of gold (pp. 47,
57, &c.). For this year, 1861, the value of the export
is estimated at only L.7,200,000. To use the dis-
paraging " only" with regard to such a sum as repre-
senting one among the export articles of a young
settlement with but half a million of people, would
be more than unreasonable, but for the fact that the
amount in question is less by L.1,425,000 than that
of the year preceding, and less by nearly L.5,000,000
than that of 1856. And so with the public revenues
and the real estate, which seem to be decreasing in
amount and in value just as the contributing and
occupying public are increasing in numbers, and in
industrial and wealth-creating strength.
But an analysis of this account is not unsatisfac-
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tory. The great proportion of revenue diminution of
late has been due to a falling off in proceeds of land
sales, during an impending great change in the land
laws. There has been also, of course, a falling off in
gold export duty, in consequence of the diminishing
yield of gold. The remainder of the diminution ac-
count is due to reduced customs receipts, arising from
a correspondingly reduced consumption of alcoholic
drinks. For its imbibing powers in this latter respect
the colony was as much a wonder some years ago as
for its outpouring of gold. Melbourne, with half its
present population, consumed twice the quantity of
brandy it is now addicted to, and more than was con-
sumed in all London. In these days of too extrava-
gant joviality, the public-house was the chief high-
way to fortune, and the " publican interest" the
overshadowing influence of the land. One retired
and wealthy member of the body has been no less
than five times Mayor of Melbourne, a distinction
that casts into the shade even the honours of the
immortal Whittington. The colony is not yet perhaps
meritoriously high in the ranks of temperance, not-
withstanding that free drinking fountains, after the
home example, sparkle attractively in the bright
sunshine at the corners of many streets ; but the
gradual passing away of these extravagant excesses
of the past is a real gain to Victoria. The follow-
ing particulars confirm these positions :—
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COLONY OF VICTORIA.
Year ended. Total Land Sales.
Duties received on
Spirits, TobaccoRevenue. Wines,
and Beer.
and
Opium.
Tea and
Coffee.
L. L. L. L. L.
Dec. 31, 1859. 3,257,724 816,521 865,384 198,990 133,771
Dec. 31, 1860. 3,006,326 678,505 779,081 191,841 144,519
June 30,1860. 3,287,506 908,742 811,882 199,121 142,102
June 30, 12361. 3,059,125 693,047 739,635 194,750 139,060
On sugar there is a reduction; but as that article is
largely used in brewing, it is of uncertain testimony.
In the colony it is well known that the decrease
in the gold is simultaneous with a decrease in the
number of miners actually at work. Large towns
have already arisen in the gold districts, which send
forth their daily newspapers, as well as their daily
stage-coach, a conveyance that is already being re-
placed by the railway express ; while, in the vicinity
of these busy centres, the spade and plough are in
almost as universal activity as the miner's pick and
shovel. The following comparative view places the
diminution in the yield of gold in a more satisfactory
position :—
1856. 1857. 1858. 1859 1860. 1861.
L. L L. L. L. L.
Gold exported, 11,943,458 10,987,591 10,107,837 9,122,057 8,624,860 7,200,000
Acres under }
crop 	 145,000 179,983 237,728 298,202 358,727 419,252
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This explains how the heavy consignments of oats
and butter have, for a year or two past, been so
ruinous to shippers from this side. The colonial sup-
plies have been increasingly adequate. Hard times
are the spur of industry, as well as the parent of a
requisite degree of frugality. A habitable mansion
can now be had at Melbourne for L.50 a year, instead
of L.300 ; and if we would compliment a friend, a
turkey will cost but 8s., in place of L.3.
But if on any theories, economic or otherwise, we
are to regret the reduced yield of gold in Victoria,
we may turn with hope to other and adjacent places.
The quantity from New South Wales has been steadily
increasing, so that from half a million sterling at first,
it will this year probably attain to above a million
and a half. More exciting, as well as more novel, are
the accounts of the two last mails from New Zealand,
where even the vexatious and deplorable native war
has lost some of its absorbing interest in the excite-
ment of the general rush to the new Otago gold-field.
As we read of the escorts conveying half a ton of
gold into the village capital of Dunedin, we recall
similar scenes in the early gold-mining experience of
Melbourne, where, ten years previously, the legislative
debates were for a moment suspended, as the word
was passed round that a ton weight of the precious
metal had just rumbled past the door of the Chamber,
on its way from Mount Alexander to the colonial
treasury. The new discovery is at Tuapeka, fifty
miles inland from Dunedin, and it seems to have been
first announced only in the middle of this year. In
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August and September 6000 persons were reported
to be at work, and the following escort missions to
Dunedin show very appreciable results : 21st August,
5066 oz. ; 4th September, 7750 oz. ; 18th September,
11,181 oz. By the end of September Melbourne
alone had transmitted 10,000 persons to Otago, whose
departure, with no inconsiderable money capital, had
still further depressed Victorian mercantile affairs.
We have alluded to Australian tariffs, their simple
character, and generally their free-trade tendency
(pp. 48, 49). Subsequent events, however, are less
favourable to this condition. In New South Wales
the cry of " Protection to native industry" has been
repeatedly raised outside of Parliament, but in Victo-
ria already it has proceeded, with anticipated triumph,
from the inside ; and, what is still more unexpected,
the vice-regal speech, at the opening of the new
parliamentary session in August of this year, has
given the subject a favourable mention. The Gover-
nor's speech on that occasion is indeed remarkable,
even in the race of colonial political developments,
for the extent of change it proposes in existing
systems.
In the first place, a plan is to be adopted of per-
mitting occupation of any waste lands by the issue of
a simple license to such persons as purposed to settle
upon and cultivate to the extent of not less than 160
acres, and at a charge of 2s. 6d. per acre yearly.
In the next place, it is intimated that the ministry
think favourably of the principle of " Protection,"
partly with the view of increasing the revenue by
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increased customs' duties, and partly to give the " in-
cidental advantages" to home industries, by directing
the taxation of imports to those articles that com-
peted with home production.
The third subject of exciting interest was the pay-
ment of members of the legislature, which was alluded
to as a necessary means of ensuring the due perform-
ance of the public business.
Another subject, perhaps the most important of all,
was the necessity of a change in the constitution of
the Council, or Tipper House, which, during all the
successive democratic developments in the restless
arena below, had remained unchanged from its first
projected existence, seven years before, at the hands
of the expiring regime of the past.
Other prospective measures are brought to view at
a lively pace. There is to be a reduction in the ex-
port duty on gold, and an encouragement to colonial
distillation by the levy of a smaller duty on its pro-
duce than upon imported spirits. The simplifying
processes of the "Torrens Real Property Transfer Act,"
originated and practised for some time in South Aus-
tralia, are to be introduced. There is to be a bill to
do away with State aid to religion ; and one more
attempt to substitute one Education Board for the
present dual and antagonistic system of National and
Denominational, the object of the new measure being
both economy and the securing a sound secular edu-
cation.
To pass opinions on these various and contentious
questions may, at least, be a lively mode of convey-
b
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ing to the reader some information as to their bearings
and prospects. No vice-regal entertainment in these
parts ever presented to its criticising guests such a
course of great dishes, whether well cooked or not,
or whether the full contents of each were adequately
described, or were left just as well known otherwise
by the party phraseology and watchwords. Seated
at the safe distance of a semi-circumference of the
globe, one may quietly revolve subjects that make a
hotbed of excitement on the spot.
Perhaps, for the most part, these projects are but
suitable to the conditions of the colonial case. The
State aid has been repeatedly doomed by large majo-
rities of the Assembly, as well as by the narrowness
and precarious character of the vote of the other
House, that has still retained " the bone of conten-
tion." The Education question is a difficulty, in the
main, between the lay public, tending by the circum-
stances that surround them to a fraternal liberality,
and the varied body of their clergy, who, by habit,
by instinct, and by religious principle, are wedded
to the separative well-known Denominational, and
opposed to the National system. The diminishing
remuneration for mining labour no longer warrants
the gold export duty, so soon as the revenue can
spare the considerable deficit ; and the revenue ought
to spare it, for L.3,000,000 is far too extravagant an
annual expenditure for a young colony of half a
million people, and would never have been required
if it had not been but too easily obtained. The
Torrens Act will prove invaluable to every intending
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landed proprietor (which in a colony means, we sup-
pose, the whole public), provided his " legal adviser,"
still, no doubt, a necessity of society, does not kick
at such profane road-making through his peculiar
wilderness. The difficulty of these triumphs of sim-
plicity has already appeared in South Australia itself.
The Distillation question brings us to protection,
for we presume there is more involved than a just
equivalent in duty for the disadvantage in using duty-
paid sugar. We may accredit his Excellency, how-
ever, for his hesitation ; and would fain hope that,
when he speaks of the " incidental advantages" of the
protective system, he has delivered the note as struck
by his ministry. There is, too, a reported split in the
protectionist camp itself, as to the propriety of taxing
"the food of the people." But in what other cate-
gory stand the shoes, the clothes, the furniture, the
vehicles of the people ? The high wages and pros-
perity usual to young settlements that have hereto-
fore enjoyed the free disposal of their labour-power,
will be found to entail a very high protection. To
give the forced vocation the customary profit, may
require several times that profit to be first sunk in
protection. For consistency, therefore, Victoria must
in future, if protection arguments are to be the rule,
construct all her highways over swamps instead of
firm ground. A boundless labour-field is thus created,
as the colony enjoys the advantage of constructing
not merely the twelve inches or so above the surface,
but also that negative space of a yard or thereby that
exists below it. And the gold is thus kept circu-
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lating within the colony, by which, no doubt, it is
found to be increased at the end of its journey.
M. Bastiat, the celebrated French economist, pro-
posed to the great wax-taper interest of his country,
that a legislative enactment should be procured for
excluding from the public the vexatious light of the
sun, the great enemy of the wax-light vocation. Free
trade in light, he urged, if it was not the ruin of a
great national interest, at least prevented its assum-
ing those colossal dimensions, and that beneficent
power of employing labour, that would result from
and justify the proposed course.
Australia has long suffered from a theoretical mis-
take of fixing far too high a price for its waste lands.
During several years, in the height of the gold mania,
that evil was practically annihilated, when a pound
sterling was as readily acquired and as lightly parted
with as five shillings in more usual circumstances.
Australia might then by this accident have shown
what common sense principles might have done for
her at an earlier period. But the squatting occupa-
tion, and the political dominancy of that strong
interest under the old regime, lost the colony oppor-
tunities that have never returned. Lapse of time,
vested interests, and a conservatism of feeling, laud-
able perhaps, even if mistaken, have still saved the
minimum price of 20s. an acre ; but this self-denying
ordinance entails all manner of palliative attempts
that will still leave the main obstacle intact, and yet
adequately promote settlement over the wide and
almost empty areas of the public domain. The soil
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of this great domain is a vast and still almost a dor-
mant treasure, not less real than those other treasures
of auriferous Victoria that are possibly beneath, but
with this difference, that the first is known and
within reach, and the other is not. The proposed
licensing system is one among others of these bye-
ways to get into the great treasury. It is the latest
and severest innovation upon the now dethroned
squatting body, who, as occupying, in their light pas-
toral way at least, every foot of available crown
territory not otherwise held, have their toes trampled
upon by every such experiment, and instinctively
question and repel these successive encroachments.
The present procedure savours indeed of a reaction-
ary vengeance upon more than the minimum price
of the soil ; for it totally ignores the squatting occu-
pants, not only in the contentious category of their
rights, but even in their very existence.
" Payment of Members" is a cry that has been
acquiring strength with democratic progress. The
subject is not favourably regarded here. But there
is a certain inapplicability of the colonial case to
those ideas of high gentility associated with a British
Parliament, and to the "enough and to spare" of means
and leisure in home as compared with colonial society.
As a member is not, like a minister, supposed to
devote all his time to public affairs, so he should not
be awarded a salary for maintenance. It is not desir-
able that, as a rule, a trade should be made of politics.
But even membership involves a serious invasion upon
one's time and thoughts, to say nothing of other ex-
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penses ; and a reasonable compensation for each day
of such sacrifices is not unsuited to the practical society
of a colony. The occasion, too, may tend otherwise to
use. If by contentious rivalry the public business,
for which one hundred days may be considered more
than ample, is protracted over twice that space, the
pay may be made conterminous only with the neces-
sary time. As the pay should be due, day by day,
upon attendance only, so it may be conditional also
upon punctuality. In short, the proposed system may
give appreciable aid in certain reformatory movements
tending to a better " despatch of business." If the
extra zest which the fee ever gives to a lawyer, a
director, or an arbitrator, be instilled into the com-
mon nature of a colonial M.P., the first hundred days
will gradually come to have that increased considera-
tion that will leave nothing in the balance for the
second. Eventually it may happily come that the
day succeeding the last of the pay-days will be the
dawn of a genuine holiday season, as decisive as that
of our own 12th of August, whose annual approach
empties with such magical rapidity the legislative
benches at Westminster.
The reconstitution of the Upper House is perhaps
the gravest of all these questions. A House that
will act conservatively, without at the same time
acting as a mere opponent to its brother, is the great
requirement. In New South Wales and Victoria
the latter relationship has long been the most con-
spicuous ; and, after considerable mutual wrangling
in each colony, their respective publics manifest a
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desire for some reconstitution of their senate. New
South Wales is already immersed in this question,
and the solution lies between a continuance of the
present crown nomination system, and one by some
form of popular election. In Victoria the Council is
elective, but under a highly restrictive franchise.
We have already some remarks on this subject
(pp. 81, 82). The colonial case, in all political bear-
ings, differs materially from that of this country, and
chiefly in this respect, that the masses of a colony
are not under the same control of the educated and
employing class that we are accustomed to here, and
that gives an appreciably higher polish and more
tranquil aspect to the social picture. The large
aggregations of the towns and gold-fields of New
South Wales and Victoria impart strength to the
"inevitable democracy." In this respect these two
colonies differ from the agricultural and pastoral
tendencies of Tasmania, Queensland, and New Zealand,
and these colonies may still be long exempted from
the democrative fervour—until, at least, they possess
cities of 50,000 souls. Without the acceptance of
these masses, a colonial administration under the pre-
sent self-government seems impossible ; and those
who think otherwise probably rest upon a former
experience under a system that was maintained only
by the power of an external authority,—an authority
that has now ceased to interfere. We cannot now
return upon the past, and to have much longer up-
held that regime would have endangered the Imperial
relations. There is no cry for separation from the
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mother country now ; but prior to the era of self-
government, the outbreaks of dissatisfaction not unfre-
quently exploded in that direction.
Whether anything short of manhood suffrage in
Victoria and New South Wales would have met ade-
quately the colonial case, might be fair matter of
opinion. At the critical time, however, nothing else
feasible or acceptable was projected. But the politi-
cal defects of a colonial society arise from absence of
traditionary restraints, and the approach to an equality
in the condition and independence of all the people.
All are ardent politicians ; and this importance of the
individual is, in a measure, the weakness of the cen-
tral authority. The resulting legislation and govern-
ment, therefore, will not always escape being unsteady
and undignified, as well as hasty and erroneous in
policy, to an extent not experienced in the better
reined systems of monarchical administration. But
withal it is the most suitable to the colonial case.
It is more so in many respects than a non-popular
upper-class legislature. Such a body is, in such a
society, as seldom betrayed into the toilsome exercise
of rowdyism, as it is into the vulgarity of earnestness.
If likely to be more correct in some of the higher
economical principles, it is, on the other hand, exclu-
sive in its views, indisposed to the interminable toils
of colonial legislation, and inaccessible to the masses
around, who, in a sense not realised in old societies,
are the visible pillars of the community.
We cannot institute nobility in these colonial
societies. The attempt was made in New South
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Wales some time ago, and is not likely to be renewed.
Subsequently, in Victoria, a worthy old legislator,
since dead, who had moved that Her Majesty be re-
quested to send out one of her royal family to be king
of Australia, received a gentle but effectual quietus
that has indefinitely shelved the subject. But all
this has no association with disloyalty, although it
may clearly show that Australian separation from this
country, whenever that may come, means an inevitable
Australian republic. These popular governments,
proverbially under a loose rein, are no doubt exposed
to unseemly positions, causing dissatisfaction and
alienation of feeling even to their own subjects, and
that occasionally of so sharp a character for the time
being, as to convey the notion that some total change
of political system might be permanently effected.
These feelings, however, are but temporary, and they
do not draw the people long from their normal senti-
ments. A nobility suddenly called up—a king placed
upon an improvised throne upon any such emergency
—would be like a ship upon a bank that an unusual
tide has floated : for a moment it was indeed afloat,
but the waters have ruthlessly left it, and are perti-
nacious in refusing to return.
The fair deduction from such premises seems to be,
that an upper house will not be effective if it be the
offshoot of either " Crown" nomination, as it is rather
deceptively called in the case of a constitutionally or
party governed country, or of popular election under
any very restrictive franchise. We must look rather
to restrictions involving some natural superiority.
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The most conspicuous is age. It is conservatism in
the most forbearing sense, and most of our ardent
colonists will take a check at the hands of their
fathers and elder brothers. The present antagonistic
councils and assemblies have possibly not seldom
acted as foils to goad each other into extreme courses,
that might otherwise, perhaps, have been avoided.
It is a disadvantage, as regards the political and
social aspects of these colonies, that at this distance
we get almost solely opposition political views, and
the exceptionary social incidents. No one reads of
the peace, plenty, and contentment of colonial life
for ninety-nine out of a hundred days; but we all
know, through fifty versions, of the rowdy incidents
of the hundredth day, when some election, legislative
or municipal, had roused nine-tenths of every body
into unwonted excitement. We are apt to get here,
also, only one side of questions; namely, the side of
the moderate or conservative party for the time being,
whose version of cases generally, and of their own case
in particular, is not very much more trustworthy
than the unpresented but very opposite case that
might have been set forth by the other side. The
reasons, therefore, for what appear rash and intem-
perate changes and innovations are seldom fully
given, although the " Let well alone" party are copious
in defence of the status quo. The whole subject is
acquiring great interest to this country, and we must
wish Australia well through her trials and tran-
sitions.
POSTSCRIPT
ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COUNCIL OR UPPER HOUSE.
Assuming the elective principle, and dismissing
the idea of any high property qualification, should
there be any such qualification ? This must mainly
depend upon a judicious estimate of the views and
temper of the public on the subject. We are all
familiar with the good effects generally of some
" stake in the hedge," and had there been some
moderate qualification instituted at first, it might
have survived into a permanent institution. There
is, however, in the more democratic of our free Aus-
tralian colonies a distrust of this ground of dis-
tinction in a political sense, and the Assembly has
thus a perpetual handle by which to assert that it is
the true Upper House, by representing, as it does,
the whole people.
If, therefore, we cannot restrict the suffrage to the
conservatism of wealth, let us claim for it the for-
bearance and experience of years. Is the colony
extreme in democratic feeling, then let compromise
take an extra step in this direction of age ; and if
thirty or thirty-five years are still inadequate, then
restrict the important franchise and membership to
forty. A duration of personal residence in the colony,
such as to thoroughly identify with the place, is no
unsuitable stipulation ; nor that an intending member
be reasonably independent in his means.
As to other points, perhaps minor in character, the
whole colony thrown into one electoral district adds to
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the weight of each member, and so of the collective
body, while it still leaves some power to any consider-
able district to secure by concentration of voting any
particular representative. Finally, let us have a
small number, and a large proportionate quorum.
New South Wales started its free government with
a nominated, Victoria with an elected council, the
latter under a very exclusive property qualification,
which was, to some excusable extent, the result of
the extravagant ideas of the time as to the value of
property, which was then perhaps (1854) five times
higher than now. The Victorian arrangement in
other respects, however, was suitable. It involved
elections every two years for one-fifth part of the
members, thereby affording the opportunity of a total
change every ten years, while the House was inde-
pendent of dissolution by the government. The only
oversight was in not fixing a period for the first trial
of this state machine. New South Wales and South
Australia had more prudential foresight in this respect.
And now Victoria must either tempt or coerce its coun-
cil into the self-denying ordinance of confessing its
own defects, and passing the bill for its own reform.
The merits and defects of such a " Council of
Elders," as is here alluded to, as shown by its actual
existence and proceedings, would be a subject of great
interest, for the results might solve a difficulty of
many impending democracies of the world.
WILLIAM WESTGARTH.
LONDON, 27th November 1861.
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AUSTRALIA.
CHAPTER I.
PRELIMINARY SKETCH OF AUSTRALASIA.
FAMILIAR as this name has latterly become to us by the
daily and almost hourly recurring incidents of an extensive
commerce and social intercourse, we are apt to forget how
short an interval has elapsed since a region now so alive
with the industry of our countrymen was all but wholly
unknown to us. Only since the time of Cook have we
even a definite geographical knowledge. Ninety years
have only just rolled past since that time—the space of a
single human life. Over the wide regions of primeval deso-
lation or barbarism there are now seaports and incorpo-
rated cities, united by railways and electric telegraphs.
Men who are yet scarcely past the period of youth, have
chased the kangaroo and emeu through the open forest of
gum trees where the city of . Melbourne now stands, with
120,000 inhabitants, and an extent of commerce not in-
ferior to that of the second order of European capitals.
The six colonies of Eastern Australasia enjoy respectively
an independent government, a privilege which their wealth
and progress have already procured for them from the im-
perial administration. Their respective parliaments, each
A
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on the home model, so far as imitable, have their two sepa-
rate houses of legislation, and there is in each colony a resi-
dent representative of the Crown. There are no indications
of a want of zest with the colonists for the labours and
responsibilities of self-government ; and if the local political
parties appear mutually antagonistic, yet the whole are loyal
to the imperial supremacy. The Australasian group may
claim to rank as a section of primary interest and import-
ance in the wide circuit of the British empire.
We propose to deal with our subject first in its collective
aspect, and afterwards, with more detail, under the separate
head of each colony, island, or country. In the collective
view, our attention will be chiefly directed to the great and
multifarious interests that are presenting themselves in the
commercial, social, and political relations of the Austral-
asian group of colonies, and which are especially inviting
when we can rise above the narrow scene of each detached
settlement, and fix our attention upon the relations or re-
sults of the larger area and the wider interests of the whole
system. We must not, however, overlook some passing
notice of extra colonial subjects. The opportunity will be
convenient for bringing together, in their collective aspect,
the occurrences of the last few years, the observations and
discoveries in extra colonial territories, as well as the course
of events within the colonial pale.
Australasia assumes the position of one of five great
geographical divisions of the globe. With its central main-
land of Australia, it comprises the conspicuous islands of
New Guinea, Tasmania, and the New Zealand group, to-
gether with many smaller intermediate or adjacent islands.
Restricted to the southern side of the equator, its boun-
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daries westwards exclude Amboyna, famous in early Euro-
pean commerce, the remarkable Arru Islands, and the far
protruding eastern extremities of the Sunda chain. Thence
expanding to the middle of the Indian Ocean, they em-
brace the isolated rocks of Amsterdam and St Paul, but
excluding Kerguelen's Land, although, for convenience, a
description of that desolate and unclaimed region is inserted
in this article. On the east the Fiji Islands are excluded,
divergent alike in their situation and in the mixed charac-
teristics of their population. The boundaries southwards
run indefinitely into the Antarctic Ocean, but they do not
include those regions towards the Southern Pole that have
been but recently delineated, and are as yet but partially
explored. Our associations with Australasia are not those
of icebound coasts, or the dreary grandeur of eternal
snow. The colonists of the extreme south of Tasmania
and New Zealand are not indeed unfamiliar with some of
the wintry experiences of their fatherland ; but the per-
vading association is that of bright Italian skies, and of a
genial temperature, which, if too relaxing, perhaps, over the
larger area for producing the highest energies of mind
and body, is yet grateful and attractive to the occupants
of a new country, while unprovided with those amenities of
an old civilisation that counterbalance a less genial clime.
We are accustomed to style our Australasian possessions
" our antipodes," an expression not strictly correct. A
straight line passing through the earth's centre to the op-
posite circumference from Greenwich, or even from any
part of Great Britain or Ireland, would not emerge upon
any portion of our Austral territory. The nearest approach
to this distinction, if it may be so called, is made by the
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little island to the south-west of New Zealand, which is on
that account called Antipodes Island, and whose northern
counterpart would be on the French coast, a little to the
south-east of Cherbourg. New Zealand, in the same way,
would overlie a part of Spain and Portugal, extending north-
west into the ocean, and south across Gibraltar into Africa;
while Australia would be found in the middle of the North
Atlantic, occupying with a suggestive accuracy, that is not
without other examples, the part that is destitute of land.
Some changes have been of late introduced in the de-
signations of parts of Australasia, which we should here
notice. The old term New Holland may now be regarded
as supplanted by that happier and fitter one of Australia.
New Holland, properly, comprised only the western sec-
tion, that is now West Australia. The eastern or larger
section, at first called New South Wales, may also be now
considered to have forfeited its original name, excepting
that restricted part of it around the first settlement of Syd-
ney. This latter portion, now the self-governed colony of
New South Wales, has been detached from its larger terri-
tory by the creation in 1834 of the colonial territory of
South Australia on the westward, and by that of Queens-
land to the north in 1859. There is not now any officially
designated North Australia since the abandonment of Port
Essington on the one hand, and of the attempted penal
settlement, some years since, at Port Curtis on the north-
eastern coast. With the final abolition of transportation
to Van Diemen's Land, that colony, with the view of
burying the past, solicited and obtained from her Majesty
the new name of Tasmania, which is accordingly substituted
in the public records since the year 1853. The New Zea-
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land constitution provides for the creation of provincial or
sub-governments—a system which accords with the elon-
gated form and extensive coast line of the group. Two
such sub-governments, in addition to the six of older date,
have been recently established, namely, Hawkes Bay, late
a part of Wellington, on the north island, and Marlborough,
late a part of Nelson, on the middle island. About the
same time, the province of New Plymouth reassumed its
original and far more tasteful and distinctive title of Tara-
naki ; a name destined, however, to many unpleasant asso-
ciations for its colonists, in connection with the sanguinary
hostilities of 1860-61 with the aborigines.
The precise date of the earliest discovery of the great
Terra Australis has never been satisfactorily laid down.
The question is one of interest in proportion to the growing
importance of the country. Ere long, the subject will be
investigated by the Australian-born historian and antiquary.
Hitherto the interest and research have been from the
European and Home side. Mr R. H. Major, in his late
volume, published by the Hakluyt Society, 1859, and in
subsequent researches, throws some fresh light on the
subject. He has traced an authenticated discovery to as
early a period as 1601, which is five years preceding the
date heretofore usually given. The discoverer was Mansel
Godinho de Heredia, a Portuguese. It is highly probable,
however, as Mr Major remarks, that the country was dis-
covered by the Portuguese between the years 1511 and
1529, and all but certain that it was discovered before
1542. In these early days of maritime enterpise in the far
East, associated as such adventure was with ideas of fabu-
lous commercial advantages, an exclusiveness and secrecy
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were more in fashion than at present. It seems likely that,
long before any of these dates, Australia was known to the
Chinese and other peoples of the east, having, more or less,
pretension to civilisation.
Some new light has also lately been thrown upon two
other places, in the same region of the world, although of
somewhat inferior importance. These are the isolated islands
of the Indian Ocean, New Amsterdam and St Paul, which
have until within the last eight years been but imperfectly
known. They were the subject of many wondrous tales, nor
was it clearly known which of the rocks bore the one
name, which the other. In consequence of the wreck of
an English vessel upon one of them, the Admiralty were
induced to order a survey, which was accomplished in
the year 1853. Subsequently, in 1857, we have further
interesting particulars from the expedition of the Austrian
discovery-ship Novara. The expedition of 1853 was the
occasion of the discovery at the city of Amsterdam of the
original log-book of the distinguished Antonio Van Diemen,
which showed that he, and not Vlaming, was the dis-
coverer of these islands. Van Diemen saw both of them
on 17th June 1633, or 63 years before Vlaming's visit.
We now know that New Amsterdam is the more north-
ern of the two, being in S. Lat. 37° 58' 30", and E. Long.,
from Greenwich, 77° 34' 40"; while St Paul, 42 miles
apart, is in S. Lat. 38° 42' 55", and E. Long. 77° 31' 18".
The former, the most remarkable of the two, is, at its
highest elevation, 2784 feet above the sea-level. Warm
springs and other features have led to the opinion that
these rocks are of very recent volcanic production. This
seems a probable view ; but the accounts of smoking cre-
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vices and other indications are now known to have been
either mistakes or exaggerations. The Novara's expedition
landed upon New Amsterdam on the 6th December 1857,
and found it covered with impenetrably thick shrubs. The
smoke alluded to by a previous adventuring party as vol-
canic, and so strong as to prevent their getting beyond the
edge of the cliffs, seemed exactly reproduced by the
Novara's expedition, by simply setting fire to some of this
dense vegetation.
RECENT AUSTRALIAN DISCOVERY.
This variegated region, abounding in scientific problems
and apparent anomalies to an extent that has become pro-
verbial, nevertheless presents some features more or less
in common, both as to its human races and its very pecu-
liar animal and vegetable productions. The physical fea-
tures, too, assume less of the marvellous or extra divergent
character as they become more known to us, by that active
and enlightened curiosity that is at length rapidly solving
all the problems of this so lately mysterious part of the
world. The great central territory of Australia has latterly
been the object of chief interest. In alluding here to the
exploratory expeditions of the last few years, which have
helped so much to complete our knowledge of this country,
it is pleasant to notice how the colonies themselves, as they
acquire by their industry and progress adequate means for
the purpose, are carrying out these expeditions, instead of
their being accomplished as formerly, either in part or in
whole, by the parent country. The centre of Australia has
just been reached, and the entire country all but crossed
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from sea to sea upon this central line of march, by an ex-
pedition fitted out by the private enterprise of South Aus-
tralian colonists ; and while we now write, two adequate
expeditions, partly on the same liberal foundation, and
partly by aid of the respective governments, have left South
Australia and Victoria, with the purpose of more effectually
accomplishing this interesting object. Already we know
enough to enable us to entertain a much livelier hope of
the vast central regions of Australia. Mr Stuart's expedi-
tion of 1860 assures us that this area is neither a waste of
water, as was the earliest prevailing opinion, nor yet, still
more unfavourably, a waste of sterility, as was latterly and
very reasonably inferred from the observations of Stuart
penetrating from the south, and of Gregory from the north-
west and north-east.
Gregory's exploration of the Victoria River, north-west
Australia, 1855-56, resulted in some disappointment, after
the promise afforded by the appearance of the lower part
of the stream. After a south-easterly bearing in ascending
its course, it took finally a southerly direction ; and after
300 miles, its source, or rather that of its dry bed, was
found in a sterile desert. The lower part of the river,
however, had a considerable volume, and, by a winding
course, it watered a large area of country, much of which
was good available land. At the mouth there was a good
harbour with deep water. These favourable circumstances,
and the admirable position for the commerce of the East
Indies and Asia, have already attracted much attention,
with reference to the founding in that locality of a new
British colony.
Mr J. S. Wilson, the geologist to this expedition, reported
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very favourably of the country. It was found to be gene-
rally well watered by rivers, some of which, as the Fitz-
roy, Adelaide, Alligator, and especially the Victoria, were
navigable for shipping for some distance inland—the Vic-
toria for upwards of 100 miles. Much of the country was
luxuriantly grassed, and the climate, although tropical,
seemed healthful for Europeans. The mean temperature
of summer, November to March inclusive, was about 79°
for the hour of 6 A.M., and 95° for 1 P.M. For June and
July (winter) it was 59° and 86° respectively, and in June
the thermometer recorded a minimum of 47°. The greatest
rainfall, in common with tropical features elsewhere, was
during the hottest months. Thus in the four months, Novem-
ber to February, rain fell on from one-half to two-thirds
of the days of each month, while during the rest of the
year there was comparatively little rain.
The Victoria of Mitchell (1846), which, with fine
reaches of water, was found winding through a luxuriantly
grassed country, far in the interior from the eastern coast,
and pursuing mainly, as far as seen at that time, a westerly
and northerly course, was inspiringly set down by its dis-
coverer as the head waters of the other Victoria of the north-
west coast. Gregory, however, in 1858, after returning
from that region by an overland journey to New South
Wales, succeeded in tracing also Mitchell's Victoria, and to
quite another termination. As Kennedy had ascertained,
who followed Mitchell, and explored it somewhat further,
its course was southerly. Gregory, on this occasion, ex-
perienced those uncertainties of climate and country that
are eminently Australian. The verdure that captivated
Mitchell had disappeared, leaving only a desiccated waste.
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The Victoria of Mitchell, or Barcoo, was followed into
Cooper Creek of Sturt, thence, by Strzlecki Creek, into the
great Lake Torrens basin and Spencer Gulf.
The centre of Australia had yet to be reached, although
Sturt, in his arduous expedition 1844-45, had nearly at-
tained it. The greater exploit, too, of traversing the vast
territory from sea to sea, was yet unaccomplished, notwith-
standing that so many thousands of enterprising and pros-
perous colonists occupied its coasts. Mr M`Dougal Stuart
has at length all but taken away this reproach. During an
expedition made in 1858 he had explored an extensive area
for 300 miles to the north-west of Spencer Gulf; and had
ascertained that a large proportion of the land he traversed
was available for sheep pasture. The scenery was pleasantly
diversified by lakes and creeks of salt and fresh water. That
a country of this promising character, and not of the sterile
kind that had been found more in a northerly direction,
would be met with to the north-west, had been constantly
asserted by Colonel Gawler, one of the early governors
of South Australia, from observing that the wind when from
this direction had not the parching qualities of the hot
blast that came from the north.
Encouraged by this success, Stuart prepared for a more am-
bitious object. Starting with but two followers, in the month
of March 1860, he penetrated to the centre of Australia, nam-
ing an adjacent hill Central Mount Stuart. Thence, after
many difficulties, chiefly from want of water, he reached, in a
northerly direction, about Lat. 18. 40. S., within 250 miles of
the shores of Carpentaria. Here the country was good, and
the difficulties of the past were probably at an end. But this
was only to give place to others yet more insurmountable
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to his small party. Considerable numbers of aborigines
were met with, whose hostility became so determined, that
there was no other course than retreat. Returning in safety
to Adelaide in the following September, the government,
with laudable promptitude, re-equipped Mr Stuart, who
forthwith set out with an adequate force upon a second
northern journey, to complete the triumph of his first ad-
venturous exploit. Meanwhile, unaware of this successful
excursion, a well-appointed party had started from the co-
lony of Victoria with a similar object. This party, to the
usual outfit, enjoyed the novel addition of a troop of camels,
twenty-six in number, which the colonial government had
a short time previously imported for domestication in Vic-
toria. One object of a promptitude proverbially unusual
in official quarters may readily be supposed to have been
to enable Stuart to complete what he had so nearly effected
—the crossing of the Australian territory—before the exploit
could be accomplished by a rival party and a rival colony.
These are not unpleasant or unprofitable rivalries. The
chances seem all for the bold, experienced, and lightly-fitted
South Australian, rather than for the ample appointments
and measured cadence of his encumbered competitor. But,
however that may be, the former must be considered as
having already virtually won the palm. He permits us to
hope that, when the vast solitudes he has explored become
better known, an experienced bushman, with an ordinary
outfit, may without great difficulty make his way even to
the centre of Australia. That circumstance is important,
with the view of making available to colonisation the country
opened by Stuart.
Some of Mr Wilson's observations, alluded to above, are
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important as explaining Mr Stuart's difficulties arising from
want of water when he entered the tropical regions. He
arrived during the cooler months of the year, when, as we
have seen, there is but little rain-fall. In the cooler extra
tropical climate of the colony he started from, the winter
and spring seasons give usually the largest supplies of rain ;
but the future traveller will do well to remember that these
seasons are evidently the most precarious for his exertions
in tropical Australia.
The Burdekin, discovered and named by Leichhardt
(1844  5), is the most considerable of many secondary
streams that debouch over 2000 miles of the eastern sea-
board of Australia. In the interests of the young colony
of Queensland, Mr G. E. Dalrymple, in 1859, made an
overland exploration to examine the country watered by
this river, and to trace the stream to its mouth. He suc-
ceeded in reaching a position from which the river could
be inferred to enter the sea at Cape Cleveland, and not at
Cape Upstart, as its discoverer supposed. Further progress
was prevented by the persistent hostility of the aborigines,
who were very numerous, and who bore in that region a well-
favoured appearance as compared with those of other parts of
Australia. A large area of country, of a promising character,
was seen in the vicinities of the Burdekin, suitable alike for
pasturage and the growth of cotton, sugar, and tobacco.
An expedition by sea in the following year (1860), under
Mr J. W. Smith, R.N., was successful in finding the exit
of the Burdekin, which proved, as supposed, to be in Cleve-
land Bay. Unfortunately, however, like so many other
Australian rivers, a bar at the mouth closed the Burdekin
to navigation. A little to the south, however, a harbour
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was discovered, capacious, land-locked, and perfectly easy
of access from without. It forms the inner or western side
of Edgecumbe Bay, and was named Port Denison. It is
described as being three miles in length by two miles in
breadth and twenty-seven feet in depth, and is a valuable
compensation to the future settlers of the country watered
by the Burdekin. Port Denison is in 20° S. Lat., and
already the pastoral settlements of Queensland reach that
latitude, and a seaport has been laid out upon its shores.
NATURAL HISTORY.
The facilities afforded by overspreading commerce have
of late been the means of bringing great accessions to
science ; and these are the more important, as they are
mostly connected with immediate practical results. We
may form some notion as to how much there may yet be
to discover by the surprises we are constantly receiving.
The huge chimpanzee of New Guinea, for instance, is
known to us only within the last fourteen years, although
it approaches the nearest to man* in its anatomical structure
amongst the tailless apes. A dead sperm-whale, towed
into Port Jackson in 1849, proved to be a species new at
least to science, the Catodon australis. The length of
the head was 92 feet ; and the entire skeleton, 33i feet
long, is preserved in the Sydney Museum. Another new
cetacean has been since discovered by Mr Wall of Sydney,
having characters intermediate between the Sperm and
* The gorilla, so lately described to us by M. du Chaillu, in
common with a land of other marvels in equatorial Africa, must
now be installed in this position.
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Black Fish,—rather leaning to the latter. It has been
named by 114`Leay Euphysetes Grayii. But the most re-
markable member of this family is the Dugong, or Sea
Cow, an herbivorous cetacean, regarded by Professor Owen
as a distinct species, and, as far as yet known, peculiar to the
coasts of North Australia, from Moreton Bay to Cape York.
He named it Balicore australis. It frequents the shallow
waters of the shore, feeding on the submarine grasses.
The male is distinguished by two tusks. When full grown
the Dugong is 10 to 15 feet in length, proportionately very
bulky, and weighing as much as 8 to 10 cwts. The natives,
who call it Yungan, use it as food ; and its flesh is esteemed a
delicacy even by the colonists. But the animal is likely,
in an economic sense, to be most valued for its oil, which
is used medicinally with the effect of cod-liver oil, and
with the decided superiority of an agreeable flavour. Each
full-grown specimen will yield 10 to 12 gallons of this
oil.
The most interesting of recent discoveries in these
regions, in a scientific point of view, is that of a new species
of Cassowary from the Island of New Britain, named Cas-
suarius Bennettii, in honour of its discoverer, Dr Bennett,
to whose recently published work we are indebted for most
of the particulars of this scientific part of our subject. This
bird was not known till 1857. It is one of a few surviving
members of that remarkable family of large wingless birds
that have left so many fossilized remains in New Zealand
and Australia. The present subject furnishes an additional
link to connect the extinct Moas of New Zealand with the
living cassowaries. It has quite distinctive characters
from the common cassowary, the more obvious of which
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are its being smaller and shorter, and having much thicker
legs. The massiveness of the leg bones is a feature in
common with the extinct Moa. The new bird is 3 feet
in height to the top of the back, and 5 feet when erect. The
egg is 5i- by 3i- inches ; the hue of a very pale buff; over-
spread with pale green corrugations. The specimen first
obtained, a fine full-grown live male, was safely conveyed, in
1858, to the Zoological Gardens, London, and two younger
birds, a male and a female, were added the year following.
Many new and useful species of the well known Kauri or
New Zealand pine have been discovered within the last ten
years. This striking and handsome tree, first met with 200
years ago at Amboyna, has now been found, in different
varieties and species, in New Caledonia, the New Hebrides,
and Queen Charlotte's Group, and also, several years ago,
upon the Australian mainland, from north of Moreton Bay
to the Burnett River, throughout 300 to 400 miles of coast
country. In 1860 it was found in large forests still farther
north, as far as the River Burdekin. In the year 1857, it
was found in extensive growth in the Fiji Islands, where
the timber is reported to be very valuable in commerce.
Amidst the fine forest scenery of Great Fiji, there seem to
be two distinct species of Dammam, one of which has two
varieties, marked by considerable difference in their relative
height. Most of these interesting trees flourish in great
perfection in the Botanical Gardens of Sydney.
POPULATION, ABORIGINAL AND COLONIAL.
The aboriginal races, intervening in characteristics between
the Malay and the Negro, present some features in common
throughout Australasia. A connecting link more promising
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to the future is the rapid colonisation of these remote but
inviting regions, and the indications which they will soon
almost everywhere present of industry and comfort, and a
civilised government. Unhappily, it seems almost an un-
failing law, that the prosperity of the last is the adversity and
death of the first. The Tasmanian race, with certain dis-
tinctive characters of its own, and half a century ago num-
bering five thousand individuals, now survives in the pre-
carious tenure of only fifteen lives. To the mortifying
apprehension of a like approaching destiny to the more
intelligent New Zealanders, may we in great measure attri-
bute the savage warfare with which they have been oppos-
ing the progress of the colonists. The recent Report of the
Legislative Council of Victoria (January 1860), and the mis-
sionary experiences of the Rev. W. Turner, afford some of
the latest particulars of the Australasian races. They are
connected in some respects by links indicative only of one
common degradation ; and the lowest position may be as-
signed to the Australian, for he is still savage, although the
populations of New Zealand and the smaller islands to the
northward have proved comparatively tractable to the influ-
ences of our civilisation and religion. They are all ad-
dicted more or less to cannibalism, and many to infanticide
and to other cruel customs, some of which, however, have
probably originated in the necessities of wandering and
savage life. They are not without some meagre and diver-
sified outline of religious system, which is still adequate to
hold the individual under a sense of authority, and which,
by the restraints and enjoinments, the hopes and the fears
associated with it, imparts a constant impulse to existence.
But our civilisation is too often to them an agency of utter
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destruction. It demolishes an edifice, humble enough truly,
but rebuilds nothing instead. The Australian savage, when
he is surrounded by civilised man, has usually suffered a
double degradation. He is not only dwarfed by the pre-
sence of a superior race, but he has fallen from the integrity
even of barbaric life ; for low as is the platform of his civil
and religious polity, it is still a platform appreciably higher
than the zero of the ground.
The Victoria Legislative Report, in alluding to the causes
of the decrease of the aborigines, speaks of habits of drunk-
enness as conspicuously destructive, in consequence of
the exposed mode of life and liability to pulmonary disease.
Mr Thomas, the Guardian of Aborigines, spoke of natives
being found of a morning bedded in the mud, drunk, and,
if not dead, in a surely dying state, death being inevitable
when, through such exposure, the chest becomes affected.
Favourable mention is made in the Report of the mental
powers of these natives. Pickering has remarked the noble
bust of a well-conditioned Australian aboriginal. The Re-
port places the race above the Negro, and attests a certain
quickness and aptitude for some stages of education that
are not uncommon to savage life. Those marked nega-
tions of the aboriginal character that, when compared with
civilised life, are more readily perceived than intelligibly
defined, are described, but not quite appreciatively, as
deficiencies in the reflective faculties, and as a want of
steadiness of purpose. A Moravian mission still labours
in Victoria, after others have in despair abandoned the
cause. Mr Spieseke of this mission still hopes ; but
with a devout qualification, that it is rather from the
influence of Heaven than the dispositions of the natives.
B
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At Lake Boga, two years elapsed ere even one native
would come near the mission, although afterwards they
were less shy, and expressed themselves as sorry, when]
in 1856, the mission was broken up. Another mission
was afterwards established at the Wimmera River, where
last year (1860) a young aboriginal called Pepper was
admitted by baptism into the Christian Church, an event
which, as relating to the first fruits of a long labour,
gave great satisfaction to the mission and neighbourhood.
There is considerable success in the employment of the
natives in certain kinds of service, many of the pastoral
stations of Queensland, as the governor of that colony in-
timates, having some of them in service ; while in West
Australia, according to the official statistics of 1859, there
are 245 in private employ (176 males and 69 females) out
of a total of 350 aborigines within the settled districts.
The Report justly condemns the neglected condition of the
natives, helplessly exposed as they are in a country almost
entirely occupied by the colonists. The recommendation
is, that reserves of land be made for their special use in
secluded situations, and, especially, freed from the vicinity
of public-houses. There must be a reserve for each dis-
tinct tribe, and situated within the bounds of their respec-
tive range of country. The natives, as experience has re-
peatedly shown, are most unwilling to leave these grounds,
and the tribes are even more indisposed to associate ami-
cably with one another.
There are of late some available data with which to form
an estimate of the present aboriginal population of Aus-
tralia. The last explorations show that the interior pos-
sesses a much larger proportion of good land than was pre-
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viously supposed, and also that such lands, when met with,
are occupied by the aborigines. The native population
seems comparatively most numerous in the tropical region,
where the rains are more regular, the vegetation more por-
fuse, and supplies of food no doubt more adequate and re-
gular than in the other parts. The Victoria Legislative
Report, above alluded to, informs us that the aboriginal
population of that colony, on its being first occupied, was
from 6000 t ) 7000. The area of Victoria is not quite
-glo-th of the whole of Australia ; and as a country available
for man, it is probably not surpassed by any equal area of
the rest of the country. Admitting that the northern re-
gions have relatively the thickest population, but counter-
balancing that circumstance by the probable fact, that one
third of Australia is sterile and uninhabitable, we have the
chief data of our question. We must still allow for the
well-known decrease that has already occurred in the co-
lonised districts. The population thus established for all
Australia will amount only to 200,000 ; and it is certainly
a poor exemplification of the powers and resources of savage
life, in a country of three-fourths the area of Europe, where
our commencing colonies, having already more than five
times that number of people, have raised both from above
and from beneath the surface the elements of a colossal
wealth and commerce.
Gladly we turn from the darkness of the Australian
prospect in its human department to a scene not far
removed, not less dark, only a few years ago, but now
sensibly brightening. Ever since the massacre of Wil-
liams at Erromango in the New Hebrides in 1839, the
natives of these and the adjacent islands have been the
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objects of only increased solicitude to the untiring and
forgiving missionary. In spite of difficulties of communi-
cation, only two years and a half elapsed ere another
mission had been organised and established on the ad-
jacent island of Tanna ; and although expelled thence a
few months after, it was only to proceed to another mem-
ber of the inhospitable group. Nothing could well exceed
the savage barbarism at first experienced. The natives,
addicted alike to thieving, fighting, and cannibalism, kept
the mission in a state of constant disquiet. Adjacent tribes
or villages quarrelled and fought for months together. They
were incessantly plundering either the missionaries or one
another. A native chief, while, at the instance of the mis-
sion, denouncing one of his subjects for a theft, was de-
tected in the act of purloining some property by means of
his toes. Their females, even when leaving their residences
for water, were observed to encumber themselves with
various effects, including their young poultry, lest they
should be stolen in their absence. One powerful and lin-
gering obstacle in the way of civilising influences, was the
prevailing conviction in aboriginal minds, that the white
people introduced or intensified their diseases. Repeatedly
were missionaries murdered on this account. Still, how-
ever, others pressed forward in their place, who overlooked
or forgave the past, and while labouring to instruct and
improve, asked nothing in return. The simple-minded
natives, at first astonished and perplexed, were at length
subdued. The year 1859 saw a marvellous change at
and around the mission stations, which had by this time
been established on twelve of the islands. Mr Turner tes-
tifies to the constant cannibalism that had been everywhere
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prevalent, as well as other shocking habits, such as infanti-
cide, the custom of killing the widows or other relations
on the death of the chiefs, and the barbarity of burying
alive, especially those in helpless old age. Striking is the
change that has come over this dark scene. Large num-
bers now profess Christianity, affording in their mode of
life a marked contrast to their former condition, and to that
of those who still remain heathen. Let us take the case
of the island of Niue, one of the New Hebrides, and appro-
priately, with reference to the past, called the Savage Is-
land. It is 40 to 50 miles in circumference, and out of a
population of 4300 all but ten persons professed Chris-
tianity. A road six feet wide had been constructed all
round the island, partly made and kept in repair by fines,
and having the sides planted with cocoa trees, for the sake
of shade from the sun. There are now plantations of the
sugar-cane. Mr Turner, on his arrival, had appointed a
meeting with the people at a particular spot at some distance,
and as himself and party passed along the road in the
morning before daylight to the rendezvous, they heard the
sounds of Christian worship issue from the native dwell-
ings, their occupants thus discharging the first duties of
the day ere they also set forth for the appointed meeting.
The opinion seems universal, remarks Mr Turner, of this
island, that the population is now increasing. The twelve
islands now occupied by this missionary body (connected
with the London Missionary Society) comprise a popula-
tion of 65,500, of whom 19,743 profess Christianity.
Mr Turner notices some striking features in his account
of Tanna, the island to which he first proceeded. It is
40 miles long by 35 miles in breadth, and contains now
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probably 15,000 .people. The scenery, generally attrac-
tive, is diversified by an active volcano, emitting loud and
fiery explosions every few minutes, but of which striking
object the natives are utterly regardless. They rather
enjoy, in indolent repose, the warmth of the ground in the
volcanic neighbourhood, and use a variety of hot springs,
according to the degree of their temperature, either as
baths or for purposes of cooking. The hottest springs
being in some instances close to the sea, the natives can
spear their fish, and at once transfer them to these natural
cauldrons. These islands resemble Australia and New
Zealand in the tribal system of their social polity, and they
are even more distinguished than the others by the mutual
hostility of these small communities. Each jealously keep-
ing to its own district, when not actually at war, they re7
main secluded in a hostile spirit from each other. One
result of this system is the extraordinary diversity of dialect
into which the original or fundamental tongue may be said
to have lapsed by the accidents of time. In the little
island of Tanna the missionaries had to procure an inter-
preter, in order to understand a tribe a few miles distant.
The population of these islands is proportionately much
larger than that of Australia. Even New Caledonia, al-
though not on the average more fertile than its great
neighbour, is considerably more peopled, with its 50,000
or 60,000 inhabitants to an area of 8000 square miles.
The smaller islands are generally, indeed, the superior in
point of fertility, and their natives, of a higher intelligence,
have some kind of artificial cultivation which the Austra-
lian has never, or at least in a very slight degree, at-
tained to. But the explanation chiefly is, that the sea is
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the great source of food to these aborigines, and conse-
quently their numbers bear some relation to the extent of
sea-coast, a circumstance that of course is in favour of the
smaller islands. Next to the sea coast, the larger rivers
are the sources of food. The banks of the Murray, the
largest of Australian rivers, presented a comparatively large
number of natives when the country was first colonised,
and even now there are still considerable numbers in parts
where they are least disturbed by the pastoral occupancy
of the colonists.
The colonisation of New Caledonia by the French as-
sumes some interest, both with regard to these missionary
successes, and to the proximity of a foreign colonial go-
vernment to our extensive colonial possessions in that part
of the world. The .formation of a penal colony—the
rumoured first intention of the French government—has
happily not occurred. Possession was taken in Septem-
ber 1853, and included the Isle of Pines, and shortly after-
wards the Loyalty Islands. The sugar-cane and other
produce are cultivated. But the place is now most con-
spicuous as a French naval station, a circumstance that
has caused repeated demands on the home government for
accessions of naval strength to the Australian colonies.
Norfolk Island, whose early convict history associated a
terrestrial paradise with the lowest depths of human depra-
vity, has been lately raised to more suitable fortunes. The
felon population has been cleared out, and the vacated
scene occupied by the interesting group of Pitcairn island-
ers, who in the year 1856 were transferred to this new and
pleasant home. The governor of New South Wales exer-
cises over this little society a supreme executive and legis-
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lative power ; but subject to this authority, there is a local
administration in the form of an elective magistracy. A
number of selected mechanics have been sent to the island
to train the primitive community in the useful arts.
The history of the New Zealand settlements, although
so brief in regard to time, exhibits one of the most striking
among many triumphs of modern colonisation. Enjoying
a salubrious and delightful climate, the great prosperity of
the colonists was accompanied by some corresponding ad-
vance on the part of the considerable body of aboriginal
population. Inspired by example, and with a new view of
life and its immediate objects, the natives industriously
tilled the broad acres bequeathed by their ancestors, and,
in their own vehicles and small craft conveyed the produce
of their fields and orchards to the markets of the colonists.
The dark and the white inhabitants had been alike declared
the subjects of the Crown, with equal rights, civil and poli-
tical ; and the success reported by the Christian missionaries
seemed to have completed the edifying picture. But a
rude and sudden reverse has come over this scene. The
beginning of 1860 brings threatenings of a native outbreak ;
and in a few months we have a savage warfare with the
colonists, in which the barbaric arts of a courageous and
sanguinary race, aided by the natural features of their
country, are long opposed in vain by effective arms and
disciplined regiments. Happily the arms and the discip-
line promise to be soon effectual, although the war has not
terminated as it was expected to do by the native defeat
and the truce that succeeded it on 18th March 1861.
Before entering upon the war, it may be interesting to
glance at the relative numbers and distribution of the
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rival races that had thus unhappily come into collision.
A careful enumeration of the aborigines was made during
the years 1857-58, from which it appeared that the total
number amounted to 56,049. The colonists at the same
time numbered 49,802, besides 2353 military with their
families. The distribution of the two populations, however,
was rather different ; for the aborigines were nearly all clus-
tered in the Northern Island, the province of Auckland pos-
sessing 38,269, that of Wellington 11,772, and that of New
Plymouth (now Taranaki), the locality of the war, 3015 ;
being a total of 53,056. The colonists of this island num-
bered 29,930, of whom 2618 were of New Plymouth.
Since the war commenced, this beautiful little province has
been considerably reduced by emigration elsewhere of its
former colonists. But, on the other hand, the progress of
the colony generally has been quite remarkable. This is
especially the case with the Middle Island, which, with its
open grassy plains, already begins to rival Australia in the
rapid increase of the production of wool.
The immediate cause of the war arose out of the sale
of a piece of land by a native chief to the colonial govern-
ment. This chief, Te Teira, of the Ngatiawa tribe, in the
year 1859, offers to sell 600 acres of land at Waitara. The
government, who, by the colonial law are the only pur-
chasers from the natives, agree to this purchase ; but the
right of Te Teira to sell the land in question is disputed
by another chief of the same tribe, Wirimu Kingi, who,
while admitting the proprietary rights of the other, yet
asserts the tribal right to veto the sale. After several
months' investigation of title, the government recognise Te
Teira's right to sell, conclude the bargain, and proceed to
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take practical possession by making a survey of the ground.
This procedure brings up Wirimu Kingi, whose opposition
by rapid degrees takes the form of warlike hostilities.
These native rights and customs in respect to land had
been recognised by the government. Contrary to the
policy adopted with the adjacent territory of Australia,
where the crown assumed the ownership, the aboriginal
proprietorship in New Zealand was recognised by treaty—
the treaty of Waitangi—made in 1840. The New Zea-
landers presented a special case, as compared with other
aborigines, from their numbers and intelligence, and the
fact that they both cultivated the land and enjoyed pro-
prietary rights amongst themselves. These rights were
somewhat complicated by the existence of a tribal as well as
individual relationship. The former, which is called " mana,"
is a feudal superiority without proprietary right to land.
This native outbreak had some predisposing causes. The
treaty of Waitangi, in securing to the natives their lands
and their cherished land customs, enacted also, that when
the natives did choose to make any sale, the only buyer
was the government ; and the government, of course,
bought at a much less price than that which was charged
on the resale to the colonists. This was naturally a source
of dissatisfaction to rude minds that had little ability, and
still less inclination, to appreciate, in a question of this kind,
the benefits and the costs, and the whole relations of a
civilised government. But a source of much heavier grief
to the native was the evident progress and yearly numerical
increase of the colonists, and their own too evident falling
off'. The aged natives were especially prepossessed with
the discouraging idea of their approaching extinction.
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With minds less affected towards the new order of things
around them than their juniors, they were ever revolving
the means of staying the progress and influence of the fatal
white man and his government. Hence the native-king
movement some years earlier, and now a combined move-
ment for preventing all further sales of land—a combina-
tion which had been the true cause of Wirimu Kingi's op-
position to Te Teira's sale.
The war was commenced by the Ngatiawa tribe under
Wirimu Kingi, and soon after he was joined by the power-
ful tribe of the Waikatos, who thence took a leading posi-
tion in these hostilities. Two other tribes, the Taranakis
and the Ngatiruanuis, also took part. We may here re-
mark, that the Ngatiawas in past times occupied great part
of the present Taranaki country; but owing to some cause
of offence to the Waikatos, that tribe drove them away
with much slaughter to a position further south, where
many, including Kingi, remained for some time. Shortly
after this event the New Zealand Company appeared at
Taranaki, with the object of effecting a settlement by pur-
chase of the land from the natives. The Company bought
from the Waikatos and the resident portion of the Ngatia-
was, and supposed that the full proprietary right had been
thus secured. The other Ngatiawas, however, presently
interposed their claim. They asserted that a mere raid
like that of the Waikatos, which was not followed by per-
manent occupation of the land on the part of the conquer-
ing tribe, did not deprive them of their proprietary and
other rights. This view may be considered to have been
sanctioned by the colonial authorities, for the governor of
the day (Fitzroy) intimated to the Company (whose subse-
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quent troubles are well known), that their title was defec-
tive. The succeeding governor (Grey) confirmed this
view, and recognising the Ngatiawas, made a considerable
purchase from them, with the object of resettling the New
Zealand Company's colonists. Fortified by such prece-
dents, and by the Waitangi treaty, the natives had full
scope for their ingenuity, amongst their proprietary and
tribal land regulations, in interposing difficulties with the
colonists. Nor can they be said to have stood upon a de-
fenceless position, seeing that their part has been taken by
the majority of the clergy and missionaries, who may be sup-
posed to have well studied the case ; and by the late Chief-
Justice Martin, and several other prominent colonists. That
all the rest of the colony, including the executive govern-
ment, has been opposed to the native pretensions, cannot be
wondered at, in questions of mixed law and fact, apparently
not a whit less complicated than subjects of the same kind
in civilised countries. That which experience renders most
evident is the difficulty of governing a colony, which, with
all the elements of prosperity and progress, is constantly
liable to be brought to a stand by opposing views between
the tribal and the proprietary native parties, and by ever-
lasting cross purposes between the natives and the colonists.
It appears certain that the natives commenced the war
with a very indifferent idea of the strength of the enemy
they were opposing, and probably the fact of this impres-
sion upon their minds is an explanation of most that has
occurred, and of their defiance of imperial supremacy, when
it tended to thwart their own views. They have certainly
shown us that we, on our part, had no indifferent foe; and for
a time at first they were able to defy, and even to beat back,
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the small force then sent against them ; but in the event
they have only supplied a second proof within these to 0
years past, that discipline, the rifle and the Armstrong gun,
with the moral stamina of our civilisation, are superior in
these encounters to everything they oppose. Now that
the natives are convinced of this power, we may hope that
they will submit in their land questions to the decision of the
appointed parties under the Queen's government, for there
can be but one supreme authority in the country, in prac-
tice as well as theory, and that they will abandon the conflict-
ing and impracticable native-king project. On the occasion
of the last combat, namely, that before the Te-arei pall, in
March 1861, the natives displayed their accustomed daring
and energy. Discouraged at length by defeat, they obtained
a truce from the 13th to the 15th of the month, but reject-
ing those terms on which alone the colonial government
could treat with them, their white flag was withdrawn and
replaced by the red ensign of war. Defeated once more,
and with great slaughter, they at length succumbed on the
19th. Kingi, however, obstinate to the last, refused to
agree, but unable to continue opposition, he retreated to
the northern interior with thirty or forty followers.
The terms of peace offered by the government were to
the effect that, although the natives have free liberty to
state all their claims as to land, the decision on any case
must be left to the governor, or to those he appoints to act
for him. All plunder was to be given up, and the lands
of hostile tribes taken possession of during the war IN ere to
be held at disposal of government. Afterwards it was
added, that the right of any natives that could be proved to
any part of Te Teira's Waitara land would still be respected.
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These terms seem reasonable, and are, perhaps, the only
conditions that would ensure harmony for the future. The
procedure of Governor Brown throughout the native dis-
pute has been called in question as unjust to native rights.
He has, however, been defended, not only by the great ma-
jority of the colonists, but by the home government, who
have further reflected somewhat severely on the New Zea-
land clergy for the injudicious manner of their advocacy of
the native cause. Governor Brown, however, whose term of
office was coming to its close, is to be succeeded by Sir
George Grey, governor at the Cape, who, as a successful
governor of New Zealand on a former occasion, may now
be expected to place the affairs of the:colony in a more
satisfactory condition.
Another question has arisen out of this war, namely, that
of its cost, and by whom the expenses are to be paid. As
the hostilities extended, each colonial government despatch
demanded additional troops, until as many as 5000 military
were asked for. The colony had demanded, besides, the
reimbursement of various outlay for local forces and de-
fences. These claims are withstood in no mincing terms
by the home government, whose despatch of July 1860
prepares the ground for the financial battle. The home
authorities would not see the colony exposed to actual
danger ; but, at the same time, they are not bound to fight
the colonists' battles whenever they choose to extend their
farms. In justice to the rest of the empire, they cannot
spare so many as 5000 soldiers. To reimburse the colony
for volunteer outfit and local defences is not only out of
the question, but the colony must make some contribution
towards the military expenditure. No others of the volun-
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teer force than those of the places attacked had given as-
sistance ; and, finally, in thus demanding such costly aid,
the colonial legislature showed no disposition to relax any
control over the native question, in order to place in impe-
rial hands a greater authority upon that subject which was
so intimately connected with the war. The colony has
responded in a reasonable spirit to the imperial call. It
withdraws the claim respecting local forces. It increases
these forces, and by means of a public loan, as well as cer-
tain tariff alterations, the revenues are increased to meet
the public exigencies. But some difficulty must arise in
pushing to any unusual extreme the imperial claim, as
the colonists naturally rejoin that the confusing state of
the native questions was not of their creating ; neither is
the subject on which the war arises now in their hands.
The're is, indeed, a mixed jurisdiction in the case that will
soon produce difficulties, should that mutual forbearance
and goodwill that so agreeably characterise the imperial and
colonial relations be interrupted.
We shall only further remark, on this most interesting
colony, that New Zealand, which, like the other adjacent
colonies, enjoys self-government, has the additional and pecu-
liar feature of a variety of sub-governments, having each
considerable local powers. These distinctive societies have
sprung naturally into existence from the elongated form of the
islands, their consequent great extent of sea-coast, and the
tendency of the colonists to group themselves around con-
venient seaports, separated by moderate distances. A re-
cent " Provinces Act" regulates the creation of further
sub-governments of this kind, and two have been recently
added to the six that have been for some time established-
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namely, Hawke's Bay in 1858, and Marlborough in 1859.
On the late occasion of increasing the number of members
of the House of Representatives from forty-one to fifty-three,
the following was the estimate drawn up of the population
of the eight provinces :—In the North Island—Auckland,
22,159; Taranaki, 1312; Wellington, 13,470 ; Hawke's
Bay, 2037 ; total, 40,248. In the Middle Island—Nelson,
including Marlborough, 10,000; Canterbury, 14,107; Otago,
10,456; total, 34,563. The total for the beginning of 1860
is thus 71,456, besides a small number in the lesser islands.
We turn from the mixed spectacle of these aboriginal
races to take a view of the population of colonists. On
the mere question of numbers there is already a higher
destiny to this part of the world ; for the present colonial
population of Australia, numbering nearly 1,100,000, is
probably much greater than the aboriginal population has
ever attained to, numbering as they now do, according to
our estimate above, only 200,000. If u e add to the colo-
nists of Australia those of New Zealand and Tasmania,
their numbers are increased to about 1,250,000. In the
table, introduced further on, the particulars are presented
for each colony, up to the end of 1859, giving, of course,
rather a smaller number than may be estimated for the
present year 1861. While the aboriginal population is
decreasing, and in some instances with lamentable haste,
the vigorous inroad of colonists is maintained, and our emi-
grating countrymen increase and multiply upon the goodly
soil and in the genial climate of their new home.
The discovery of the Australian gold-fields, in the year
1851, gave a new impetus to the progress of population, as
it has so notably done to the progress of Australian corn-
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merce. We may instance the case of the colony of Vic-
toria, which has been the principal scene of gold mining,
and whose population has risen from about 80,000, at the
time of the discovery, to 548,353 at the end of 1860. There
are several features worthy of attention with regard to these
inpouring crowds of colonial population. Of course, the great
proportion of people who proceed to these British colonies
are of the British race. There has been, however, some
proportion of foreign blood attracted to the scene, as the
colony had acquired the repute of being a prosperous and
pleasant home. Nor were the colonies averse to such cos-
mopolitan relations ; and the governments, both imperial
and colonial, have even provided free passages to parties of
foreign labourers who might introduce or extend some
kinds of production suitable to the colony, but not familiar
to our own countrymen, such as the cultivation of the vine
and olive. Many Germans began to emigrate to Australia
twenty years ago, and, in particular, to the neighbourhood
of Adelaide. In the South Australian census returns for
1860, the population of German birth is 7871, out of a
total of 117,967 or 6'67 per cent., besides, no doubt, many of
German blood and speech who have been born in the colony.
The high repute of golden Victoria, during the earlier
years when the mining was a novelty, brought to the
attractive spot a most miscellaneous nationality. But the
most striking of these foreign additions as to numbers, and
perhaps all else, were the Chinese. Pouring in by sucess-
sive shiploads, and marching into the interior, a picturesque
spectacle, in long lines upon the highways, they all betook
themselves at once to the gold-fields. Afterwards some
diverted their attention to mercantile pursuits in Melbourne,
c
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of which the colonists would be occasionally reminded by the
appearance of Lo-Quat or Cum Quot in the colonial Insolvent
Court. Others began fishcuring and other pursuits, to supply
the trade of their numerous countrymen. By the Victoria
census of 1857, there were 25,424 Chinese in a total popu-
lation of 408,998, exclusive of Australian aborigines. The
numbers afterwards increased to about 45,000, but they
have since again fallen off, being now between 30,000 and
40,000. In 1857 there were only 23 Chinese females, but
at present there is probably not one remaining in the
colony, as the Chinese have always shown a dread of trust-
ing their females in colonial society ; and probably with
some reason, as they are not likely to be improved by the
contact, and perhaps as little by being associated in the
rude, unsettled, and temporary vocations of their country-
men. The Chinese novelty gradually became a Chinese
Question, or rather difficulty, involving social and political
considerations, which produced considerable agitation in
the colony. The people themselves were inoffensive, even
to timidity, and outwardly well-conducted—at least in the
vicinity of the police. Still, they formed a large body in
colonial society, widely alien not merely in race, but in
religion, and in moral and social views, besides presenting an
element of perplexity as to the political future, in which they
were either condemned to an inferior position, or raised to a
place no less questionable—that of political enfranchisement.
The result of the agitation has proved unfavourable to the
Chinese immigration, the legislature having, by several
enactments imposing special payments on immigrants of this
race, endeavoured at least to restrict their numbers.
The disproportion of female population, one of the ob-
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jections to the Chinese immigration, is still a feature of
most of these colonies. In general, the males pioneer the
way for some time before the gentler sex will adventure to
such remote homes. Thus, the young settlements of New
Zealand are still deficient, with about two-fifths only of
females. On the other hand, South Australia, which for
nearly twenty years has acquired a settled character for its
population by extensive and successful agricultural pur-
suits, presents the nearly equal proportions, as by the cen-
sus of 1860, of 59,678 males to 58,289 females. To some
extent, however, the lingering attractions of the gold-fields
of Victoria and New South Wales were still retaining a
number of the male colonists, although much less than in
the earlier years of gold mining. These attractions have
operated adversely upon Victoria society in regard to the
female proportion, and also, but in a less degree, upon New
South Wales. In both colonies the sexes, which had been
gradually approaching equality of numbers, are still in
marked disproportion—New South Wales indicating (1859)
140,446 females to 196,126 males; and Victoria (1860) yet
more extreme, 341,628 males to 203,049 females.
Another feature, still lingering in Australian society,
although happily disappearing, is the criminal element re-:
maining from the transportation system. The lavish
expenditure of the imperial government in the two origi-
nally penal colonies, New South Wales and Van Diemen's
Land, in carrying out this protracted and extravagant
experiment in criminal legislation, raised up many colonial
defenders of the system. But as families sprung up and
homes were formed, society gave a more normal and moral
tone, and the system was so vigorously resisted that, as re-
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gards that part of the world, it was abolished by the home
government, excepting to a limited extent in the case of
West Australia, whose slow progress in the colonial race
has given to the convict question an attractive, or at least
a not unbearable aspect.
QUEENSLAND.
Following our plan in this preliminary outline of our
subject, taken in its collective aspect, of bringing together
all events of a recent character, we shall allude in this
place to the newly constituted colony of Queensland, rather
than throw the subject into a section of its own further on,
and amongst the other and older colonies,—a position it
may perhaps take on the next occasion of revising this
article. Queensland, as a separate and independent colony,
dates only from December 1859.
This colonial territory, however, has been long familiar
under the general name of the Moreton Bay District,
forming the northern district of New South Wales, and
distinguished for its pastoral adaptations. Moreton Bay,
from which the settlement took its name, is in S. Lat. 27.,
and was discovered by Cook in 1770, and named in honour
of the Earl of Moreton, then President of the Royal Society.
The River Brisbane, on which the present colonial capital,
Brisbane, is situated, was discovered only in 1823 by Oxley,
who had been sent from Sydney to discover a place suit-
able for a new penal settlement. This penal settlement
was accordingly formed at Moreton Bay. In 1842, how-
ever, the district was thrown open to free settlement, and
the convict establishment removed. Thenceforward there
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is a rapid progress, which is chiefly due to pastoral or
squatting enterprise. The central government at Sydney
is about 500 miles distant, so that the northern colonists' in-
terests, commercial and social, gradually grouped themselves
around a local centre or seaport of their own. Hence the
wish for a separate administration, which, after some years
of agitation, was at length obtained from the imperial go-
vernment, who appointed Sir George Ferguson Bowen the
first governor.
From the despatches he has already written, the Gover-
nor appears to enter with interest upon his duties in a new
country, of ample area and almost unbounded promise.
Writing on 12th April 1860, he remarks, that the pastoral
settlements already extend to Broad Sound, in S. Lat.
22., and that the newly explored and available country
around the River Burdekin, 2° to 3° further north, will
also soon be occupied. We have, in fact, since that date,
as alluded to above, had intelligence of the exploration of
the mouth of the Burdekin, whose exit was not previously
exactly known, and of the laying out of a township in that
remote locality.
The dividing line between the new and the old colony
was not a subject on which the two rival interests were likely
to agree. The home government had intended that the
dividing line should be the 30th parallel ; but on remon-
strance from New South Wales, which colony had always
opposed the separation movement, the line was removed
somewhat farther north, where, for the present at all events,
it is fixed. The boundary, then, between the two colonies
begins at Point Danger, in S. Lat. 28. 8. ; thence by the
mountain range westerly to the Great Dividing Range,
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following this range to S. Lat. 29. ; thence by a lesser hill
chain westerly to the River Dumaresk or Severn, follow-
ing its course to the Macintyre, and by this river till it
again reaches S. Lat. 29. ; and thence by this parallel west-
wards to E. Lon. 141. ; thence northwards to the sea.
This great area, of more than 550,000 square miles, com-
prises a proportion, unusually large for Australia, of avail-
able soil and well-watered country, the interior consisting
in large measure of elevated grassy lands, with a climate
sufficiently temperate for sheep. Consequently, the earlier
commerce of this part of Australia, as previously in New
South Wales and Victoria, is to be connected with pastoral
vocations in the production of fine wool. But from official
and other reports, it also appears that both the country and
its climate are well adapted for the production of cotton,
rice, the sugar cane, and other tropical articles. Much the
larger part, if not the whole area, lies beyond the region of
uncertain climate further south, with its extremes of hot
and cold, its droughts and hot winds. The tropical showers,
which have saved Northern Australia from the desert char-
acter pertaining to a large area of the central and south-
ern parts, extend over and fertilise Queensland. The
annual rain-fall is double in quantity that which takes place
to the southward. At Brisbane, in S. Lat. 27. 5., for the
year ended 30th September 1850, the rain-fall amounted
to 55- .. inches, and there were 131 days with rain, the
months of the greatest fall being February, March, April,
and August. The climate, although tropical, is healthful,
and not unsuited to the European constitution—in those
more southern and temperate parts, at least, that are as yet
known by the practical test of actual residence by coloni-
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sation. The mean shade temperature of the year above
referred to, taken at the hour of 9 A.M., was 68°, while for
each month of the year the temperatures were as follow :—
In the year 1851, the population of the country that is now
Queensland was 8575. In 1856 it was 17,082, spread over
an area•of 174,600 square miles. The Registrar-General
for the colony returns the population for 31st December
1860 at 28,056, of whom 16,817 are males, and 1l,239
females. The two chief towns are Brisbane, with 7000
inhabitants, and Ipswich with 4500. The live stock were
estimated to amount in 1858 to 3,500,000 sheep, 450,000
cattle, and 50,000 horses. The chief produce is wool, of
which, for the year ended 30th September 1860, the ex-
port was 4,826,500 lbs., valued at L.422,319. The article
next in importance is tallow, which amounted in value for
the same year to L.34,120. The finances of the young
colony appear flourishing. The estimated revenue for
1860 had been L.160,600, but the actual receipts had
amounted to L.178,589, 8s. 5d., the increase being due
chiefly to squatting rentals and assessments on live stock,
in consequence of the extensive immigration of sheep
farmers and their flocks from the southern settlements.
The principal items of revenue were, Customs, L.58,879 ;
proceeds of land sales, L.45,326 ; squatting assessments,
L.30,073 ; postage, L.4806.
The River Fitzroy, which falls into Keppel Bay in S.
Lat. 231°, was the scene of an episode in the colony's his-
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tory. In the beginning of August 1858, it was reported that
a gold field had been discovered there. No circumstances
so commend such reports as those of the present case—
namely, a remote distance and an uninhabited locality ;
the two circumstances, be it remembered, that must ren-
der even a rich Australian gold-field unprofitable, owing
to the uncertainty, expense, and discomfort attending the
means of existence. Almost immediately there commenced
an extraordinary rush of people, first from Sydney, and
afterwards from Melbourne and other parts of Victoria.
By the end of September, 5000 to 6000 persons had gone
to the new Eldorado. There was indeed a gold field, a
small flat, called Canoona, situated about 70 miles up the
Fitzroy ; and although the spot was soon worked out, yet the
surrounding region gave indications of being also auriferous.
But the charm was almost instantly dispelled when such
masses came together without any of the usual provision
for settlement. A counter stream of those returning met
those pressing forward, and soon the ship-loads of the latter
refused to quit the vessels till they were taken back to
Sydney. The incident, however, has resulted in the found-
ing of the township of Rockhampton, situated thirty miles
up the Fitzroy ; while the hope that Queensland may, like
her neighbours, be a gold-producing colony, has induced
the government, during the first legislative session, to re-
peal the export-duty on gold, a duty still retained by New
South Wales and Victoria.
Queensland was constituted a colony by the local publi-
cation of letters patent to that effect on 1st December
1859. The constitution had been settled by Order in
Council of 6th June preceding. The first parliament met
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on 29th May 1860. It consisted of two houses—the As-
sembly, elected by the people, consisting of twenty-six
members ; and the Council, nominated by the Crown, con-
sisting of fifteen members. Besides the measure already
alluded to for abolishing the gold export-duty, there was
one passed for discontinuing state aid to religion—a con-
tentious question with the Australian colonists—and an act
for a census in 1861. There vNere also various acts fbr the
sale, lease, and management of the Crown lands. These
Lands Acts fix the minimum price at L.1 per acre ; the
sales are, as the general rule, to be by auction, and pay-
ments to be made at time of purchase, and not upon credit.
Encouragement, however, is given to immigration, by award
of land orders to those who have arrived in the colony at
their own charges—namely, to the amount of L.18 for each
person, under certain specifications, and of L.12 more after
two years' residence, &c. After a considerable amount of
important legislation, the youthful parliament was pro-
rogued on 18th September ; and at this stage, upon its
promising platform, we must take leave of this rising and
interesting colony.
INTERNATIONAL STATISTICAL CONGRESS.
The European International Statistical Congress held its
fourth meeting in July 1860. The meeting took place in
London, and for the first time the Australasian colonies
were represented, and by their own delegates, among the
World's gathering. It is interesting to notice the circum-
stance, that the colonial delegates, as representing separate,
and in material respects independent governments, were
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ranked on the same platform with those of foreign states,
but not, as one may suppose, without some difference of
opinion on the subject, seeing their respective colonies are
all parts of one empire, and the colonists the subjects of one
common sovereign. The objects of the congress were, to
arouse all civilised nations to a sense of the importance of
statistical data, to compare the existing statistical methods
of each government, and to endeavour to attain to a univer-
sal agreement, both as to the times and the mode of record.
The Australasian delegates agreed in drawing up a joint
report, which embraced collectively the entire group, with
exception only of West Australia, which colony was not
represented, and which was therefore but slightly alluded
to in the document. The report comprised three sections,
the first of which set forth, in an illustrative manner, the
statistical position to which each colony had attained ; the
second noticed, and at the same time explained, various
anomalous looking facts in the colonial statistics, since the
great era of the gold discoveries, with especial reference to
the colony of Victoria, which had been the grand scene of
speculative excitement, and subsequent reaction and col-
lapse ; the third section presented the more prominent
statistical facts arranged in the order prescribed at previous
meetings of the congress.
All these colonies have now a Registrar-General's Depart-
ment, and they publish annually a volume of General
Statistics, conveying a great variety of precise and tabu-
lated information, particularly as to commercial and finan-
cial subjects. This method, which has not been long in
operation in its present comprehensive and convenient
form, is being annually improved and extended ; and, to
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still more purpose, the colonies are endeavouring to agree
as to time and method amongst themselves. They have
been hitherto in these respects considerably divergent.
In the important business of the census, for instance,
New Zealand must enjoy the expensive process of enume-
ration every three years ; Victoria, quinquennial up to
1851, is more impatient under the great changes and
emergencies following the gold discoveries, and counts up
her numerical strength when leisure intervals can be had,
namely in 1854 and 1857 ; while New South Wales and
South Australia, still adhering to the quinquennial period,
must needs, however, adopt diversity of time, the first ex-
hibiting the result for 1851 and 1856, the other for 1850,
1855, and lately for 1860. Then, as to plan, while we have
Eastern Australia setting forth the numbers in columns
headed respectively " Under 2 years, 2 and under 7, 7 and
underl4," &c., as in our home tables, West Australia must
have the columns quite differently headed, namely, " Under
1 year, 1 to 5, 5 to 10," &c. But at length, it is now pro-
bable that in most, if not in all of these colonies, there will
be immediately adopted a simultaneousness as to time, and
uniformity as to method, in those leading statistics that are
of common interest and importance to all civilised peoples,
not only with one another, but with the British empire, and
with most countries of Europe. The first important step
towards this desirable result will be with regard to the
census, for which it is understood that New South Wales,
Victoria, Queensland, Tasmania, and probably South Aus-
tralia, are making arrangements, in order that it may be
taken by each respectively on the 8th day of April of this
year, as has been already done in this country.
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A thriving British colony has usually but one kind of
story to tell, and that, although a highly satisfactory, yet
almost a monotonous one—of progress. The imports, the
exports, the public revenues, the population of this year, are
all so much per cent. ahead of those of last year ; and in
like manner this year will itself be eclipsed by the next, and
so on. In Australia this monotony of progress, if it may
be so called, was the rule until the discovery of the gold
mines ; but since that great era the colonial aspects have
been checquered with abundant variety. There occurred
almost immediately a prodigious expansion of commercial
and financial operations. The chief field was of course the
auriferous colonies of Victoria and New South Wales ; but
as these two became customers on a suddenly increased
scale for various productions of the others, there was a
general stimulus more or less throughout all. Taking the
instance of Victoria, which was the most striking, we have
the value of imports for 1851, L.1,056,000; and for 1854,
L.17,659,000. Then comes the reaction ; for although the
population has doubled since 1854, the value of imports has
never again reached the amount of that year. The nearest
approach was in 1857, when it was L.17,256,000. In 1859,
the latest date to which we have complete returns, the
value is L.15,623,891. In like manner, the value of ex-
ports, which was L.1,424,000 in 1851, rose to L.11,062,000
in 1853, increased to L.15,080,000 in 1857, and has since
rather declined in amount. But all these amounts, the lesser
as well as the greater, are truly extraordinary as represent-
ing the commerce of a single colony, and that, too, all but
the very youngest of our many offshoots. The public
revenue of Victoria rose from L.379,824 in 1851, to
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L.1,576,801 for the next year, and to L.3,202,139 for the
year succeeding ; while the annual value of Melbourne,
which had been rated at L.174,723 for 1832, rose to
L.1,553,965 for 1854. Landed property in good situations
rose tenfold, and even upwards of one hundredfold in
value. To all this there has been a great reaction, which,
as was meet, should be felt most severely in Victoria, whose
colonists, accordingly, have complained of " bad times" ever
since there was a culmination of the excitement. The
great scale of commerce and finance is still maintained ;
and although the annual results have shown rather irregular
features, it seems not unlikely that Australia will ere long
return to that normal condition of old, when, in the general
progress, every colonist felt that he was better off this year
than he had been last. Indeed, these irregular figures of re-
venues and commerce are now nearly confined to Victoria,
and are there also gradually disappearing.
Amongst anomalous looking features in the train of
effects produced by the gold mines, was that of the great
cost of living in a country heretofore essentially pastoral,
and where, with countless flocks and herds, and ample cul-
tivable soil, the necessaries of life should have been well-
nigh the cheapest in the world. They were so at one time,
when the present writer has purchased in Victoria beef and
mutton at ld. per lb., the quartern loaf at 4d., and fresh
butter at 3d. to 6d. per lb. These were not indeed the
usual or long continued prices in a prosperous colony even
prior to the gold era; but until that era, Victoria and Austra-
lia generally were to be accounted as cheap-living countries.
The Report, in reference to Victoria, thus notices the ex-
traordinary change that came with the gold :—" While
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some articles of the import market were even superabun-
dant, other things, more dependent on colonial production,
but not less necessary, bore enormous prices. Cottages at
14.400 a year were the natural result of bricks at L.12 per
1000, instead of the previous rate of 20s. ; while water at
Ss. a cask, and firewood at several pounds a load, instead of
scarcely as many shillings, made havoc of those who were
dependent on fixed salaries. The luxury of a cab at L.6 a
day, or 10s. a drive, was proverbially abandoned to the
labourer or the gold-digger. Oats brought a guinea a
bushel ; cabbages assumed a new dignity at 2s. 6d. each ;
and in a great pastoral country, fresh butter sold for 5s. a
pound" (Report of Proceed., p. 62). The reaction we have
alluded to has operated upon these extravagant prices as
upon other extravagances ; and now, in 1861, Victoria and
her neighbours seem subsiding into frugal, industrious,
common-sense places, with the early prospect of indicating
the old and w elcome feature of a steady annual progress.
'These favourable circumstances, united to a scale of com-
merce and a breadth of society far beyond our accustomed
associations as to colonies, are likely to impart for the future a
fresh interest and attraction to the Australasian, settlements.
The order of subjects decided upon by the congress was,
1. Population and vital statistics ; 2. Judicial statistics, em-
bracing civil and criminal legislation, the incidents affecting
land, &c. ; 3. Financial ; 4. Industrial, including commerce ;
5. Public instruction ; 6. Relation to the natural sciences.
The complete statistical data before the delegates at the
time of the congress extended to the end of the year 1858,
at which time the population of colonists, exclusive of that
of West Australia, was 1,110,479, or including the latter
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colony (with its 13,306), 1,123,785. The aggregate
public revenues, exclusive of loans, amounted for 1858 to
L.5,406,213,and the public debt had already crept up (for the
year 1860) to L.11,510,460. The latter, indeed, is likely to
increase much faster in proportion than the former, as the
colonists show a decided appreciation of railways and other
public works, and of the facility of finding the means in the
inexhaustible fountain of the home money-market, where
Victoria and New South Wales government bonds are al-
ready well-known securities. The aggregate commerce
for 1858 amounted to—Imports, L.25,406,822 ; exports,
L21,297,303. The total of shipping inward and outward
was 2,655,457 tons. One of the most important data was
a careful estimate of the yield of Australian gold, a subject
heretofore in some degree of uncertainty, owing to the de-
fective records of the customs in the earlier years. The
estimate is made to the end of 1859, at which time the
total had amounted to a value of L.101,512,930. The
proportions of this large amount were contributed as follows:
Victoria, L.93,810,212 ; New South Wales, L.7,394,718 ;
South Australia, L.160,000 ; New Zealand,* L.140,000 ;
Tasmania, L.8000. The New South Wales gold was
valued at 77s. per ounce, that of the other colonies at 80s.
The New Zealand gold fields date only from 1857, and the
* Since the completing of the Congress Report the official returns
for New Zealand for 1859 are to hand, showing the value of gold
exported from that colony, as officially recorded up to the end of
1859, to be L.121,313, 2s. 3d., " besides a considerable quantity
exported privately, the amount of which cannot be ascertained."
In assuming L.140,000 as the total, the delegates have therefore
made a fair approximation.
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production gives promise of increase. That of New South
Wales is gradually increasing, while in Victoria the produc-
tion seems steadily to fall off each year, at least since 1856.
This feature, however, is accompanied by the fact of a
diminishing number actually engaged in mining.
FINANCES.
From the elaborate table at the end of this section, the
reader will see what large amounts now represent the
finances and commerce of these colonies. As the table
supplies all the necessary statistical detail, we shall here
make only a few general remarks.
These colonies, in their system of taxation, have followed,
in a general manner, the example of our imperial system,
although with certain distinctions. Both systems derive a
large proportion of income from customs duties, equal to
about one-half of the whole revenue on the colonial side,
while it is only one-third on the imperial. On the other
hand, the colonies are free of the excise system, excepting
in the case of colonially made spirits. One item of revenue
peculiar to colonies, and a large item in the younger colonies,
such as Victoria and South Australia, is the proceeds of
land-sales. As each colony extends, fresh lands are con-
stantly being surveyed and brought forward for sale,
usually by public auction, to the increasing colonists. In
the younger colonies, the proceeds of these sales gene-
rally amount to one-third or one-fourth of their respective
revenues.
The chief colonies have agreed in adopting the principle
of a short and simple tariff list, which, by imposing con-
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siderable duties on a few import articles of large consump-
tion, yields an adequate revenue, and leaves commerce
otherwise free. In the selection of these few articles,
regard has been had mainly to those which are not in the
position of necessaries. Thus spirits and tobacco are most
heavily taxed, namely, at about 10s. per gallon and about 2s.
per lb. respectively. Opium, which makes some appearance
among the imports since the immigration of the Chinese,
is also heavily taxed. Wine and beer follow, with diminish-
ing rates of duty ; and tea, sugar, and, in some of the
colonies, a few other articles, are also moderately taxed.
The principle of fixed duties has been preferred to that of
the ad valorem. Although the different colonies have not
agreed in one common tariff, they have shown, latterly at
least, a disposition in, their tariff systems to approach
one another. Thus those that had retained a generally-
taxed import list, as South Australia and New Zealand,
have of late much diminished this list, and made good
their income by extra rates upon the remaining articles,
and particularly upon spirits ; while others that had con-
tinued the old system of differential duties upon spirits,
favouring rum or whisky, for instance, have latterly been
disposed to equalise the rates, and to charge duty upon the
strength of spirit only.
The unusual feature of an export duty has been intro-
duced in the case of the gold produce. The defence for
this impost is, that it is a substitute for a rent from the
miner for the use of the ground from which he extracts the
ore. The system first employed, of charging each miner a
license fee of 30s. per month, was found unsuitable to the
diversified scenes of good and bad fortune presented by a
D
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gold-field, and was therefore abolished. The export duty
imposed was 2s. 6d. per oz. It was first levied in Victoria
(May 1855), and afterwards adopted by New South Wales
(February 1857) and New Zealand (November 1859).
An agitation with the view of procuring the repeal of
this duty has been gradually gaining strength. The new
colony of Queensland, where gold-fields also exist, and
which inherited this duty from New South Wales, has
signalised its first legislation by repealing the gold export
duty.
The era of self-government may be distinguished as the
era also of public debt in these colonies. The amounts are
already considerable for the two principal colonies of New
South Wales and Victoria, and are chiefly due in each
case to the extensive railway operations in these colonies.
With the exception of several short lines around Melbourne
in the hands of private companies, all these railway con-
structions are being effected by the respective govern-
ments, after a first but ineffectual attempt of the public, on
the joint-stock principle, by aid of a government minimum
guarantee.
The principal banking business is conducted by com-
panies originated in London, which, with their large paid
up capitals and accredited position, have imparted some
degree of stability to colonial commerce—a greater degree,
at least, than would have resulted from only smaller local
institutions of this kind, amidst the prevalent colonial feature
of a spirit of enterprise running into extravagance, and the
system of general credit which attends it. There has been
of late a disposition to establish local banks and analogous
institutions, particularly in Victoria ; but even with these
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there is a tendency to lean upon the ample money market
of this country, for, after some career of independence, the
banks, as well as railway and other companies, generally
end in placing a large part of their stocks or their bonds
upon the London market. The banks have the privilege
of issuing notes of the value of L.1 upwards, payable on
demand. The comparatively ample means in the hands of
the masses of a colonial population occasion a large absorp-
tion of note circulation, just as from a like auspicious cause
we find a much larger consumption per head of tea, sugar,
or flesh meat. The report presented to the Statistical Con-
gress institutes a comparison as to note issues with Scotland,
where there are L.1 issues—a license not granted to Eng-
land. In Scotland, as is well known, the note issues have
all but superseded the use of gold coin ; and yet the circu-
lation is only L.13 per bead of population, while that of
New South Wales is L.23- per head, and of Victoria,
L.3i per head. The comparison is still more striking, from
the circumstance that in these colonies there is no exclu-
sive preference, as in Scotland, for notes over metallic
money, the latter being also in large circulation. Besides
the considerable amount of coin in circulation, the quan-
tity held by the banks collectively is usually not less
than from L.4,000,000 to L.5,000,000. The scale of
banking business throughout these colonies may be inferred
to be considerable, from the fact that the total of the deposit
accounts is about L.15,000,000, and of the loans and discount
accommodation given by the banks about L.20,000,000.
The rates of interest for money are higher, as might be ex-
pected, than in this country. The colonial rate ranges
between 6 and 10 per cent. for good securities, and may,
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with sufficient correctness, be assumed as on an average
double the rate of this country.
An event of some significance in colonial progress is the
establishment of an Australian mint, which was erected at
Sydney, New South Wales, and came into operation in
May 1855. This mint is a branch of the Royal Mint,
and under imperial appointment and supervision, although
its expenses are defrayed by the colony. The imperial
authorities, however, have not yet admitted the coin to
the rank of imperial currency, notwithstanding that it is
an exact reproduction of the latter. In the earlier years
of the gold discoveries, the large yield of gold, thrown sud-
denly into a limited circle of commerce, caused for a time
a sensible derangement, and a great demand for additional
supplies of money to conduct the exchanges incidental to
an immense expansion of business. Long after the exact
value of the gold was known generally throughout the
colonies, three ounces of coin would purchase four ounces
of metal, the latter being even purer material, and there-
fore, weight for weight, the most valuable. This state of
things could not last ; but while it existed, the use of a
mint was strikingly obvious, and New South Wales and
Victoria came into active rivalry for the distinction of
possessing the institution. The former colony, which was
the senior, and up to that time much the more important, was
successful. But this circumstance is now to be regretted,
as the great proportion of the gold produce, and with it
the preponderance of wealth, commerce, and population,
have since appertained to Victoria, and have, in fact, in-
duced that colony formally to petition the home govern-
ment, as was done last year (1860), for a mint establish-
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ment of its own. The New South Wales Government,
seven years previously, had sent the Colonial Office an
earnest of L.10,000 towards mint expenses ; the Victoria
Government has sent L.15,000, with a special request for
imperial privilege to the coin. The permission of this
second mint, however, has been declined. The mint
at Sydney was established in 1854-55. The total cost of
buildings and plant has been L.49,215. The cost of main-
tenance, from 14th May 1855 to 31st December 1859,
amounted to L.60,689, N't hile the mint receipts for the
same period were L.65,916. The ccinage is of gold only,
and the colony is not allowed to make the institution a
source of profit. The regulations and charges have been
altered on several occasions. At present, the mintage rate
is 14 per cent., or 11id. per ounce, NI hen the return of
coin is wanted in tvw das. If the quantity is above 1000
ounces, the charge is only 1 per cent., or 91d. per ounce.
There is not now any charge by government, be3ond this
mintage rate, for conveying the gold from the mines to the
mint, and returning it in coin. At first, the mint was car-
ried on at a loss, but of late, and particularly since Vic-
toria has, after some hesitation, received the coin as legal
tender, its receipts have repaid considerably more than its
expenses. The total of gold coined, up to the end of 1859,
was 1,380,964 ounces, of the value of L.5,402,695.
COMMERCE.
In conveying to the reader a view of the present position
of the commerce of our Australasian colonies, we shall take
our survey, in the first place, from the home side, and after-
wards remove our stand-point to the colonies. Taking a
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retrospect, then, of fourteen years preceding 1860, and
making two periods of seven years each, the value of the
exports of the produce or manufactures of this country to
Australia has been, for the annual average of the first seven
years, 1846-52, 2i. millions sterling ; while for the second
period, 1853-59, the annual average has been 11 millions.
The commercial race between the different colonies or
colonial groups enlivens the pages of our imperial blue-
books. Australasia has active rivals in contributing to the
huge total of the annual sum of the British exports. To
the North American colonies the annual average of exports,
as above, for the seven years 1853-59, was rather more
than 4 millions sterling, and to India a little above 12 mil-
lions. For the year 1860 the value of the total exports of
British produce, &c., to all the world had risen to the
unprecedented sum of L.135,842,817; of which amount the
proportion to India was 17 millions, and to British North
America, 3/,
 millions. To Australasia the amount was
L.9,707,000, arid this being rather less than the yearly
average of the seven years preceding, shows still some of
the reaction, already alluded to, from the extravagant trad-
ing of the earlier years of gold-mining. The following
are the principal articles composing the British export
to Australasia for 1860:—
Apparel and Slops, 	 	 L.1,189,995
Beer and Ale, 	 	 509,200
Cottons, 	 	 519,548
Haberdashery, &c., 	 	 603,073
Hardware and Cutlery, 	
	 424,224
Machinery, 	 	 228,320
Carry forward,
	 L.3,474,360
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Brought forward, 	
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L.3,474,360
Iron—Bars, &c., 	
Cast, 	
Wrought, 	
Railway, 	
L.105,033
141,110
402,049
176,679
824,871
......... 	 	 	 L.150,968Woollen Cloths,... ...
Flannels, 	
Worsted, 	
233,060
146,400
530,428
Total, 	
Other articles, 	 4,877,840
L.9,707,499
The proportions of British exports sent to each colony
for the same year, 1860, were as follows :—
West Australia, 	 L.98,884
South Australia,  ..... 811,048
New South Wales,...2,429,893
Queensland; ..........	 53,297
Victoria, 	 L.5,378,083
Tasmania, 	
 367,527
New Zealand, 	
 568,767
Total, 
	 L.9,707,499
Amongst the noticeable articles imported from Austral-
asia are tallow, hides, and wool, which articles are more or
less derived from all members of the group ; copper from
South Australia, where, owing to the recent discoveries
of the Wallaroo mines, the production is likely to be
much increased ; and gold, the production of which is as
yet almost entirely restricted to Victoria and New South
Wales. Nearly the whole of these various exports are
transmitted to this country. By far the most important
articles are the wool and the gold. The latter we shall
allude to further on. The following table, exhibiting the
progress and extent of the wool importation, shows the quan-
tity of wool from Australasia, as compared with that from
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other places, colonial and foreign, and the whole forms truly
a lively fragment of the commercial picture. The figures
represent pounds-weight of wool in millions and decimals.
Importation of Wool into the United Kingdom. (Quantities
expressed in millions of pounds' weight.)
Year. Austral. Cape. India. Foreign. Total.
1820 •1 •02 •01 9.76 9 8
1830 2.0 •04 — 30.26 323
1840 9 7 •8 2.4 36.5 49.4
1850 39 0 5.8 3 5 26.0 74.3
1860 59.2 16.6 20.2
.
52.4 148.4
The quantity of gold supplied by Australasia up to the
end of 1859 has been already stated. The following are the
details of the production of that year for each colony :—
Gold Export from the Australasian Colonies for the year
1859, distinguishing the Quantity from each Colony,
and where sent.
Colony. UnitedKingdom.
Bi itish
Possessions.
Foi eign
States. Total.
Victoria,
	
f CoinN. S.Wales Gold
£8,230,956
638,243
93,430
£890,508
848,590
122,511
£573
1,150
...
£9,122,037
,
} 
i ,n ,	 ,,
.---• ,---
New Zealand,
	
South Australia,
	
8,427
730
20,000
...
... 28,427
730
Tasmania, 	 988 1,200 ... 2,188
Total, 	 £8,972,774 £1,882,809 £1,723 £10,857,306
There is now a large exportation from New South
Wales of the gold coinage of the local mint, which, although
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not privileged as imperial money, yet is a legal tender in
the adjacent colonies, as well as in some other parts of the
empire. The exportation to " British Possessions" is al-
most solely the forwarding of bullion from Victoria, and the
return from New South Wales as coin. Considerable gold
shipments, entered for Suez and Aden, are assumed in the
above table to belong to the heading " United Kingdom,"
as intended for that destination. The gold production is
increasing in New South Wales and New Zealand, and
falling off in the other colonies, and markedly so in Vic-
toria since the year 1856. That year, which was one of
abundant rainfall, gave an export of close upon 12 millions
sterling of gold. During the succeeding four years, 1857-60,
which were characterised by a rather scanty rainfall, the
quantity of gold produced gradually fell oft. The abun-
dant water supply which has ushered in the year 1861
seems to have arrested this decrease. With very slight
exception, the whole of the gold is brought from the mines
to the shipping parts by an armed escort service, supplied
by the Government. The following are the weekly aver-
age quantities brought down for the last four years, show-
ing clearly the gradual decrease :—
Weekly Average. 1857. 1858. 1859.	 I	 1860.
1st Quarter, oz. : 43,816 41,925 41,982 36,311
2d	 „	 „ 44,408 45,290 44,417 39,517
3d	 „	 „ 51,340 43,235 44,523 40,204
4th	 „	 „ 53,611 47,917 39,084 37,723
Average of Years, 48,:294 44,842 42,501 38,439
While we attribute this successive decrease of the last four
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years in great measure to inadequate water supply, a good
shower of rain being really in this respect a shower of gold,
other causes may also be given for a circumstance so im-
portant to commerce, and, we may add, so remarkable in
itself, in the face of very greatly improved mechanical ap-
pliances in the business of gold mining. We must accept
the constant assertion of the practical miner, that the dig-
gings are not now so rich in gold as they were found to be
at first ; that is to say, he by some means found out the
most productive fields, and has already exhausted them.
But this comparative poverty towards the surface (for the
earlier diggings were mostly what would now in contempt
be called mere surfacing) led to the present extensive sys-
tem of deep sinking, which, at depths of 300 or 400 feet, is
still remunerated by the yield of gold, notwithstanding the
great cost in reaching this remote region of the ore. This
account refers to alluvial as distinguished from quartz min-
ing. These vast masses of alluvium, or drift, are the ac-
cumulated result of the quartz-grinding ivocess of Nature
through past ages. But Nature, although thus so sure in
the end with all her work, is meanwhile too slow for the
miner, who has himself now attacked the quartz veins and
ridges on every side with his pulverizing machinery. And
here we may remark, that the question of decrease in gold
production in these drifts must not be confused with that
which may arise from the probable impoverishment of the
auriferous quartz veins with the increase of distance from
the surface. This result has been predicated by Sir R. I.
Murchison, our great authority on the scientific side of the
gold question, from extensive observation of other parts
of the world, although this important position, as to the
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universality of the rule at least, is still apparently one of
dispute in reference to Australia.
With all increased appliances, then, there is still a falling
off in Victoria in the yield of gold. The view is less
unsatisfactory, in alluding to another cause of this decrease ;
namely, the diminishing numbers actually engaged in
mining pursuits. This is shown by details of the colonial
statistics ; for although the total population upon the gold
fields largely increases, there are now no longer at these
busy scenes a merely homeless and unsettled multitude of
diggers, but large incorporated towns, with their various
vocations, together with extensive farming and gardening
operations in their vicinities.
The present extent of the gold-mining interest is thus
given in an official return of the Victoria government for
31st December 1860 :— The total number of adults engaged
in mining is 107,572. Of these there were 88,974 occu-
pied in alluvial mining, and 18,598 in quartz mining. The
alluvial miners included 20,100 Chinese, the remainder,
68,874, being Europeans. In quartz mining, only 28 were
Chinese. The alluvial miners were aided by 294 steam-
engines, of 41371 horse-power, besides 5252 various other
contrivances, chiefly horse-puddling machines. The quartz
miners owned 420 steam-engines, of 6696 horse-power,
besides a few other (231) mechanical appliances. The
total value of all this mining plant was L.1,259,669.
The discovery of the Australian gold fields, which has
been so promptly followed by a great and eventful colonial
history, is attended by several circumstances well worthy
of record. Sir Roderick I. Murchison, in delivering his ad-
dress as President of the Royal Geographical Society, in
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the year 1844, pointed out the similarity that existed, in
the direction, the age, and the mineral features, between
the Ural and the Eastern Australian mountain chain, re-
marking that the latter differed from the former, and from
other similar cases, only in not having as yet offered traces
of gold. These views were based upon an examination of
specimens of the Australian rocks brought to this country by
Count Strzelecki, an examination that proved these rocks to
belong to the slaty formation of the Lower Silurian system.
It does since appear that, prior to this time, traces of gold
had been found in this Australian range. In the first place,
gold was detected, in the year 1839, by Count Strzelecki
himself, who mentioned the fact to several friends in Aus-
tralia, including the then governor of New South Wales,
Sir George Gipps, but who, as is understood, at the in-
stance of the governor, who doubted the advantage of the
discovery, refrained from making it known. Again, in
1841, the auriferous indications were met with by the Rev.
W. B. Clarke of S3dney. But although, in this latter case,
there was no studied silence, the discovery was not made
public in any usual or effectual sense of the words, as is
clearly enough shown by the negative character of the Pre-
sident's remarks, and still more so by the fact that so
suggestive an intimation, made so publicly and by compe-
tent authority, failed to excite attention. Two years after-
wards, Sir Roderick again endeavoured to draw attention
to the subject, and still more urgently in 1848, on the an-
nouncement of the Californian discoveries. No practical
results followed, however, until 1851, when Mr E. H.
Hargreaves, a colonist of New South Wales, just then
returned from a visit to California, guided by the similarity
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of appearances in the two countries, announced the Aus-
tralian gold fields, and himself washed the first gold dust
from the first Australian diggings.
GENERAL PROGRESS.
Having alluded to the extraordinary increase of popula-
tion, and expansion of commerce and finance in Australia
in consequence of the gold-fields, we shall here glance at
several conspicuous features of progress in other respects.
The Press commands the first attention. The literature
of the newspaper is that alone which has as yet any re-
markable development ; but the press, in that department,
is already a great institution. The colonial municipal sys-
tems freely facilitate every ambitious township in assuming
the rank of a corporation, and displaying a staff of civic
dignitaries. The privilege is promptly availed of; but long
before the era of even a precocious municipality is the era
of the newspaper ; and perhaps the first intimation of the
existence of some nascent Manchester of the far interior,
obtained by a quiet citizen of the colonial capital, is the
casual encounter with its broadsheet, which has just been
added to the score or two of " provincials" that already
crowd the table of the public reading-room. The gold-
fields brought an immense development to the press—so
much so as to cause, in the year 1854, a sensible disturb-
ance to the usually even tenor of the home paper market
by the suddenness and extent of the new demands. The
newspaper spirit in the colonies has communicated itself to
the German colonists, and even to the Chinese, who each
publish papers in their respective tongues. The longest
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established journal in the ample colonial list is the Sydney
Morning Herald, a daily paper distinguished for its mode-
ration and intelligence, and having a circulation of 8000.
But the most conspicuous, although a much younger mem-
ber, is the Melbourne Argus, also a daily paper, the Times
of the South, whose crowded advertising columns make, in
this respect, no slight approach to its great Northern proto-
type. It is characteristic of the wants and tendencies of
large and busy aggregations of our countrymen, that the
principles and policy of the Argus have gradually subsided,
from those extremes common to the colonial press, into a
course not dissimilar, colonially viewed, from those of the
Times. Advocating reforms and progress, freedom of trade,
and taking a guidance from the common-sense dictates of
the hour rather than from any strict adherence to party
politics, there is, withal, a well tempered step, showing the
conservative influences of large and growing responsibilities.
The Argus has now (1861) a daily circulation of upwards
of 11,000, besides that of a Weekly Argus, reaching nearly
to 5000. The daily circulation has been considerably
higher occasionally, and, in 1854, it reached, for one issue,
32,000. There are, in all, 289 persons who derive their
subsistence from connection with this paper.
The steam postal service between this country and Aus-
tralia, after several ineffectual attempts, which were com-
menced even prior to the gold discovery, is now at length
being successfully carried out, so far at least as regards
punctuality and a tolerable degree of expedition. Fifty
days are occupied between Sydney and London when
letters are sent via Marseilles. There is still, however,
only a monthly communication, and that by one route only
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—namely, the " overland," via Suez, Ceylon, and West
Australia, the service being carried out by the Peninsular
and Oriental Company. For the colonial group collec-
tively this is the shortest route ; but that via Panama is more
attractive to New South Wales and New Zealand, and
these colonies, with the addition probably of Queensland,
are ready to subsidize an adequate steamship force on this
rival line. Meanwhile the subsidy paid annually for the
present service is the considerable sum of L.135,000, and
several years since it was no less than L.185,000, the
colonies, in all cases, contributing rateably one half, and
the home government the other. The lesser subsidy was
consequent upon an arrangement requiring a direct and
special steamboat service only between Sydney and Cey-
lon, instead of, as previously, between Sydney and South-
ampton. From Galle (Ceylon), the Australian mails are
now forwarded along with those from India and China.
The importance of the Australian postal department may
be estimated from the official returns of the two principal
colonies for the year 1859 :-
New South Wales. Victoria.
No. of post-offices 	 253 263
Letters passed through 	 3,977,920 6,649,288
Newspapers 	 3,168,299 5,051,402
Income 	 L.44,890 L.111,713
Expenditure 	 71,806 126,693
The postage rates are generally moderate ; those of New
South Wales, for example, being for town letters, ld. per
i oz., for country letters 2d., and for intercolonial and
foreign 6d. per i oz., with 3d. per i oz. additional for
letters to Europe via Marseilles. The intercolonial and
foreign letters are about one-fourth of the whole.
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The steam navigation of the River Murray, commenced
by Caddell in 1853, forms an era in Australian colonial his-
tory. Some attention has been paid to the clearing of
the river from snags. The navigation proceeds upwards as
far as the town of Albury, and there is now a regular and
considerable trade conducted by South Australia, whose
colonists first called it into existence. This river naviga-
tion has latterly been extended.also to the Darling.
The electric telegraph now unites New South Wales,
Victoria, and South Australia, and, by a submarine cable,
which was laid in 1859, also Tasmania. This cable, how-
ever, has not escaped the fate of several similar ones of late,
and fur some time back has been reported " out of order."
The late discouragements of this kind with the Tasmanian,
Red Sea, and other telegraphic lines, have deferred a pro-
ject which had been lately considered by the different Aus-
tralian governments, for uniting, by a great Australian line,
the approaching telegraphic wires of Europe and India.
Railway constructions have, within three or four years
past, been on a large scale in Victoria and New South
Wales, and to some extent also in South Australia. In
Victoria, the operations completed, or in progress, are to
cost L.8,000,000, and those in New South Wales about
half that amount. These railways are now in the hands
of the respective governments, after a previous trial of pro-
curing their construction by private enterprise had proved
a failure, excepting in the case of several short suburban
lines at Melbourne, and one of 43 miles to Geelong, which
latter, however, since its completion, the government have
bought up. Being of a very substantial, and there-
fore a very costly character, these government lines do not
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stretch far into the interior, so as to make more avail-
able some portion of the boundless territory. For this
reason, the New South Wales government projected last
year (1860) a cheaper railway system by horse traction, by
which various remote and important districts may be con-
nected with the capital, by means of more than 1200 miles
of line, at a cost of L.4,000,000. Towards the middle of
1861 there were in Victoria 125 miles of railway actually
in operation, in New South Wales about 70 miles, and in
South Australia about 36 miles. The colonial government
debentures, which are sold in this country to furnish the
requisite funds for these great works, are already a noticeable
stock in the London market. The scale of some of the other.
public works of these young colonies is worthy of mention.
The supply of water to Melbourne has been effected at a
cost of L.931,189, and the Houses of Parliament in the
same city are being completed at a cost of L.400,000.
The introduction of llamas and alpacas into New South
Wales, Victoria, and South Australia, has been successfully
accomplished. In New South Wales there is already a
large flock of between 200 and 300, procured through the
persevering enterprise of Mr Ledger ; and Victoria has
added, to about two dozen of these animals, a small troop
of camels, which agree so well with their new country,
that within a few months of their arrival they have been
despatched upon the exploratory expedition that is now
traversing the Australian territory. Successful exertions
have been lately made by private enterprise to introduce
and acclimatise the birds and fish of Europe into Aus-
tralia. The salmon, in particular, has been an object of
attention, as it is hoped that the Tasmanian rivers will
E
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prove a suitable abode for this valuable article of food and
commerce. The Tasmanian and Victorian governments
have promptly acknowledged the valuable and gratui-
tous services of Mr Ed. Wilson and Mr J. A. Youl
in this country towards this important object, and have
transmitted a sum of money (L.1725) sufficient to secure a
trial of the introduction of the fish upon an adequate scale.
A progress of another kind may be alluded to. The volun-
teer spirit has spread from this country to Australia. The
New Zealand native war has shown that a colonial volunteer
force may be destined for something beyond mere pastime.
The volunteer force of the attacked districts in that colony
stood to their arms and aided the military operations. The
voluntary principle is now being tested on an unprecedent-
edly grand scale in America, and must command respect in
the courage and promptitude with which all classes there
rally to their respective cause. The critical aspect of the
case seems in the precarious efficiency of the officers. In
April 1861 a review of 2000 volunteers of Victoria was
held upon the Werribee plains, about twenty miles west
of Melbourne, and was protracted with various martial exer-
cises for four days. There is now a force of above 10,000
volunteers in these colonies ; and this force will perhaps be
preferred by the colonists, since the Home Government
have of late been urgent for increasing contributions from
the colonial treasures for the cost of such imperial forces as
the colonies may require. New South Wales and Victoria
have for several years past made contributions in this way.
Referring the reader for the more usual statistical data
to the elaborate table farther on, we give here a few other
particulars, which may prove interesting in a comparison
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both with this country and between the respective colonies.
They are for the year 1859. The population of the respec-
tive colonies for that year will be found in the larger table.
New South Victoria
'
South
Australia. mania.
Convictions* 	 406 582 93 184
Lunatics 	 813t 564 40t 218§
Insolvencies 	 348 956 102 141
Do. liabilities 	 £499,787 £1,109,587 £139,875 £91,619
Preferable liens on 1
woolii 	 195,670 194,274 23,319 "'
Mortgages on live 1
stock II	 	 1,516,711 1,002,297 115,952 "'
Do. on land 	 874,643 ?,093,610 416,139 91,619
LATEST OFFICIAL STATISTICS.
The following table exhibits a view of the more promi-
nent statistical data of each of the Australian colonies for
the year 1859, that being the latest to which, at the time
of going to press, the official returns are supplied.
* The official statistics of New Zealand, for 1859, supply only
the convictions, which are sixty.
t 149 belong to the convict establishment.
t For the year 1858.	 § Eight were convicts.
il The act to give a preferable lien on wool from season to season,
and to make mortgages on sheep, cattle, and horses valid without
delivery to the mortgagee, is a peculiar measure, and was disallowed
by the home government as irreconcilable with British legislation
in the pledging of things moveable. The colonists, however, have
re-enacted it every two years,—an available mode of evading the
imperial difficulty. It was brought into operation first in New
South Wales in 1843, whence it passed by inheritance to Victoria,
and it has since been enacted in South Australia. The above table
shows how largely its provisions are taken advantage of,—as much,
in fact, as is the system of mortgages on land.
Table of the Population, Finances, Commerce, and Agriculture of the Australasian Colonies for the year 1861.*
STATISTICAL HEADS. N.'Wales. Queens-land. Victoria. SouthAustralia. WestAustralia. Tasmania.
New
Zealand. Total. 
FOUNDATION OF COLONVt
	
1788	 1859 1831 1836 1829 1803 1840
AREA, Sq. miles 
	
309,715 537,683 86,831 306,356 1,019,900 22,630 108,408 2,411,323
POPULATION, EX. OF MILITARY-
Colonists, Males 	 196,126 13,825 335,708 62,328 9,229 48,076 41,055 706,349
„	 Females 	 140.446 9,625 194,554 60,407 5,134 37,892 30,453 478,511
Total...-. 	 336,572	 23,450 530,262 122,735 14,363 85,968 71,508 1,184,858
Military and their Families.... ... ... 63 474 483 1,835 ...
Aborigines
	  
...
(1857)
1,768
(1855)
3,540
(1859)
350
(1859)
15
(1857 58)
56,049 ...
In settled parts
RELIGION- (1850 (1857) (1880) (1)8A (1857) (1858)
Church of England 
	
132,112 175,418 43,587 9,710 47,714 30,495 439,036
Other Protestants
	
50,737 121,761 56,924 1,354 15,761 20,490 267,027
Total Protestants 	 182,849 297,179 100,511 11,064 63,475 50,985 706,063
Roman Catholics
	 78,869 77,351 15,594 3,248 16,852 6,591 198,505
Jews
	 1,434 2,208 360 ... 429 194 4,625
Others 	 3,037 34,028 1,502 51 46 1,558 40,222
Totals by latest Census. ..... . 266,189 410,766 117,967 14,363 80,802 59,328 949,415
PUBLIC FINANCES, &C.-
Revenue ex Loans, &c
	 ...£ 1,511,964 3,257,724 511,927 56,974 289,627 440,328 6,068,544
Chief Sources-
Customs
	
 „ 669,149 1,605,658 140,943 30,921 123,301 168,381 2,738,353
Land Sales 	
 )) 228,630 816,521 257,866 8,215 52,612 223,564 1,587,408
Debt	
	  >, 3,600,000 5,164,100 830,200 i	 1,750 I	 337,760 500,000 10,333,814
BANNING-
Deposits 	  £ 6,923,369 6,611,121 690,693 ... 991,276 ... ...
Note Issues.... 	
	 	 I) 885,971 2,003,906 226,684 ... 141,314 ... ...
Coin (not including Bullion) „ 1,378,836 1,755,071 294,314 ... 270,195 ... ...
Discounts, &c. 	 	 2, 6,515,155 9,406,450 1,159,753 ... No return. ... ...
COMMERCE-
Shipping inwards 	 	 Tons 363,121 634,131 114,951 ... 120,906 136,580 ...
Shipping outwards. 	 	 )) 387,015 661,518 108,690 ... 125,089 120,392 ...
Total Shipping 	 	 ,) 750,136 1,295,649 223,641 ... 245,995 256,972
Imports, gross Total 	
 £ 6,772,049 15,622,891 1,507,494 125,315 1,163,907. 1,551,030 26,742,686
Exports,	 „	 „	 	
 )) 5,800,926 13,867,859 1,655,876 93,037 1,193,898 551,484 23,163,080
Total Trade 	  „ 12,572,975 29,490,750 3,163,370 218,352 2,357,805 2,102,514 49,905,766
Imports consumed 	  If 4,889,978 13,037,351 1,353,783 ... 1,082,168 1,520,854 ...
Exports, produce of Colony „ 3,918,855 11,282,319 1,502,165 ... 1,112,159 521,308 ...
Principal Exports-
Wool 	 lbs. 17,375,935 21,660,295 9,496,715 1,617,015 6,107,903 5,096,751 61,354,614
Do. 	
 £ 1,495,005 1,753,627 484,977 ... 467,968 339,779 ...
Agricultural Produce 	  „ 100,900 16,728 554,265 ... 392,726 56,610 ...
Timber 	
	 	 )) 47,154 1,083 ... ... 80,972 34,376 ...
Gold 
	
	  ),
Copper 	
 ))
1,982,137
...
9,122,037
...
730
411,018
...
...
2,188
...
28,427
2,725
...
...
Coal ........ .............. Ton 173,935 ... ... 1,978 ... ...
LAND-
Land under Crop 
	
Acres 223,295 298,959 361,884 37,137 208,619 156,940 1,286,834
Live Stock-Sheep ......... No. 7,581,762 5,578,413 3,681,521 234,815 1,697,199 1,750,000 23,523,710
))	 Cattle	 	 	 )) 2,110,604 699,330 440,614 30,990 79,950 140,000 3,501,488
7)	 Horses 	
 )) 200,713 68,323 40,471 8,386 20,559 14,500 352,952
This is a blank page 
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There are a few unavoidable vacancies in the table,
caused in most instances by the official statistics not fur-
nishing the data, or from their not being accessible. We
make a few observations upon some of the statistical
heads.
Population.—That of West Australia includes 1057
male convict prisoners.
Aborigines.—The numbers in New South Wales and
Queensland are very uncertain. In the latter colony, they
seem comparatively numerous in the newly settled or the
* The completed official statistics for the year 1860 have not
been received up to the time of going to press, but the following
are a few of the chief items, commercial and financial, for that
year : those of Queensland have been already given. New South
Wales—Public revenue, ex loans, &c., L.1,359,864; gold from the
mines, per escorts, 355,317 ounces, against 293,574 ounces for 1859 ;
mint issues, L.1,625,000, yielding a revenue of L.21,629, against
L.1,191,000 and L.18,963 respectively for 1859. Victoria—Popu-
lation, according to the Registrar-General for 31st December 1860,
548,353, of whom 342,727 were males, and 205,626 females ;
revenue, L.3,006,326, of which the customs gave L.1,500,114,
and the land sales L.678,505 ; imports, L.15,092,734 ; exports,
L.12,951,619 ; showing still a falling off under both heads. South
Australia--Exports (produce only), L.1,576,326. Tasmania—Irn-
ports,L.1,078,326; exports, L.900,439 ; debt (debentures outstand-
ing), 31st December, L.358,560. New Zealand—The public debt
is increased by a loan of L.150,000 in 6 per cent, bonds issued in
May 1861. The European population for 30th June 1860, ac-
cording to the Registrar-General, is 76,714—namely, Auckland,
23,159 ; Taranaki, 2312; Wellington, 13,470; Hawkes Bay, 2307 ;
Nelson and Marlborough, 10,941 ; Canterbury 14,017 ; Otago,
10,456 ; Stewart Island, 52.
f Victoria dates as a colony, and under that name, from 1st July
1851 ; but as a district of New South Wales it was settled from
1835. New Zealand, also, was settled by colonists for a number
of years before it was established as a colony in 1840.
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unsettled parts to the north. Within the limits for the pre-
sent assigned to that colony—namely, inland to 141 0 E.
Long., and north to the coast line—there are probably not
less than 30,000 to 40,000. The numbers in West Australia
are an estimate for the settled districts only. There are 245 of
these in private employ. In Tasmania there are 14 (5 males
and 9 females) under care of the Government, and settled at
Oyster Cove, and one female, who is married to a colonist.
They were estimated at 5000 when the island was first
colonised. The New Zealand aborigines, although still
so considerable in number as 56,049, are known to be ra-
pidly decreasing. An estimate made in 1844 by the native
protector was said to give as many as 109,550, but it was
not of so reliable a character as that made thirteen years
after.
Religion.—This is a difficult subject in the census enu-
meration. On the occasion of the last census in Victoria
(1857), the people were left, or rather enjoined, the liberty
of naming their own religious body ; and, accordingly, we
have a very considerable host, which, however, has been
reduced into the few heads of the table. The " Church of
England" includes " Protestants" and " Free Church" (not
that of Scotland). The " Roman Catholics" include " Ca-
tholics." These inclusions, if doubtful, are comparatively of
small number. In South Australia, objections having been
taken to the old mode of compelling a return of the religion
of each, the filling up of the census-paper under this religious
head was made voluntary in the returns for 1860. This ex-
periment may be considered successful, as only 1390, out of a
total population of 117,967, are left unspecified. The "other
Protestants" include " Unitarians," 493, and " Christians"
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(a very wide definition, but one probably assumed by va-
rieties of Protestants), 1658. The census was taken on
1st April 1860, and is remarkable as showing a smaller
population for the colony than that by official estimate for
the end of the preceding year (122,735). The difference is
accounted for, partially or wholly, by the fact of an active
emigration in the interval to the Snowy River or Kiandra
gold-field, in the southern part of New South Wales, a
locality in great repute at the time.
Finances.—The public debt of New South Wales and
Victoria respectively is the amount at the beginning of 1861.
For some time past the increase has taken place by means
of the sale of bonds in London.
Banking.—The notes are payable in specie on demand,
and are for sums of L.1 and upwards.
Live Stock.—There being no official return for New
Zealand for 1859, the number s in the table are from an
estimate in accordance with the probable increase.
VICTORIA AND CALIFORNIA.
While the world is still in surprise at the sudden advent
of two such great sources of gold production as California
and Victoria, we are now enabled, after witnessing a ten
years' race of somewhat tumultuous existence between these
remarkable rivals, to institute an interesting comparison.
The interest is not alone in the wonderful fact of these two
countries, only so recently come into the world's notice,
having already reached a primary commercial rank, and
supplying from their own soil three times as much of the
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precious metal as the whole world previously contributed.
There is a still greater interest in comparing the points of
agreement or divergence between two rising societies,
which have evidently, in either case, a portentous future.
Situated in equivalent and temperate latitudes in their re-
spective hemispheres, either country is a portion of a great
mainland, and is peopled, the one by the American and the
other by the home branch of the English blood. An inroad
of miscellaneous nationalities, under the all-powerful attrac-
tions of the gold, characterises both societies ; and both
have already shown those extreme democratic tendencies
which we are perhaps to accept as the only solution at
this day to a new society of our race, detached from tradi-
tions of place and hereditary a,sociations. There is also
an equality of step in the mutual race which is hitherto
remat kable. In California the gold discovery took place in
February 1848, when the country had but a thin and scat-
tered population. The discovery in Victoria was three and
a half years later, but the colony possessed at the time a
settled population of 80,000. In 1854, the population of
California was about 300,000, that of Victoria about 250,000.
In 1859, the Californian State Register gives the popula-
tion as 537,315, including the aborigines ; the Registrar-
General's estimate for Victoria, for the same year, is 531,70],
including aborigines. These latter, however, number only
1768 in Victoria, and 65,000 in California ; and in other re-
spects, as to the homogeneity of society, Victoria has the
advantage. California has made extraordinary progress in
agricultural production ; and its large and regular shipments
of oats and other produce, sent even to Victoria itself, have
given the best refutation to theories about gold-producing
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countries that have probably had a discouraging effect upon
agriculture in the latter colony. Victoria, on the other
hand, has successfully devoted attention to the production
of fine wool. The scale of commerce, measured by the
usual data of exports, imports, and shipping, is nearly on a
par in both. Not the least remarkable feature is the near
mutual approximation, as to quantity, in the production of
gold, and the pertinacity shown by the precious metals in
hovering, without much deviation in either instance, around
the charmed quantity of about ten millions sterling of an-
nual production for each country.
The following are the respective populations, with an
attempt at finding the equivalents in the two columns. The
Californian enumeration is for the year 1859; that of Vic-
toria is from the last census of 1857 :—
Population of California in 1859.
(According to the State Register.)
1. Americans 
	
365,315
2. English 	  2,000
Irish 	 10,000
12,000
	 	 15,0003. French 	
4. Germans 	 10,000
5. Mexicans 	 15,000
Various 
	
15,000
30,000
38,0006. Chinese 	
Negroes 	  	 	 2,000
40,000
7. Indians 	 65,000
Total 	 537,315
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Population of Victoria in 1857.
(According to the Census.)
Born in-
1. Victoria 
	
67,109
Other Australian colonies 	 16,880
England 	  148,881
Wales 	  	 4,576
Scotland 	 53,798
Ireland
	
65,264
Other British possessions 	 4,363
360,871
2. United States 	 2,950
3. France
	
	 	 1,426
4. Germany
	
7,934
5. Rest of Europe 	   4,976
Other countries 	  417
Various remainder 	 5,040
10,433
6. China 	  25,424
7. Australians (aborigines) 	  	 	 1,768
Total 	 410,806
The following table shows the value of the yearly ex-
portation of gold for each country in sterling money, the
dollars, in the case of California, being assumed at 4s., or
one-fifth of a pound sterling :-
Gold Exported.
Year.
California.
L,
Victoria.
L. Year.
California.
L.
Victoria.
L.
1848...
••• •••
1855... 9,038,520 11,172,261
1849... 1856... 10,139,487 11,942,783
1850... ... ... 1857... 9,795,339 11,046,113
1851 .. ... 580,587 1858... 9,509,605 10,112,752
1852... 9,154,800 10,899,733 1859... 9,515,607 9,122,702
1853... 10,793,391 12,600,083 1860... 8,465,183 8,624,860
1854... 10,301,228 9,568,262
9,635,018 10,565,505Yearly average since 1851
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The Californian amounts are those or the " export of
treasure," according to the Customs' records, and do not
allow for what is probably a considerable amount sent away
unrecorded. The operation of the local mint, also, will
withdraw some portion of the gold from exportation ; and
although any coin in previous circulation, which the local
coinage displaces, will count in the "export of treasure,"
yet the increase of population and of the area of commerce
will require increasing quantities of the local coinage. The
Victorian amounts are from statements made up by the
Registrar-General, excepting for the year 1860. The Re-
gistrar-General's amounts include unrecorded quantities that
have been traced to adjacent colonies through the official
records of these colonies, but do not allow for unrecorded
exportations elsew here,—an amount that has been estimated
by the colonial gold-brokers at L.6,764,936. The unre-
corded export chiefly affects the years 1852-53, when the
mines were very productive, and the customs' supervision
not very strictly directed to the gold exportation. Since
the imposition of the export-duty of 2s. 6d. per oz., in 1855,
little or no gold is exported from Victoria unrecorded. If
the average of the nine years 1852-60, be taken from
the customs' returns uncorrected as they stand, it will be
only L.9,413,971. On the whole, therefore, the average
annual production of the two countries has probably been
very nearly equal ; and a glance at the above table will show
how close, in this respect, the race has become within the
last two or three years.
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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL.
We have dwelt upon these countries, their productions
and commerce. We have now only to make some allusions
to the social and political relations of the people. The gold
discoveries, with the expanded commerce that followed them,
have brought also a serious social disturbance, whose effects,
although now much ameliorated, have not passed away.
The discomforts of gold-mining pursuits, under the mod, s
most current at first, reduced large masses of the people
almost to the rudeness of savage life. So late as 1857, the
Victoria census shows us that 140,892 persons, or more
than one-third of the whole population, were living in tents,
or in like temporary dwellings. Of 166,550 persons scat-
tered over the gold fields, 124,891 were living in tents,
three-fourths of which had but one apartment. One im-
portant consequence of the gold discovery has been, as
already noticed, the accession to the population of large
numbers of foreigners, and particularly the Chinese. Vic-
toria is now, indeed, as familiar with the Mongolian coun-
tenance as China itself; and in one of the smaller streets
of Melbourne, the curious may revel at pleasure in the
fantastic aspects of " the Chinese quarter." Two to three
years ago, this people numbered in Victoria above 40,000,
although now not so numerous. They were all adult males,
excepting three or four of the other sex, and nearly all were
on the gold fields. " The Chinese question" was a constant
subject of discussion by the colonists, who showed themselves
generally opposed to the large influx of this race. The
legislature has subjected them to special fines, with the
view, really although not ostensibly, of checking a larger
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influx. The latest amended Act, 1859, imposes L.10 per
head on those arriving by sea, and L.4 if by land ; also
L.1 per quarter ; which latter payment confers all the
miners' rights, excepting that of voting for members of
the local mining board. The new and liberal relations
between Britain and China may now draw some animadver-
sion upon these exceptional regulations.
These colonies, with the exception of West Australia,
have enjoyed since 1855 the entire control of their own
affairs ; that is to say, they have respectively a legislature
standing in the relationship to the governor that the Im-
perial Parliament occupies as regards the sovereign. The
governor is appointed by the Crown, and rules by means of
responsible ministers. He has instructions to reserve for
imperial consideration any measures sent up for his assent
that have imperial bearings, or appear to interfere with
imperial policy. Practically, however, and as regards all
questions purely their own, the colonies have complete self-
government. The various legislatures had drawn up in
1854 suggestions to the home authorities as to the consti-
tution they deemed the most suitable ; and these sugges-
tions, which were in fact invited by the home authorities,
were mainly, although not in every point, embodied in
the Act of Parliament that sanctioned their being carried
into effect. AU the colonies adopted the principle of two
houses of legislation. In most, both were elective ; in all,
of course, the lower house, or Assembly, was so. But these
constitutions themselves have since been attacked and modi-
fied—a result not perhaps to be wondered at, as they were
framed by legislatures that, under the previous system,
only in a limited degree represented the people.
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The political tendencies, since the era of self-government,
are decidedly democratic ; and as these colonies were
trained up previously under a very opposite system, the
transition is being characterised by something of a reaction-
ary spirit, and by the natural desire, on the part of the
masses, now instinct with political life, to bring forward
new men into public notice—the individuals, or the classes,
overlooked under the former regime. These circumstances
are apt to communicate, to observers from without, an
aspect of unrest to the colonial picture, and perhaps, too,
an exaggerated idea of instability, when comparisons are
made with the quiet character of imperial procedure. New
South Wales and Victoria, with their constant changes of
ministry and undecided government policy, do indeed show
some exceptionable features in this respect, which probably
time will soon smooth down, as they may be due chiefly
to some antecedent causes of an incidental character.
A class of great importance and influence, following pas-
toral or squatting pursuits, existed in both colonies, and,
being tenants of the Crown, they coalesced politically
with their local governments. Both of these parties, by
their interests and their instincts, alike opposed them-
selves to popular principles, and alike strove against im-
perial concessions to colonial liberty—at least, in any sense
widely popular. The first steps in colonial liberties were
the Legislative Assemblies of 1843-55, two-thirds elec-
tive and one-third of Crown nomination. The imperial
government had supposed and intended that, by means of
these bodies, there should be an effective initiation into
political freedom. But for long afterwards the colonial
executives, by means of electoral arrangements, of which
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they had the control, could command, even under this semi-
free system, anti-popular majorities, consisting all but entirely
of Crown nominees and Crown tenants. The other colonies,
more happily balanced in these political relations, are passing
the transition crisis with comparative order and tranquillity.
These inauspicious beginnings with New South Wales
and Victoria, have put both colonies somewhat out of joint
for confronting the new system of self-government ; and
this circumstance is the more important, as these two colo-
nies are by much the most conspicuous of the Australian
group. Nor have the arrangements been happy in either
case for establishing some effective control over the new-
born democratic ardour. The Council, or second chamber,
was destined for this duty, but has not adequately dis-
charged it. That of New South Wales was appointed by
Crown nomination ; that of Victoria, although elective, was
even less acceptable or influential, as resulting from an
absurdly exclusive property qualification in both voter and
member—a mistake partly excused, indeed, by the tempo-
rary inflation of all ideas connected with money at the
time in the golden colony. Both colonies, in a rapid
democratic progress, have since, in their Houses of As-
sembly, enacted vote by ballot, manhood suffrage, and
some approach to a population basis in the electoral sys-
tem. Their respective Councils are therefore isolated
and antagonistic, rather than co-operative, with the As-
semblies. That of New South Wales, which was con-
stituted on trial for a term of five years, a term that expired
on 13th May of this year (1861), is likely to be soon re-
modelled upon an elective basis. An incident towards the
close of its term illustrates strikingly the defects of its con-
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stitution. The Land Bill, a subject of great importance
and of strong party feeling, had passed the Assembly, and
the ministry were anxious that, prior to the approaching dis-
solution, the bill should pass that body and become law.
But the majority was known to be irreconcilably hostile to
the measure. The ministry resolved to outvote this majority
by means of " crown nominations" of new members of
known ministerial leanings. Only within a few minutes
of these members taking their seats was the President of
the Council informed, and that verbally, of the circumstance.
Regarding the procedure as a public affront, that functionary
immediately resigned, and quitting the house, accompanied
by the obnoxious majority, further business was prevented
for that day, and ere there could be another meeting the
council's term had expired. The intention of the conser-
vative party, which five years before had been influential
enough to procure this preliminary trial of a nominated
council, had been that it should be succeeded by nominations
for life. Were this party still ready to submit to that plan, and
to leave the government of the day that had just given such
a specimen of its hostility, to make these life appointments ?
Meanwhile, with the Councils as they are now constituted,
the Assemblies have all but entirely absorbed the governing
powers, and supplied the members of the successive minis-
tries. The legal status of the Council is insufficient, if un-
accompanied by public consideration ; nor can this con-
sideration arise from a restrictive franchise in a country
where all classes, independent in means, and ardent in poli-
tics, are tenacious of those equalities that seem appropriate,
or perhaps unavoidable, to the social condition. Distinctive
features there ought to be between Council and Assembly ;
F
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but, with the elective system for both, experience points
rather to such differences in favour of the Council as wider
electoral areas, even to the whole colony as one electorate,
a maturer age in the representative, and perhaps also in
the voter, and a position of independence and comparative
stability amidst the oft-shifting scenes that will probably
long characterise the "constitutional" system of our country
in its Australian applications.
A federated Australia is another controlling arrangement
that has not been overlooked, although still only in expec-
tancy. For a short time after the introduction of the pre-
sent system of self-government, this subject occupied more
attention than, as we fear, it does now. In 1857 a com-
mittee of the Victoria Legislature framed a report favour-
able to federation, and responses of a like favourable
character came from the other colonies ; but no actual step
has resulted in consequence, although communications be-
tween the colonies were resumed three years afterwards.
The ardour with which the colonists, under their almost
generally adopted system of manhood suffrage, enter into
the political concerns of their respective governments, will
doubtless prove a gradually increasing obstacle to federa-
tion. They will not readily abandon, to the comparatively
irresponsible and independent deliberation of a federal body,
the great questions of their public policy, after they have
themselves debated these questions with reference solely
to the views of each colony, and after each colony has,
perhaps in important points, arrived at conclusions opposed
the one to the other.
An Australian federation, to be effective, must provide for
the gradual absorption of all questions affecting the group,
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in common either with one another, or with the world
without, and for the gradual elimination of the distinctive
political aspects of each member of the federation. No
community but rejoices in the greatness or increase of its
power and resources ; and the colonists have before them
the option of claiming citizenship with only some one
or other of their comparatively small states, or with one
united Australia, which already is a principality of the first
order in our great empire, and which, in the future, is to be
itself a similar empire. Indeed, this great future may in
no small degree hang upon the solution of the Federal
question. The colonists have with them on this subject
the entire goodwill of the home authorities, who them-
selves conceived, twelve years ago, a project of federation
on the occasion of conceding one of the steps of colonial
self-government. That a limited society, grouped around
a strictly local administration, is the most favourable condi-
tion for the early years of a colony, is shown by repeated
experience. Thus there is ever the instinctive cry for
"separation" raised at the outskirts of great colonies, as
illustrated by Victoria and Queensland at either extremity
of New South Wales, and again, with a variety of feature,
in the provincial system of New Zealand. But, on the other
hand, the breadth of a colonial society must in general
be the measure eventually of its liberality and steadiness ;
and the federal arrangement is further effective in securing
a comparatively quiet review of the legislation of the subor-
dinate assemblies. The review and the control will, in
such hands, be characterised by considerateness, from the
circumstance that both authorities will claim their powers
from one and the same source—namely, the people; for
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without this mode of origin, in some one or other of its
adaptations, there will not perhaps exist, in these demo-
cratic colonial societies, an authority possessed of adequate
inherent influence for practical legislation and government.
The shifting political scenery of Victoria may be ex-
pected to bring all varieties of political opinion in turn to
the surface. While we write, a " protectionist" ministry
has grasped the fleeting reins. The event is indeed the
first of its kind, and the reins seem not very firmly held, nor
have the new government ventured upon a protectionist
tariff, their accession to office not being founded upon this
question. But democratic tendencies, in this respect, are
at least uncertain, after the continuous, and latterly the
egregious tariff examples of America.
Australia, let us hope, is not to be quoted in the same
category. Even the great Conservative party of England
struck the protectionist flag when, in 1853, the Derby minis-
try brought forward a free-trade motion, and when they
were defeated only by an amendment still more decidedly
free-trade. When, after an age of argument, the cause is
entirely lost in Britain, is it to begin to find advocacy
in Australia? But, say the Victoria advocates, in a strug-
gling young colony many vocations require protection.
Perhaps they do ; but in such a country, of all others,
can the other vocations afford to pay for it ? The cost of
" Protection" must be borne by the community that adopts
it, and that has persuaded itself of the advantage of re-
stricting its market, diminishing its supplies, and diverting
more or less of its labour power into comparatively un-
productive channels. The practical question is, under
which of the rival systems is there the largest produc-
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tion to the community ? and the answer will point out
that system which, to employers and to employed, yields
the largest remuneration. Let us single out the case of
agriculture. In most or all countries certain favourable
circumstances of locality, soil, &c., call forth a certain amount
of agricultural operations under free competition with all
the world. Enjoying this free market, Victoria shows that
farming can still live, and even rapidly increase, in the colony.
In the year 1857 there were 180,000 acres of land under
cultivation ; in 1859 the quantity had increased to 297,000
acres, and in 1861 to 420,000. Let us then consider the
bearing of the free and protected farming, remarking, by
the way, that the illustration is equally available for the case
of protected shoemaking, coachbuilding, or some other arts
which colonial protectionists have urged as having peculiar
claims. An Australian farmer, then, refrains from culti-
vating a tract of land simply because, on calculation, he finds
he will not be reimbursed. To have persevered, neverthe-
less, would only have impoverished not merely himself but
the community. But let us suppose an adequate protective
law to come into force. Forthwith the farmer is at work
upon the land in question. What, then, has the protective
law effected ? Has it somehow improved the productiveness
of the soil, or has it ingeniously pointed out a mode of
economising labour and still producing the same amount of
crop? It has done neither ; it has simply compelled the
public to pay a higher price.
Religion, so far at least as regards its relations to the
state, has its democratic tendencies as well as politics.
The religious tendencies, indeed, are usually the least con-
trollable of the two ; and, being of this character, they are
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fortunately less exposed than the political to official anti-
pathies. The colonists, politically, have not been unrea-
sonably restive under their earlier governments, although
these were at first wholly irresponsible ; but they would
not have submitted to an irresponsible church system, or
a colonial church establishment. The system for some
time in operation has been that of an aid from the
State, distributed to the " Christian" bodies, under certain
restrictions, according to population. Beyond this aid,
which some, however, do not accept of, the sects support
themselves ; and thus the system is essentially that of volun-
taryism. An agitation for abolishing even the state aid
has grown increasingly strong since the era of self-govern-
ment. In South Australia, indeed, where popular feeling
had early a freer course, the aid was abolished before that
era. Subsequently it has been condemned in the As-
sembly of Victoria, but still adhered to in the Upper House.
Where abolition could not be effected, the distribution has
been in some instances made general, and the Jews have
participated in the aid. In each Constitution Act there is
a provision for a state aid to religion ; and hence the con-
templated abolition must take place by act passed by the
two legislative bodies, and assented to by the Crown. An
abolition act passed the Tasmania legislature in 1859, but
was rejected by the home government on the ground of
vested interests, notwithstanding a considerable compen-
satory provision had been made on that account.
The colonial governments, with regard to education, have
been divided between two rival claimants for their counte-
nance and pecuniary assistance. For a time, at first, educa-
tion fell chiefly under the control of the different clergy,
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assuming the Denominational form, and enjoying annual
aids from the public revenue. The National system, a
modification of the well-known Irish system, put forward its
claims with the advent of representative institutions. This
system is gradually gaining ground, as it has an obvious
adaptation to thin and scattered populations, and as it
permits of bringing into the earliest association those who,
under an equality of civil and religious rights, are to take
their part in the society or government of the future. It
is yet far, however, from being in the ascendant, as the
clergy generally, and particularly the Roman Catholic
body, continue strongly opposed to it. The new govern-
ment of Queensland propose a national system, and the
successive ministries of Victoria usually repeat the abortive
effort of coalescing the two rival systems into one of a
comprehensive and national character. The universities
established at Sydney and Melbourne have lately been
awarded the distinction of ranking their degrees upon an
equality with those of similar home institutions.
Sufficient time has not yet elapsed in these colonies since
the era of their self-government, to enable us to pronounce
with certainty as to the political and social aspect they are de-
finitively to assume. We may, however, venture upon a few
remarks of an approximative character in such an inquiry.
We have already alluded to what is, doubtless, the fun-
damental feature of the future, namely, the democratic char-
acter of these new societies. Probably, however, as some
reactionary features we have also alluded to are traceable
to temporary causes, there will not long continue to be dis-
played that apparent absence of definite political purpose,
as indicated by the everlasting " change of ministry," that
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has hitherto distinguished the new order of affairs in the
two principal colonies. These features, doubtless, arise from
the absence or immaturity of that party discipline, and of
that decision as to political aim, which characterise older
societies that have better ganged their views, as well as
planned the modes of promoting and attaining them. An
apt illustration occurred in Victoria early in the legislative
session of 1861, when a new ministry (that of Mr Heales)
resigned office, upon the expression of the Assembly's dis-
approval of the estimates of revenue and expenditure. In
the first place, no opposition party was ready, or, even after
some delay, could be created, to take the vacant offices,
which had consequently to be refilled by their late occu-
pants. Secondly, the House, although it had condemned
the projected scale of expenditure, and had refused the
additional taxation scheme by which the excess of expen-
diture was to be provided for, nevertheless insisted, by a
majority of its members, on retaining in the estimates the
items that chiefly made up this excess. The explanation
is, that these items were connected with various public
works, in which a numerically large but disjointed body of
country and gold-field members was interested.
The intensity of political feeling that must characterise
societies where all classes are independent, where all mingle
in public affairs, and where all possess the franchise, is greatly
moderated in some of its less desirable manifestations by
the use of the Ballot, a system that has been successfully in-
troduced in the principal Australian colonies and Tasmania,
and which has relieved not more the employed classes from
the undue influence of employers, than the individuals of
the separate classes from the overbearing of one another.
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The political relations of these strong-willed communi-
ties to the imperial government is a subject that might
occasion anxiety ; and we know that such an anxiety, felt
by anticipation, long prevented the imperial government
from conceding to the colonies the charge of their own
affairs. The anticipation, however, has not been verified.
The colonies are now satisfied, and wholly absorbed with
what pertains to themselves. The non-interference system
has resulted in placing the imperial parent in a position of
dignity and influence which she never acquired, or rather,
would not permit herself to acquire, previously. There is
also an excellent effect arising from the very marked cour-
tesy and consideration which is now, as compared with the
past, exercised by the parent state towards these free and
expanding colonial societies. Indeed, in this respect, the
imperial dispatches, as the production of gentlemen of the
best education, and of an experience and urbanity that are
comparatively rare in colonies, may always be rendered
available lessons, received as they are ever likely to be,
with good-will by those to whom they are addressed.
No difficulty has as yet actually arisen from the colonial
as bearing upon the imperial policy and legislation, although,
in such special cases as that of the Chinese in Victoria,
already alluded to, the colonial course might prove not only
exceptional but embarrassing, especially under new and
liberal treaties with the Chinese empire. Another special
case has arisen also in Victoria out of the Transportation
system from this country to Van Diemen's Land. The
" Convicts Prevention Act" was passed by the Victoria
Legislature in 1852, with the object in chief of counteract-
ing the " conditional pardon" system, under which crimi-
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nals, after expiating some part of their sentence in the
penal colony, received a pardon conditional on their not
returning to England. They had usually, indeed, little
inducement to return to England, but made off at once to
golden Victoria, whose streets, highways, and gold fields,
soon gave lively testimony to their presence. The colony
took the equitable position that, while these men were still
unfit to return to England, they were unfit also for Victoria;
and, although the imperial government complains that the
Royal Prerogative is infringed, Victoria has, by successive
renewals, adhered to her Convicts Act, being stimulated
latterly to increased energy by a real or an apprehended
overflow of the accumulating convict population of West
Australia. Among the few instances of a refusal of colo-
nial Acts may be mentioned a recent case with South Aus-
tralia, whose legislature had some time previously passed a
measure permissive of that interminably contended privi-
lege, the marriage of a deceased wife's sister. The impe-
rial decision on this Act was ii ithheld until the case of
Brook v. Brook, then pending in the House of Lords, was
decided, after which, in accordance with the results of that
case, the Colonial Act was disallowed. A Colonial Act
abolishing the state aid to religion in Tasmania was also
disallowed, as has been already adverted to. On the other
hand, the colonies have their own decided views in which
they differ from those of this country, and in which they
are quite disposed to take their own way. Ecclesiastical
affairs have their colonial and democratic aspect as well as
other affairs. The imperial government, some years ago,
had recommended to that of New Zealand, under its new
constitution, an endowment by way of salary to the Bishop
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of New Zealand, to be paid out of the public revenue.
But this proposition was negatived in the Assembly, as
involving an undue privilege to one church or sect of the
colonists over the others.
There is yet one important consideration, ere we close this
part of our subject. The occupation of tropical Australia
has just been vigorously commenced by the young colony
of Queensland : are we not to look for the development
of a slave system in this region, if possession be handed
over to the dominant white race in the form of a system of
self-government ? Experience of a very fertile character
is now teaching that there are possibly before us the ele-
ments of social disorder and degradation to a future United
States of Australia. Two-fifths of Australia are tropical, and
this portion of the territory contains probably as much of pro-
ductive soil as the remaining three-fifths. Above a million
of square miles, with the teeming life of the future, is in this
question. It is far too magnificent a domain to be subjected
even to the risk of the social death of the slave system.
The rude labour of early colonization in tropical latitudes
must long be carried on by other constitutions than those
of Europeans, and the numerous dark races adjacent will
probably offer willing hands for work. The pressing neces-
sities of the labour question, the temptation to coerce these
subordinate races, and the well-known weakness in these
respects of a tropical moral feeling, all point in one direc-
tion. There is already, for reasons or fears connected
with such views, a practice of imperial policy that tropical
colonies, with their comparatively small number of a domi-
nant race, shall not enjoy those free governments that have
been conceded to colonies otherwise situated, such as those
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of temperate Australia. Let the same principle be acted upon
with Northern Australia. The indefinite northern boundary
of the new colony of Queensland may still be arrested at the
tropics. There, then, let us stop with the independent politi-
cal system, and with the intratropical region found one or
more great colonies, which, with their prospective mixed
races, shall be equitably administered by the Crown.
The mouth of the Victoria River presents many claims as
the seat of a North Australian colony, both from the physical
features of the region, including a favourable report of the
climate, and from the commanding situation as regards
Asiatic commerce, and postal or telegraphic connection with
Europe. Stuart's successful expedition adds to the urgency
of the call ; and our government should, besides, recollect
that we have not now, along the vast coast line of North
Australia, even one solitary settlement to give us the practical
possession of so great a territory. This subject of a northern
colony has been frequently alluded to of late years, both
in this country and Australia ; and the Colonial Office is
probably aw are of the offers of private associations to
colonise Victoria free of cost to the imperial treasury, on
condition of free grants of land at the place. Liberality
in such a case may be called the creating rather than the
giving away of property. More than one of the younger
colonies of Australia boasts that it has not cost anything to
the mother country ; and shall we now prevent the addi-
tion of yet one more member to so thriving a family ?
CHAPTER II.
SUBDIVISIONS OF AUSTRALASIA.
We shall now transfer our view from our subject in its
collective character to the various component countries or
colonies into which it obviously divides itself.
Australasia, then, may be subdivided into the following
groups and islands :-
1. Australia. 2. Tasmania. 3. New Guinea, and the
Louisiade Archipelago. 4. New Britain, New Ireland,
and neighbouring islands. 5. Solomon's Islands. 6. New
Hebrides. 7. New Caledonia. 8. New Zealand, and isles
to the southward. 9. Kerguelen's Islands, or Islands of
Desolation. 10. St Paul and Amsterdam. 11. Numerous
reefs and islets of coral scattered over the Australasian Sea.
I.—AUSTRALIA, OR NEW HOLLAND.
Progress of discovery.—The first attempt to explore this
island, which, from its size, may be considered as the fifth
continent of the earth, is commonly accredited to the
Dutch.* There are two charts in the British Museum
* See, however, on this subject, our remarks at p. 5.
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which belonged to the Harleian Collection ; one French,
without date, which was probably the original ; and the
other English, apparently a copy : the latter is dedicated to
the king of England, and bears date 1542. In both of these
charts is marked down an extensive tract of country to the
southward of the Moluccas, under the name of Great Java,
agreeing more nearly with the position and extent of New
Holland than any other land.
The best and most authentic abstract of the Dutch dis-
coveries on the coasts of New Holland is contained in the
instructions given by the governor-general of Batavia to
Commodore Abel Jansen Tasman, and published by Mr
Dalrymple in his Collection concerning Papua. From
this document it appears that the Dutch government of
Bantam in 1605 despatched the Duyfhen yacht to explore
the islands of New Guinea. Returning to the southward
along the islands on the northern side of Torres Strait, she
came to that part of the Great South Land which is now
called Cape York ; but all these lands were then thought
to be connected, and to form the southern coast of New
Guinea. About the same place, and in the same year,
Torres, a Spanish navigator, saw the Terra Australis.
He passed the strait which divides this Terra Australis
from New Guinea, whose existence was not generally
known till 1770, when it was rediscovered and passed by
our great circumnavigator Captain Cook. Of this, and his
other discoveries, Torres addressed an account to the king of
Spain, and, as it afterwards appeared, had taken the precau-
tion to lodge a copy of it in the archives of Manilla ; for,
when that city was surrendered to the British forces in 1762,
Mr Dalrymple snatched from oblivion this interesting docu-
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ment of early discovery, and, as a just tribute to the enter-
prising Spanish navigator, he gave to this passage the name
of Torres Strait, by which it is now universally known.
Further discoveries were made by the Dutch, including
Arnheim's Land, up to 1644, when Abel Jansen Tasman
sailed on a second voyage of discovery from Batavia. No
account of this voyage, however, was made public, nor is it
known to exist. No chart bearing his name is now known,
but there is little doubt that the N.W. coast of New
Holland was first explored by him ; and it is singular
enough that Dampier should say he had Tasman's chart of
it. Tasman is also supposed to have sailed round the
Gulf of Carpentaria. He had sailed, on a former voyage,
from Batavia in 1642, for the Mauritius ; whence steering
south and eastward upon discovery, he fell in with land, to
which he gave the name of Anthony Van Diemen's Land,
in honour of the governor-general, "our master," he adds,
"who sent us out to make discoveries."
The last voyage undertaken by the Dutch for the dis-
covery of Terra Australis was in 1705, when three Dutch
vessels were sent from Timor, "with orders to explore the
north coast of New Holland better than it had been done
before." The account is vague and imperfect. It is on
the west coast that the Dutch appear to have been most
successful. In Tasman's instructions it is stated, that "in
the years 1616, 1618, 1619, and 1622, the west coast of
this great unknown south land, from 35° to 22° south lati-
tude, was discovered by outward-bound ships, and among
them, by the ship Endragt." Dirk Hartog commanded
this ship, and seems to have made the coast in latitude
about 26° 30' S., and to have sailed northward along it to
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about 23°, giving the name of Lands van Endragt to the
coast so discovered ; and that of Dirk Hartog's Road
(called afterwards Shark's Bay by Dampier), to an inlet
on the coast a little to the southward of 25°. A plate of tin
was found in 1697, and again seen by Baudin in 1801, on one
of the islands which forms the roadstead, bearing an inscrip-
tion that the shipEndragt of Amsterdam arrived there on the
25th October 1616. After this several outward-bound ships
fell in by accident with different parts of this coast.
The Dutch made little progress in any other part of the
extensive coasts of New Holland. The instructions to
Tasman say, " In the year 1627 the south coast of the
Great South Land was accidentally discovered by the ship
the Guldee Zeepard, outward bound from Fatherland for
the space of 1000 miles." From the circumstance of this
ship having on board Pieter Nuyts, who was sent from
Batavia as ambassador to Japan, and afterwards appointed
governor of Formosa, the name of Nuyts' Land was given
to this long range of coast.
The first English navigator who appears to have seen any
part of New Holland is the celebrated William Dampier,
who, in his buccaneering voyage round the world, in January
1686, touched at the N.W. coast, for the purposes of careen-
ing his vessel and procuring refreshments.
It was left for our celebrated navigator Captain Cook to
complete the grand outline of the fifth continent of the
world. The reign of George III. will ever be distin-
guished for the liberal principles on which voyages of dis-
covery were undertaken, and their results communicated
to the world. The Endeavour was fitted out to observe,
at Tahiti, the transit of Venus over the sun's disk ; on her
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return in 1770, Captain, then Lieutenant Cook, explored
the whole E. coast of the Terra Australis Incognita, from
Cape How to Cape York, not minutely entering into the
details of every part, which would have been impossible,
but laying down a correct general outline. " He reaped,"
says Captain Flinders, " the harvest of discovery ; but the
gleanings of the field remained to he gathered." In his
passage through Endeavour Strait, between Cape York
and the Prince of Wales' Islands, he not only cleared up
the doubt which till then existed, of the actual separation of
Terra Australis from New Guinea, but, by his accurate obser-
vations, enabled geographers to assign something like a true
place to the former discoveries of the Dutch in these parts.
In 1777 Captain Cook, in the Resolution and Discovery,
visited Van Diemen's Land ; but as Captain Furneaux, in
His Majesty's ship Adventure, had preceded him four
years, and Tasman and Marion had examined the coast,
little was here supposed to remain for discovery, except in
detail. It was long subsequent to Furneaux's visit that
Van Diemen's Land was ascertained to be an island ; a
discovery which may have been retarded by that officer
having given an opinion " that there is no strait between
New Holland and Van Diemen's Land, but a very deep
bay." The existence of such a strait was, however, sus-
pected ; but the various attempts to ascertain it, without
success, by different navigators from both sides of the
coast, seemed to have decided the question in the negative,
when Mr Bass, surgeon of the Reliance, having observed,
as he ran down the E. coast in an open whale boat, that a
heavy swell rolled in from the westward, was satisfied in
his own mind that such a swell could proceed only from
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the great Southern Ocean. To ascertain whether this was
the fact, was a point of great importance to the new colony
on the eastern coast ; and for this purpose Mr Flinders,
together with Mr Bass, was sent on this service in a small
decked boat. At the end of three months they returned
to Port Jackson, with an interesting account of the survey
of the coasts of Van Diemen's Land, which they had com-
pletely circumnavigated, and thus confirmed the conjecture
of Mr Bass, whose name the strait deservedly bears.
The French are entitled to the honour of some partial
discoveries on Terra Australis. Captain Marion, in the
year 1772, was despatched from the Isle of France with
two ships, the Mascarin and Marquis de Castries, on a
voyage of discovery, one of the objects of which was that
of the supposed southern continent. He touched at Van
Diemen's Land, but added little to prior discoveries.
In the year 1792, Rear - Admiral D'Entrecasteaux,
having been sent out in search of the unfortunate La
Perouse, made the S. coast of New Holland, which he
explored as far as the Termination Island of Vancouver.
The most important discovery of D'Entrecasteaux was an
islet on the S. coast of Van Diemen's Land, which was
found to be the entrance into a fine navigable channel,
running more than thirty miles to the northward, and there
communicating with Storm Bay ; containing a series of
excellent harbours, or rather one continued harbour the
whole way, from beginning to end.
In 1800 Captain Baudin was sent out with two armed
vessels on a voyage of discovery nominally round the world,
but actually, as appears from his instructions, to examine
every part of the coasts of New Holland and Van Diemen's
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Land. The first volume of the account of this voyage was
published by M. Peron, one of the naturalists, in 1807 ; the
second never appeared. All the old names of the capes,
bays, inlets, and islands, were unblushingly changed to
those of Napoleon, his family, his marshals, and members
of the Institute ; and to 900 leagues of the southern coast,
comprehending all the discoveries of Nuyts, Vancouver,
D'Entrecasteaux, Flinders, Bass, and Grant, was given the
general name of Terre Napoleon, while not 50 leagues of
real discovery were effected which had not been anticipated
by Captain Flinders, who, after losing his ship, and proceed-
ing homewards, was scandalously detained as a prisoner in the
Isle of France, " to give time for the previous publication of
the voyage of M. Baudin, to prepossess the world that it
was to the French nation only the complete discovery and
examination of the south coast of Australia was due."
Flinders, however, ultimately triumphed. After a cap-
tivity of seven years, he arrived in England in 1810, and
in 1814 published his discoveries in two volumes, accom-
panied with an atlas of charts, which may be regarded as
models in maritime surveying. At this time not a single
chart of coast, bay, or island, of Captain Baudin's discoveries
had appeared, though shortly afterwards an atlas was pub-
lished by Freycinet, the first lieutenant, differing in their form
and structure very little from those of Captain Flinders,
but bearing the names recorded in M. Peron's first volume.
To Captain Flinders we owe the completion in detail of
the survey of the coasts of New Holland, with the excep-
tion of the W. and N.W. coasts, which he was prevented
from accomplishing by the loss of his ship. To him also,
we are indebted for the very appropriate name of " Aus-
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tralia," which is now universally adopted to designate the
entire island-continent, instead of the old Dutch name of
New Holland.
Some progress was made in the exploration and discovery
of the western section after the settlement at Swan River in
1829. Captain Wickham in 1837, and subsequently Mr
Stokes in 1839, in H.M.S. Beagle, carried out extensive
surveys, in which the latter explored several considerable
rivers of the north-west. The largest of them, named the
Victoria, flowing into Cambridge Gulf, was afterwards, as
we have already stated, traced to its source by Gregory in
1856. Stokes also discovered in Torres Strait a safe channel
through the inner passage, at the extreme N. of Australia ;
while at the extreme S. he rendered the charts of Bass's
Strait quite safe for the mariner to navigate by as those of
the English Channel.
For 25 years after the settlement was effected at Sydney,
the Blue Mountains, which are visible from the heights around
Port Jackson, formed the barrier to the government sur-
veyors in their explorations to the westward. This range
of mountains, which forms a section of the great Australian
qprdillera, was at last surmounted by Mr Evans, a govern-
ment surveyor, and a path found through the forest in 1813.
This discovery led to the occupation of the pastoral lands
to the westward ; since known to all the world as the Bathurst
gold-fields. Three enterprising colonists named Went-
worth, Lawson, and Blaxland, were the first to occupy that
region with their flocks and herds.
Of these explorations it will be necessary to give a brief
abstract. In 1813 Mr Evans prosecuted two successful jour-
neys across the Blue Mountains, to the distance of about
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300 miles W. from Sydney. He traced the course of the
Macquarie River through the Bathurst plains, and planned
out the present town of Bathurst, by the banks of the river.
In May 1815 Mr Evans was despatched a second time
across the Blue Mountains to follow the course of the Mac-
quarie River still further into the interior. On this occa-
sion he traced it for about 115 miles from its source, and
then returned ; reporting as his opinion that the river crossed
the entire breadth of the island to its north-western ex-
tremity, a distance of 2200 miles in a straight line.
In 1816 Mr Oxley the surveyor-general of the colony,
in penetrating into the interior across the Bathurst plains
in a S.W. direction, came upon a fine flowing stream which
he named the Lachlan ; and which has since been found
to be one of the great tributaries of the Murray. He followed
its course down to 34° S. Lat., and 145. 20. E. Long., and
traversed the undulating prairie-lands to the southward ;
besides exploring the western flank of the Peel range, or
Coccopara Mountains. On his return, in January 1817, he
succeeded in crossing to the eastern waters, when he came
upon the Hastings River, which he traced to its outlet at
Port Macquarie, about 200 miles N. from Port Jackson.
In 1823 Mr Oxley was despatched to make a survey of
Moreton Bay, 500 miles N. from Sydney. He found se-
veral considerable streams flowing into the bay ; the largest
he named the Brisbane, after the governor then in office.
This river is navigable for 60 miles, and presents one of the
finest deep-flowing streams on the eastern coast. Proceed-
ing further N. he entered Hervey Bay, and explored Port
Curtis, where he found a considerable stream, which he
named the Boyne.
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In 1824-5 explorations were actively pursued to a like
distance southward. Messrs Hove11 and Hume, two enter-
prizing settlers, who had driven their live stock over the
ranges to fresh pastures on the Yass Plains—through which
the present road from Sydney to Melbourne passes—ani-
mated by the spirit of discovery, pushed on, single-handed,
to explore the southern regions. During their journey they
passed over a most extensive range of country from the
junction of the Murrumbidgee and Yass Rivers to the west-
ern shore of Port Phillip. They were the first travellers
who crossed the main branch of the greatest known Aus-
tralian river, which was deservedly named by the colonists
after Mr Hume. On its further exploration, however, by
Captain Sturt in 1830, when he descended to its termina-
tion in a boat, that gallant officer named it the Murray, in
compliment to Sir George Murray, who presided over the
colonial office at that time.
In 1825 the indefatigable but unfortunate botanist, Allan
Cunningham, prosecuted a successful exploration up the
valley of the Hunter, and through a gap in the Liverpool
ranges, which he called Pandora Pass ; where he discovered
a fine country, through which a western stream flowed in a
northerly direction. In 1827 he crossed the same range of
mountains at the source of the N. branch of the Hunter
River, and travelled in a northerly direction over the beau-
tiful table-land known as the Liverpool Plains. Continuing
his course a little more to the eastward of that region, he
traversed a fine grazing country at the elevation of 1500
feet above the level of the sea, which he called New Eng-
land. Farther N. still he discovered the verdant prairie-
lands of Darling Downs, proceeding onwards until he
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reached the Lat. of 28. 10. S., having discovered a greater
extent of grazing land in New South Wales than any ex-
plorer before or since. During the following year, and in
1829, he proceeded to Moreton Bay, and prosecuted a suc-
cessful journey to the source of the River Brisbane.
In 1828-9 Captain Sturt travelled from Wellington
Valley, along the banks of the Macquarie River, and
skirted the marshes which absorb that stream—the same
which Oxley had deemed interminable—until he found an
open and verdant country to the N.W., with several small
streams flowing in that direction. His further researches
were rewarded by the discovery of the Darling, the greatest
tributary of the Murray ; its source verging upon tropical
Australia. Having ascertained the course of this important
river, which he followed down as far as 30.20. S. Lat. and
145. 40. E. Long., he returned, impressed with the idea
that it, as well as all the western streams, flowed into an
inland sea ; a favourite hypothesis of geographers at the time.
With a view to determine this point, and the course of
the Murrumbidgee River, or the outlet of its waters, this
enterprising officer started a second time in January 1831 ;
and the result has been, that instead of the Darling and the
Lachlan, and other streams that run to the westward, falling
into a great inland sea or extensive marsh, as was conjec-
tured, their united waters constitute a large river, which,
under the name of Murray, was found to turn to the south-
ward, and empty itself into an extensive estuary, 60 miles
in length, by 30 or 40 in width. The river, near the point
where it fell into this lake or estuary, was about 400 yards
wide and 20 feet deep. The whole country on both banks
was composed of undulating and picturesque hills, at the
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bases of which extended plains and valleys, within sight of
many thousand acres of the richest soils.
The mouth through which the waters of the estuary com-
municates with the sea was in Encounter Bay, in Long.
130. 40. E. and Lat. 35. 25. 15. S., a little to the eastward
of the Gulf of St Vincent, and round the point named
Cape Jervis. The river was well stocked with fish, and its
banks more populous than any other part of the country
that had been traversed. Some accounts state the total
number of aborigines seen to have amounted to at least 4000.
They could scarcely be brought to believe that the dis-
covering party were of the same genus as themselves ; they
placed their hands against those of the strangers, in order
to ascertain if the number of fingers on each corresponded.
Nothing surprised them more than the act of taking off the
hat, believing, it would seem, that the superstructure of
felt formed a part of the strange animal that had come into
their country.
In 1831, while those explorations were opening up a
knowlege of Eastern Australia, the government of the new
colony of Swan River in Western Australia, despatched
Captain Bannister to explore the country between that settle-
ment and King George's Sound. Several other expeditions
were subsequently prosecuted to the N.W. of that territory
by Captain Grey and others, which added much information
concerning the coasts and bays up to that time visited only
by Tasman, Dampier, Baudin, and King.
In 1832 Major (afterwards Sir Thomas L.) Mitchell, sur-
veyor-general of the colony, was instructed by the govern-
ment to proceed on a journey of discovery to the N.W. of
Liverpool Plains, in search of a great stream reported by a
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captured bushranger to exist in that direction. No such
river could be discovered. The party, however, explored a
large tract of indifferent country on the upper branch of the
Darling River, which, no doubt, was the great stream of
the bushranger, called by him the Karaula. The ability
and energy displayed by Major Mitchell in this expedition
induced the government to fit out an exploring party under
his command upon an extensive scale, having for its object
the thorough survey of the Darling and its tributaries. The
expedition started from Bathurst in 1835, more fully equip-
ped for the journey than any which had started previously
in the colony. Major Mitchell was ably seconded in his
scientific arrangements by the assistance of the botanist
Allan Cunningham. Within a few weeks, however, of their
departure, that estimable man fell a sacrifice to his scientific
enthusiasm. While the leader and his men were surveying
the Bogan River in about Lat. 32. S., he was lost from the
main body of the party in his ramblings for plants through
the interminable wilderness ; and from subsequent facts
which came to light, there is every reason to believe that
he was murdered by the natives. In memory of his sad
fate and invaluable services to the colony, the government
have erected an obelisk in the Botanic Garden at Sydney.
Major Mitchell reluctantly left the spot where his companion
had been missed, and traced the Bogan River down to its
confluence with the Darling. Below this junction he
erected a stockade which he called Fort Bourke, and from
thence surveyed the Darling as far as Lat. 32. 34. S. The fort
he found useful as a resting-place on his return homewards.
In 1836 Major Mitchell accomplished a still greater jour-
ney into the interior from Bathurst ; he followed the course
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of the Lachlan along its northern bank. After surveying its
junction with the Murrumbidgee, and tracing the latter
stream to its confluence with the Murray, as previously ex-
plored by Sturt, he followed that river in its N.W. course
till he found its clear waters mingling with the turbid stream
of the Darling, in Lat. 34. 10. From this point he traced
the Murray River upwards, crossing the stream to its
southern bank a short distance below its junction with the
Murrumbidgee ; after which he continued surveying up-
wards to Lat. 36. S. From this point he left the Murray
and its tributaries, and journeyed in a S.W. direction across
several small streams which he found flowing to the N. In
Lat. 37. 10. he came upon a considerable stream flowing
to the S. This river he navigated in a canvas boat down
nearly to its outlet in the sea ; and named it the Glenelg
River (in honour of the colonial secretary, Lord Glenelg),
which will be found on the map to be situated in Victoria,
crossing the boundary between that colony and South
Australia, and disemboguing itself into the sea a few miles
farther to the west. After surveying this outlet he pro-
ceeded eastward towards Portland Bay ; and was sur-
prised on his journey thither to encounter two gentlemen
driving " tandem" through the beautiful forest lands as
leisurely as if they had been in Hyde Park, where he ex-
pected to meet with no inhabitants but hostile aborigines.
These travellers belonged to a whaling station at Portland
Bay, which had been established in 1834 by the enterpris-
ing Brothers Henty, merchants and bankers of Lanceston,
Tasmania. Since that period it has risen into a flourishing
government town. Mitchell's further discoveries to the
eastward were likwise forestalled by information he received,
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that a number of settlers from Van Diemen's Land had
colonized the shores of Port Phillip during the previous
year. On his journey back to Sydney, however, he ex-
plored that magnificent territory—the garden of Australia,
which he denominated Australia Felix, from its agreeable
aspect and fertility.
In 1840 Count Strzlecki, an adventurous traveller of
great reputation in other lands, and devoted to geological
pursuits, made a successful though harassing journey on foot
from the Murrumbidgee River southwards through the
Australian Alps, and across the Gipps' Land district to
Alberton in Corner Inlet ; from whence he penetrated
through the densest and widest " scrub" or brushwood in
Australia, which had hitherto baffled all the settlers and
surveyors. His Physical Description of New South Wales
is at once the most scientific work on Australian geology
and mineralogy, and the most practical treatise on Austra-
lian agriculture which has hitherto been published.
In 1840 the government of the new colony of South
Australia despatched Edward John Eyre from Adelaide,
overland to King George's Sound, through the territory
denominated Nuyts' Land on the map. He and his party
accomplished the journey, after encountering great priva-
tions and disasters, some of his party having sunk through
sheer fatigue, and their aboriginal guide having been lost.
In 1841 he likewise conducted an expedition of discovery
towards the interior from Spencer's Gulf. From that point
he found a shallow marshy lake, about 20 miles in breadth,
extending, in a serpentine form, 400 miles into the interior.
This substitute for " the great inland sea," so confidently
expected by geographers, he named Lake Torrens. After
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reaching 29. S. Lat., he returned without crossing the Tropic
of Capricorn, the main object of its expedition.
In 1844-5-6 the great purpose of inland exploration, to
ascertain the nature of the country in Central Australia, was
determined by the " father of Australian discovery," Cap-
tain Sturt. From Adelaide he penetrated due north in-
to the very centre of the island, where he almost perished
in the drought and sterility of a second Sahara. The
results of this journey gave rise to a general opinion that
Central Australia was entirely desert, until Sturt's success-
ful expedition in 1860 already alluded to.
In 1843, an unobtrusive botanist of the name of Dr Lud-
wig Leichhardt arrived at Sydney from Moreton Bay—
where he had been devoting himself to Australian botany
and zoology—and solicited the public support to fit out an
expedition for the purpose of crossing overland from More-
ton Bay to Port Essington. He was successful in obtaining
public subscriptions of sufficient amount to fit out himself,
five Europeans, and an aboriginal native, ultimately in-
creased by another volunteer and a black man, making
in all eight individuals, who, with a most slender equipment,
started from the Darling Downs on the 30th September
1844, to prosecute this distant journey through an unknown
country for 3000 miles. This gallant little band reached
their destination on the 17th December 1845, after a
journey of fifteen months.
In 1846, while the intrepid Leichardt and his compa-
nions had been given up for lost by the people of New
South Wales—who were not apprised of his success until
his own return by sea on the 29th March of that year—the
sanction of the home government had been obtained to fit
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out a previously proposed expedition of Sir Thomas
Mitchell for the same purpose. Sir Thomas altered his
plans upon learning the result of Leichardt's expedition.
Keeping to the westward of Leichardt's route, he came
upon what appeared to be the source of a large river,
flowing in a north-westerly direction, which he felt con-
vinced was the upper branch of the Victoria, discovered
by Wickham and Stokes, flowing into Cambridge Gulf.
After tracing this stream towards Central Australia for
about 150 miles, our sanguine explorer left the further
prosecution of this enterprize, on his return to Sydney, to
his able and accomplished junior on the surveying staff,
Edmund B. Kennedy. He shortly afterwards sailed for
England, full of the conviction that he had discovered a
great highway from Eastern Australia to India by an inland
navigable river. Like his predecessor Evans, in his specu-
lations on the course of the Macquarie, he was doomed to
be disappointed ; for soon after Mr Kennedy found that the
supposed Victoria suddenly turned to the southward and
became absorbed in the great Australian desert, in the
same manner that Oxley found the Macquarie vanish
amon c,n the marshes.
In 1847, after Mr Kennedy had returned from his fruit-
less survey of the Victoria River, the government acquiesced
in the suggestions of that gentleman, and other members
of the survey department, to prosecute short exploratory
journeys into the interior and the northern parts of Aus-
tralia, as a better method of completing the survey of the
country than by long and hazardous expeditions. Mr
Kennedy's plan was to survey that part of tropical Australia
situated between Cape York in Lat. 10. 43. S., and Rock-
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ingham Bay in Lat. 18. 10., a distance by ordinary tra-
velling of not more than 500 miles. But this country,
within the influence of the tropical rains, is apparently of
such an impassable nature from swamps and prickly scrubs,
and so thickly inhabited by hostile aborigines, that this
expedition proved to be the most perilous and calamitous of
any hitherto attempted in Australia of which we have any
record. Out of thirteen persons who started from Rocking-
ham Bay on 5th June 1848, one man alone—Mr Kennedy's
aboriginal servant, Jackey Jackey—reached Port Albany
after a six months' journey, where a small schooner, the
Ariel, commanded by Captain Dobson, was lying at anchor
with stores on board, waiting the arrival of the party.
The greatest in contemplation of these exploring expe-
ditions, the melancholy result of which has long ceased to
be matter of doubt, was that led on by the zealous and
indomitable Leichardt. We have already mentioned his
return from his successful expedition to Port Essington in
March 1846. Not having then accomplished his original
design of penetrating into Central Australia, he rested but
a brief space in the settled districts until he was again
rallying a band of adventurers round his standard of dis-
covery. " His project was to penetrate to the westward, if
practicable, across the great desert, to the settlement of
Swan River, a distance little short of 3000 miles in a direct
line, hoping to find by the way a succession of oases, like
those in the African or Arabian deserts, which would
enable him to recruit his party on the journey?' After
making a false start in 1847, when some of his volunteers,
whose enthusiasm quailed before the privations in store for
them, abandoned the expedition, he finally left the Darling
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Downs in the early part of 1848. Since that year, no
certain tidings have reached us from this gallant band of
explorers. The later explorations of Australia, the reader
will find above, where we have endeavoured to bring into
one view all the more recent events and circumstances of
this division of the world.
Aborigines.—The aborigines, wherever they have been met with,
are of the very lowest description of human beings. In the journal
of the Duyfhen, the N. coast is described as thinly " inhabited by wild,
cruel, black savages, by whom some of the crew were murdered ; "
and the ship Vianen, touching on the western coast about 21° S.,
observed "a foul and barren shore, green fields, and very wild,
black, barbarous inhabitants." In 24° S., Polsert, who commanded
the Batavia, saw four natives, whom he describes as " wild, black,
and altogether naked, not covering even those parts which almost
all savages conceal." Tasman "found in Ilollandia Nova, in Lat.
17. 12. S., a naked black people, with curly hair, malicious and
cruel, using for arms bows and arrows, hazagaeys, and kalawaeys."
The S. coast is so barren, and the naked hillocks of sands so con-
tinuous, that there appears to be nothing for human inhabitants to
subsist upon. "It is not surprising," says D'Entrecasteaux, "that
Nuyts has given no details of this barren coast ; for its aspect is so
uniform, that the most fruitful imagination could find nothing to
say of it." None of our navigators, however, saw more than the
coast line, which is either of rock or hillocks of sand. But where
the country begins to improve towards the eastward, in the neigh-
bourhood of Kangaroo Island, Captain Flinders found not the least
vestige of inhabitants ; and, from the stupidity of the kangaroos
on that island, " which," he observes, " not unfrequently appeared
to consider us as seals," he concludes there either were no natives,
or that they were ignorant of every kind of embarkation. To-
wards the northern part of the eastern coast, the same navigator
thinks they are somewhat superior to those near Sydney, having
belts round the waist, and fillets about the head and upper part of
the arm, associating in greater numbers, and dwelling in huts of a
superior construction. They also catch fish with nets, which he
thinks is alone a feature of distinction from those who only spear
the fish, as a net requires more than one person to manage it,
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consumes much time in making, cannot easily be dragged about,
and, in short, must occasion a sense of the advantage to be derived
from mutual assistance, and suggest the necessity of a permanent
residence.
Notwithstanding these evidences of social progression from the
lowest depths of the savage state, and which may be accounted for
amongst the tribes inhabiting the great York Peninsula, from their
contiguity to the superior races of mankind peopling New Guinea
and the Polynesian Islands, the ethnologist can discover clear and
distinctive characteristics in the Australian aboriginal people to
warrant him in classifying them as the furthest removed type of
humanity from any other race with whom we are acquainted.
Their general description may be given thus, according to Euro-
pean notions on the standard of humanity, as exemplified in the
northern varieties of mankind. They are hideously ugly, with flat
noses, having wide nostrils; eyes deeply sunk in the head, large
and wide apart, over-shadowed by bushy black eye-brows ; the
hair black and straight, clotted but not woolly, the males having
long curly beards ; the mouth is extravagantly wide, with thick
Prominent lips; and the colour of the skin varies from dark bronze
to jet black. The skull and jaws, when stripped of the hair,
integuments, and muscles, present still more distinct characteris-
tics. The cranium is thick and spongy, the inner and outer plates
being wide apart, the coronal region flattened. By external
admeasurement the capacity of a male skull now in our possession
—which was that of a native doctor who died about forty years of
age, and furnishes us with a type of these Australian crania above
the average—is 117 cubic inches ; which, when compared with the
average size of Anglo-Saxon crania—according to Mr Straton's
tables—scarcely equals the admeasurement of a boy ten years of
age, laid down by him at 120 cubic inches. The facial angle,
according to Count Strzlecki, is between 80° and 85°. The zygo-
matic process is widely arched ; and the lower jaw, although
unusually expanded at the base, is short, and forms a remarkably
small chin. The molar teeth are flattened more than ordinarily,
and sometimes are so smoothly ground by friction in chewing that
they frequently resemble the teeth of ruminating animals. Their
stature is below the average of the most diminutive European race ;
and they are wretchedly thin and ill•made, with long lean arms
and legs, and short wide feet, the great toe largely developed-
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which is strengthened to a wonderful degree by use from their
youth, in placing that member in the notches they cut with a
tomahawk on the trees, when in search of animals for food.
To add to their natural deformity, they thrust a bone through
the cartilage of the nose, and stick with gum to their hair, matted
with moss, the teeth of men, sharks, or kangaroos, the tails of
dogs, jaw-bones of fish, &c., and daub their faces and bodies with
red and white clay, and scarify the skin in every part with sharp
shells.
On the sea-coast they live principally upon fish, turtle, and
shell-fish ; the former are caught by nets, hooks, and speared by
double and treble pronged spears. In the interior they hunt the
kangaroo, wallaby, and emu, with their boomerangs, spears, and
waddies ; besides which they procure an uncertain supply of
opossums, flying squirrels, sloths, storks, cranes, ducks, parrots,
cockatoos, eels, lizards, snakes, grubs, ants and their eggs, tuberous
roots, wild berries, and honey ; in fine, any description of creature
or plant from the animal or vegetable world, which can supply any
nutriment, does not come amiss to the appetites of these attenuated
savages. Nay more, although man be described specifically as a
" cooking animal," the Australian, in his natural state, scarcely
troubles himself with this process, beyond that of throwing a bird
or beast on the burning embers of a fire, without skinning it or
drawing the entrails ; and when it is partially roasted, brushing
the singed hair or feathers off, tearing a mouthful or two with his
teeth, and throwing it into the fire again to cook another portion
of it ; when this process of mastication is repeated until the bones
are picked.
They have no fixed habitations, the climate generally allowing
of their sleeping in the open air, in the crevices of rocks, or under
the shelter of the bushes. Their temporary hovels consist of the
bark of a tree, or a few bushes interwoven in a semicircular form,
tapering at the top, and raised upon a prop-stick, open in front,
and forming merely a breakweather, occasionally large enough to
shelter six persons from the rain, but most frequently for the
accommodation of two. They seem to have no idea of the benefits
arising from social life ; their largest clans extend not beyond the
family circle, of each of which the eldest is called by a name syno-
nymous with that of father. They are totally without religion,
paying neither the least respect nor adoration to any object or
H
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being, real or imaginary. Hence they have nothing to prompt them
to a good action, nothing to deter them from a bad one ; hence
murder is not considered as any heinous crime, and women think
nothing of destroying, by compression, the infant in the womb, to
avoid the trouble, if brought alive into the world, of carrying it
about and finding it subsistence. Should a woman die with an
infant at the breast, the living child is Inhumanly thrown into the
same hole with the mother, and covered with stones, of which the
brutal father throws the first. They are savage even in love, the
very first act of courtship, on the part of the husband, being that
of knocking down his intended bride with a club, and dragging
her away from her friends, bleeding and senseless, to the woods.
The consequence is, that scarcely a female of the age of maturity is
to be seen without her head full of scars, the unequivocal marks of
her husband's affection.
To these details, generally acknowledged by all travellers, such
as Collins, Flinders, Sturt, Mitchell, and others, we shall add some
further observations, based upon experience and scientific data,
which have escaped their notice, as illustrative of the ethnographic
characteristics of this barbarous people. So various are the lan-
guages spoken by the entire radius of tribes located outside the
great desert—which, we presume, is untenanted by human beings,
—that a subdivision of the east and west coasts into lingual dis-
tricts fifty miles in diameter for 300 miles inland, would give in
each district not merely a distinct dialect, but in the majority
of cases a different language from that of the adjacent tribes.
One universal affinity, however, which we have observed these
languages bear towards each other is, that the letter S is never
found in the construction of their words. No evidences of tilling
the ground, planting, sowing seed, and reaping the harvest, have
been seen by travellers amongst them ; which distinguishes them
essentially from the Maori race in New Zealand, the races inhabit-
ing the Polynesian Islands to the N.B., and the Malays to the N.W.,
excepting the tribes located on the extreme north coast. They do
not trade or barter with each other or with strangers. Though
each family or tribe has a generally recognised boundary within
which they hunt, and consider their " sit-down" or territory, and
beyond which they seldom stray, still they neither exchange, buy,
nor sell land among each other; and when their territory was taken
possession of by the British, they demanded no equivalent, as the
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New Zealanders have done—they cannot conceive a right of claim
to that which is fixed and immovable. Not having any movable
property beyond their spears, boomerangs, clubs, shields, opossum-
skin rugs, and baskets, their wealth is less than that of the indus-
trious bee, and their idea of property inferior to that of the beaver.
These rudely-constructed articles of clothing, and weapons of
offence and defence, they appear to divide promiscuously among
each other, holding possession very much on the old lawless prin-
ciple that " he may take who hath the will, and he may keep who
can." Lunatics or idiots are rarely or never to be found amongst
them. Slavery, as understood in the negro sense of the term, does
not exist ; the married females, however, are to all intents and
purposes the slaves of their husbands : virtue and modesty are
terms to them, in their purely savage state, utterly unintelligible.
Polygamy is recognised and adopted ; but from their savage
custom of murdering infant female children, the proportion of the
sexes is kept nearly equal, and seldom permits of more than one of
each cohabiting together. Cannibalism exists among them. The
writer has had proofs of several instances ; this horrible practice,
however, was confined to the bodies of their enemies killed in
fight, and of half-caste children of the female sex. They show
very little affection for their offspring, especially the males ; and
we have frequently taxed their philoprogenitive feelings by offer-
ing a few pieces of tobacco or a blanket for a child, when we
should have easily succeeded in bartering with their fathers, and
with no great difficulty overcome the affection of the mothers.
Their treatment of the aged is even worse than their neglect of
their offspring. These wretched specimens of humanity look at
the age of 50 or 60 like octogenarians. Instead of being respected
as elders of the tribe, as is the case among other savage races, they
are considered as useless members who can no longer fight, hunt,
or dig up roots. Hence the garbage of the game captured by the
strong son or daughter is thrown with contempt to the father or
mother ; and they are even prohibited, like the children, from eat-
ing the best kinds of food, which the sturdy warriors of the tribe
claim as theirs by the law of might. Rheumatism and diseases of
the skin are their most prevalent complaints ; the result of con-
tinual exposure to the weather, and their filthy habits. In every
group or tribe of families there is a doctor-man, who uses charms,
decoctions of herbs, and personal manipulation to cure the afflicted.
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In all such services rendered for the general welfare of the whole,
or even in any other matter of assistance given to each other, we
have never known of any sort of remuneration being tendered, or
any special expression of gratitude coming from the patient.
That they are capable of being civilized in a measure is shown by
the organized troops of black mounted police throughout the south-
eastern colonies, and the general employment of them by the
colonists as shepherds and mounted herdsmen; nay, so far as intel-
lectual advancement is concerned, in a few instances they have
been taught to read and write. But at the best they are uncertain
retainers, and cannot be kept to constant labour, while they have a
very faint conception of the relations between master and servant.
We are confident, also, that the Australian aboriginal would pine
and die under any attempts to enslave him by means of the lash
and the fetters, which the passive African submits to. Like most
other savages, however, they exhibit the extremes of indolence when
their appetite is satiated, and of activity when hunger prompts them
to hunt for food. Treachery and cunning among them are con-
sidered virtues and it is no disparagement to designate them
morally speaking, a generation of liars. The truth is not in them ;
in their relations with the Europeans no faith can be placed
in what they say, and the local governments take exception
to their evidence in a court of justice, or, at the utmost, value it
but slightly.
This unfavourable delineation of the general characteristics of
the Australian race, before they have mingled with the European
settlers, is one, however, of the faithfulness of which we can con-
fidently challenge disproof. They haveron the other hand, their
redeeming qualities. Expert in the capture of game and fish, they
will cheerfully share their meals with an unsuccessful neighbour,
and will seldom refuse the white man a share—from whom, how-
ever, they expect an equivalent. Like children, they are easily
pleased; and when their appetites are satisfied, they become a
jocular and merry race, full of mimicry and laughter. The sounds
of hilarity are often heard ringing joyously through the echoing
forests around their encamping grounds : and the delight with
which they enjoy the pleasures of the dance at their corrobborees is
not exceeded by the most enthusiastic frequenters at Almacks.
Their conceptions of harmony and melody are very low, and they
have no instrument, however rude, to produce musical intonations.
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Their wild yells of glee, and monotonous crooning songs, are re-
duced to a barbarous kind of measure by striking two pieces of
wood together at long and short intervals. As exceptional cases
of a better nature (our previous remarks having strictly reference
to the Australian aboriginal in his purely savage condition), we
can speak of many instances where feelings of great tenderness
have been shown, by the females more especially, and European
life and property have been voluntarily rescued from fire and
shipwreck. We can likewise testify to the fact of finding faithful
and honest followers among them during our travels in the inte-
rior. We treated them as children, and they were obedient ;
had we resented supposed injuries they tried to inflict upon us, as
if they were responsible men, as some have done, we should have
exposed ourselves to their deadly enmity. In our transactions
with them we dealt on the principle which they themselves consi-
dered just. The fidelity and devotion of Jackey Jackey towards
the unfortunate explorer Kennedy, are sufficient in themselves to
prove that the rudiments of a better nature than they ordinarily
display are implanted in their minds.
The history of this race is comprised within a small compass.
Records they have none, and their traditions are as evanescent as
their dwellings; and like the summer fires, which sweep every
vestige of these rude structures from the face of the earth, so their
history is buried in oblivion with each succeeding generation.
In a preceding part of this article we have made an estimate of the
entire aboriginal population of Australia. In successive estimates
of this kind, we must allow for rapid decrease in the colonized
territory, and this territory is each year more extensive. To
estimate their present population is likewise a matter of un-
certainty. Some morbid philanthropists, who have formed as-
sociations for the preservation of these races, attribute their
extinction to the aggressions by fire and sword upon them by the
settlers, and the deadly diseases they introduce. Although to some
extent this may be the case, still there is a more powerful influence
at work, which ultimately will cause the inferior race to be swal-
lowed up by the superior. Count Strzlecki states his views in
these terms :—" The aboriginal woman, after connection with a
European male, loses the power of conception on a renewal of
intercourse with the male of her own race, retaining that of only
procreating with the white man." From our own investigations,
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and the testimony of others whom we have consulted, we cannot
adduce evidence sufficient to corroborate this statement.* The
facts are before us that the aboriginal inhabitants of Van Diemen's
Land have dwindled down, from between 4000 and 5000 to 15
persons, notwithstanding the efforts of the Government to preserve
them ; whereas, in that time, the same number of our prolific
countrymen in the neighbouring isle, would in all likelihood
increase tenfold. The tribe also that inhabited the country around
Port Jackson and Botany Bay, which Governor Phillip on his
arrival found to number about 1500 individuals, is now extinct.
The last of its members died in 1849, little more than 60 years
after the occupation of their lands by the Anglo-Saxon. These
facts are startling, and demand further investigation.
If the rocks and mountains, and the earths, resemble nearly the
inorganic substances that are met with in other parts of the world,
there is at least a very extraordinary and a distinct characteristic
difference in both the animal and vegetable part of the creation,
which makes a considerable class of subjects in both these king-
doms peculiar to Australia. The Fauna and Flora of this arid
region are so unique, so far removed in their nature and habits
from the generality of species which exist in other parts of the
world, so low in the scale of classified animals and plants, and
bearing so close an affinity in their structure to the extinct tribes
and genera whose fossil remains are found imbedded in European
rocks of the eocene geological period, that some ethnologists are
tempted to advance the hypothesis that Australia exhibits the most
ancient surface-geology for our investigations of any portion of
the terraqueous globe. In other words, that this great south land
* It may be remarked that the assertions of Strzlecki on this
subject are more than doubtful, and are at variance with all analogy
respecting sexual intercourse between other races of mankind. The
same notion once prevailed regarding the negro and white varieties
of the human species; but it is not founded on fact. The barrenness
of the aboriginal females, under such circumstances, will excite
little surprise, when we consider the well-known effect of pro-
miscuous sexual intercourse in checking fecundity : while the rapid
decrease of the Australian native population is further explicable
by the frequent practice of infanticide, especially of female children,
the excessive labour exacted from their women, the introduction of
epidemic disorders by Europeans, and immoderate indulgence in
intoxicating liquors.—ED.
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has existed, upheaved from the ocean, contemporary with the by-
gone epochs of the palteozoic formation, which at a recent geolo-
gical era was submerged below the sea ; and that its groups of
living creatures, and its vegetation, have been perpetuated
throughout subsequent epochs which have extinguishd whole
genera of animals and plants in the northern hemisphere. The
recent investigations of naturalists in Australia and the surround-
ing seas have shown that certain forms of star-fishes and bivalve
shells, found petrified in the chalk formations of Europe, have
existing types in the tropical seas of Australia, and that the Port
Jackson shark is the only living example of the ancient group of
Cestrationte fishes. And while the superficial observer perceives,
in the apparently anomalous examples of plants in the grasses and
gum-trees,—and animals, in the kangaroo and duck-billed platy-
pus,—a mere assemblage of lusus natures, when compared with the
productions of other regions, the attentive student of natural
history finds at every step some useful harmony between the indi-
viduals of the organic kingdoms, and the peculiar physical geo-
graphy of this great southern land. Here he finds the grasses
containing an unusual pith in their stems, from which they derive
nourishment during the dry seasons which occur in this arid cli-
mate, when the hollow-stemmed grasses of Europe would perish.
And when he examines the structure of that curious animal the
duck-billed platypus (Ornithorhynchus paradoxus), he discovers
that its organism is peculiar to the manner in which it secures
food from the water insects, where, in its burrowings in the earth,
scarcely any worms are to be found. These, and other anomalous
forms of the organic world in Australia, are doubtless reconcilable
to the universally harmonious system of nature, and require only
further investigation to be made manifest.
Animals.—The animals hitherto discovered, with very few excep-
tions, are of the numerous species of kangaroo or the various opossum
type ; the former having their hinder legs long out of all proportion
when compared with the length of the fore-legs, and both families
being Marsupial, that is, having a sack under the belly of the female
for the reception of the young ; of which families, though divided
into different genera, there are at least a hundred distinct species.
To these marsupial genera may be added another of a singular kind,
classed by naturalists under the genus Ai, represented by the worn-
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bat of the natives, or the native bear of the colonists, a herbivorous
animal of the sloth kind. Of carnivorous animals, there are very
few. The dingo or native dog has some resemblance to the English
fox in its appearance and predatory habits, and is the dread of the
sheep-farmer. It is supposed, however, not to be indigenous ; and
with the buffalo, which is found on the northern coast, has no
doubt been brought by the Malays, who cross over to fish for tre-
pang, from Java, Timor, and other islands in the Indian Archi-
pelago, as it exhibits very little specific difference from the jackal
of these countries. The feline tribe is represented by several
species of yellow-spotted cats ; and these pretty nearly complete
the catalogue of Australian quadrupeds. One animal, however,
deserves some specific notice, from the discussions that have arisen
regarding the nature and uses of the unusual organic structure of
its head : we allude to the duck-billed water-mole of the colonists
(Ornithorhynchus paradoxus, or Platypus anatinus); "a quadruped,"
says the late Dr White of the British Museum, " with the beak of a
bird, which is contrary to known facts and received opinions."
The investigations, however, of modern scientific men, have disco-
vered that even this apparent paradox of nature, "setting the bill
of a bird upon the head of a quadruped," is in harmony with her
laws. This organ, although it has the same function as the bill of
a duck, is not, like that appendage, affixed to the skeleton, but
merely attached to the skin. It was by Cuvier, along with a some-
what similar Australian animal, the Echidna, ranked among the
Edentata ; but now they are both more usually arranged as a dis-
tinct class of mammals termed Monotremata. They approach the
marsupials in possessing the abdominal bones of that order, though
they have not the pouch; and they approximate mammals to birds,
in possessing a common cloaca. The Echidna has also a bill-formed
mouth, and spines like those of a hedgehog on its body. Aus-
tralia, at the present period, is the great metropolis of the order.
The flying phalangers (Phalangista) are likewise an interesting and
beautiful group of marsupials. Crocodiles, turtles, and yangan,
or dugong, one of the CetaceEe, inhabit the rivers and harbours of
tropical Australia ; and in the southern, eastern, and western
streams, large fish of the perch tribe abound. The seas swarm
with scaled fish and crustacea, ; many of them edible, others poi-
sonous, and some of the most brilliant colours. Reptiles are fre-
quently met with, but not abundant. There are several species of
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snakes; some are venomous, but the majority are harmless. Lizards
are more plentiful, and all of them harmless ; while a large species
of iguana affords the natives a delicate kind of food.
The birds are equally singular with the beasts, there being black
swans and white eagles ; the former everywhere in such multitudes
as to spoil a proverb that had held good for two thousand years ;
and their song, as described by Mr Bass, " exactly resembles the
creaking of a rusty sign on a windy day." The Mcenura superba,
with its scalloped tail feathers, is perhaps the most singular and
beautiful of that graceful species known by the name of birds of
paradise; ducks, pigeons, cockatoos, parrots, and parakeets, are
innumerable, and of great variety and beauty. The mountain
eagle is a magnificent creature, and the emu is, next to the
ostrich, the tallest bird that exists, many of them standing full
6 feet high ; and the insect creation presents strange and brilliant
forms.
Plants.—The plants are no less singular than the animals. Of these
the distinguished botanist, Mr Brown, has given a very curious and
instructive account in his "Geographical and Systematical Remarks,"
in the Appendix to Flinders' Voyage. He collected nearly 3900
species of Australasian plants, which, with those brought to England
by Sir Joseph Banks and others, supplied him with the materials
for a Flora terrce Australis, consisting of 4200 species, referable to
120 natural orders ; but he remarks that more than half the num-
ber of species belong to eleven only of those orders. Of the Euca-
lyptus or gum-tree, the largest yet discovered, there are not fewer
than 100 different species. " The Eucalyptus globulus of Labillar-
diere," says Mr Brown, " and another species, peculiar to the south
of Van Diemen's Land, not unfrequently attain the height of 150
feet, with a girth near the base of from 25 to 40 feet. Of this mag-
nificent genus there are fifty different species within the limits of
the colony around Sydney. Of the beautiful and elegant Mela-
leuca, Mr Brown collected upwards of thirty species, all of which,
with the exception of the two species Leucodendron and Cajaputi,
appear to be confined to Terra Australis. The tribe of Stackhousece
is entirely peculiar to that country. Of the natural order of Pro-
teacece, consisting of about 400 known species, more than 200 are
natives of New Holland, of which they form one of its character-
istic botanical features ; the Banksia, in particular, being one of
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the most striking peculiarities of the vegetable kingdom. The
Casuarina, of which thirteen species have been discovered, is another
characteristic feature of the woods and thickets of Australia. The
most extensive genus, however, is the apetalous Acacia, of which
there are more than 100 species ; and this, with the Eucalyptus,
" if taken together," says Mr Brown, " and considered with respect
to the mass of vegetable matter they contain, calculated from the
size as well as from the number of individuals, are perhaps nearly
equal to all the other plants of that country." The Casuarina and
Eucalyptus are represented as furnishing excellent timber for ship-
building, and for all the purposes of domestic furniture and agri-
cultural implements ; the gum of the Eucalyptus is medicinal ; and
that of one species might be employed as pitch. Freycinet says
they procured a resinous substance from the Xanthorrhea, which
served them to caulk their vessels. The bark of a tree (Acacia
dealbata) is known to be more efficacious in tanning leather than
the oak-bark ; and a shrub (Leptospermum scoparium) was used by
Captain Cook as a substitute for tea. Nutmegs were found by Flin-
ders on the northern coast, but they were small, and had so little
of an aromatic flavour, that Mr Brown gave the plant the specific
name of insipida. Among the curious productions of the vegetable
world is the Nepenthes distillatoria, or pitcher-plant, of which a very
correct and detailed drawing is given in the Atlas to Flinder's
Voyage. The pines of the genus Araucaria, have the double-dotted
vascular tissue of the carboniferous Coniferce. The Eucalypti or
gum-trees shed their bark annually instead of their leaves ; while
the latter hang vertically from the branches, instead of horizon-
tally, as in most English forest-trees : and the Casuarince, or she-
oak trees, have the jointed articulations of Hippuris instead of
leaves. Altogether, the anomalous characters of Australian botany,
though presenting organic phenomena distinct from those of the
northern hemisphere, are in harmony with the branches of the
animal kingdom already alluded to. Since Brown's Prodromus was
published in 1810, very little has been added to that profound work.
And it is a remarkable fact, that few genera, if any, have been dis-
covered since that eminent botanist, and his patron Sir Joseph Banks,
first collected the plants of Botany Bay. Although Cunningham,
Labillardiere, and others, have added materially tothe list of species,
there is still a vast region open to botanic enterprise, especially in
the unexplored mountain ranges of the great Australian Cordillera.
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IL—GENERAL VIEW OF TASMANIA.
Having marked the progressive discovery of this fair and
fertile island, until it was ascertained to be such by Tas-
man, Marion, Furneaux, Cook, D'Entrecasteaux, Bass, and
Flinders, we shall not think it necessary to notice the minor
discoveries of Bligh, Hunter, Cox, &c., but proceed to give
a general account of its dimensions, surface, and natural
productions. It is situated between the parallels of 41. 0.
and 43. 32. S. Lat., and 144. 32. and 148. 25. E. Long. ;
its medial length from N. to S. being about 160, and breadth
from E. to W, 145 geographical miles. Its surface pos-
sesses every variety of mountain, hill and dale,—of forests
and open meadows,—of inland lakes, rivers, and inlets of
the sea, forming safe and commodious harbours,—that can
render a country valuable or agreeable ; and it enjoys a
temperate climate, which is perhaps not very different from
that of England, though less subject to violent changes.
The soil, in general, is represented as more productive
than that of the E. side of Australia; and the island has
the advantage of being intersected by two fine rivers, rising
near the centre ; the one named the Tamar, falling into
Bass's Strait on the N., and forming Port Dalrymple ; the
other, the Derwent, which discharges itself into the sea
on the S.E. extremity, spreading its waters, in the first in-
stance, over the Great Storm Bay, which communicates
with North Bay, Norfolk Bay, and Double Bay, on the
E., and with D'Entrecasteaux's Channel on the W. The
Tamar in its course receives three streams—the North
Esk, the South Esk, and the Lake River ; and the tide,
flows about 30 miles up the river, to the point where it is
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joined by the two Esks. At this spot is situated the consider-
able port of Launceston, having a population of about 7000.
At the head of the western arm of Port Dalrymple is
situated George Town, on the skirt of a beautiful, rich,
and well-wooded country. There is also Hobarton, which
is the capital of the colony on the right bank of the Der-
went, about 5 miles inland, with a population, in 1860, of
20,000 inhabitants. The country between these two towns
is everywhere rich and beautiful, abounding in grassy plains,
marshes, and lakes, bounded on each side by hills, well
clothed with wood, rising into high and rocky mountains.
A turnpike road now bisects the island between Launceston
and Hobarton—a distance of 130 miles, which is accom-
plished by stage-coaches within twelve hours.
The description given by D'Entrecasteaux of the channel that
bears his name, and the surrounding shores, corresponds generally
with the following animated account of it from M. Peron, ten years
afterwards : " Crowded on the surface of the soil are seen on every
side those beautiful Mimosas, those superb Metrosideros, those Cor-
reas, unknown till of late to our country, but now become the pride
of our shrubberies. From the shores of the ocean to the summits
of the highest mountains may be observed the mighty Eucalyptus,
those giant trees of Australasian forests, many of which measure
from 162 to 180 feet in height, and from 25 to 30, and even 36 feet
in circumference. Banksia of different species—the Protea, the
Embothria, the Leptosperma—form an enchanting belt round the
skirts of the forests. Here the Casuarina exhibits its beautiful
form ; there the elegant Exocarpus throws into a hundred different
places its negligent branches. Everywhere spring up the most
delightful thickets of Melaleuca, Thesium, Conchyum, Evodia, all
equally interesting, either from their graceful shape, the lovely
verdure of their foliage, the singularity of their corollas, or the
form of their seed-vessels."— Voy. aux Torres Australes.
All the navigators who have visited the southern port of Van
Diemen's Land describe the natives as a mild, affable, good-
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humoured, and inoffensive people; with the exception of Marion,
the effect of whose fire-arms, Labillardiere thinks, had made them
afraid of Europeans. Subsequently the settlers found them a
hostile and treacherous race, probably from the same cause. Flin
ders and Bass conceived that the natives of this island were sunk
still lower in the scale of human existence than those in the neigh-
bourhood of Port Jackson, though they saw but one man, and he is
described as having " a countenance more expressive of benignity
and intelligence than of that ferocity or stupidity which generally
characterised the other natives." They are obviously the same
people as those of Australia. The women refused from Cook's
people all presents, and rejected all their addresses, not so much
from a sense of virtue, it was supposed, as from the fear of the men,
of whom they stood in great awe. With the convicts and free
settlers they had free intercourse. In some places were found
miserable huts of twigs, and rude baskets made of a juncus or rush ;
but these were all the signs that appeared of civilization. Cook,
D'Entrecasteaux, and Baudin, all observed many of the largest
trees with trunks hollowed out, apparently by means of fire ; and
as the hollow side invariably faced the E. and S.E., the lee-side to
the prevailing winds, it was concluded they were intended as
habitations. In D'Entrecasteaux's Channel only were indications
of huts made of the bark of the Eucalyptus, consisting of three rolls
stitched together. Of the numerous tribes who peopled this island
when it was first colonised by the British, only fifteen men and
women remain in 1861. At the early settlement it was a penal
colony, and the natives were considerably thinned by a war of ex-
termination carried on by the convicts and settlers against them,
which ended in their being conveyed to Flinders' Island in Bass's
Strait, from whence the miserable remnant now at Brown's River,
near Hobart Town, were brought to end their days in peace.-
D'Entrecasteaux, Labillardiere, Flinders, &c.
III.—NEW GUINEA, OR PAPUA.
New Guinea, or Papua, is, after Australia, not only
the first in point of magnitude, but claims a priority in dis-
covery over that and every other island in the Australasian
Sea. In the year 1526, when the Portuguese and the
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Spaniards were disputing their respective claims to the
Spice Islands, Don Torge de Meneses, of the former na-
tion, had, in his passage from Malacca to the Moluccas, by
extraordinary and accidental circumstances, discovered the
north coast of Papua, so called, according to some, because
the word signifies black, which was the colour of the natives,
or curled hair, according to others. Meneses remained at
a port called Versija till the change of the monsoon, and
then returned to the Moluccas. The next navigator who
touched at Papua was Alvarez de Saavedra, on his home-
ward voyage from the Moluccas in 1528, for New Spain ;
and, from an idea that the country abounded in gold, he
gave it the name of Isla del Ora. He stayed a month, and
obtained provisions ; but some Portuguese deserted with
the only boat the ship had, and were left behind. They
found their way, however, to Gilolo, and reported that
Saavedra had been wrecked ; but on his subsequent arrival
they were tried, condemned, and executed. He is sup-
posed to have added about 50 leagues of discovery to that
of Meneses. In 1529 Saavedra sailed a second time from
New Spain, and, according to Galvaom (or Galvano), fol-
lowed the coast of Papua eastwards above 500 leagues.
In 1537, Gonzalvo and Alvarado were despatched on
discovery by the viceroy of Peru ; but the former being
killed in a mutiny, the crew chose another commander,
and the first land they made was Papua. The ship was in
so crazy a state that she was abandoned ; the crew, only
seven in number (the rest having died of hunger and
fatigue), were made captives, and carried to an island called
Crespos (curly-haired men), whence they were sent to the
Moluccas and ransomed.
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In 1545, Ynigo Ortiz de Retz, in his voyage from Tidore
to New Spain, came to an archipelago of islands near the
land of Papua ; sailed 230 leagues along the north coast ;
and not knowing it had been before visited by Europeans,
he called it Nueva Guinea, from the resemblance of the
natives to those of the coast of Guinea.
In 1606, Torres made the east coast of New Guinea in
his way to the Moluccas, sailed westward 300 leagues,
doubled the S.E. point, sailed along the southern coast,
saw the northern coast of New Holland, and passed the
strait which now bears his name. He describes the coast
of New Guinea as inhabited by a dark people, naked ex-
cept a covering round the middle, of painted cloth made
of the bark of a tree. They had arms of clubs and darts
ornamented with feathers. He fell in with many large
islands, ports, and rivers. Towards the northern extremity
he met with Mohammedans, who had swords and fire-arms.
In 1616, Schouten came in sight of a burning mountain
on the coast of New Guinea, which he named Vulcan, and
immediately after of the coast itself. The island was well
inhabited, and abounded with cocoa-nuts ; but no anchor-
ing ground could be found. The natives were black, with
short hair ; but others appeared of a more tawny colour,
with canoes of a different shape. Among the islands in
sight to the northward, four small ones continually smoked.
On approaching the mainland, the natives, whom he calls
real Papoos, came off, " a wild, strange, and ridiculous
people, active as monkeys, having black curled hair, rings
in their ears and noses, and necklaces of hogs' tusks."
They had all some personal defect ; one was blind, another
had a great leg, a third a swelled arm ; from which Schouten
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concluded that this part of the country was unhealthy, an
inference which was confirmed by observing their houses
built upon stakes 8 or 9 feet from the ground. At the
two little islands of Moa and Insou, on the N.E. coast, the
friendly natives supplied them with abundance of cocoa-
nuts. At 28 leagues from Moa, Schouten fell in with a
group of fourteen small islands covered with wood, and
apparently uninhabited ; but sailing to the northward, they
were followed by six large canoes, the people in which
were armed with javelins. Those in some canoes from
another island were of a tawny complexion, had long curly
hair, and appeared by their persons and language to be a
different race from the natives of Papua : they had rings
of coloured glass, yellow beads, and vessels of porcelain,
which were regarded as " evidences of their having com-
munication with the East Indies." Schouten's Island is
the largest of this group. Tasman visited all these islands
and the coast of New Guinea in 1643, but made no dis-
coveries in this part of his voyage.
Our countryman Dampier saw the coast in 1699, but did
not land: the natives came off to his ship, and he speaks in
admiration of their large and picturesque proas. He dis-
covered, however, a strait unknown before, which divides New
Guinea from New Britain, and is now called after his name.
Bougainville was less fortunate, when, in 1768, he touched
on the coast of what he considered a separate island, and to
which he gave the name of Louisiade. D'Entrecasteaux,
in 1792, passed along the northern coast of Louisiade, and
through Dampier's Strait ; but left the point of its idebtit'y
with, or separation from, New Guinea undecided.
Sonnerat published A Voyage to New Guinea, though
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he evidently never was there, but describes the natives and
productions from what he saw and from what he could col-
lect at the island of Gibby, to the eastward of Gilolo.
Forrest, in 1775, anchored in the Bay of Dory, on the
northern extremity of New Guinea, and collected some
information respecting the inhabitants from a Mohammedan
Hadji who accompanied him. Captain Cook also, in his
first voyage in 1770, made the coast in about 6. 30. S.
Lat., a little to the northward of Cape Valschar, but did
not bring his ship to anchor, on account of the hostility of
the natives. A party landed near a grove of cocoa-nut trees,
and not far from it found plantain and the bread-fruit tree.
The breeze from the trees and shrubs is said to have been
charged with a fragrance not unlike that of gum benjamin.
The S.E. coast of New Guinea was visited in June 1793
by Mr Bampton, master of the Hormuzeer, and Mr Alt,
master of the Chesterfield, two British merchant vessels, who,
in their endeavours to find a passage to the N.W. while beat-
ing up the Great Bight of this island, added some valuable
information to what was previously known of that part of the
coast. Captain Bristow, also the discoverer of the Auckland
Islands, visited in 1806 the northern shores of the smaller
islands, which were described by D'Entrecasteaux in 1793.
But the southern shores of the Louisiade remained unex-
plored from the period of Bougainville's voyage in 1768 until
the year 1840, when a French navigator, Captain D'Urville,
attempted a flying survey of them in the Astrolabe during
his voyage round the world. He was not sure, however,
whether the land he observed belonged to New Guinea or
the Louisiade, although he passed a multitude of islands with
navigable channels between them.
I
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In 1845 Captain Blackwood, in H.M.S. Fly, surveyed 140
miles of the S.E. coast of New Guinea within the Great Bight.
Here he found a low muddy shore extending many miles
inland of the same character, intersected by channels, which
evidently are the estuaries of streams. One of these he
ascended for a distance of 20 miles in the ship's boats, and saw
numerous native villages built at intervals along the banks ;
but being confronted by the inhabitants, who'appeared to be
of warlike disposition, he considered it dangerous to attempt
a landing. This partial survey was followed up in 1846 by
Lieutenant Yule in H.M. schooner Bramble, who laid down
the coast-line from where Blackwood's survey had terminated
E. of Aird's River, along the S.E. shore of the Bight. As he
proceeded southerly, where the coast trends to the eastward,
he found the country inland gradually improve in aspect from
low mud banks to densely wooded hills ; with a lofty range
of mountains in the distance. At this point, where he sighted
a high peak of this mountain-chain—which now bears his
name—he returned to Australia to await further orders.
On the 10th of June 1848, Captain Owen Stanley in
H.M.S. Rattlesnake, accompanied by the Bramble, Lieu-
tenant Yule, as tender, commenced a further survey of the
doubtful S.E. peninsula of New Guinea, and Bougainville's
Louisiade. During their combined indefatigable exertions
for four months, they not only determined the fact that the
latter island is separated from the mainland, but that it forms
one of several groups of smaller islands, more or less sur-
rounded by dangerous coral reefs, which extend for up-
wards of 200 miles E. by S. of the great Papuan Island,
between 151. and 154. 30. E. Long., and the parallels of
11. and 12. S. Lat. : the entire assemblage of islands and
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reefs, including the Calvados Group, being now denomi-
nated the Louisiade Archipelago.
Much valuable information has been added to the natural
history and ethnography of those coral-bound isles which
Captain Stanley has now determined upon the charts of Aus-
tralasia, by Mr John Macgillivray, the naturalist who accom-
panied the expedition ; and who has furnished us with the
journal of the voyage, which the death of the captain pre-
vented himself from publishing. In his graphic descriptions
of these new and interesting islands, he thus describes their
appearance: " From the anchorage we enjoyed an extenisve
view of the south-eastern portion of the Louisiade Archi-
pelago. On the extreme right is the large S.E. island, with
its sharp undulating outline, and Mount Rattlesnake clearly
visible, although distant 45 miles. Next, after a gap partially
filled up by Pig Island, Joannet Island succeeds, 104 miles
in length, not so high as South-east Island, but resembling it
in dimness of outline: its highest point, Mount Asp, is 1104
feet in height. Next come the Calvados, of various aspect
and size, some with the undulating outline of the larger
islands, others rising more or less abruptly to the height of
from four to upwards of nine hundred feet. They consti-
tute a numerous group—upwards of 40—some of which,
however, are mere rocks : they are delineated upon the
Rattlesnake's chart, and there are others to the northward.
Behind them, in two of the intervals, the large and distant
island of St Aignan (so named after one of D'Entrecasteux's
lieutenants) fills up the background, falling low at its
eastern extreme, but the western half is high and mountain-
ous, with an elevation of 3279 feet. Further to the west-
ward, the last of the Calvados in this view was seen to form
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a remarkable peak, 518 feet in height, to which the name
of Eddystone was applied; and still further to the left, Ile
Real of D'Urville's chart shoots up to the height of 554 feet,
as a solitary rocky island with a rugged outline and an
abruptly peaked summit."
Leaving these islands, Captain Stanley proceeded on his
general survey along the S.E. coast of New Guinea, until he
reached that point of land where Lieutenant Yule in the
Bramble had left off. On making the S.E. cape of the
island, the land appeared of a mountainous character inland;
and this continued increasing in elevation for 250 miles,
until he came to Yule's Peak. It is evident that this great
mountain-chain divided the watershed on each side of
the peninsula. On determining the altitude of this range
of mountains, it was found to average double that of the
Australian Alps—the highest section of the great Cordillera
of that island. Mount Owen Stanley is 13,205 feet in height,
being more than double that of Mount Kosciusko (6510
feet)—the highest mountain in Australia. Of fifteen other
peaks in the range, whose altitudes are laid down on the Rat-
tlesnake's chart, eight are above 7000 feet. Doubtless there
are rich fields for discovery to future naturalists on these
tropical-alpine ranges. At present, however, the hostile
disposition of its savage occupants renders it inaccessible
to European explorers.
If we except the Louisiade Archipelago, New Guinea extends in
a S.E. by E. direction from the Cape of Good Hope, nearly under
the equator, to South-east Cape, in 10. 35. S., being in length about
1200, and medial breadth about 150 geographical miles. The ac-
counts of all the navigators who have touched on the different parts
* Voyage of H.M.S. Rattlesnake, Captain Owen Stanley. By J.
Macgillivray. Vol. i. p. 241.
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of its coast, describe it as a rich and magnificent country, con-
taining, in all human probability, from its situation and appear-
ance, the most valuable vegetable products of the Moluccas and
the several Asiatic islands. Forrest found the nutmeg tree on
Manaswary Island, in the Bay of Dory ; and he learned that a
people in the interior, called Haraforas, cultivate the ground, and
bring the produce down to the sea-coast ; that they are very poor,
and some of them have long hair ; and that they live in trees,
which they ascend by cutting notches in them. The people of New
Guinea, in many parts of the coast, live in huts or cabins placed on
stages which are erected on posts, commonly in the water, and pro-
bably as a protection against snakes and other venomous creatures,
though Forrest seems to think against the Haraforas. On these
stages they haul up their proas or canoes. These people are in-
variably described as being hideously ugly. Their large eyes, flat
noses, thick lips, woolly hair, and black shining skin, impressed
the early navigators with the idea that they were of African origin ;
but closer investigation, of late years, has shown them to be a very
mixed race indeed. Mr Macgillivray resolves them into several
indistinct types with intermediate gradations. Thus, occasionally
he met with strongly marked negro characteristics, but still more
frequently with the Jewish cast of features ; while every now and
then a face presented itself which struck him as Malayan. Al-
though the hair of these aborigines was invariably frizzled out into
a mop, and woolly, instances were met with in both sexes where it
was black, soft, and curly, while in others it was red and frizzly,
and the males mostly beardless. The colour of the skin varies
from a light to a dark copper shade ; and their stature does not
average more than 5 feet 4 inches. Instead, therefore, of consider-
ing them a pure race, these late investigations would lead us to
suppose that the races from all the neighbouring Polynesian and
Malayan islands had their representatives on this beautiful and
fertile group of islands, who have amalgamated and formed the
most warlike race in the Australasian seas. Their habits, however,
are much the same as their neighbours' ; and they show equal skill
in the management of their canoes and weapons, and in the build-
ing of huts. The Papuans also increase their natural deformity by
passing bones or pieces of stick through the cartilage of the nose,
and, as already mentioned, frizzing out their curly locks like a
mop, sometimes to the enormous circumference of 3 feet. They
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appear, however, to be one degree farther removed from savage
life than the Australian aborigines, having permanent houses, and
both men and women wearing wrappers round the waist, which are
among the articles brought to them by the Chinese and Malays.
The only quadrupeds known to exist on this island are dogs, rats,
and wild hogs ; but the feathered race are of great beauty and
infinite variety. New Guinea is the native country of the bird of
paradise. They are said to migrate in large flocks, in the dry
monsoon, to the islands of Arroo, and other islands to the W. and
N.W. of New Guinea, The great crown pigeon, parrots, lories,
and minas, are natives of Papua.
The whole of this great country is indented with deep bays on
every side, some of which nearly intersect the island ; and the
coast is surrounded on every side by a multitude of small islands,
all peopled with the same description of blacks, excepting those
already mentioned on the N.W., near the equator, most of which
are under the government of Mohammedan Malays, with whom both
the Dutch and Chinese have long kept up intercourse.
IV. NEW BRITAIN, NEW IRELAND, AND NEIGHBOURING
ISLANDS.
There can be little doubt that this extensive range of
islands was partially seen by Le Maire and Schouten in
1616, who, after discovering the Groene Island and the
Marquen Islands, steered along the northern coast of New
Ireland, as did Tasman also in 1642. Dampier, however,
first ascertained New Britain to be an island distinct from
New Guinea, by passing the strait which has since borne
his name. He visited Port Montague on this island, and
speaks of the black natives resembling the Papuans, their
dexterity in managing their canoes, their woody hills, fer-
tile vales, and delightful rivulets. He also anchored in
Slinger's Bay, on New Ireland, which he conceived to be
the same land with New Britain ; but Carteret, in 1727,
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discovered and passed through a strait which separates them,
and to which he gave the name of St George's Channel.
The Admiralty Islands of Carteret, to the north-westward of
New Britain, had previously been discovered by Schouten,
and named the Twenty-five Islands. New Britain was seen
by Roggewein in 1722, and by Bougainville in 1768.
D'Entrecasteaux, we believe, was the last navigator who
passed along the north coast of New Britain, and through
St George's Channel, which divides it from New Ireland,
and from thence to the Admiralty Islands ; and from his
voyage, published by Rossel, together with Labillardiere's
and Carteret's, we shall extract a few gleanings.
The extent of New Britain and Ireland is not exactly
known, nor have they been sufficiently explored to enable
geographers to lay them down with accuracy, or even to
state what number of islands the group consists of. One
of considerable extent lies off the N.E. end of New Ire-
land, which has been named New Hanover, and is itself
surrounded by low woody islands, The whole group oc-
cupies a space between 2. 30. and 6. of S. Lat., and 149.
and 153. of E. Long., and may probably contain an area
not less than 10,000 geographical square miles.
Carteret, in passing through the strait, saw but few natives on
the south coast of New Ireland. These showed marked signs of
hostility, and were armed with lances headed with flint ; they had
also slings and good fishing-tackle. They were black, and had
woolly hair, but their lips, he says, were not thick, nor their noses
flat ; their cheeks were streaked with white, and their hair and
beards were covered with a white powder. Their canoes were long
and narrow, and had generally outriggers; one of them measured
90 feet in length, and was formed out of a single tree. The two
large islands and the whole group, in fact, were nearly covered
with wood, and thick cocoa-nut groves skirted all the low parts of
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the coast. Labillardiere says that New Ireland produces nutmegs;
and he also mentions a new species of the Areca palm, 108 feet
high, the stem consisting of hard solid timber.
The natives of the Admiralty Islands, lying to the LW., were
found by Carteret to be less black than those of New Britain and
Ireland, with agreeable countenances, not unlike Europeans; their
hair was curly, smeared with oil and red ochre, and their bodies
and faces painted with the same material ; the glans penis was
covered with the shell called the bulla ovum, serving the same pur-
pose as the wooden sheath of the Caffres in South Africa, whom,
indeed, they seem to resemble as closely as the natives of New
Guinea do those of the western coast of Africa. The women wear
a bandage round the waist. The central island is tolerably large,
and of a beautiful appearance, clothed with the most luxuriant ver-
dure, and cultivated to the very summit. Among the groves of
cocoa-nut trees are numerous habitations, and the natives have evi-
dently attained to a higher degree of civilisation than their southern
neighbours : they use earthen vessels, and chew the betel leaf with
chunam or lime. This central island is surrounded by nearly thirty
small flat islets of coral, and reefs in the various stages of progress
towards islets.
Proceeding to the westward and to the north-west, we meet with
other little clusters of islands,—as the Hermites, the Portland, the
Echiquier (chess-board), vulgarly called Exchequer Islands, all of
which consist, like the Admiralty Archipelago, of a larger central
island surrounded by a chain of isles and reefs, most of them
covered with beautiful verdure. The natives of these groups, as
they approach the equator, gradually assume a lighter colour and
longer hair, till they lose entirely the negro character, and merge
into that of Malays and other Asiatic islanders.—See Schouten
Dampier, Carteret, Labillardiere, &c.
V. SOLOMON'S ISLAND.
This archipelago of islands was one of the first dis-
coveries of the Spaniards in Australasia, though the credit
of it is given to Alonzo de Mendana, who was sent on an
expedition of discovery in 1567 from Callao by the viceroy
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of Peru. He anchored in a port on the island of Santa
Ysabel, to which he gave the name of Porta de la Estrella ;
and he also built a brigantine to make further discoveries,
in which she was particularly successful, having fallen in
with no fewer than thirty-three islands, " of very fine pro-
spect." Many of them were of considerable size, to which
they gave particular names, as Galera, Buonavista, Florida,
San German, Guadalcanar, San Christoval, Santa Catarina,
and Santa Ana. Guadalcanar, however, was the most at-
tractive, having a port which they named De la Cruz, and
a river which they called Galego. Of this island Mendana
took possession for the king of Spain. When the voyage
was published, the name of Solomon's Islands was given to
the group, "to the end that the Spaniards, supposing them to
be those isles from whence Solomon fetched gold to adorn
the temple at Jerusalem, might be the more desirous to go
and inhabit the same ; but it has been said that Mendana's
advice was that they should not be colonised, " that the
English, or others, who pass the Strait of Magelhanes to go
to the Moluccas, might have no succour there, but such as
they get from the Indians." The truth, however, is, that
Mendana, on a second voyage for the discovery of the Solo-
mon Islands, returned without being able to find them, which
gave occasion to the remark, that "what Mendana discovered
in his first voyage he lost in his second." He discovered,
however, in this second voyage, the great island of Santa
Cruz, which is situated at the S.E. extremity of Solomon's
Islands, and may very fairly be considered as one of the
group. This island, which has an excellent harbour, La
Graciosa, was first revisited after Mendana's discovery by
Carteret, in 1767, who changed its name to that of Eg-
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mont, and made it the principal island of a group which he
called Queen Charlotte's Islands. Here Mendana died, and
Quiros succeeded to the command ; but the search for So-
lomon's Islands was abandoned when they were not more
than 40 leagues from Christoval. It is a singular fact that
Solomon's Islands, whose name was sufficient to tempt ad-
venturers, were lost to Europeans for two centuries after
their discovery, and that we know at present little, if any,
more than Mendana gave to the world after his first voyage.
They were revisited by Bougainville in 1768 ; by M. Sur-
ville in 1769, who, from a ridiculous mistake, called them
the Archipelago of the Arsacides, to mark the natives as
assassins ; by Lieutenant Shortland of the British navy, in
1788, who chose to call them New Georgia ; and frequently,
since that time, by various British and French navigators.
Santa Ysabel, says Mendana, was inhabited by people who had
the complexion of mulattoes, with curly hair, and little covering to
their bodies ; who worshipped serpents, toads, and such like crea-
tures; whose food was cocoa-nuts and roots ; and who, it was be-
lieved, ate human flesh, " for the chief sent to the general a present
of a quarter of a boy, with the hand and arm." Bonavista is 12
leagues in extent, very fertile, and well peopled, the natives living
in regular villages or towns. On Florida, 25 leagues in circuit,
the natives dyed their hair red, collected together at the sound of
the conch-shells, and ate human flesh. Sesargo was well inhabited,
produced plenty of yams and bread-fruit, and here the Spaniards
saw hogs. In the midst of the island was a volcano continually
emitting smoke. They saw bats which measured 5 feet between
the tips of the wings. At Guadalcanar they received in barter
two hens and a cock, the first fowls that had been seen. At San
Christoval, the natives were very numerous, and drew up to give
battle to the Spaniards, their arms being darts, clubs, bows and
arrows ; but they were dispersed by the fire of the muskets, which
killed one Indian and wounded others. In the neighbouring vil-
lage was found a quantity of cocoa-nuts and almonds, sufficient to
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have loaded a ship. Santa Ana was well peopled and fertile. It
has a good port on the east side, where the Spaniards were at-
tacked by the natives, who wounded three of the invaders, while a'
dart pierced through the target and arm of the Spanish command-
ing officer. The blacks had boughs on their heads, and bands
round their waists. The Spaniards observed here hogs and fowls.
VI. NEW HEBRIDES.
To the S.E. of Solomon's Islands, and between the
parallels of 14. 30. and 20. S. Lat., are found a number
of islands, some of very considerable magnitude, called
the New Hebrides or Hebudes. They were first discovered
in 1606 by Pedro Fernandes de Quiros, who, with Luis
Vaez de Torres, was sent by the King of Spain from Lima
with two ships and a zabra (launch) to establish a settlement
at the island of Santa Cruz, and from thence to go in quest
of the Tierra Austral, or southern continent. This voyage
has been considered, and justly so, among the most cele-
brated undertaken by the Spaniards since the time of Ma-
gelhanes. In April 1606 they discovered an island to which
they gave the name of Santa Maria, from whence they saw
another island to the southward, " so large," says Torres,
" that we sailed for it." On the 2d of May they anchored in a
bay large enough to hold a thousand ships, to which they
gave the appropriate name of San Felipe y Santiago. Quiros
at once determined that he had now discovered the long-
sought-for southern continent, and in this conviction named
it the Australia del Espiritu Santo. Two rivers fell into
the bay, one the Jordan, the other the Salvador. The sur-
rounding country was beautiful, and is thus described by
the historian of the voyage : " The banks of the rivers were
covered with odoriferous flowers and plants, particularly
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orange flowers and sweet basil, the perfumes of which were
wafted to the ships by the morning and evening breezes ;
and at the early dawn was heard, from the neighbouring
woods, the mixed melody of many different kinds of birds,
some in appearance like nightingales, blackbirds, larks, and
goldfinches. All the parts of the country in front of the
sea were beautifully varied with fertile valleys, plains, wind-
ing rivers and groves, which extend to the sides of the
Green Mountains."—Torquemeda, as quoted in Burney's
Account of Discoveries in the South Sea.
This archipelago of islands, like that of Solomon, was lost to the
world for a century and a half, when Bougainville revisited them
in 1768. Except landing on the Isle of Lepers, however, he did
nothing more than discover that the land was not connected, but
composed of islands, which he called the Great Cyclades ; which, on
being more accurately and extensively explored by Cook in 1774,
underwent another change to that of New Hebrides, which they
now bear in all our charts. According to the survey of our great
navigator, they consist of Tierra del Espiritu Santo, the largest of
the whole, St Bartholomew, Mallicolo, the Isle of Lepers, Aurora,
Whitsuntide, Ambrym, Apee, Paoom, Three-hills, Sandwich, Mon-
tagu, Hinchinbrook, Shepherd's Isles, Erromango, Tanna Immer,
Annatom, and Erronan. The two which are more particularly de-
scribed are Mallicolo and Tanna, the natives of which differ remark-
ably in their persons and language ; those of the latter having curly
but long hair, dark, but not black, and without anything of the
negro character in their features, which are regular and agreeable ;
their persons slender, active, and nimble. They were found to be
hospitable, civil, and good-natured ; but they displayed a jealousy of
their visitors seeing the interior of the island which could only be
equalled in Japan or China. All the plantations were fenced, and
laid out in a line; they consisted of sugar-canes, yams, plantains
bread-fruit, &c. The yams were remarkably fine, one of them
weighing 56 pounds, every ounce of which was good; and they had
pigs and poultry. The juice of the cocoa-nut and water appeared
to be their only beverage. Their arms were clubs, darts, lances,
and bows and arrows. Their canoes, clumsily sewed together, had
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outriggers, and were worked by paddles and by sails. The men
wore a wrapper round the loins, and the women a sort of petticoat
reaching to the knee.
The natives of Mallicolo are called by Captain Cook, " an ape-like
nation," the most ugly, ill-proportioned people he ever met with,
and different from all others, diminutive in their persons, dark
coloured, with black hair, short and curly, but not so woolly as a
negro's ; they had long heads, flat faces, and monkey countenances ;
and a belt round the waist, pulled tight across the belly, made
them look not unlike overgrown pismires. The women were equally
ugly; and the dress of both sexes was in other respects the same as
that of Tanna, as were also the productions of the island. Their
houses were low, and covered with palm-thatch.--See Dalrymple,
Burney, Cook, &c.
The differences in depth of hue and otherwise among these na-
tions, striking as they often are, are not now considered to indicate
diversity of race and origin, but as rather the result of diversity of
the physical features of their respective countries or islands, the
more mountainous giving a fairer race, and the more level, where
the sun's power is greatest, a darker hue. These interesting islands,
which give promise of being shortly both civilised and Christian-
ised, have been already alluded to in regard to their later history.
VII. NEW CALEDONIA.
This large island, surrounded with coral islets and reefs,
was wholly unknown till Captain Cook in 1774 fell in
with the north-western extremity in steering south-west
from Mallicolo, from which it is distant not more than about
eighty leagues. He anchored within a small island called
Balabea, and opposite to the district Balade. This great
island extends between latitude 20. 5. and 22. 30., in
the direction of N.W. and S.E., about 250 long by 60
broad. The land bears a great resemblance to that of New
South Wales, and many of its natural productions appeared
to be the same, but the natives were different. Both this
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island and the Loyalty group to the N.E. have been taken
possession of by the French since 1853-54.
The inhabitants are represented as a strong, robust, active, well-
made people, courteous and friendly, and not in the least addicted to
pilfering, in which respect they differ from every other tribe of Aus
tralasia. They are nearly of the same colour as the natives of
Tanna, and appeared to be a mixed race between that people and
those of the Friendly Isles, or of Tanna and New Zealand, their
language being a mixture of them all. Of the same disposition as
the natives of the Friendly Islands, they were found to excel them
in affability and honesty ; and the women, like those of Tanna,
were chaster than the females of the more eastern islands. They
wear a petticoat of the filaments of the plantain tree, " at least six
or eight inches thick, but not one inch longer than is necessary for
the use designed." They paint and puncture their bodies, and
wear ear-rings, and necklaces, and bracelets, of tortoise and other
shells. Both men and women have good features and agreeable
countenances; and some of the men measure in height six feet four
inches. Their hair is frizzled out like a mop, and is very black,
coarse, and strong, but different from that of a negro. The rough
mop-heads make use of " scratchers," composed of a number of
sticks of hard wood, about the thickness of knitting-needles, fas-
tened together at one end like a sort of comb ; the women have
their hair cropped short. The men wear a wrapper round the loins,
made of the bark of a tree. Their houses resemble beehives, with
peaked roofs, entered by a hole just big enough to admit a man
bent double. The sides are of spars and reeds, and both these and
the roof well thatched with dry grass. They boil their roots and
fish in earthen jars. They have nets made of plantain fibres, and
the sails of their canoes are of the same material. These vessels
consist of two trees fixed together by a platform. They have plan-
tations of sugar-canes, plantains, bread-fruit, and cocoa-nut, but
none of them very productive. The whole appearance of the coun-
try, indeed, is described as unable to support many inhabitants.
The greater part of the visible surface consists of barren rocky
mountains; and though the plains and valleys appeared to be fer-
tile, Captain Cook was of opinion that " nature has been less boun-
tiful to it than to any other tropical island we know in this sea."
D'Entrecasteaux passed the opposite extremity of New Caledonia
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in 1792, when on his search after the unfortunate La Perouse, but
was prevented by a barrier reef of coral from approaching the coast;
and in the following year he visited Balade on the N.W. The
account of the inhabitants, as given by Bosse] and Labillardiere,
differs altogether from that of Cook. But their own account of
their transactions there, the confidence with which they straggled
over the country, and the readiness of the savages to serve them,
by no means warrant the bad character they have thought fit to
give them. Labillardiere thinks the inhabitants, as well as the
vegetable productions, resemble those of Van Diemen's Land. There
was no want of different kinds of esculent plants, though a great
scarcity prevailed from drought or other cause when they arrived.
The young shoots of the Hibiscus tiliaceus, the fruit of the Cordica
sebestina, the Dolichos tuberosus, Helianthus tuberosus, Arum, esculen-
tuns and Macrorrhizon, Hypoxis, Aluerites, figs, oranges, plantains,
sugar-canes, cocoa-nuts, and the bread-fruit, all afforded them ar-
ticles of food. Yet Labillardiere says they eat steatite, and that
he saw one man devour a piece of this stone as large as his two
fists. They also eat a species of spider. They had lost the hogs
which Cook left them, but some half-dozen of cocks and hens were
seen by the French.—See Cook, Labillardiere, &c.
VIII. NEW ZEALAND AND AUCKLAND ISLANDS.
Though these islands geographically belong to Aus-
tralasia, the natives are, in their physical character and
language, Polynesians. They were first discovered on the
13th December 1642, by Abel Jansen Tasman, on his
voyage of discovery from the Mauritius ; and on the 18th
the Heemskirk yacht and the fly-boat Zeehaan came to an-
chor in a bay to which they afterwards gave the name of
Moordenaar's or Murderer's Bay, and to the island that of
Staaten Land, in honour of the States-General, and in the
possibility that it might join the Staaten Land to the east
of the Tierra del Fuego. "It is a fine country," says Tas-
man, and " we hope it is part of the unknown S. conti-
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nent." The expedition of Hendrik Bower to Chili the fol-
lowing year cut off the latter Staaten Land from any conti-
nental connection, and the name of the former was then
changed to that of New Zealand.
The next visitor, at the distant period of a hundred and
twenty-seven years, was Captain Surville, who in 1769 put
into a bay on the north-eastern extremity, and gave it the
name of Lauriston Bay. In the same year Lieutenant
afterwards (Captain) Cook of the Endeavour made the land
on the 6th of October, the enormous height of which be-
came the subject of much conversation ; and the general
opinion was that they had now discovered the Terra Austra-
lis Incognita. This voyage, however, and the circumna-
vigation of the islands of New Zealand, entirely subverted
the theory of a great southern continent. In 1772 Cap-
tains Marion du Fresne and Crozet put into the Bay of
Isles, where the former and some of the crew were mur-
dered by the natives. In March 1773 Captain Cook in the
Resolution, with Captain Furneux in the Adventure, re-
visited New Zealand, where the latter had a whole boat's
crew, with a midshipman, murdered by the inhabitants. In
1776 and 1777 a third visit was made to these islands by
Captain Cook. In these several visits he was accompanied
by men well versed in every branch of natural knowledge ;
and in the Voyages of Cook and Forster will be found every
species of information that the ferocious disposition of the
inhabitants made it practicable to collect.
The two great islands of New Zealand extend between
latitude 34° and 48° south, longitude 166° and 179° east ;
that to the northward, called Eaheinomawe, is about 400
geographical miles long by 90 in medial breadth. The name
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of the southern island is Tavai Poenammoo, which is about
450 geographical miles long by 95 broad. The former has
a rich and fertile soil, well clothed with trees, some of them
more than 20 feet in girth, and 90 feet high, without a
branch. Some of them resembled spruce, and were "large
enough for the mainmast of a 50-gun ship." The highest
hills were covered with forests, the valleys with grass and
shrubbery, and the plains were well irrigated with riilt, or
clear water. The southern island is very mountainous ;
one peak, that of Mount Cook, being 13,200 feet in height :
it was covered with snow in the middle of January. Both
as to appearance and temperature, they may be considered
as the British Isles of Australasia. Fahrenheit's thermo-
meter in February was never higher than 66°, and was not
lower in June than 48°.
The natives are stout and well-limbed, muscular, vigorous, and
active, excelling in manual dexterity; their countenances intelli-
gent and expressive, of an olive complexion, but not darker than a
Spaniard. In the appearance of the women there is not much
feminine delicacy ; but on Cook's first visit they found them more
modest and decent in their behaviour than any of the islanders
they had met with. They were covered from the shoulders to the
ankles with a sort of netted cloth made of the split leaves of the
flax plant (Phormium tenax), the ends hanging down like fringes.
The black hair of the men is bound in a knot on the top of the
head, that of the women is cropped ; both sexes anoint their hair
with rancid oil, and smear their bodies with grease and red ochre.
The faces of the old men are covered with large furrowed black
marks, generally spiral lines, and have a horrible appearance. The
women wear in their ears pieces of cloth, feathers, sticks, bones,
&c., and bracelets and anklets of bone, teeth, shells, &c. Captain
Cook did not observe any appearance of disease, or bodily com-
plaint, or eruption on the skin, or marks of any ; and the most
severe wounds healed most rapidly. Very old men, without hair
or teeth, showed no signs of decrepitude, and were full of cheerful-
K
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ness and vivacity. They are mild, gentle, and affectionate towards
each other, but ferocious and implacable towards their enemies;
and it unfortunately happens, that the little societies into which
they appear to be divided are in an almost perpetual state of
hostility, which makes it necessary for them to dwell in happahs
or villages, fortified with embankments, ditches, and palisadoes•
They give no quarter, and feast with apparent relish on the bodies
of their enemies, which they cut up and broil in holes dug in the
earth; they suck out the brains, and preserve the skulls as trophies.
They made no hesitation in devouring human flesh in presence of
the English officers, and their provision baskets had generally a head
or a limb of a human subject.
The only quadrupeds on the islands are pigs, dogs, and rats, the
former of which they eat; but their principal food consists of fish,
potatoes, and the bruised roots of fern. They cultivate, however,
and with great neatness, sweet potatoes, eddas, and gourds, all
planted in regular rows; and Cook observed near the villages both
privies and dunghills. Their houses have a ridge-pole to the roof,
which, with the sides, are built of sticks and grass, and lined with
bark ; they sleep on the floors covered with straw; and the furni-
ture consists of a chest to hold their tools, clothes, arms, and
feathers, provision-baskets, and gourds to hold water, which is
their only beverage ; the New Zealanders being among the very
few people, civilized or savage, who are ignorant of the means of
intoxication.
Their double canoes or whale-boats are admirably constructed
with planks from 60 to 70 feet in length, and their prows and sterns
are tastefully and curiously carved and ornamented; all of which
is performed by adzes and axes of a hard black stone, or green talc
or jade, and with chisels of human bone or jasper. Of these mate-
rials also their offensive weapons are made : these are lances four-
teen feet long, sharp at both ends, of hard wood neatly carved;
and a battle-axe of jade or bone about a foot long. Their war
canoes carry from 60 to 70 men each ; they keep exact time with
their paddles, singing, with great vociferation and distorted fea-
tures, their savage war-song, when bound on any hostile expedition.
Their war-dances are conducted in the same furious and extrava-
gant style : the only musical instrument, if it can be called one,
which they use, is a triton shell, which sounds like a cow's horn.
They have, however, a taste for music, and the women are said
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to sing in a soft, slow, and mournful cadence, making use of semi
tones. When their husbands are slain in battle, they cut their legs,
arms, and faces, with bone or sharp shells ; and there are few of
them who do not wear scars on their bodies as testimonials of their
affection and sorrow for their deceased friends.
The natives of New Zealand exhibit a strange mixture of civil-
ized and savage life. It was hoped, from the state of their culti-
vated grounds, of which several hundred acres were seen, that
presents of hogs, kids, and poultry would have been most accept-
able, and considerable numbers were left with them on the first and
second visits of Captain Cook ; but, excepting the cocks and hens,
which had bred plentifully, and flew about wild in the woods, the
others had been wantonly destroyed. In 1791 Vancouver touched
at Dusky Bay, and remained there for some time, examining the
bays and creeks in the neighbourhood ; but he did not see one
human being ; and in 1793 D'Entrecasteaux passed between the
Three Kings' Island and Cape Maria Van Diemen, but had no other
communication with the natives except in their canoes. Unlike in
some respects to the Tahitians, they have evidently a common origin ;
their language not differing more than the language of the two New
Zealand Islands from each other. The few notions they have of
superior beings also accord with those of Tahiti. (See Cook's
Voyages.)
The following horrible transaction proves how well Captain Cook
described the character of these cannibals. In December 1809, the
ship Boyd, from Port Jackson, was at Wangaroa, in the Bay of
Islands, and admitted, without due caution, too large a number of
natives on board, when the crew were suddenly attacked, over-
powered, and slaughtered. Captain Alexander Berry, of the ship
Edinburgh Castle, being on the coast, was soon after apprised of
this horrible event ; and, proceeding to the bay, found the remains
of the Boyd, which had been burnt by the savages. On landing,
he discovered that the massacre had been directed by Tippahee, the
old chief who had been so much caressed at Sydney. The bones of
the unfortunate men lay scattered on the ground, where their
bodies had been devoured by the savages. Sixteen were murdered
and cut up on the deck of the vessel ; five others, who had fled for
safety upon the yards, were told by the old cannibal, that if they
would come down their lives should be spared, which, after some
hesitation, they consented to do. They were sent on shore, and in
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five minutes after their dead bodies lay on the beach. The only
survivors which Captain Berry contrived to save, were a woman,
two children, and a boy. Well might Captain Berry conclude the
narrative of this horrid murder by an admonition, " Let no man
trust a New Zealander."
During upwards of half a century that has elapsed since this
shocking occurrence, the character of the New Zealander has been
more accurately known. The undeniable ferocity of the savage
and the cannibal has not been altogether eradicated, but it has
been greatly tempered by his increasing association with Chris-
tianity and a civilized government. Cannibalism has ceased, and
many of these natives have embraced the Christian faith. But the
sanguinary war into which they plunged in the year 1860 with
the colonial government, on a question of rights and customs as to
the disposal of land, shows the old character still ready to display
itself. And, truly, during a year's contest against the rifles, the
rifled cannon, and the discipline of their powerful opponents, they
fought with a pertinacity and daring that are fortunately very
rare in the encounter of civilized with savage life. We have
already in this article alluded to this war, and the progress of this
fine and promising British colony.
To the eastward of New Zealand is an island of considerable ex-
tent and well peopled, discovered by Mr Broughton in 1791, when
on a voyage round the world with Vancouver. He called it Chat-
ham Island. The people and the productions are the same as those
of New Zealand. (See Vancouver's Voyage.)
The Auckland Islands, or Lord Auckland's Group, are in Lat. 50.
40. S. and Long. 166. 35. E., nearly 180 miles S. of New Zealand.
They were so named by the discoverer, Captain Abram Bristow,
master of a South Sea whaler belonging to Mr Samuel Enderby,
in gratitude to the nobleman whose name they bear, for having
procured him admission, when a boy, into Greenwich Hospital.
This group was first seen on the 10th of August 1806 ; and on the
20th of October 1807, Captain Bristow came to anchor with his
ship the Sarah in a fine harbour in the largest island, which he
quaintly named Sarah's Bosom. This harbour, sometimes called
Laurie Harbour and Rendezvous Harbour, has been renamed Port
Ross by Mr Chas. Enderby in honour of Sir James Clark Ross, who
surveyed the port. These islands have subsequently been visited
and briefly described by Captain Morell of the American merchant
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service in 1829 ; by Commodore Wilkes of the United States ex-
ploring expedition ; and by Admiral D'Urville of the French, and
Sir James Clark Ross of the English navy in 1840.
The group consists of one large and several smaller islands. The
principal island, Auckland, is about 30 miles long and 15 broad,
and contains about 100,000 acres of land. The smaller islands, of
which the principal are Adam's and Enderby, contain together
about 20,000 acres. They are all of volcanic formation, composed
of basalt and greenstone, and present a wild and picturesque ap-
pearance. The highest hill (Mount Eden) rises about 1350 feet
above the level of the sea. Crawley's Harbour, in the south of
Auckland, is described by Captain Morell and others as even supe-
rior to Laurie's Harbour. This island is fertile and well watered.
The hills, except a few of the highest, are thickly covered with
lofty trees of most vigorous growth, while the plains and valleys
are clothed with luxuriant vegetation. Dr Hooker, who, in his
Flora Antarctica, has given an elaborate account of the botany of
these islands, says, " The whole land seemed covered with vegeta-
tion. A low forest skirts all the shores, succeeded by a broad belt
of brushwood, above which, to the summit of the hills, extend grassy
slopes. On a closer inspection of the forest, it is found to be com-
posed of a dense thicket of stag-headed trees, so gnarled and
stunted by the violence of the gales, as to afford an excellent
shelter for a luxuriant undergrowth of bright green feathery ferns,
and several gay-flowered herbs. The climate is described by Cap-
tain Morell as "mild, temperate, and salubrious. I have been told,"
he adds, "by men of the first respectability and talent, who have
visited the island in the month of July—the dead of winter on this
island,—that the weather was mild as respects cold, as the mercury
was never lower than 38° in the valleys, and the trees at the same
time retained their verdure as if it was midsummer. At the time
we were there the mercury seldom rose higher than 78°, although
it answered to our July. The weather is generally good at all
seasons of the year, notwithstanding there are occasional high
winds, attended with heavy rain."
The domestic pig, introduced by Captain Bristow, is the only
quadruped found in these islands. The woods abound with sing-
ing birds, and on the shores seals and seafowl are plentiful. "The
only game observed," says Dr Holmes of the United States expedi-
tion, "were a few gray ducks, snipes, cormorants, and the common
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shag. The land birds are excellent eating, especially the hawks."
Some officers of the French expedition, who visited the E. coast be-
tween the two harbours, found the banks full of fish, with a regular
bottom varying from 15 to 20 fathoms.
The convenience of these islands as a station for the southern
whale fishery was remarked by the various navigators who visited
them, but has only recently been taken advantage of. Mr Charles
Enderby, F.R.S., and his two brothers, sons of Captain Bristow's
employer, having obtained a grant of these islands from the British
Government, a company was incorporated in 1849 for the prosecu-
tion of this important object.
IX. KERGUELEN'S LAND.
Between the parallels of 40. 30. and 50. S., and longi-
tude 69° E., lies the barren and uninhabited land of
Kerguelen, so named from the French officer who first
discovered it in 1772, and who, on a second visit in 1773,
discovered some small islands near it, but on neither
occasion was able once to bring his ships to an anchor upon
any part of the coast. Captain Cook was more fortunate.
He had heard of Kerguelen's discovery at the Cape of
Good Hope, and wondered he should not have seen this
land when he passed it so closely in 1770. In 1776, how-
ever, lie fell in with these islands, and as no account of
Kerguelen's voyage had been made public, he gave new
names to each island. Speaking of the main island, " I
should," says Cook, " from its sterility, with great propriety
call it the Island of Desolation, but that I would not rob
M. de Kerguelen of the honour of its bearing his name."
He changed, however, the Bale de l'Oiseau of the French,
where they had landed in a boat and lodged a piece of
parchment in a bottle, into Christmas Harbour; and called
a round high rock Bligh's Cap, which had been named by
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M. de Kerguelen the Isle of Rendezvous,—although, says
Cook, " I know nothing that can rendezvous about it but
fowls of the air ; for it is certainly inaccessible to any other
animal." Kerguelen thought he had discovered the Terra
Australis Incognita, but Cook soon determined that it was
of no great extent.
The hills were but of a moderate height, and yet in the
middle of summer were covered with snow ; not a shrub
was found on this island, and not more than 17 or 18
different plants, one-half of which were either mosses or
grasses. The chief verdure was occasioned by one plant,
not unlike a saxifrage, spreading in tufts, and forming a
surface of a pretty extensive texture, over a kind of bog or
rotten turf : the highest plant resembled a small cabbage
when shot into seed, and was about two feet high. No
land animals were met with, but great plenty of the ursine
seal (Phoca ursina). Penguins were very abundant, as
were also shags, cormorants, albatrosses, gulls, ducks, petrels,
and sea-swallows. A few fish of the size of a haddock
were taken with the line, and the only shell-fish were a few
limpets and mussels.
The steep cliffs towards the sea are rent from the top
downwards, but whether by rains, frost, or earthquakes,
could not be determined. The productions of the hills
were composed chiefly of a dark blue and pretty hard stone,
intermixed with small particles of glimmer or quartz. Lumps
of coloured sandstone and of semi-transparent quartz are
also common. Nothing appeared like an ore or metal of
any kind.—Cook's Third Voyage, vol. i.
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X. ST PAUL AND AMSTERDAM.
These small uninhabited islands are interesting only
in a geological point of view. They are now known to
have been first discovered by Tasman in 1633, as has been
already stated. Situated in the midst of the great Indian
Ocean, at the distance of 2000 miles from the nearest land,
they have no common point of resemblance to each other ;
the one being the product of a volcanic eruption scarcely
yet cooled, with a few mosses and grasses on its surface ;
the other composed of horizontal and parallel strata of rock,
covered with frutescent plants—an appearance which led
the scientific gentlemen in D'Entrecasteaux's expedition to
conclude that an organization so regular could not proceed
from a volcanic origin.
Of the recent creation of Amsterdam there can be little
doubt ; indeed, it is scarcely yet cooled, and is altered
considerably since it was observed by Vlaming in 1696.
From every part of the sloping sides of the crater, which is
nearly 1000 yards in diameter, and into which the sea has
forced its way, either smoke, or hot water, or hot mud, is
seen to issue ; and everywhere is felt a tremulous motion,
and a noise heard like that of boiling water. In many parts
of the crater, in the centre of which the water is 174 feet
deep, the sea-water is tepid from the hot springs below ;
and numbers of these springs are found on the margin,
below the high-water mark, of various temperatures, from
100° to the boiling-point. One very copious spring, slightly
chalybeate, flows in a copious stream into the crater, nearly
on a level with the lowest state of the tide.
Another singularity which this island presents is in its
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mosses and grasses, which are all European. To these may
be added the Sonchus oleracea, or sow thistle ; the Apium
petrosilenum, or parsley ; and the common Lycopodium, or
club-moss, which grows luxuriantly on the bleak heaths of
North Britain, and seems to thrive equally well on the boggy
soil of Amsterdam, heated, at the depth of a foot below the
surface, to the temperature of 186° of Fahrenheit's scale.
The crater abounds with an excellent perch of a reddish
colour, which is easily caught with the hook, and may then
be dropped , at once into one of the hot springs on the
margin, and boiled. So caught and dressed, we are told
it affords an excellent repast. The bar across the mouth
of the crater is represented as one mass of crayfish ; and
in the sea, outside the bar, the vast multitudes of whales,
grampuses, porpoises, seals, and sea-lions, render it dan-
gerous for boats to pass. It was the same in Vlaming's
time, who "found the sea so full of seals and sea-lions that
they were obliged to kill them to get a passage through.
When they steered from the shore there was also an aston-
ishing number of fish."
XI. CORAL REEFS AND ISLETS IN THE AUSTRALASIAN SEA.
From the volcanic island of Amsterdam, we must now
take a glance of those innumerable low islands and reefs
of rocks which are scattered over the greater part of the
Australasian Sea to the eastward and northward of New
Holland, and which are produced by an operation of nature
different from that which lifted up Amsterdam; less violent,
indeed, in its character, than that by which the latter
emerged from the abyss, but affording a basis equally, if
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not more, solid and enduring. A volcanic island not un-
frequently breaks down its supporters, and sinks back into
the cavity out of which it was hurled, as was recently the
case with the Sabrina Island, near St Michael's ; but the
island of coral, created by slow and imperceptible degrees,
hardens with time, and becomes one solid mass from the
summit to the base.
Throughout the whole range of the Polynesian and Aus-
tralasian islands, there is scarcely a league of sea unoccupied
by a coral reef or a coral island ; the former springing up
to the surface of the water perpendicularly from the fathom-
less bottom, " deeper than did ever plummet sound ;" and
the latter in various stages, from the low and naked rock,
with the water rippling over it, to an uninterrupted forest
of tall trees. " I have seen," says Dalrymple, in his In-
quiry into the Formation of Islands, " the coral banks in
all their stages ; some in deep water, others with a few
rocks appearing above the surface : some just formed into
islands, without the least appearance of vegetation ; others
with a few weeds on the highest part : and, lastly, such as
are covered with large timber, with a bottomless sea at a
pistol-shot distance." In fact, as soon as the edge of the
reef is high enough to lay hold of the floating sea-wreck,
or for a bird to perch upon, the island may be said to com-
mence. The dung of birds, feathers, wreck of all kinds
cocoa-nuts floating with the young plant out of the shell,
are the first rudiments of the new..island. With islands
thus formed, and others in the several stages of their pro-
gressive formation, Torres Strait is nearly choked up ; and
Captain Flinders mentions one island in it covered with
the Casuarina, and a variety of other trees and shrubs,
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which give food to parakeets, pigeons, and other birds, to
whose ancestors it is probable the island was originally
indebted for this vegetation. The time will come—how-
ever indefinite that period may appear—when New Hol-
land, and New Guinea, and all the little groups of islets
and reefs to the N. and N.W. of them, will either be united
into one great continent, or be separated only by deep
channels, in which the strength and velocity of the tide
may obstruct the silent and unobserved agency of these in-
significant but most efficacious labourers.
A barrier of coral reefs runs along the whole of the eastern
coast of New Holland, "among which," says Captain Flin-
ders, " we sought 14 days, and sailed more than 500 miles,
before a passage could be found through them out to sea."
Captain Flinders paid some attention to the structure of
these reefs, on one of which he suffered shipwreck. " Hav-
ing landed on one of these creations," he says, " we had
wheat-sheaves, mushrooms, stags' horns, cabbage leaves,
and a variety of other forms, glowing under water, with
vivid tints of every shade betwixt green, purple, brown, and
white." " It seems to me," he adds, " that when the ani-
malcules which form the coral at the bottom of the ocean
cease to live, their structures adhere to each other, by virtue
either of the glutinous remains within, or of some property
in salt water ; and the interstices being gradually filled up
with sand and broken pieces of coral washed by the sea,
which also adhere, a mass of rock is at length formed.
Future races of these animalcules erect their habitation
upon the rising bank, and die in their turn, to increase, but
principally to elevate, this monument of their wonderful
labours." He says that they not only work perpendicularly,
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but that this barrier wall is the highest part, and generally
exposed to the open sea, and that the infant colonies find
shelter within it. A bank is thus gradually formed, which
is not long in being visited by sea birds ; saline plants take
root upon it, and a soil begins to be formed ; a cocoa-nut,
or the drupe of a pandanus, is thrown on shore ; land birds
visit it, and deposit the seeds of shrubs and trees ; every
high tide and gale of wind adds something to the bank ;
the form of an island is gradually assumed ; and last of all
comes man to take possession. If we should imagine one
of these immense coral reefs to be lifted up by a submarine
volcano, it would be converted into an insular or continental
ridge of hills of limestone.
It is worthy of remark, that, in this great division of the
globe, fully equal in extent to that of Europe, there is no
quadruped larger than the kangaroo ; that there is none of
a ferocious character, and, in many of the islands, none of
any description. Man only in Australasia is an animal of
prey; and, more ferocious than the lynx, the leopard, or the
hyaena, he devours his own species—in countries, too, where
nature has done everything for his comfort and subsistence.
CHAPTER M.
AUSTRALIA.
AUSTRALIA, the largest island on the globe, is situated in
the southern hemisphere ; and, as described in the preced-
ing article, forms the mainland around which are clustered
those groups of islands which in modern geography consti-
tute the fifth great division of the earth's surface. Wilson
Promontory, its most southern angle, is in Lat. 39. 11. S.,
and Cape York, its northernmost headland, in Lat. 10.43. S.
Its greatest breadth from N. to S. is thus 1708 geographi-
cal miles, or 1965 statute miles. Cape Byron, the eastern
limit, is in Long. 153. 37. E., and Cape Inscription, in
112. 55. E., forms its westernmost point ; making the ex-
treme length of the island from E. to W. about 2603
British miles, by an average breadth of 1200 miles—a tract
of land well entitled to be called a continent, by which
name it is frequently designated by geographers. Its super-
fices approximates to 2,900,000 square miles. That of the
continent of Europe being 3,768,000 square miles, we can
form some idea of its extent by comparison.
The nomenclature and geographical subdivisions of this
island-continent have undergone many alterations from time
to time, as the territory has become colonized. Before any
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settlement had been effected by the British Government
upon its shores, the entire island was designated New Hol-
land, not only by the Dutch—from whom it received its
name—but on our own charts and maps. The E. coast,
first discovered and explored by Captain Cook in 1770, was
named by him New South Wales. The middle portion of
the N. coast bore the name of Arnhem Land, after the ship
of its discoverer Zeachen in 1618. The W. and S.W.
coasts were named in like manner by their discoverers, the
Dutch navigators, in the seventeenth century, De Witt's
Land, Endraught's Land, Edel's Land, Leeuwin's Land,
and Nuyt's Land. That of Van Diemen's Land was given
by Tasman to what he supposed was the southern penin-
sula of New Holland, but which was afterwards discovered
by Bass to be an island. The colonists have been anxious
to name it after its discoverer, and accordingly, since 1853,
it has been called Tasmania.
Since this great territory has become the undisputed
possession of Britain, other names, with the exception just
mentioned, have, according to the law of nations, been sub-
stituted for the old Dutch titles. New South Wales is
only applied now to a part of the E. coast territory. The
name of the entire island also is changed from New Hol-
land to the more appropriate designation of Australia, by
which it is now universally recognised and described.
It is within the temperate zone that our colonies have
been planted and successfully nurtured.
This section of Australia is politically divided into three
provinces; which, with the western colony and the unsuc-
cessful settlements in the northern section, we shall treat of
severally under the following heads :—
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1. NEW SOUTH WALES, including QUEENSLAND (for
a separate notice of which see page 36). 2. VICTORIA.
3. SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 4. WEST AUSTRALIA.
I. NEW SOUTH WALES.
New South Wales is bounded on the E. by the South
Pacific Ocean ; from Cape Howe to Wide Bay, forming
a seaboard of 750 miles. A line drawn from Cape Howe
in a N.W. direction inland, crossing the Australian Alps
to the source of the Murray river, and continued along
the N. bank of that stream as far down as 141. E. Long.,
is the southern boundary. From this point a line traced
upon the map due N. until it forms a right angle with
the parallel of 26. S., the northern boundary, constitutes
its limits westerly. The jurisdiction, however, of the
executive government and legislature of the colony extends
beyond the northern boundary as far as Cape York and
Port Essington.
General History.—In reviewing the history of New South
Wales from its first settlement, there are three distinct eras
in its political, social, and commercial progress, which mar
its short but eventful annals to the present time. Firstly,
its foundation and existence as a penal settlement ; when
it depended solely on support from the mother country.
Secondly, the opening of the colony to independent and
bounty emigrants, who rendered it a self-supporting colony;
and thirdly, the recent gold discovery, which has made it one
of the most wealthy and self-dependent provinces °Cour colo-
nial empire. Each of these distinct eras has been marked
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by a complete change in the previous condition of the body
politic, according as its destinies were influenced by a penal,
a pastoral, and a mining population.
During the first period referred to, the history of New
South Wales may be considered solely an account of British
colonization in the Australasian seas.
It was after the separation of the United States from this
country.that it was first proposed to establish a colony for
the reception of convicts from Great Britain on the eastern
shore of Australia, or New Holland, as it was then called ;
and in the year 1787 preparations were completed for carry-
ing the design into effect. On the 13th of May 1787, a
fleet consisting of eleven sail of ships, including a frigate
and an armed tender, and having on board 565 male and
192 female convicts, with 200 troops, and several of their
wives and children, set sail from Portsmouth, and, after a
voyage of eight months, arrived at their destination on the
18th, 19th, and 20th of January 1788. Captain Arthur
Phillip of the royal navy was appointed the first governor of
the colony. Botany Bay, where it was proposed to fix the
settlement, was found ill adapted for that purpose. In
seeking for a more eligible situation, Captain Phillip entered
the inlet to which Cook had given the name of Port Jack-
son, which he found one of the most capacious and safe
harbours in the world, navigable for vessels of any burden
fifteen miles from its entrance, indented with numerous
coves, sheltered from every wind, and possessing the finest
anchorage. Within this harbour, on the shores of Sydney
Cove, thinly wooded, and the haunt of the kangaroo, but
now marked out as the capital of the future empire, the
British ensign was hoisted on the 26th of January 1788.
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They immediately proceeded to clear the ground, to land
the live stock and the stores, and to establish the colony,
amounting to 1030 souls. It was some years before an
adequate supply of provisions for the maintenance of the
colony could be derived from the ungrateful soil. The
settlers consequently depended on foreign supplies, which
did not arrive, and they often experienced the sever est
privations.
Governor Phillip embarked for England in December
1792, when Lieutenant-governor Grose succeeded to the
government. He was succeeded, on the 15th December
1794, by Captain Paterson of the New South Wales Corps ;
and, on the 7th August 1795, Governor Hunter, a captain
in the royal navy, arrived, and immediately entered on his
important office. From the year 1792 the improvement of
the colony was decisive and rapid. The bulls and cows
that had been originally brought to the new settlement had,
by the carelessness of the keeper, been suffered to stray
into the woods, and every subsequent search had proved
ineffectual, when a fine and numerous herd of wild cattle
was at length discovered in the interior of the country, evi-
dently the progeny of the animals which had been so long
lost to the settlers. At the close of the year 1795, the
public and private stock of the colony consisted of 57 horses,
227 head of cattle, 1531 sheep, 1427 goats, 1869 hogs, be-
sides a numerous breed of poultry. The total quantity of
land in cultivation amounted to 5419 acres.
Governor Hunter quitted the colony in the year 1800, on
the 27th September, and was succeeded by Captain Philip
Gidley King, R.N., who had effected the settlement on
Norfolk Island. His administration lasted six years, and
L
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was distinguished by what is termed the " Irish rebellion,"
which broke out about the year 1804.
A printing-press had been established in the colony about
the year 1795 by Governor Hunter, and in March 1803
the Sydney Gazette was published by authority. In 1800
a copper coin was issued by the government. The colony
was at this time governed by general orders issued by the
government. Captain King does not seem to have been
adequate to the magnitude of the trust committed to him.
He quitted the colony in August 1806, and was succeeded
by Captain William Bligh, R.N., who was even less quali-
fied than his predecessor. He had given ominous proofs of
his incapacity as commander of the Bounty, where by his
tyrannical conduct he provoked the men to a mutiny ; and
his selection for the delicate task of rearing up this infant
colony evinced a marked indifference to its welfare which
merits decided condemnation. His administration pro-
duced exactly the consequences which might have been
expected. So unwarrantable was his tyranny, and espe-
cially his persecution of one influential person, noted alike
for his public spirit and for his private virtues, that the colo-
nists, with all the honest indignation of freemen, declared
against his authority ; and, being aided by the officers and
men of the New South Wales Corps, they deposed him,
and, marching up to the government-house, they dragged
him from his concealment behind a bed, and, carefully pro-
tecting his person and property, sent him on board a sloop
of war, in which he set sail for Europe, after lie had been
governor for eighteen months. He was succeeded by General
Macquarie on the 1st January 1810; the government
having in the meantime, from 26th January 1808 to 26th
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December 1809, been successively administered by Lieu-
tenant-colonels Johnstone, Foveaux, and Colonel W.Patter-
son. During the government of General Macquarie, which
lasted for twelve years, the settlement made great pro-
gress in wealth and improvement. The population was in-
creased by the influx of numerous convicts and some new
settlers ; though it was not till a later period that the full
tide of emigration began to set in towards Australia. By
aid from the British treasury, many public buildings were
erected, roads were constructed, and the colonists, com-
pelled by a season of drought in 1813, and animated by the
spirit of discovery, made their way over the barrier of the
Blue Mountains, hitherto deemed impassable. It was in
search of new pasturage, and by following the course of the
Grose river, that a pass was at last found, and a road com-
menced in the following year, over this mountain range,
whose summits were considered by the aborigines to be
inaccessible, and who often declared that there was no pass
into the interior.*
The departure of Governor Macquarie, on 1st December
1821, marks the close of the first era in Australian history,
embracing a period of thirty-four years. During that time
the convict-pioneers had cleared the wilderness, tilled the
ground, constructed bridges, roads, and other public works,
unaided by free labour or private capital, at an average ex-
pense of L.300,000 per annum to the British treasury, and
a total cost, up to this date, of nearly L.10,000,000 sterling.
Major-general Sir Thomas Brisbane, K.C.B., a man of
acknowledged science and talent, succeeded General Mac-
quaire ; and with his arrival commenced that influx of free
* See History of Australasia, by R. Montgomery Martin, F.S.S.
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immigrants which gives a distinctive character to his and the
succeeding administrations. As New South Wales became
more and more a community of free British subjects, the
acts of the governors were of less importance in marking the
progress of events than the efforts of the colonists themselves.
In 1823 an act was passed authorizing the king to ap-
point a local council, consisting of seven members, to assist
the governor in making laws for the colony, subject to His
Majesty's approval. This concession, however, was not
enough to meet the demands of the free colonists, and dis-
agreements ensued, in consequence of which the governor
returned to England before the expiry of his term of ad-
ministration, delegating his power to Colonel Stewart, who
acted as lieutenant-governor from the 1st December 1825
to the 18th December 1826. He was succeeded by Lieu-
tenant-general Sir Ralph Darling, who, during his harsh
administration of five years, made himself still more un-
popular. He left the colony on the 21st October 1831. In
1829 a legislative council was formed, which passed an act to
establish trial by jury, and several other beneficial measures.
The eighth governor of New South Wales was Major-
general Sir Richard Bourke ; the most statesman-like, and
withal the most liberal-minded ruler the colony has yet had.
To the state of public morals he especially directed his
attention, and caused acts to be passed to regulate and
endow public schools and places of worship. The waste
lands of the crown were no longer granted to absentee
holders, or at peppercorn rentals, but put up to public auction
and sold to the highest bidder; the proceeds being employed
to assist the emigration of free labour.
From the 5th December 1837 to the 23d February 1838,
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Lieutenant-colonel K. Snodgrass administered the affairs of
the colony. He was succeeded by Sir George Gipps.
This appointment was an unfortunate circumstance both
for the new governor and the colony. His preconceived
opinions of the high prerogatives belonging to the crown,
in consequence of the settlement having been originally
established without the aid of free capital or labour, ren-
dered his administration, which lasted eight years and a
half, a period of bitter political hostility between his
government and the entire community, especially the
higher class of free and independent colonists : and al-
though no Australian governor's domestic life was of a
more unsullied character than his, the acerbity of his
temper banished from his presence many experienced men,
whose private counsel would have been most beneficial to
the newly-appointed governor. By this time the social
and moral condition of the people had undergone a sur-
prising degree of improvement from the influx of free
immigrants. Joint-stock companies, also, were formed in
the great metropolis, who despatched their staffs of officers,
with paid-up capitals ranging from L.250,000 to L.1,000,000
sterling, to facilitate the operations of banking, effecting in-
surances and mortgages, so as to obtain a high interest for
their money. During the year 1846, when Governor Gipps
left the colony, the former amounted to L.1,320,000, and
the latter to L.1,481,000, amongst a population of 190,000
people.
Lieutenant-general Sir Maurice O'Connell, commander-
in-chief of the forces throughout Australasia, acted as
governor between the 11th July and the 3d August 1846,
when his successor arrived and assumed the administration
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of affairs. This was the tenth governor of New South
Wales, Sir Charles Augustus Fitzroy, K.G.H., who was
invested with the power and title of Governor-general of
the Australian colonies, which gave him a contingent juris-
diction over the lieutenant-governors of Victoria, South
Australia, Van Diemen's Land, and Western Australia.
Happily the instructions from the home government al-
lowed greater latitude to the colonists in the management
of their own affairs than under Sir George Gipps. The
government of Sir Charles Fitzroy was in consequence
more popular than that of his predecessor. Two signifi-
cant facts occurred, which tended to show the amicable
relations between the government and the elected repre-
sentatives of the council. One was the council's voting a
considerable increase to the colonial secretary's salary, and
handing him over back pay, with the full concurrence of
all the elected members. The other was his Excellency
recommending to Her Majesty that their Speaker should
receive the honour of knighthood in virtue of his office.
This title was conferred upon Sir Charles Nicholson, not,
however, to be considered as the precedent for a rule. Sir
Charles was some years afterwards made a baronet.
The growing wealth and prosperity of Port Phillip—
which until 1851 was a dependency of New South Wales
—likewise induced the Queen's government, in 1850, to
grant the petition of the colonists in that section of Aus-
tralia to be separated from the parent colony, and declare
it to be a distinct province of the British crown under the
title and name of Her Majesty, Victoria ; at the same time
granting to the new colony a representative legislature,
besides extending the constitution of New South Wales.
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The Port Phillip district became the separate colony of
Victoria on 1st July 1851. On 1st December 1859 the
Northern, or Moreton Bay district, as already mentioned,
became similarly the colony of Queensland.
Sir William Denison succeeded Sir Charles Fitzroy.
Sir William, who had been governor of Tasmania, where
he had acquired some public odium in connection with the
convict system, which he supported against the views of
the colonists, proved a popular as well as an able man
when in his new sphere at Sydney. As a military engineer
he took great interest, and an effective part also, in the
railways and other public works which, at the time of his
arrival, and in the near prospect of colonial self-govern-
ment, were being projected in the colony. The new Con-
stitution Act arrived on 16th October 1855, was proclaimed
on 23d November, and came into operation the next year.
The governor took the initiative in the new Legislature by
himself naming the first premier of the new system. Mr
Donaldson, the premier so named, resigned after a short
tenure, and the transition from the old to the new system
continued to be marked by such short-lived administrations.
After two years of contention in the Assembly, or lower
house, the ministry, under Mr Cowper, passed a reform
measure conferring a greater electoral equality, universal
suffrage, and the ballot. The Legislature under that
measure assembled in 1859.
Governor Denison, who was transferred to the Madras
Presidency, was succeeded by Sir John Young, formerly
of the Ionian Islands. Sir John's title is that of Governor-
in-chief of New South Wales, instead of Governor-general,
as with previous governors. This change was no doubt
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made in deference to the importance of Victoria. We
shall now return to the year 1851, the memorable year of
the discovery of the gold fields, and give some account, in
accordance with our arrangement, of the third period of the
colony's history.
The usual quinquennial census bad taken place on 1st
March 1851. The population (exclusive of Port Phillip)
was 189,951, of which 108,691 were males and 81,260
females. The general statistics on the 31st December 1850
gave :—Live stock in the colony, 5,660,819 sheep, 952,852
horned cattle, 63,895 horses, and 23,890 pigs ; 69,219
acres under cultivation, exclusive of vineyards, 995 acres
producing 103,606 gallons of wine. Imports, L.1,333,413.
Exports, L.1,357,784, including 14,270,622 lb. of wool,
valued at L.788,051 ; and 128,090 cwt. of tallow, valued
at L.167,858. Ordinary revenue, L.248,613. Coin in
the colony, L.690,852. Paper currency, L.266,602.
Shipping inwards, 421, of 126,185 tons. Shipping out-
wards, 506, of 176,762 tons. Mills : steam, 64 ; water, 38 ;
wind, 26 ; horse, 30. Six woollen-cloth establishments
producing 200,000 yards ; 5 distilleries, 20 breweries ;
3 sugar-refining, 16 soap and candle, 15 tobacco and snuff,
4 hat, and 4 rope manufactories ; 36 tanneries, 5 salting
and preserved-meat establishments, 93 tallow- melting do.,
1 gas-work, 7 potteries, 1 glass-work, 1 smelting-work,
13 iron and brass foundries, and 5 ship-building yards.
From a letter written by Mr Edward Hammond Har-
graves, to the colonial secretary, dated the 3d April 1851,
m e learn that on the 12th of February previous he had
discovered the existence of gold among the alluvium of
the surface rocks over a large area of crown lands within
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the settled districts of the colony ; which subsequently
turned out to be from 20 to 30 miles beyond the town of
Bathurst, an inland town 125 miles from Sydney. He was
led to prosecute a search for the precious metal in that
locality, from the similarity of that mountainous section of
New South Wales to the auriferous regions of California,
where he had successfully worked as a gold-digger.
After having intimated to the government that he was
satisfied to leave to their liberal consideration any reward
or remuneration they chose to offer him fbr his discovery,
he posted off to Bathurst, and announced to the astounded
inhabitants that they were living within a day's journey of
the richest gold mines in the world. Followed by a num-
ber of the enterprising inhabitants, he led the way to
Summer-hill Creek, and there, in a romantic vale, sur-
rounded by hills, where this streamlet wound its course
round a picturesque point of land, they dug the auriferous
earth from the adjacent bank, washed it in the stream, and
found that the soil was mixed with grains of gold. These
gold-pioneers, who thronged to the first "diggings," re-
minded of the resemblance between their country and the
rich gold mines mentioned in Scripture, called this spot the
Valley of Ophir.
This was in May 185], and it became the signal for the
colonists in other parts of the territory to be up and doing,
and thus led soon after to the discovery of the great gold
fields of Victoria. Then followed a heterogeneous scramble
for the coveted ore throughout the length and breadth of the
land; artizans of every description threw up their employ-
ments, leaving their masters, and their wives and families
to take care of themselves. Nor did the mania confine itself
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to the labouring classes, for " these were soon followed by
responsible tradesmen, farmers, captains of vessels, and not
a few of the superior classes ; some unable to withstand the
mania and the force of the stream, or because they were
really disposed to venture time and money on the chance ;
and others because they were, as employers of labour, left
in the lurch and had no alternative."* The ships in the
harbour also were in a great measure deserted.- During
this state of affairs, the government were obliged to raise the
salaries of their officers, in order to maintain a sufficient staff
for the public service and to preserve the public peace,
which was becoming sadly disturbed. The banks and
mercantile firms were obliged also to follow their example.
Meanwhile, the governments of New South Wales and
Victoria—the two gold colonies—looked with apprehension
upon the probable result of this gold-revolution amongst a
pastoral population widely scattered over the country ; a
portion of whom had but recently been reclaimed from the
ranks of the felon. A proclamation was issued asserting
the right of the Queen's government to all gold or precious
metals found on crown lands ; and that every person
digging therein in search of it, or any individuals trading or
otherwise profitably employed at the diggings, must take
out a monthly license and pay the sum of 30s. In New
South Wales, upwards of 20,000 licenses were issued ; and
the export sheet from the port of Sydney showed that
142,975 ounces, valued at upwards of half a million sterling,
had left the colony.
At the close of the year 1851, the prospects of New South
Wales, in the sense of commerce and progress, were most
* Lieut..governor Latrobe's Despatches. 	 t Ibid.
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cheering. The population had increased to 197,168 persons.
The value of the imports was L.1,563,931, and the exports
L.1,796,912. Thus the average of the former, for every
man, woman, and child in the colony, would be at the rate
of L.8 per head, and of the latter about L.9. The ordinary
revenue = L.277,728, and the crown revenue L.208,969 ;
the coin in the colony L.560,766, and the paper currency
L.418,541. The wool exported = 15,269,317 lb., valued
at L.828,342; the tallow, 86,460 cwt., value L.114,168;
and the gold 144,120 oz. 17 dwt., value L.468,336. Ship-
ping inwards, 553 vessels of 153,002 tons, having 7955 men
on board, and the shipping outwards 563 vessels of 139,020
tons, having 7988 men.
The crisis of the gold discovery having mingled among
the records of the past, the colony of New South Wales
was fairly started, in 1852, on the third era of her eventful
history, which may be literally termed the golden era.
Fresh discoveries of deposits of the precious metal occurred,
but they all proved inferior in richness and quality to the
gold fields of Victoria. At the same time, the average yield
per digger equalled that of the younger colony, where the
population on the gold fields was five times greater.
The progress:of the colony during 1853, compared with
its previous advancement, was in every way encouraging,
both as regards its political condition and material pros-
perity. In common with the neighbouring colonies, New
South Wales benefited by the establishment of steam com-
munication with the mother country. A line of steamers
was laid on between Australia and Singapore by the Penin-
sular and Oriental Company, conveying a mail every alter-
nate month to join the overland mail from India to Europe,
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which carried news from the colonies to England in sixty-
five days. This was afterwards made a monthly communi-
cation via Galle, and the mails are delivered in London
within fifty days.
Topography.—The colony of New South Wales, until the separa-
tion of Port Phillip, comprehended 'within its present boundary
only nineteen counties ; namely, Cumberland, Camden, St Vincent,
Northumberland, Gloucester, Durham, Hunter, Cook, Westmoreland,
Argyle, Murray, Brisbane, Bligh, Phillip, Wellington, Roxburgh,
,Bathurst, Georgiana, and King. The act which erected that district
into an independent province, divided the squatting districts S. and
N. of the nineteen counties into forty-nine more ; namely, Cowley,
Buccleuch, Dampier, Beresford, Wallace, Wellesley, Auckland,
Macquarie, Hawes, Parry, Buckland, Pottinger, Inglis, Vernon,
Dudley, Sandon, Raleigh, Gresham, Clarence, Richmond, Rous,
Buller, Ward, Churchill, Stanley, Cavendish, Canning, March,
Lennox, Fitzroy, Aubigny, Merivale, Bentinck, Drake, Clive,
Gough, Hardinge, Darling, Napier, Gowen, Gordon, Monteagle,
Plarendon, Selwyn, Lincoln, Ashburnham, Harden, Wynyard,
Goulburn, making in all sixty-eight counties. They extend
along the coast for about 800 miles, and into the interior about 180
miles. Not only is the whole of that extent of country thoroughly
explored, and occupied by the settlers, but a trigonometrical
survey has been nearly finished, so that the map of New South
Wales, in the tracing of its mountains and streams, is assuming
that detailed appearance presented by the ordinary maps of Europe.
General aspect of the country.—The general aspect of the country in
the interior may be called mountainous or hilly, and covered with an
open forest occasionally intersected by brushwood thickets. On the
sea-coast, along which the great South Pacific Ocean rolls its tre-
mendous surge, it is bold and rugged ; and for five or six miles from
the coast it wears a bleak and barren aspect, presenting a soil com-
posed mainly of drift sand, scantily covered with stunted trees and
shrubs. But this would give an inadequate and unfair description
of the whole ; for like the entire island itself, it is the most chequered
country of good and bad land in the world. In the interior, rich
and fertile valleys lie in the lap of these ranges, such as the Vale
of Clywd, to the westward of the Blue Mountains ; and extensive
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undulating grassy plains, like those of Maneroo and Liverpool
plains, are approached through a barren and rocky region. On the
coast, also, the romantic and fertile district of Illawarra in Camden,
a maritime county to the S. of Cumberland, is surrounded by a
desolate region of barren hills, and the rich valley of the Hunter
River system of waters contrasts with the Clarence and Richmond
to the northward. Again, the tropical aspect of the jungles and
mangrove swamps of Moreton Bay are so different from the verdant
prairies of the Darling downs, almost destitute of timber, and with
few streams, that the traveller approaching the former from the E.
and the latter from the S. could scarcely imagine them to be in the
same country within a thousand miles of each other, and yet they
are contiguous. To give, therefore, the most succinct view of this
territory, it would be necessary to describe each district. As our
limits, however, prevent this, it will suffice to give the general
character of the two great watersheds from the main range or cor-
dillera which divides the eastern from the western streams. From
Mount Kosciusko, 6500 feet high—the highest of the Australian
Alps—situated 120 miles inland from Cape Howe, this range of
mountains extends in a northerly direction through the whole
extent of the colony to the boundary line at Moreton Bay. The
rivers which flow to the eastward have a hundred outlets on the
sea-coast, descending rapidly from their sources, which are on the
average under 80 miles in a straight line from their outlets, and
1800 feet above the level of the sea, passing through a hilly region
in a tortuous course. The streams flowing to the westward, de-
riving their sources from a thousand fountainheads, flow through
extensive valleys and plains, describing a multitude of ramifications
until they either join in one great river 400 miles from their
sources, or lose their waters in extensive marshes. The land on
the eastern streams is for the most part inferior in quality, both
for agriculture and pasture, to that on the western streams. While
the latter enjoys a cooler climate than the former, it consists also
of a rich black and dry soil, covered with luxuriant herbage, in-
terspersed here and there with valleys, open woodlands, and forests,
whereon the herds and flocks of the settlers now graze, and a busy
population of gold-seekers are digging up the ground for the
hidden treasure. Again, on the river banks, which face the rising
sun, the orange, the banana, and the vine grow abundantly ; and
the day is not far distant when wine, tobacco, and cotton will be
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among the staple exports from this coast. Between the girdle of
the coast and the mountain range, the country extends in gentle
undulations for many miles, clothed with stately forests, which,
where cultivation has made progress, are diversified with farms
and tenements, and intersected by broad and excellent turnpike
roads. Lastly, the coast is indented with numerous bays and
harbours, unsurpassed for security and extent by any in the world;
while the noble city of Sydney, with its classic buildings and a
hundred other towns and villages, are visible throughout the length
and breadth of the land, giving that air of dignity and of settled
comfort to its inhabitants which belongs essentially to older
countries, and which is not observable in the aspect of the newer
colonies in Australia.
Soil and climate.—Australia being situated in the opposite hemi-
sphere to Britain, its seasons are exactly the reverse of ours. July
is the middle of winter, and January of summer. The festivities of
Christmas and of the new year are celebrated here, not, as in the old
country, with doors and windows shut, and a cheerful fire to dispel
the winter cold, but amid the oppression and heat of summer, with
doors and windows thrown open to invite the refreshing breeze.
We no longer hear in this Australian climate of the " gentle south
wind," nor of " rude Boreas, blustering railer." The north is here
the region of heat, as the south is of cold. The summer extends from
the 1st of December to the end of February ; and the mean heat
during these three months is about 80° at noon. This great heat is
tempered along the coast by the sea breeze, which sets in regularly
about nine in the morning, and blows with considerable force till
about six or seven in the evening, when it is succeeded by a land-
breeze from the mountains, which varies from W.S.W. to W. In
very hot days the breeze often veers round from N. to S., and
blows a hurricane. The hot winds to which the country is ex-
posed, especially in the interior, three or four times every summer,
blow from the N.W. like a current of air issuing from a heated
furnace, raising the thermometer to 100° in the shade, and to 125°
when exposed to their influence. They imbibe their heat from a
considerable area of desert country known to exist in the interior
of Australia. They are generally succeeded by a cold southerly
squall, and by a thunderstorm and rain, which cools the air. The
spring months are September, October, and November. In the
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beginning of September the nights are cold, but the days clear
and pleasant. The thermometer varies from 60° to 70° towards
the end of the month ; and light showers occasionally prevail,
with thunder and lightning. The days become gradually warmer,
and in October the hot and blighting winds from the north
begin to be apprehended. The three autumn months are March,
April, and May. The first is rainy, and more fertile in floods
than any other in the year. Towards the end of April the
weather becomes perfectly clear and serene. The thermometer
varies from 72° at noon to 60°, and in the mornings is as low
as 52°. During May the thermometer varies from 50° at sunrise
to 60° at noon, with a perfectly cloudless sky. During the three
winter months of June, July, and August, the mornings and
evenings are cold ; hoar frosts are frequent, and become more
severe in advancing into the interior. At Sydney the thermometer
is rarely below 40'; at Parramatta it is frequently as low as 27°
in the course of the winter. As the land rises from the ocean,
the temperature declines. The winter at Bathurst, where snow
falls in its season, is much colder than on the sea-shore. On the
loftiest hills heavy falls of snow take place during the winter,
and it remains for many days on their summits ; and some high
ranges penetrate the level of perpetual snow. In the valleys,
however, the snow does not lie. The greatest defect in the climate
is the prevalence of periodical droughts, in consequence of which
the vegetation is parched, a general failure of the crops follows,
and numbers of the cattle perish. Although in general a large
quantity of rain falls throughout the year, yet the colony has
hitherto been subject to severe periodical droughts. A drought
took place in 1826, which continued till 1829 ; another in 1839 ;
and more recently, in 1849-50, another severe drought took place,
which occasioned general distress in the colony. The climate is,
however, on the whole, highly salubrious and agreeable. Out of a
community of 1200 persons, it has been known that only five or six
have been sick at a time ; and at some of the military stations,
seven years have elapsed without the loss of a man. The fact is
now pretty well ascertained, that its dry healing influence is bene-
ficial in pulmonary consumption. Hydrophobia is happily un-
known, although dogs abound. The Asiatic cholera has never visited
these shores; dysentery, however, is prevalent amongst newly-
arrived people. Cases of organic lesion of the heart are frequent,
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and cause the majority of sudden deaths. Ophthalmia, too, is not
uncommon in the districts of the Hunter and Moreton Bay. The
only instance of an epidemic visiting this country was in 1849,
when the influenza carried off a number of the inhabitants ; yet,
notwithstanding these facts, and the assertions of inexperienced
emigrants, the climate of New South Wales has been pronounced by
good authorities to be one of the most healthy and salubrious on
the face of the earth. As the aspect of the country, however, pos-
sesses no general feature whereby to describe its character, so the
varieties of soil and climate in New South Wales cannot be classed
under one general bead. Not only are the warmer localities and
poorer soils on the eastarn shed of waters greatly different from the
rich lands and cooler atmosphere on the western streams, but these
again are diversified by the variations of latitude. The territory
of New South Wales, as before stated, extends between the paral-
lels of 26. and 38. S. lat., or about 800 statute miles ; hence it
will be naturally supposed to possess the graduated influence of
solar heat at the sea-level alone to cause local variations of tem-
perature. And this, added to the higher altitudes of the country
inland, produces a variety of meteorological phenomena which
materially affect the indigenous as well as the imported subjects of
the animal and vegetable world. In ordinary parlance, therefore,
it is as erroneous to speak of the climate of New South Wales
generally as if there were one uniform recurrence of weather
throughout that territory, as it would be to designate as one de-
scription of climate the varied weather which simultaneously
occurs between Switzerland and the African shores of the Medi-
terranean ; for there is as great a difference in the weather which
happens in the regions between the Maneroo plains, elevated 2000
feet above the level of the sea, and situated at the base of the
Australian Alps, covered with snow, and the intertropical district
of Moreton Bay, within whose waters turtle abound : these being
the extreme S. and N. boundaries of the colony. In the for-
mer region, the gooseberry and the apple flourish in the frigid
atmosphere ; in the latter, the pine-apple and the banana grow
rich and luxuriantly in the open air. While the Maneroo settlers
rear coarse-woolled sheep upwards of 100 lb. in weight, the
Moreton Bay squatters have the finest-woolled merinos under
50 lb. ; and their proprietors may be distinguished in the streets
of Sydney, which lies midway between them, by the ruddy
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English complexion of the one, and the sallow Indian face of the
other.
Vegetable Produce.—The agricultural products of New South
Wales comprehend all the cereals grown in Europe, and many which
are confined to tropical countries. Of the former, wheat, barley, oats
and rye, with hay, lucerne, and other kinds of fodder for cattle and
horses, comprise the farmer's list ; of the latter, maize, tobacco, and
lately cotton, have been profitably cultivated. The barren soil. Low-
ever, around the environs of Sydney, renders the inhabitants of that
city and its suburbs dependent upon Van Diemen's Land for their
supplies of grain. The Hunter River and other districts being sub-
ject to droughts, the cultivation of cereal crops is precarious. So
devastating were their effects in early times, that the go N ernment
had siloes on the Egyptian plan sunk on an island (Cockatoo), in
Sydney harbour, and filled with grain in case of famine. In the
above-named district, a large quantity of maize or Indian corn is
produced, mainly for the food of horses, pigs, and poultry. The
culinary vegetables common in this country thrive admirably in
New South Wales,—such as potatoes, cabbages, carrots, parsnips,
turnips, peas, beans, cauliflowers, lettuces, cucumbers, and pump-
kins, besides sweet potatoes, yams, and plantains. Many of the
former attain to greater perfection than in Europe, as the cauli-
flower and the brocoli ; and green peas are to be had in Sydney all
the year round ; whilst a few degenerate, such as the bean. The
colony is famed also for the abundance and variety of its fruits.
Peaches, apricots, nectarines, loquats, oranges, grapes, pears, plums,
figs, pomegranates, raspberries, strawberries, mulberries, and me-
lons of all sorts, attain the highest degree of maturity in the open
air. Added to these, the northern districts produce pine-appl,,
bananas, guavas, lemons, citrons, and other tropical fruits. Ex-
cepting on the high mountain districts to the westward and south-
ward of Sydney, the climate is not so congenial to the production
of northern fruits, such as the apple, the currant, the gooseberry,
and the cherry. Grapes of the finest quality are produc d in the
colony, not only for the table, but for the manufacture of wine.
The Australian tobacco, both from its quantity and its quality, is
now fast superseding the importation of American tobacco. The
olive-tree, likewise, grows luxuriantly, and a superior sample of
oil has been produced. The cultivation of cotton upon the Bris-
31
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bane River at Moreton Bay realized to the experimental planters,
in 1852, a clear profit of L.12 per acre. Altogether, the capa-
bilities of this varied soil and climate for the production of the uni-
versal staple commodities of cotton, tobacco, and wine, are un-
limited. All that the colony requires, to raise them in sufficient
abundance for her own consumption and foreign export, is capital
and labour.
Animal Produce.—Of the indigenous animals in Australia, we
have already given some account. We shall notice here, therefore,
more particularly the capabilities of the country for rearing im-
ported stock, poultry, &c., and those birds and fishes used as food
by the colonists. The climate is peculiarly congenial to the growth
and increase of live stock. The breed of horses, both thorough-
bred and half-bred hacks, is such that they are exported to India
for the purpose of supplying the East India Company's cavalry and
artillery. The horned cattle are, in many instances, of a gigantic
size, weighing from 13 to 14 cwt. The sheep are mostly of
the fine merino breed ; but, on the elevated downs, the Leicester
breed, crossed with the merino, thrive best, and give a heavier car-
case, with a greater quantity of coarse wool, than the pure-bred
stock. From the dry nature of the herbage, the mutton and beef
has not that rich flavour which is so much prized in English-fed
cattle and sheep.
Birds.—Domestic fowls of every description thrive admirably, and
may be reared at small expense. Geese become fat upon the native
grasses, and the barn-door fowl picks up sufficient food in summer
amongst the insects in the bush. Ducks likewise require very little
artificial food, only they are subject to some unknown disease
which checks their increase ; while turkeys and pea fowl, which
are delicate to rear in Europe, require little or no care. Guinea-
fowl also are easily reared, and all of them fatten better upon
cracked maize than upon oats. The same holds true, also, in the
feeding of horses. Besides the domestic fowls, game birds also are
abundant, including the quail, snipe, land-rail, water-rail, duck,
pigeon, and the native turkey, or bustard of the plains. Parrots
are found in myriads, and at certain seasons make a tolerably good
pie ; and the cockatoo also is eaten. We may here mention that the
tail of the kangaroo makes a richly-flavoured soup. The tail may
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be considered the only part of an indigenous quadruped fit for
food.
Fishes.—Fish are plentiful in the bays along the coast, but they
are not so abundant in the rivers. The fresh-water codfish, how-
ever, in the Murray River, are of a large size, weighing sometimes
as much as 70 lb., and 30 lb. being common. Eels are also caught
in the marshes and lagoons, 12 and even 20 lb. in weight. The salt-
water fish are numerous. The schnapper is like our cod, and the
best and largest fish in the Australian seas, with the exception of
the trumpeter at Hobart Town. Rock-cod, flat-heads, taylor-
fish, mackerel, soles, and guard-fish, constitute the ordinary kinds
brought to Sydney market; but few of them have the substance
and flavour of British fishes, from which they are distinct in species.
Crayfish are abundant, and fine flavoured ; the crabs are of the
most beautiful colours, but none of them edible. Prawns and
shrimps are sold in the markets. Fresh-water mussels are found
of a large size, but not wholesome to eat ; and the salt-water
mussels are small. Oysters, however, of three kinds, are plentiful :
the rock-oyster, the stream-oyster, and the mud-oyster, which are
all edible ; the stream-oyster being of the most delicate flavour.
Turtle are found at Moreton Bay, where the aborigines are employed
by the settlers in procuring them for the Sydney market; they are,
however, not equal in flavour to the West India turtle.
Minerals.--Now that the mineral treasures of Australia have
become the leading item in the wealth of the country, the attention
of the government, and of the colonists generally, has been directed
to the geological structure of the country. To give the most brief
synopsis of this important subject would occupy more space than
we can afford. A general view of the gold-fields has been given
in the section treating of the discovery : we must content ourselves
here with noticing those other minerals which have been productive
of wealth and utility to the colonists. Between the Blue Mountains
and the sea-coast are those extensive sandstone plains where the
strata are lying in a horizontal position, with a slight dip to the
westward. On this the city of Sydney is built, and the great mass
of its buildings are constructed of this rock, which is more friable
than ordinary freestone. The roads are " mettled " with the whin-
stone or basalt obtained from the Blue Mountain ranges. In the
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county of Argyle, a beautiful grained marble has been found, which
makes up into handsome chimney-pieces. Copper has been worked
for several years in the mountain ranges around Bathurst ; but the
ores that are the richest (pyrites) are found only in small quantities,
while those most abundant are of inferior quality. Oxydulated
iron ore, from which is manufactured the finest description of steel,
has been worked at Berrima, but not successfully. Potters' clay
and rock porcelain exist also among the rocks N. of Sydney har-
bour. But by far the most valuable mineral worked in New South
Wales, prior to the gold discovery, has been coal. The Coal Mea-
sures on the Hunter River extend over the great basin of that river
and its tributaries, down to the sea-coast at Newcastle, where the
seam of coal is seen cropping out on the beach. Until within the
last eight years, these coal measures were worked under a monopoly
held by the Australian Agricultural Company. This, however, has
been infringed upon successfully by the adjoining proprietors of
land containing coal, who work now under sanction of the authorities.
About 10 pits are in operation, and a considerable trade is carried
on between Port Hunter and the adjoining colonies, as well as with
New Zealand and California. For further particulars upon this
subject, and an anal) sis of the soils as applied to agriculture, we
refer the reader to the excellent work of Count Strzlecki.
Population.—We shall now proceed to notice the increase of the
European settlers in New South Wales.
It will be remembered that the colony, when first established at
Sydney, as detailed in the first section of this article, consisted of
1030 individuals, 700 of whom were convicts ; and that notwith-
standing the famine and distress which occurred at intervals, and
the discouragement of emigration by some of the authorities, the
population, owing to the fineness of the climate and the number of
convicts sent out, rapidly increased. A census taken at eight
different times gives the following result in the month of March in
each year :—
Males. Females. Totals.
1810 	 ... ... 8,923
1821 	 29,783
1828 	 36.598
1833 	 ... ... 71,070
1836 	 55,539 21,557 77,096
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Males. Females. Totals.
1841 	 87,263 43,549 130,812
1846 	 114,709 74,813 189,522
1851 	 106,229 81,014 187,243
1856 
	 147,091 119,098 266,189
The apparent decrease at the census of 1851 was in consequence
of the separation of Port Phillip, at which period it numbered an
additional population of 77,000, giving a total of 264,000 for the
old boundaries of the province before the gold discovery. The
population in later years is given in an earlier part of the article.
The proportion of the colonists from the United Kingdom and
their descendants may be taken thus : out of 10 individuals there
are 4 English, 3 Irish, 2 Scotch, and 1 other nations. Of course
no apparent nationality of character has as yet resulted from this
intermixture ; but if we may judge from the few native-born men
and women we have met, there is every likelihood of the future
Australian people resembling their cousins of Anglo-Saxon descent
on the other side of the Atlantic.
Internal Intercourse.—The country of New South Wales, recently
a pathless forest, is now intersected in all directions by excellent
roads. The royal mail proceeds from Sydney to all the different
towns in the interior, and letters are delivered with punctuality and
despatch. Postage stamps are used for letters as in Britain. Stage-
coaches with four horses also start daily from Sydney, and from other
places; so that there is every facility of internal intercourse by land ;
while numerous steam-vessels leave Sydney and ply along the coast
to the different sea-ports. A railway is also being constructed
between Sydney and Goulburn, via Parramatta, while other lines
proceed towards the west and the north. The electric telegraph
now connects New South Wales with the adjoining colonies.
Education.—Great efforts have been made in New South Wales
to promote education among all classes, and numerous excellent
seminaries have been established. Sydney College was instituted in
1830, where the youth of the colony are taught the ancient languages,
English literature, and the rudiments of the sciences. On 11th
October 1852, Sydney University was inaugurated by the Governor-
general. A classical professor, a professor of mathematics, and a
professor of chemistry and the philosophy of physics, were ap-
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pointed. The first session closed satisfactorily, with 24 matricu-
lated students, in December 1852. It is founded upon the same
liberal principle with regard to the exclusion of religious tests, as
that recognised by the government in extending its support to all
religious denominations. The degrees of this university were sub-
sequently, by imperial concession, placed on an equality with those
of like institutions in Britain. The number of schools in the colony
on the 31st December 1852 was 423 ; number of scholars, 11,118
males, 10,002 females ; total, 21,120. Of these schools, 227 were
private, and 196 public ones. The city of Sydney possesses a
mechanics' school of arts, a female school of industry, an infirmary
and dispensary, a benevolent asylum, an Australian subscription
library, a chamber of commerce, a museum and botanic gardens, a
botanic and horticultural society, and various other societies con-
nected with religion, literature, and science. The press, as usual,
lends its aid to the diffusion of knowledge. In Sydney there are
two daily and eight weekly newspapers, besides one three times,
and two, including the Government Gazette, twice a-week : also one
in Goulburn, two in Bathurst, two in Maitland, and one in Brisbane,
published weekly.
Religion.—It is here to be remarked, that all classes, of whatever
creed, enjoy equal rights, and are equally eligible to offices of honour
or emolument. One-seventh of the land was formerly appropriated
to the support of the Episcopal Church : it is still applicable to
the general purposes of religion and education, but without any
distinction of sects, all of which participate equally in the govern-
ment fund. The Episcopalian Church was formerly within the
diocese of Calcutta, but is now subject to two bishops who reside
in the country.
Currency.—Prior to 1817 the currency consisted principally of the
private notes of merchants, traders, shopkeepers, publicans ; and the
amount was sometimes as low as sixpence. In that year the Bank
of New South Wales was established, with a capital of L.20,000,
whose notes superseded this objectionable currency. Subsequently
the capital was increased to L.300,000, and the bank exists in a
flourishing state to this day. The same cannot be said, however,
of the second bank, established by local shareholders in 1825,
known as the Bank of Australia, with a capital of L.300,000 paid
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up ; for after eighteen years' mismanagement the directors had to
prop up their bankrupt circulation by borrowing at a large in-
terest from other banks, which ultimately not only swallowed up
the assets of the company, but the unfortunate shareholders sus-
tained further loss than their shares. In 1834, British capital and
experience was brought to bear upon the commercial transactions
of the colonists, by the establishment of the Bank of Australasia,
with a paid-up capital of L.900,000, which obtained a charter of
incorporation, and, with varied success, still exists. One of the
most successful banks in Australia is the Union Bank of Australia,
an Anglo-Australian joint-stock bank, with unlimited liability,
having a paid-up capital of L.1,000,000. The great profits shown
by these banks led to the formation of three new Anglo-Australian
banks. These were the Joint-Stock Bank of Australia, the London
and Australian Chartered Bank, and the English, Scottish, and
Australian Chartered Bank. A considerable local bank, the Austra-
lian Joint-Stock, followed. All have paid good dividends, varying
from 10 to 20 per cent., one or two of the newer banks excepted. Of
late, however, the effects of the competition of so many additional
institutions has tended to diminish profits, and the dividends have
been less conspicuous during the last year or two since 1858.
II. VICTORIA.
Victoria has been a separate and distinct colonial govern-
ment only since 1st July 1851. Prior to that date its
territory comprised the southern portion of New South
Wales, and hence was sometimes officially designated the
Southern District, in contradistinction to the Moreton Bay
country, which was called the Northern District, the inter-
vening territory being the Middle District. These names,
which were imposed by the home government in 1842, are
now superseded by later territorial changes, the last of
which, in 1859 detaches the northern section as a new
colony under the name of Queensland. The Port Phillip
district, or briefly Port Phillip, was another of the early
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names for Victoria, and derived, of course, from the dis-
tinguishing feature of the harbour ; besides which, as the
late Sir Thomas Mitchell, while exploring the interior, had
termed a portion of it Australia Felix, the ambitious colo-
nists, improving the hint, had willingly extended so at-
tractive a name to the whole territory. Some confusion
that was likely to arise from these diversities was promptly
arrested in 1851 by the gracious wish of her Majesty to
distinguish the young colony by her own name.
Victoria thus occupies the south-eastern extremity of the
great territory of Australia. Its southern coasts are washed
by Bass's Strait, into which its projecting headlands pene-
trate as far as 39. S. Lat. From Cape Howe, the eastern
extremity, a straight line to the nearest source of the Mur-
ray separates Victoria from New South Wales, the river
continuing the division till it reaches 141. E. Long., where
the South Australian frontier to both the other colonies
begins. Victoria is thus left with about 86,000 square
miles, and is somewhat closely circumscribed between the
spacious areas of the two sister settlements. The Murray,
in its course along the north makes a great southerly deflec-
tion towards Port Phillip, which was probably not accurately
known seventeen years ago, when the dividing line was
fixed, but which leaves a large area on the north side ter-
ritorially connected with New South Wales, but commer-
cially and otherwise with Victoria. In the same way,
Portland, the western seaport of Victoria, commands the
commerce of adjacent parts of South Australia. The min-
ing wealth of Victoria, by enabling that, colony to construct
railways and roads more rapidly than its neighbours, will
presently still further disturb these boundaries. For the
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moment, however, the success of South Australia in the
steam navigation of the Murray, and more lately also of the
Darling, has been the most prominent circumstance in aid-
ing the commerce of the interior.
History.—This colony of Victoria is now, from recent
events, so familiar to us, that we are apt to forget how brief
an interval has elapsed since its territory, and even its coast-
line, were totally unknown. At the beginning of this cen-
tury Bass had only just ascertained that the southern coast
of Australia was not continuous to Van Diemen's Land, but
separated by the strait now bearing the discoverer's name.
Bass, who made his important observations in 1798, by
means of a whale boat from Sidney, reached only to
Western Port. The discovery of Port Phillip, only about
25 miles farther west, was reserved for Lieutenant Murray,
R.N., in February 1802, in the small government brig the
Lady Nelson. In April following the celebrated Flinders
came independently upon the same harbour, having also
detected its not very distinguishable entrance. He noticed
the strong eddying current caused at the entrance by the
tides rapidly traversing a comparatively narrow channel
with a very variable depth. This circumstance has caused
the deposition of extensive sandbanks in the still water
inside the Port Phillip Heads ; and the process is so obvious
and uniform, that one is almost tempted to estimate the
extent of the geological era that has elapsed since the ocean
first broke into the great lake, and deposited the first of its
daily tribute of sand. Flinders also observed the pastoral
adaptation of the surrounding country, having landed between
the present sites of Melbourne and Geelong, and walked
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across the grassy plain to Station Peak, where some obser-
vations were made. This country, then silent and empty,
is now traversed by railways and electric telegraphs. The
subsequent capture by the French, and long imprisonment
at Mauritius, of this distinguished navigator, prevented the
results of his voyage from being given to the public until
1814. It is amusing now, when we consider the celebrity
and importance of this well-known colony, and of its
adjacent contemporary sister South Australia, to look back
upon the time, little over a century, when these places
were so utterly unknown that Swift selected this " to the
northwest of Van Diemen's Land" for the amusing scene
of his Lilliputian extravagances !
The permanent colonization of the Port Phillip country
dates only from 1835. The imperial government pro-
jected an earlier settlement by despatching, in 1803, a party
of convicts under Collins, whose temporary location is still
visible between the Port Phillip Heads and the hill called
Arthur's Seat. The convicts were next year transferred to
Hobart Town. The circumstance is interesting, from
several of them who had run off having been left behind,
one of whom, Buckley, the sole survivor, betook himself to
aboriginal life, and met the colonists, above thirty years
afterwards, as they arrived from Van Diemen's Land to re-
take possession. This was in the year 1835. Eleven years
earlier, an overland expedition under Hume and Hovell had
penetrated from New South Wales to the Port Phillip
shore near Geelong ; and during the previous year, in 1834,
a pastoral and whaling settlement at Portland Bay had been
effected from Launceston in the north of Van Diemen's
Land, thus first occupying simultaneously at their respec-
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tive extremities the two colonies of Victoria and South
Australia.
Portland failed to achieve much consequence. The
great attraction was Port Phillip, so called from one of the
New South Wales governors, Captain Phillip King. There
were two parties of colonizing adventurers, under their re-
spective heads, Batman and Fawkner ; the former having
been first on the ground, the latter party having selected
and settled upon the site of Melbourne. The former
having procured an aboriginal conveyance of all the coun-
try hereabouts, came to repeated disputes with the later
invaders, but were unable to evict the enemy. The claim
was set up with but little of precedent for guidance, and
good hopes of success were entertained by Batman and
his friends ; for, under the stimulating influence of some
flour, blankets, tomahawks, &c., Jagga Jagga and other
aboriginal worthies had very freely parted with their paternal
acres, and that, too, with all the English formalities of sign-
ing their " mark," and delivering the handfuls of their
lightly-held soil. In this case, as in the similar one subse-
quently of New Zealand, the government refused to recog-
nise such contracts. Had it been otherwise, 600,000 acres
would have thus passed into private possession, and includ-
ing, as this area did, the towns and suburbs of Melbourne
and Geelong, the property might, within twenty years, have
been valued at many millions sterling. Batman's party was
awarded a small remuneration of L.7000. Melbourne is
already a large city, with extensive suburbs, representing
an immense colonial trade, and containing 125,000 people ;
while Geelong contains one-fifth of that number. The
early history of colonies is commonly barren of great public
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interest ; but in this case the contrast is extreme, even in
the uniform success of our colonial experience.
Mitchell's account of Australia Felix, and the great suc-
cess and greater hopes of the earlier colonists of Port Phil-
lip, fell contemporaneously upon the ears of the home
public, and forthwith emigration to this country became a
mania. The considerable capital that the emigrants took
with them operated somewhat as the gold discoveries did
on a much greater scale a dozen years afterwards. Pro-
perty " went up." In 1837 the chief towns of Melbourne,
Geelong, and Portland had been laid out. In the two first
there was already a busy scene of speculative buying and
selling. All who aspired to fortune attended the land
auction sales, government as well as private ; and he who
bade boldest generally came off best, as he was sure to re-
sell at a profit. The end of this was a crisis in 1842-43,
and a sore depression for a time, from which, however, the
colony emerged, industrious and again prosperous.
The Port Phillip shores having been first settled from
Van Diemen's Land, the government of that colony put
forward a claim to the administration of the new country.
Its territory was comprised, however, within the ample
area that had some time before been allotted to New South
Wales, and the government and people of that colony were
not slow in feeling alive to the awakening importance of
the southern district. A magistrate was despatched from
Sydney in 1836 ; and in the following year the governor
himself, Sir Richard Bourke, visited the new scene. The
settlement whose administration was thus coveted soon
began to entertain ideas of its own independence. It was
undergoing a very rapid development, so far as regarded
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the external aids of population and capital, and the un-
rivalled pastures of the interior; while, from the seat of
government being 600 miles distant, and the local sub-
authorities having very limited powers, public works and
improvements, although urgently required, were very
slowly and reluctantly granted, and by no means in propor-
tion to the revenues contributed by the thriving young
settlement. In December 1840 an assemblage of colonists,
termed comparatively a great public meeting, passed with
general consent resolutions approving of separation from
the Sydney government. The subject was diligently fol-
lowed up ; and Dr Lang's motion in its favour, in 1844, in
the New South Wales legislature, where he and several
others represented Port Philip, although greatly outvoted at
the time, was the first of a series of steps that seven years
afterwards resulted in the desired accomplishment.
At this date of separation, when, on 1st July 1851,
Victoria took its position as a distinct colonial government,
only sixteen years had elapsed since Batman erected his
but upon Indented Head, to the south of the Geelong
arm of Port Phillip, and not quite that interval since
Fawkner's party squatted upon the grassy slope and open
forest of gum trees that are now the busy market-square
of Melbourne. The population, by the census of 2d
March previous, was 77,345 colonists, and Melbourne cqn-
taMed 23,143; while the second town, Geelong, numbered
above 8000. For that year the value of the imports was
L.1,056,437, and of the exports L.1,422,909 ; the latter
still consisting, as before, chiefly of wool (L.734,618), al-
though for the last quarter of this year the Australian gold
had begun to expand the colonial commerce, and amounted
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to L.438,777. The shipping entered inwards was 710,
with a tonnage of 128,959. The public revenue was
L.316,532. These were respectable attainments for so
young a colony, and might even to-day have been much
more copiously alluded to, were it not that all preceding
colonial pretensions were utterly dwarfed by the exnansion
consequent upon the gold-mines.
It is worth devoting a moment of attention, however, to
the,commerce that characterized Victoria, and indeed Aus-
tralia generally, prior to the present absorbing and promi-
nent gold-mining. We could only fully appreciate the
lightly-timbered or open grassy country of Australia by
observing the slow and toilsome process of removing a
North American forest. Ere one, perhaps, of its innu-
merable giants had been cut down, the corresponding
expanse of Australia was quietly occupied by sheep which
browsed on the natural grass, and each year yielded up the
wealth of its valuable fleece without the cost of capital, and
almost without the effort of labour. Ere the whole forest
was swept off, the Australian downs had perhaps already
assumed a new phase. Well-made roads passed between
fields of grain, and the smoke of towns and villages told of
industry and prosperity to increasing numbers of colonists.
The sheep had disappeared, driven off with ready step to
remoter pastures, equally accessible and useful to them,
although as yet shut to the slower march of agricultural
and city industry. The wealth derived from the facile
export of the wool had already contributed to social ame-
lioration and progress, and the labour power that was not
required for the extirpation of a colossal forest had been
free for application in other ways that may have proved
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more congenial to comfort and wellbeing. These consi-
derations explain the prompt and rapid development of
Australian commerce, and the marked prosperity of its co-
lonization. Victoria was a country ready-made at nature's
hand. The squatter or sheepholder at once used it ; and
as fast as he could breed or import his stock, he spread
them over its fifty-five millions of acres, of which two-thirds
were available to him for pasture. In 1837 there were
about 175,800 lb. of wool exported ; in 1850 this quantity
had increased to eighteen millions of pounds weight, with
the additional export of 4500 tons of tallow. In the earlier
years the young settlement was still importing sheep and
cattle from the two senior colonies to the north and south ;
but four years had scarcely elapsed ere the fat stock of the
Port Phillip pastures were already a promising article of ex-
port, and the subject of a trade whose increase and prosperity
was interrupted only by that great event that has latterly
made Australia the world's object, and introduced a marked
change in this and many other of these colonies' earlier
commercial and social developments.
Gold Discovery.—We have now arrived at the great era
of this colony, the discovery of its gold-fields. The accounts
from California had early drawn attention to the probability
of gold-mines being found in:this part of Australia ; and this
idea was strengthened by the repeated assurances of Sir R.
I. Murchison in England, given even before the Californian
discovery, and founded on the examination of specimens of
the Australian Cordillera brought to this country by Count
Strzelecki. So early as 1849 there was a rumour of gold
having been found at a place called Clunes. At this stage,
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however, the question slept, until the colonists were startled
into fresh life two years afterwards by the discoveries of
Hargraves near Bathurst, in New South Wales. These
discoveries, which took place in February 1851, and were
made public in May, caused a general and immediate search
throughout all the quartz and gravel regions of Victoria,
and the necessity of the case soon added the convenient
word " prospecting" to the colonial vocabulary. Ander-
son's Creek, 16 miles east of Melbourne, discovered in
August, was the first ascertained of the gold-fields ; but
although still worked, it has never attained to any cele-
brity. In September the great field of Ballarat, about 80
miles to the westward, was occupied, and its riches partially
ascertained ; while only a month later, and as the colonists
flocked from all quarters to this attractive scene, the earlier
diggers were already swarming off to the newer fields, for
the time more attractive, around Mount Alexander. A few
months more, and the yet greater marvels of Bendigo were
proclaimed. For some time this field became the most
conspicuous, and extraordina, y quantities of gold were
taken from it. By the middle of 1852 above 50,000 per-
sons were collected there, and the sudden demand for the
necessaries of life raised the rate of carriage to 20s. per
ton per mile, and advanced the price of flour from L.25, its
rate at Melbourne, to L.200 per ton.
For several months during the spring of 1852 (August to
November) the yield of gold in the colony was greater than
it has ever since attained, and was estimated at 400,000
ounces, or L.1,600,000 per month. It was derived chiefly
from Bendigo, and in particular from a district called the
White Hills, which, however, were soon undermined and ex-
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hausted of their rich deposits, that were mainly contained in a
very thin layer of the drift. In September the government
had instituted an armed escort for the purpose of conveying,
at a moderate charge, the gold to the shipping ports ; and for
a time these great results brought more than one rival escort
company into the field, as the impatient diggers were pro-
voked by the leisurely character of official procedure.
Meanwhile, the news of these acquisitions had brought tens
of thousands from the adjacent colonies, and towards the
end of 1852 this stream was largely augmented by that
which rolled in from the other hemisphere, from India,
Europe, and America, but especially from the mother
country. The population was doubled in twelve months,
and the port at length so crowded with shipping, that as
much time and expense were involved in conveying the
merchandise by lighters nine miles up the River Yarra to
Melbourne as in the whole preceding voyage of half the
world's circuit.
The natural effects of all this wealth and commerce soon
appeared. At first, from the general desertion for the gold
fields, landed and house property actually fell in value,
especially the latter, as many tenements were left entirely
empty, and were gladly let or sold at great reductions.
This depression lasted but a brief interval. During 1852
and 1853 rents advanced tenfold, and many estates, town
allotments, &c., yielded an annual rental of several times
more than the fee-simple value just prior to the gold dis-
covery. There were instances of fancy suburban sites being
purchased for L.1 an acre, and resold for L.1000. But this
upward rush in valuation could not go on for ever. It came
to a halt towards the end of 1853, and then the lively CO-
N
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lonists found that, like the oscillations of a pendulum, they
had travelled beyond the right mark, and must be content
partially to retrace. With little intermission, these inflated
values have ever since been gradually subsiding ; and,
although they are still far in advance of the humble esti-
mates prior to the gold-fields, yet they exhibit a very unsa-
tisfactory appearance to the sanguine investors who went
in for investment at the culminating season.
The yield of gold has fluctuated considerably in each
year since 1851 ; but since 1856 there has been a steady
diminution in the quantity by about one million sterling
annually. Having in a preceding section of this article
gone fully into this subject, we shall now merely furnish in
detail, for the convenience of reference, three different
records of the gold production. The first column repre-
sents the official Customs return, known to be very de-
fective, particularly during the hurry and turmoil of the
years 1851-53, in omitting the gold sent overland to South
Australia and New South Wales, and large ascertainable
quantities to adjacent colonies, besides the less certain un-
recorded exports to remoter places. The second column
gives the Registrar-General's estimate, which corrects the
two first omissions, but does not deal with the third, although
acknowledging it. The third column, which agrees with
the estimates of the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce and
the gold-brokers, gives a correction for all omissions. It
is undoubtedly the nearest to the truth, although not official.
The second column, carefully prepared by Mr Archer the
Registrar-General, may now be considered as the proper
official return. The reader may note that the two first
columns represent value exported, while the third gives
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value produced, the latter including about L.500,000 of
gold that may be at the ports uncleared, in the public
safes, or on the road from the mines. The Registrar-
General's valuation of the gold is taken at 80s. per oz. all
round, while that for the Customs was the declared value at
time of shipment, and agrees generally with the value
entered in the last column connected with the broker's
estimate. To the amount of this latter column, therefore,
we must add L.3,241,5.51, in order to bring up the valua-
tion throughout to 80s. per ounce.
Gold Produce of Victoria, 1851-60.
Year. Exported
Customs.
as per
Reg.-Gen.
Produced as estimated
Brokers, &c
by
Vpearluoendneaet•
L. L. L. a.
1851 438,777 580,587 1,035,411 60
1852 6,135,728 10,899,733 14,866,799 70
1853 8,644,529 12,600,083 11,588,782 75
1854 8,255,550 9,568,262 8,770,796 80
1855 10,904,150 11,172,261 11,856,292 ...
1856 11,943,458 11,942,783 14,134,108 ...
1857 10,987,591 11,046,113 10,424,160 ...
1858 10,107,837 10,112,752 9,685,844 ...
1859 9,122,037 9,122,702 9,552,080 ...
1860 8,624,860 ... ... ...
Before leaving the subject of the gold of Australia, we
may remark that the precious metal is derived there as
elsewhere from the ancient slaty rocks of the Silurian
system. It was from an examination of specimens of these
rocks from the Eastern Australian mountain chain, and
from the described direction of that chain, that Sir R. I.
Murchison inferred the existence of gold in Australia.
His experience was largely derived from the features of the
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Ural chain. The gold is restricted to the eastern slopes
of that range ; in Australia it is on the western slopes. In
the Ural and elsewhere the gold is chiefly derived from
the quartz reefs or veins of the Lower Silurian rocks; in Aus-
tralia the thicker reefs are mostly in the Lower Silurian, the
thinner in the Upper Silurian, but the latter not unfrequently
the richer in gold. The Australian reefs seem all but in-
numerable, although many are not auriferous. The two
leading features of the auriferous system are these reefs and
the alluvial deposits. The latter are what the miners are
most familiar with. They represent three different ages; the
two newest belonging to late tertiary eras ; while the other
deposits, which comprise the " di ifts" of the gullies, have to
all appearance resulted partly from atmospheric causes, but
chiefly from the causes that hollowed out the present valleys,
and gave the country generally its present configuration.
Population.—The progress of Victoria since 1851 is a
series of marvels which no British colonial experience had
ever previously exemplified. We have already given the
results of the census of March 1851. A hurried and pro-
bably very imperfect census, taken in April 1854, gave the
population as 236,000 ; but one more carefully completed
in March 1857 made it 410,766, which number included
25,424 Chinese and 1768 aborigines. Exclusive of these
races, there were 383,574 nearly all of European blood,
but disproportionately consisting of 237,761 males and
only 145,813 females. Of the Chinese only 23 were
females. The aborigines were reduced to this slender
enumeration from probably five times the number at
the first settlement of the colony twenty-two years pre-
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viously. The distribution of the colonists in:1857 was
as follows :—Melbourne and suburbs, 92,300 ; Geelong,
23,338 ; rural districts, 109,000 ; mining districts, 166,550.
According to the Registrar-General's Returns, the popu-
lation at 31st December 1860 was 548,353, of whom
342,727 were males, and 205,626 females. This number
includes about 30,000 Chinamen, a race whose presence in
such large numbers in the colony has been the subject of
much debate and difference of opinion, resulting in the im-
position of certain legislative restrictions having the object
of checking the strength of the immigration. We have
already, however, entered more fully on this subject.
Commerce.—The imports for 1851, as we have seen, had
attained the considerable amount of L.1,056,437 ; in 1857
they amounted to L.17,256,209. But these large figures
scarcely exemplify the suddenness of the increase of the
colonial commerce ; for so early as 1853 the imports had at-
tained to L.1 5,843,000, and the following year to no less than
L.17,743,000 ; but the market having for a time been over-
done by these efforts, subsequent years showed a diminution.
The imports of 1859 were in these proportions :—Produce
or manufacture of the United Kingdom, L.10,263,468 ; of
British possessions, L.3,242,325 ; of other foreign places,
L.2,117,098 ; total L.I5,622,891. One chief feature in
these amounts is the large trade which they indicate with
the United States, whence breadstuffs, furniture, mining-
tools, &c., with increasing supplies of the great luxury of
ice, are now regularly imported. The value of the impor-
tation from the States for 1851 was only L.122, while for
1859 it was L.789,180.
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The exports in 1851 had amounted to L.1,422,909.
In 1852 they are officially set down as L.7,451,509,
but are known to have amounted to nearly L.15,000,000,
as large quantities of that great yield of gold already
alluded to had been ascertained to have left the colony
unrecorded at the custom-house. In 1859 the ex-
ports amounted to L.13,857,859, of which L.9,122,037
represented gold, while the wool was L.1,756,950. The
exports are nearly all shipped direct to Britain. The
shipping inwards in 1851 numbered 710, of tonnage
128,959: while in 1859 it was 2026, of tonnage 634,113.
Agriculture.—Agriculture, checked at first by the attrac-
tions and success of pastoral pursuits over the rich and ex-
tensive pastures of the young colony, was a second time
depressed by the still more complete absorption of the gold-
fields. Latterly, however, this state of things has been
entirely altered, and Victoria has a greater breadth under
cultivation than any of the adjacent colonies, excepting
South Australia, where agriculture has been long and
eminently successful. In 1851 there were but 57,298 acres
cultivated. In 1859 these had increased to 297,055 acres;
of which 77,705 acres were sown with wheat, and 76,935
acres with oats. For 1861, the area is 419,252 acres ;
while in South Australia, for the same time, it is 428,816
acres.
Live stock and wool.—The effect of the gold discoveries
has been to check, in a marked manner, that rapidity of in-
crease in sheep-breeding and the production of fine wool
that was previously the great feature of the colony. To
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a great extent this was the result of the sudden and
large increase of the population, whose meat-consuming
powers are beyond all the usual ratio of older countries
and poorer masses of population. It was due partly also
to the more precarious tenure of those large pastoral
areas that were once occupied only by sheep and cattle,
but now by tens of thousands of mining families. In
1853 the sheep numbered 6,033,367, which was the highest
quantity attained. In 1859 they were only 5,578, 413,
notwithstanding yearly accessions from the flocks of New
South Wales. The other kinds of live stock have, however,
steadily increased ; cattle in the latter year numbering
699,330, and horses 68,323. The wool production fell
off with the sheep. In 1854 the export had reached
22,998,000 lb., and in 1855, 22,353,000 lb. ; while in 1857
it was only 17,176,920 lb., and in 1859, with a considerable
recovery, 21,660,295 lbs. These quantities of wool are be-
yond the proportion yielded by the corresponding number
of sheep—a circumstance that arises from the fact, that a
considerable part of the New South Wales clip is annually
directed across the frontier of that colony for shipment at the
nearer seaports of Victoria.
" Other exports.—Tallow was another article which, fol-
lowing in the wake of the wool, gave promise of a large yearly
trade, but which has been similarly depressed by the gold-
fields' influences. The quantity exported for 1850 had risen
to 4489 tons, but in 1855 it fell to 598 tons. There was here
also a recovery, the quantity in 1857 having been 2632 tons;
but for 1859 it is reduced to 245 tons, caused partly, however,
by a considerable local consumption for soap and candle
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making. Hides are now an export of increasing importance,
as the facilities of inland communication induce nearly all to
be despatched to market, where they arrive in better order
than formerly. Sheep and cattle are still occasionally ex-
ported, chiefly to Tasmania, although this branch of business
has much fallen off since the advance of prices caused by the
gold. The black sand, or ore of tin, found in the remote
gold district of the Ovens, adds a second metallic export,
but it is as yet of comparatively small amount. Large masses
of antimony are also met with in this vicinity ; but the value
of this article is insufficient to repay the cost of bringing it
to market, and it awaits, therefore, like many other latent
treasures, the future day of railway communication.
Revenue and public debt.—Upon nothing did the gold
operate with more immediate and powerful effect than the
public finances. The revenue for 1851 had been L.316,532,
and towards the end of that year the legislature had sanc-
tioned estimates for 1852, framed upon some like amount,
with the addition of a modest and usual ratio of increase, which
it was hoped the gold would at least not tend to diminish.
But the revenue of 1852 proved to be L.1,577,181. That
of 1853 was L.3,202,139, no less than a million and a half
having resulted from the land sales. The land sales have
since fallen off to a half or two-thirds of this amount but the
customs revenues and other items have steadily advanced ;
and the revenue of this young settlement, containing not half
a million souls, has been maintained at about L.3,000,000
yearly. In 1857 it was L.3,175,888, and in 1859
L.3,257,724. These sums are exclusive of loans, with
whose tempting facilities the colony is already getting fa-
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miliar. After the first surprise of the government at the
overflowing treasuries of 1852-53, the art of spending be-
came so easy that during the following year the colony was
already in debt. It is true that at this inflated time money
went but a small way as compared with its former power,
and the colony clamoured for public works and improve-
ments to meet its expanding society and commerce. The
legislature interposed a severe but effectual check on this
extravagance, which was the more necessary, as a re-
actionary crisis had already set in which was diminishing
the income, while the government were immensely increas-
ing the expenditure. Prior to the era of self-government
in 1856 there had been contracted a debt of about
L.2,000,000, chiefly for the construction of water-works
for Melbourne, costing altogether above L.900,000, and of
aids for improvements of L.500,000 to Melbourne, and
L.200,000 for Geelong. But subsequently to that period, a
loan of L.8,000,000 was sanctioned for the construction of
railways. Of this large amount, L.7,000,000 were to be
raised in London, and already (1861) L.4,400,000 of the
stock has been disposed of in that great monetary capital.
The railway constructions proceed vigorously ; and the
colonial debt is now rather over L.6,000,000. The re-
venues are derived chiefly from custom duties, which include
an export duty of 2s. 6d. per ounce on gold, and from the
sale of the public lands. For 1858 the former amounted
to L.1,650,917, and the latter to L.699,846.
General progress.—The first inflations of the gold dis-
coveries have passed away, and given place to steady in-
dustry and extensive and substantial progress. Melbourne,
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the colonial capital, as a creation of the last twenty-four years.
is perhaps the most surprising object of its kind that has ever
exhibited the marvels of human industry. The city and
immediate suburbs, containing about 125,000 inhabitants,
have an outward aspect of traffic and extent of commerce
far beyond the usual proportions in other countries of even
so considerable a place. Its streets and houses are lighted
with gas, and both are plentifully supplied with fresh water.
Three railways issue from its busy centre, besides long lines
of good macadamized roads, one of which penetrates by way
of Mount Alexander to the famous Bendigo, now the site of
the large corporate town of Sandhurst. This road is above
100 miles in length, and has been constructed for the most
part at the enormous cost of from L.2000 to L.6000 per mile.
There are spacious theatres, hospitals, benevolent asylums,
an university of the most ambitious dimensions, a public
library (which, still unfinished, has already cost L.20,000,
with L.7500 for the purchased portion of its 1:briry) ; and
lastly, a Parliament-house, which takes position in the empire
next to the magnificent palace of legislation erected at West-
minster. Telegraphic communication is already complete
throughout the south-eastern colonies, and across the inter-
vening strait to Tasmania ; and steamboats or other traders
ply almost daily between the various seaports of the Austra-
lian group.
The fame of her gold treasures brought a severe trial to
Victorian society. The adjacent penal settlement of Van
Diemen's Land, for several years at first, resembled an open
gaol, whence a resistless stream of the most depraved crimi-
nals spread themselves over the gold fields and highways,
committing everywhere the boldest and most atrocious
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crimes. Intensity of feeling produced strong remedies, and
the "Convicts Prevention Act," promptly passed by the
legislature, alike required the Tasmanian immigrants to
prove themselves non-convict,and also excluded those "con-
ditionally-pardoned" offenders who were excluded from
the mother country. The objection of the imperial govern-
ment, that this measure interfered with the Prerogative, fell
with decidedly light effect upon the angry Victorians, and
did not prevent the act being renewed for those short
periods that are permitted by the constitution, and that
have more than once saved unseemly results between the
imperial mother and her colonies, when there was less of
mutual forbearance and consideration than is happily the
case now. These evils have gradually ceased. The police
became more efficient, and crime diminished, although the
population rapidly increased. The number of convictions
for felony was in 1851, 152 ; in 1852, 368; in 1853, 499 ;
in 1854, 308 ; in 1855, 137 ; in 1856, 237; in 1857, 374 ;
in 1858, 535 ; in 1859, 582. The year 1855, and the
greater part of 1856, were times of commercial depression;
a circumstance that suggests that these alternations of a
generally thriving colony produce that marked diminution
of crime that is usually the result of the opposite or pros-
perous seasons of our home country.
We shall conclude this part of our subject by a brief
glance at the history, political and general, of the colony.
Victoria had formed the southern district of the colony
of New South Wales until the year 1851, when it was
erected into a separate colony under a lieutenant-governor,
the governor-general for Australasia occupying the senior
colony of the group, New South Wales, from which Vic-
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toria had been detached. The country, prior to this separa-
tion, bore, as already mentioned, the name also of the Port
Phillip district, and sometimes Australia Felix. Only three
counties had been at first marked off in the young settle-
ment,—namely, Bourke, Grant, and Normanby. These
respectively encircled the spots selected by the early colo-
nists, and these spots have since become the chief seaport
towns of the colony, Melbourne being the capital of Bourke,
Geelong of Grant, and Portland of Normanby. After the
passing of an act of Parliament, and certain Orders in
Council founded upon it in 1847, a further creation of
twenty-one counties followed in the succeeding year. There
are now therefore twenty-four counties, which have broken
up the several large squatting districts into which the
country had been previously distributed. Gipps' Land com-
prises seven counties,—viz., Howe, Combermere, Abinger,
Bruce, Haddington, Douro, Bass ; the central region has
eight,—Mornington, Evelyn, Anglesea, Bourke, Grant, Tal-
bot, Dalhousie, Rodney ; the remaining nine are in the
western district,—viz., Follett, Dundas, Normanby, Villiers,
Heytesbury, Hampton, Ripon, Grenville, and Polwarth.
The rest of the colony is comprised in three pastoral dis-
tricts,—viz., the Wimmera, the Loddon, and the Murray.
Mr Latrobe, w lio had arrived in 1839, and had acted as
" Superintendent" under the New South Wales govern-
ment, was appointed the first lieutenant-governor, and re-
mained till May 1854. Although personally of highly re-
spectable character, and of considerable literary attainments,
Mr Latrobe did not earn popularity. His administration
received special animadversion from the colonists during the
crisis of hurry and confusion that followed the gold dis-
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covery, a state of things, indeed, that demanded such energy
and decision as most men do not possess. His government
escaped, by a very narrow majority, a vote of " want of con-
fidence" (whatever that might have led to in these pre-con-
stitutional days), which the impatient legislature of the time
attempted to pass, in spite of the still existing precautionary
drag of-one third of its members being Crown nominees, to
say nothing of nearly an equal number being squatting
Crown tenants. The colony was behindliand to receive all
the crowd of population that now poured into it, and afford to
the new corners facilities for acquiring a permanent settle-
ment. There was a boundless area of available land, and a
numberless crowd clamorous to purchase its sections ; but
such noble opportunities were to a great extent lost by official
delay and indecision. The great difficulty of the government
was to decide upon certain "Orders in Council" of 1847
respecting squatting, which Orders, according to the squat-
ters' interpretation, leased to that body, at all but nominal
rentals, nearly the entire colony for exclusively pastoral pur-
poses, and to the exclusion, except in certain contingencies, of
even the land-purchasing public. The doubtful sense of the
Orders themselves (drawn up in times, now happily past,
when the imperial government persisted in regulating
matters they were practically ignorant of), and the predomi-
nating influence of the squatting body, who of course fought
for everything they could get, resulted injuriously to the
colony in preventing a very extensive settlement of the
waste lands. It was the case of the dog in the manger
over again, and many thousands of disappointed immigrants
left the colony, owing to inadequate opportunities of acquir-
ing land. The decision on the " Orders," which ought to
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have been made in the colony, was injuriously delayed by
a reference to the Home Office. The home verdict was
wholly opposed to the squatters. But this body, still power-
ful, and in actual possession, remained an actual, if it ceased
to he a legal obstruction in the way of more liberal dealing
with the lands. Upon this vexatious scene comes, two or
three years afterwards, the era of self-government, and
with it the annihilation of the old regime and the squatting
dominancy. We need not be surprised that a " Land Bill"
is one of the earliest measures of the new powers, and that
the new-born Assembly, somewhat out of temper on the
subject, exhibits every discordancy of view. Agreeing only
in a strong reactionary antipathy to the squatting privileges,
they are not unlikely to injure an enterprising body of
colonists, and to under-estimate a colonial vocation of pri-
mary importance. This may perhaps be, to some extent
at least, the result of the land bill that was at length passed
in 1860, with its powers of reservations for farmers as well as
township commons, along with increased rentals and assess-
ments. But, on the other hand, the position of the colony
certainly required a great and immediate change, both as
to the squatting relations, and as to increased facilities in
the land system.
To return, however, to the thread of our narrative, Sir
Charles Hotham, who succeeded Mr Latrobe, arrived in the
month of June 1854, but died on 31st December of the
year succeeding, in consequence, to some extent, of mental
anxiety connected with the condition of the colony, social
and financial, and the impending change to self-government.
Sir Charles was a distinguished naval officer, and his qualities,
more adapted for that position than for the administration
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of a free colony, were but scantily appreciated. He was, in
fact, not " the right man in the right place." The financial
troubles have been alluded to. Those of a social character
were serious, although happily temporary, and culminated in
the outbreak at Ballarat in December 1854. This unusual
spectacle in British society had several causes. The rough
and irritating task of levying monthly a direct personal tax
of considerable amount was conjoined with a diminishing
yield of gold to the miner ; while a vexatious and suicidal
parsimony of the government with the public lands, and a
want of recognised political standing in the mining body,
prevented that settled order and contentment which should
rather have been a matter urgently promoted than other-
wise towards the miners. A commission of inquiry, ap-
pointed by the governor, met the mining population in a
cordial spirit ; and the government having carried out the
various recommendations, the gold-fields have since pre-
sented no exceptional character as compared with the rest
of the colony. Major-General WArthur, commander of the
forces, assumed the acting governorship for twelve months,
until the arrival of the present governor, Sir Henry Barkly,
on 23d December 1856. Sir Henry's administration seems
to have given much more general satisfaction than that of
Sir C. Hotham or Mr Latrobe. Under the present "con-
stitutional" system, however, a governor can generally keep
aloof from the storm of local politics ever raging beneath
him, and on many occasions can acquire much useful in-
fluence by a quiet and judicious procedure.
The acting governor inaugurated the first legislature of
the free government. The colony had previously enjoyed
the intermediate step in the customary progress,—namely,
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that of a legislature consisting of two-thirds representa-
tive, and one-third nominee, with a governor and executive
responsible only to the crown. Now, however, the system
was parliamentary. The colony and its old legislature, in
drafting out in 1854 its new constitution, which was to re-
ceive the imperial sanction, had decided, in common with
the other colonies in like circumstances, upon two houses
of legislation. Both were elective, but the Council or
Upper House was placed on a narrow foundation of a very
high qualification : L.5000 of real estate, or L.500 a year for
a member, and L.1000, or L.100 a year, for a voter, shows
what princely ideas prevailed during these golden times of
1854. This body, consisting of thirty members, cannot be
dissolved, but one-fifth of its number retires every two years.
The Assembly, sixty in number, is of three years' dura-
tion. Both bodies, in conjunction with the colonial public,
have been latterly most active in shaping out the political
future. The new constitution had been framed during
times of hurry and gold excitement, and by a legislature
composed partly of nominees, and otherwise meagre in its
popular relations by the undue proportion of the squatting
or crown-tenant element with which the old regime had
instinctively fortified itself. It was therefore no sooner
at work than it began to be attacked. The principle of the
ballot had already been adopted by the old legislature; the
new one added the manhood suffrage and the abolition of
property qualification for the Assembly, and increased that
body to seventy-two members, with an electoral distribution
based chiefly on population.
Religion.—The religious system is that of the perfect
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equality of all sects and citizens before the law, excepting as
regards a state aid of L.50,000 annually, secured by the Con-
stitution Act, and distributable amongst the various Christian
sects. This system has been abolished in South Australia,
but continues in New South Wales and Victoria. It is, how-
ever, incessantly a bone of contention `; now, by the limita-
tion and inequality, as to civil rights, implied by the words
" Christian sects" in the act ; and again, by the anti-state
aid views of certain sects, and perhaps of colonial opinion
generally, when drawn out by repeated discussion. By a
considerable majority, the new Assembly condemned the
system ; but a small majority of two in the Council still
maintains the contention for a farther season. The census
of 1857 gave the religious condition as follows, in a total
population of 410,766 :—Church of England, 175,418, in-
cluding 15,520 subscribing as " Protestants," and 221 as
" Free Church ;" Presbyterians, 65,935 ; Wesleyan Me-
thodists, 20,395 ; other Protestants, 27,521, including
10,858 Independents, 6484 Baptists, 6574 Lutherans, 1480
Unitarians ; Roman Catholics, 77,351 ; Jews, 2208 ; Mo-
hammedans and pagans, 27,254 ; residue, 6774.
Education.—The state assistance continues to be bestowed
on the two rival systems, the denominational and the national,
of which the former, the longer established of the two, is by
far the most prevalent. In 1857 the denominational schools
numbered 399, and the pupils 24,973; while the national
schools were 101, and the pupils 6113. The considerable
grant of L.125,000 for that year was distributed in these
proportions. The private schools numbered 138, with 3437
pupils. There are thus 638 schools, or 1 in 600 of the
0
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population ; while the 34,523 scholars are 1 in each 11.
The number of persons who could read and write in 1857
was 249,386, or upwards of 60 per cent. By a provision of
the Constitution Act no person attaining to twenty-one
years after November of that year, and being unable to
read and write, is entitled to the franchise.
Present political condition.—Victoria, in common with
the sister colonies, may still be regarded as in the act
of re-adjusting the social and political state consequent
upon the late introduction of self-government. They
are, as it were, descending from the stilts of the old
regime, and great interest must naturally attach to the
question of the position into which, collectively or sepa-
rately, they at length subside. Although it would be
premature to pronounce positively and completely on
this subject, yet something may be said of those features
already assumed, which, as being to all appearance com-
mon to the Australian colonial picture, may the more cer-
tainly be regarded as normal and permanent. The ten-
dencies are decidedly, we might say irresistibly, to those
democratic equalities that in older countries are checked by
the actually existing and old hereditary form of an opposite
social fabric. The fact that every one has emigrated to
better his condition by some kind of labour has a levelling
influence upon class prestige, and this effect is strengthened
by the independent position, and, in general, the ample
wages of the labouring classes. In short, equality is alike
the public opinion and the actual fact.
The surpassing importance of Victoria, which contains
about half the total colonial population of these settlements,
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and whose capital seaport of Melbourne represents more
commerce than all the others put together, has naturally
given to it the lead in the political movement. So early as
1855 a principle tantamount to general or manhood suffrage
was introduced successfully in this colony with reference to
the peculiar case of the mining population, and was soon
afterwards extended to the entire territory. South Australia
and New South Wales have since followed this step. In
the question of religion, the tendencies are unmistakably
towards entire separation from the state, which, adminis-
tered as it may be by an executive of all variety of per-
suasions, cannot in any individual or sectarian sense be
religious. The present state aid to religion, representing
the only state tie, was introduced prior to representative
government in these colonies. It has been already abo-
lished in South Australia, and it seems to survive in the
other colonies only by means of some protracted electoral
inequalities of the past regime. The question with the co-
lonists becomes one of civil rights, and the public feeling
decidedly tends towards a perfect liberty and equality,
religious as well as civil. In these circumstances, colonial
orders of nobility, or colonial religious establishments, giving
to particular classes or sects any status or privileges beyond
what the rest of society enjoys, would probably be found,
as far as may now be judged, not only an unpopular but an
impossible intervention.
These colonies have grasped the reins of their own self-
government with an ardour that is truly the most gratifying
response they could make to that imperial confidence which
entrusted them with so grave a responsibility. Their par-
liaments, unpaid as they still are in these countries of
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" working-men," sit for most of the day, and very often
also for most of the night, over the public interests. The
first assembly of Victoria's free government sat, with very
slight exceptions, throughout a whole year ; and the writer
recalls the circumstance, that one of the debates, upon the
important subject of the public land regulations, continued
uninterruptedly for twenty hours, having commenced at
noon and lasted till eight next morning. Earnest and
energetic business has thus succeeded to the semi-ama-
teur legislation of the past. The ranks of government
are open to the ambition of persons from every class ; and
political and even social position are much less exclusively
the result of polished education or accredited connections
than of personal merits or usefulness. With this practical
energy and adaptation to its own case, the colonial picture
wants the refinement characteristic of an old society. There
has also been, as yet, a want of political stability and of defi-
niteness of political aim; but probably this fault is temporary,
and connected with the transition from irresponsible govern-
ment to the utmost opposite extreme, with all its undoing
of previous arrangements. There is a constant fracturing
of the upper crust in order to elevate to its attractive stage
successive masses of the competing crowd beneath. The
new political views disqualify the politicians of the former
regime ; and the public administration will probably for
some time be marked by those incessant " changes of
Ministry" that seem alike the weakness and the safety of
" Constitutionalism" in its application to these colonies.
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III. SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
South Australia. When Captain Sturt discovered and
explored the Murray River in 1830, and traced its course
down to its embouchure into Lake Alexandrina,—now called
Victoria,—he was of opinion that to the westward of that
river, towards Gulf St Vincent, a rich and fertile land ex-
isted, and that probably the lake disembogued into the gulf:
His men at the time had suffered so much from fatigue and
privation, that it would have endangered the safety of the
party if he had attempted to prosecute his researches further
than ascertaining generally the extent of the lake. On his
return to Sydney, however, he represented the matter so
strongly to Governor Darling, that he sent instructions to
Captain Barker, commandant at King George's Sound,—who
was under orders for New South Wales,—to land at Cape
Jervis, and explore the eastern shore of the gulf, and ascer-
tain the outlet of the lake. Unfortunately, that gallant
officer, just as he had completed his task, was inhumanly
murdered by the aborigines at Encounter Bay, while in the
performance of a perilous portion of his duty. Mr John
Kent, of the Commissariat department, who accompanied
Captain Barker during the expedition, has recorded the par-
ticulars of this first exploration of the Adelaide country.
The party, consisting of seven persons, landed on the east-
ern shore of the gulf, and proceeded inland in a north-east-
erly direction, ascending a range of mountains, of which
Mount Lofty formed the highest peak ; from whence they
could overlook the gulf to the westward as far as York pen-
insula. To the northward this range trended in an unbroken
line, which settled the point that the lake had not an outlet
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in that direction : they descended accordingly, and traversed
the country through some fertile valleys and rich lands on
Sturt's Creek, until they reached Encounter Bay, where the
lake disembogued itself into the sea through an insignifi-
cant channel between hummocks of sand. Here Captain
Barker gallantly stripped and swam across the channel, with
a compass to ascertain its position. Mr Kent, in his MS.
narrative, describes the circumstance in these words: "Curi-
osity prompted me to time his crossing. The current was
running out strong ; but he accomplished the feat, at 9.58
A.Af., in three minutes. On arriving at the opposite shore, he
ascended the sandhill, gazed around for a few moments, and
disappeared." He was never seen afterwards. It was,
however, subsequently ascertained that three aborigines had
speared him, as he rushed into the water to escape from
them : his body was carried away by the tide. Mr Kent,
on his arrival in Sydney, gave a favourable report to Captain
Sturt of the country explored, coinciding with that gentle-
man's own impressions. This partial exploration was de-
scribed by Captain Sturt in his account of his discovery of
the Murray River, in which he pointed this out as a desir-
able locality for the establishment of a new colony. Here
accordingly the Colonization Commissioners of South Aus-
tralia fixed the site of the future province.
The boundaries of South Australia, according to the sta-
tutes of 4th and 5th Will. 1V., cap. 95, are fixed between
132° and 141° E. Long. for the eastern and western boun-
daries; the parallel of 26° S. Lat. or the northern limit ;
and the southern boundary defined by the sea-coast, includ-
ing Kangaroo Island.
This colony was occupied as a British province on the
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27th December 1836, by Captain Hindmarsh, R.N., who
was appointed the first governor of South Australia. The
powers with which he was delegated, and the constitution
of his government, were very different from those possessed
by the early governors of the older colonies in Australia.
With Mr Edward Gibbon Wakefield originated the new
scheme of colonization. He held that, by placing a high
value on the unreclaimed lands of a new country, and for-
warding a labouring population out of the sale of those lands,
the emigrants would of necessity work at low wages, as the
purchase of the dear lands would be above their means ;
thereby securing to the capitalist investing in the land a large
interest for his money, and forming at once a community
of labourers and artizans, who would minister to the benefit
of the landholders. But, besides these large landholders,
a class of small farmers were to be induced to emigrate, by
disposing of the land in small sections to be cleared and cul-
tivated by their families. The result was the formation of a
company called the "South Australian Colonization Associ-
ation," and in 1835 they obtained a grant from government
of the immense tract of land we have already described.
The conditions were, that the land should not be sold at
less than L.1 per acre ; that the revenue arising from the
sale of such lands should be appropriated to the emigration
of able-bodied labourers to till the soil ; that the control of
the company's affairs should be vested in a body of commis-
sioners approved of by the Colonial Office; and that the gov-
ernor of the province should be nominated by the Crown.
Under these auspices, Governor Hindmarsh landed on the
swampy shores of Holdfast Bay in December 1836, and
with difficulty found his way to the contemplated site of the
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proposed city of Adelaide. The distance from the intended
port being seven miles, he was at once impressed with the
error of the commissioners' agents in fixing upon such an
ineligible spot for a seaport town—a fault common, how-
ever, to new settlements in these distant colonies. His ar-
guments upon this and other points with the local officers of
the company led to an unseemly discussion ; so that after
two years' administration of affairs he was recalled, and left
the colony in 1838.
Meanwhile the emigrants, consisting mostly of " sur-
veyors, architects, engineers, clerks, teachers, lawyers, and
clergymen," with traders and adventurers of every descrip-
tion, were landed in thousands upon the mangrove swamps
around the anchorage of the future Port Adelaide. Then ,,
commenced a system of land-jobbing which can only find
a parallel amongst the gambling transactions during the
great railway mania in England. The land-orders issued
by the commissioners were negociated like railway-scrip ;
town allotments which were originally set up to auction at
L.2, 10s. per acre, soon reached the apparent value of L.2000
and L.3000 ; while country sections, obtained at the upset
price of L. I per acre, realized as much as L.100 per acre.
Those who had secured special surveys of 16,000 acres upon
payment of L.4200 for that number of acres selected from
the whole, sold allotments in imaginary townships at enor-
mous prices. To this land mania were added building
speculations on an equally extravagant scale ; and the wages
of ordinary labourers increased to 15s. and L.1 per day.
These facts, set forth in the most attractive light, were ex-
tensively circulated throughout England and Scotland, till
the emigration fever rose to a pitch hitherto unprecedented.
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Colonel Gawler was appointed to succeed Captain Hind-
marsh in 1838 ; and he arrived in the colony on the 13th
October of that year. The apparent success of the land and
building speculations deceived the new governor into a pro-
digality of expenditure during his administration, for which
he has been unjustly condemned. It was, in fact, not more
than equivalent to the apparent revenue of the country, but
was found, however, at the close of three years, to exceed
that income by L.400,000. Like the majority of the colo-
nists, he imagined that all this interchange of paper gave
value to the land; and as there was plenty of it belonging to
the commissioners, there was little fear of the territorial
revenue decreasing. As to ordinary revenue, there was an
increasing amount from the customs alone, which promised
to meet all demands in time. But in 1839 the reaction took
place, followed by a universal bankruptcy amongst the land-
holders, and the ruin of most of the small monied settlers.
As the colony was established at its commencement upon
an insecure foundation, it was no wonder that the inexpe-
rienced settlers, induced to build up the superstructure,
should have failed in the attempt ; for they were mostly
townspeople, who knew little or nothing about growing suffi-
cient food for themselves. Hence their means were all ex-
pended on purchases from the neighbouring colonies. After
three years' occupation of the country,—while they had been
buying and selling land by the thousand acres, and building
towns and villages throughout the country,—there were not
1800 acres of land under cultivation ; and that mainly con-
sisted of vegetable and flower gardens, in the vicinity of their
mushroom city. The healthy progress of the colony for the
next five years is honourable to the industry and perseverance
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of the people of South Australia; and the flourishing con-
dition of the colony in 1845, compared with 1840, as laid
before a parliamentary committee in 1847 by Mr T. F.
Elliott, is a bright spot in its history.
1840. 1845.
Total population 	 14,610 22,390
In town 	  8,489 7,413
In the country 	 6,121 14,977
Number of public-houses 107 85
Convictions of crime 	 47 22
Acres in cultivation 	 2,503 26,218
Exports of colonial produce L.15,650 L.131,800
Revenue 	 . 30,199 32,099
Expenditure 	  169,966 36,182
Meanwhile Governor Gawler was recalled in 1841, and
succeeded by Captain Grey (now Sir George Grey, Gover-
nor-general of New Zealand), who had some previous
knowledge of the colonial affairs from a residence in
Western Australia, and who had visited the notorious
model colony on the way home. By a course of strict
retrenchment he reduced the expenditure in two years
from L.104,471 to L.29,842. Added to this also was the
discovery of copper in 1842, which increased the value of
exports. The great yield of the Burra Burra copper mine
did not occur, however, until after the above statistics were
taken. This new article of export gave a fresh impetus to
the trade and commerce of the port, which was by this
time shifted a mile lower down the creek, while a good
road was constructed between it and the capital. The
history of copper-mining in Australia,—as represented by
the Burra Burra mines,—like every other discovery and
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produce in this wonderful land, eclipses all that has been
recorded of such workings in the Old World. It was not
mining in the ordinary sense ; it was quarrying. The
leviathan mass of oxidated and carbonated copper ore lay
on the surface in a kind of hollow, where it was connected
with a vein afterwards worked in the rock below. Success
attended the efforts of the colonists in every direction, as
this new source of wealth distributed its benefits to all
around. The fortunate discoverers and early shareholders
realized fortunes ; and one proprietor, who bought 100
shares at L.5 each, was in the receipt of L.11,000 per
annum three years after it had been worked. Miners
were brought direct from Cornwall ; and every description
of machinery was used to excavate the ore. Coal not being
found in the colony, smelting operations were but slowly
proceeded with. Many cargoes, however, were shipped to
Sydney to undergo this process. Altogether, the province
of South Australia stood in as fair a position to rival its
neighbour Port Phillip in the beginning of 1851, with the
large export of its copper, and the probable yield of lead,
silver, iron, and other valuable metals ascertained to exist
in its mountain ranges at that date, as the most sanguine
colonists could wish. That year, however, brought about
a second period of depression in its short history, which
threatened to annihilate its commerce.
The gold discovery, which was the precursor of unex-
ampled prosperity to New South Wales and Victoria, proved
deeply injurious to South Australia. The very fact of her
population having become more a mining than an agricul-
tural or a pastoral people militated against her. In twelve
months after the discovery of gold in the Bathurst Moun-
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tains, it has been calculated that, out of a population of
70,000, 12,000 adults and 4000 children, almost entirely of
the male sex, left that colony. The city of Adelaide was
left nearly destitute of able-bodied men, the mines were
deserted, the stations abandoned, and almost every indus-
trial occupation was at a standstill ; while the government
of the colony was for a time paralyzed. It was but for a
time ; for the legislative council—recently elected by the
colonists—and the governor, Sir H. E. F. Young (Sir
George Grey having gone to New Zealand), passed an act
making ingots of gold, stamped by authority, a legal tender
throughout the colony. This, added to the successful
attempt of Mr Tolmer in forming a practicable route from
Adelaide to Mount Alexander, brought a large portion of
the gold from the colony of Victoria, and some from New
South Wales, into the coffers of the South Australian
merchants and the treasury. Those also who had left
their families behind—which four-fifths had done—sent
their earnings by this overland escort. With all their
undoubted and praiseworthy energy, the South Australian
colonists have not been successful in discovering a profit-
able gold field of any extent within their territory. The
Echunga diggings, which promised much at first, have
been almost abandoned. Many who had been unsuccess-
ful at the gold fields, or who preferred working for the
baser metal, returned to the colony where they had more
comfortable homes. The Kapunda, Burra, and other
mines, which had ceased working for more than twelve
months, were again put into operation ; and the shares of
the latter, which had fallen from L.270 to L.60, were quoted
in March 1853 at L.1342. Land had risen in value.
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Agricultural operations were likewise progressing satisfac-
torily, and high prices obtained.
The settled lands of this partially explored colony were divided
at an early date into nine counties—namely, Adelaide, Hindmarsh,
Gawler, Light, Sturt, Eyre, Stanley, Flinders, Russell. In August
1851, two new counties were added—Robe and Grey. The terri-
tory is also divided into hundreds, each averaging about 100 square
miles. The capital of the province is the " City of Adelaide,"
which is laid out upon nine square miles of land, and contains a
population, according to the census of 1860, of 17,933, Port
Adelaide, the shipping port, seven miles distant, is connected by
railway. The electric telegraph is also generally distributed, and
connects the colony with Victoria and New South Wales. Within
the environs of this town are scattered a number of villages ;
including Klemzig, a village composed entirely of German immi-
grants. Twenty-five miles over the Mount Lofty range, there is
a larger hamlet of the same people called Hahndorf.
If we speak of the general aspect of South Australia as contained
within the limits of its available country, it comes under the
general description of the Victoria territory and New South Wales;
the greater proportion, however, being what is locally termed a
"broken country" more allied to the east-coast ranges of the
latter than the extensive undulating open forest lands of the
former. The Mount Lofty range, at the same time, is not more
than ten or twelve miles distant from the eastern shore of Gulf St
Vincent; whereas the ranges in New South Wales are seldom less
than 80 miles distant from the coast. The shed of waters, like-
wise, which flows from the hills through the narrow flat where the
town of Adelaide stands, consists of a few insignificant streams ;
and although they have mostly been denominated "rivers" by the
company's surveyors, there is not one deserving more than the
ordinary appellation of " creek." The only navigable stream
amongst them is an inlet, through a mangrove swamp from the
gulf. On the eastern shed of the Mount Lofty range lies the great
lake Victoria, and its equally gigantic feeder the Murray, which
we have described elsewhere. The two peninsulas which form
Spencer's Gulf are at the best indifferent forest land, with small
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particles of alluvial soil, the great mass being barren and worth-
less. The settlement at Port Lincoln has been abandoned on
account of the poverty of the country.
On the alluvial slopes of the Mount Lofty range there is some of
the finest agricultural land in Australia. The common average of
wheat grown there is 45 bushels to the acre. So abundant was the
yield in 1845, that after exporting about 195,000 bushels, chiefly
to the Mauritius and England, the farmers had upwards of 150,000
bushels on hand over and above what was required for home
consumption. And it is a fact significant of the progress of the
colony and the energy of the settlers, that, while in 1840 they
were dependent almost solely upon foreign supplies of flour and
grain, having only 2503 acres under cultivation, it increased in
1841 to 6722 acres; and in 1843 to 28,690, of which nearly 23,000
acres were in wheat crop. In the year ending April 1850 there
were 64,7281 acres under cultivation ; of which 41,807 were in
wheat crop ; potatoes, 1780; gardens, 1370 ; vineyards, 282 ; and
13,000 acres in hay. For the year 1859-60 there were 361,885
acres under crop ; of which area 218,216 acres were under wheat.
The climate at Adelaide and its environs is about the same
average temperature as Sydney ; although the latter city is more
than 1° in lat. N. of it. From its situation, likewise, on a sand
flat, very little elevated above the waters of the gulf, and its dis-
tance from the cool sea-breezes on the S. shore of Kangaroo Island,
the atmosphere is in general more oppressive than the open
country around Port Jackson. At the same time, South Australia
enjoys the salubrity of climate generally maintained throughout
the temperate regions of Australia from Cape Leeuwin to Cape
Howe ; and it has also its share of the Austral simoom. According
to the observations of Mr Wyatt, communicated to the government
by the colonial surgeon, James George Nash, "the thermometer in
summer averages 73° Fahr., and in winter 55° Fahr., showing a
mean temperature for the y ear of 65° Fahr., being only 1° higher
than the mean temperature of Madeira." " There is no endemic
disease in south Australia. Bilious, remittent, and intermittent
fevers are scarcely known. The prevalent fever is closely allied
to the congestive fever of Bengal, and chiefly affects persons newly
arrived. Eight-ninths of those cases that terminate fatally occur
in persons who have not been one year in the colony. Organic
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disease of the liver is rare. Dysentery is one of the prevalent dis-
eases, but yields readily to treatment."*
In 1840 the population was 14,610 ; in 1850, 63,900 ; and, in
1860, 122,692, of whom 62,296 were males and 60,396 females.
In 1860 the births of the year, as registered, numbered 5,568.
The number of deaths during the year was 2,336, or a fraction less
than 2 per cent. of the population, as ascertained by the census.
Considerably more than half the number of deaths consist of in-
fants under two years of age. In point of fact, 43i per cent. of
the deaths were those of infants less than a year old. The follow-
ing is an epitomised statement of the mortality during the year
1860 :—Zymotic diseases, 677 ; diseases of uncertain or variable
seat, 213; tubercular diseases, 178 ; diseases of the nervous system,
302; diseases of the digestive organs, 259; diseases of the urinary
organs, 20 ; diseases of the organs of generation, 27 ; diseases of
the organs of locomotion, 12; diseases of the organs of integu-
mentary system, 1 ; malformations, 9 ; debility, 159 ; atrophy, 106 ;
age, 12 ; sudden deaths, 10 ; violent causes, 97 ; unstated, 11—
total, 2,336. The rate of mortality is greatly higher in the sum-
mer than in the winter mouths.
Before the promulgation of the recent act, granting to all the
Australian colonies a free constitutional government, the adminis-
tration of affairs was vested in the Governor, assisted by an Exe-
cutive Council, composed of the colonial secretary, the advocate-
general, the surveyor-general, and the assistant-commissioner ; to
these were added four crown nominees. Under the new order of
things the elective principle has been introduced. There are now
two chambers—viz., a House of Assembly, composed of thirty-six
members, and a Legislative Council, composed of eighteen members.
The executive is vested in a governor, whose council consists of the
heads of departments, having ministerial responsibility. The House
of Assembly is elected for three years. The vote is taken by ballot,
and there is no property qualification for the franchise.
In this colony there is no dominant church recognised by the
state, nor does the government contribute anything towards the
support of religion. From 1847 to 1851, there did exist an act of
the legislature, empowering the governor to grant a sum out of the
* Thirteenth General Report of the Colonial, Land, and Emigration
Commissioners, p. 141.
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public funds (not less than L.50 nor more than L.150), to any reli-
gious body collecting an equal amount by voluntary contributions;
but the general voice of the colonists was opposed to the measure,
and it was repealed. Judging from the rapidly increasing number
of churches and congregations throughout the province, it does not
appear that the cause of religion has suffered from this attempt to
commit its sustentation entirely to the voluntary principle, and it
is supposed that the example of South Australia will shortly be
followed by the neighbouring colonies. Government aid continues
to be extended to schools through the instrumentality of an Educa-
tion Board. The number of schools connected with this board, in
1860, was 210. The total number of scholars was 9,893, and the
sum expended for stipends was L.12,453, which gives an average of
nearly L.60 to each teacher.
The total revenue of the colony for the year 1860 was L.447,213;
the expenditure, 14.494,341. A comparison of the revenue and
expenditure for the years 1840, 1850, and 1860, will show the grati-
fying progress which the finances of the colony have made :—
1840. 1850. 1860.
Revenue 	 L.30,199 L.263,150 L.447,213
Expenditure 169,966 213,470 494,340
The following is a statement of the imports and exports of the
twelve months ending on the 30th September 1860 :—
Imports.	 Exports.	 Imports re-exported.
L.1,630,124	 L.1,570,020	 L.181,524
Of the above exports, the following consisted of cereals :-
Values.
Wheat, 28,728 quarters 	 L.82,388 13	 8
Flour, 16,034 tons 	 ...	 289,178 10	 0
Barley, 315 quarters 	 639 2	 0
Bran of Pollard, 2719 tons 	 19,486 19	 2
Oats, 259 quarters. 	 404 14	 4
Total value
	
.... L.392,097 19	 2
These figures show the great importance of agriculture to the
general prosperity of the colony, the total amount being equivalent
to about L.3, 5s. per head of the entire population. The remain-
ing exports consist in about equal parts of minerals and wool.
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The commerce and currency of South Australia have undergone
various fluctuations during its brief history, but exhibit, on the
whole, a remarkable progression. In 1841 the exports only
amounted to L.53,500 ; whilst in 1860 they exceeded a million
and a half sterling. The banking returns exhibit signs of tolerably
easy finance, as the following analysis will show :—
1857. 1858. 1859. 1860.
Circulation 	 L.219,000 L.208,000 L.234,000 L.236,000
Deposits 	 753,000 655,000 719,000 662,000
Total liabilities 	 1,001,000 917,000 1,002,000 993,000
Coin 	 345,000 316,000 329,000 253,000
Debts to banks 	 1,010,000 1,224,000 1,200,000 1,285,000
Total assets 	 1,440,000 1,579,000 1,577,000 1,588,000
Two lines of railway have already been constructed in the
colony—one, the Port Line, connecting Adelaide with the seaport ;
the other, the Northern Line, which has been extended as far as
Kapunda, a distance of 50 miles from the metropolis. These rail-
ways have been constructed by the government. The passenger
and goods receipts amounted, in 1860, to L.16,913, 3s. 8d. for the
Port Line, and L.38,842, 13s. 7d. for the line to the north. The
subjoined table exhibits the number of passengers, and the quan-
tities of goods expressed in tons, conveyed over each line during
the years 1858, 1859, and 1860 :—
YEAR.
PORT LINE. NORTHERN LINE.
Passengers. Goods. Passengers. Goods.
Tons. Tons.
1858 	 294,827 88,735 81,456 47,609
1859 	 247,962 93,215 72,376 57.845
1860 	 237,960 87,754 63,903 53,90]
This colony has always been famous for its copper mines, which
have proved one of the main sources of its prosperity. In addition
to the Burra Burra and the Kapunda, which have attained celebrity
for their richness and productiveness, and the numerous smaller
mines which only require the application of capital, skill, and
labour to be worked with advantage, vast deposits of copper have
P
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recently been discovered at a place called Wallaroo, on the shores
of Spencer's Gulf. Already a large quantity of ore has beer;,
raised from numerous sinkings, and the proximity of the mines to
the sea will obviate the immense outlay requisite for cartage of
ores from the mines in the northern parts of the province. The
government are about to sell the townships at Wallaroo, and there
is every prospect of a large population being speedily concentrated
in the vicinity.
The alienation of the public lands is effected by periodical
auction sales, at the uniform upset price of L.1 sterling per acre.
The following table exhibits the quantity of land sold in the years
1857-60, as also the amount realised each year, and the average
price per acre :—
Year. Acres. Amount. Average perAcre.
L. L.	 s.	 d.
1857 	 177,601 212,365 1	 3 10i
1858 	 158,016 197,821 1	 5	 01
1859 	 188,065 211,575 1	 2	 6
1860 	 129,740 151,885 1	 4	 5
The total quantity of land sold since the commencement of the
colony till the clo,e of 1860 was 2,033,761 acres ; and the total
amount realised for it was L.2,606,605, or about L.1, 6s. per acre.
IV. WEST AUSTRALIA.
West Australia.—A line drawn due N. and S. upon
the maps of Australia from the middle of the Great
Bight on the S. coast to the head of Cambridge Gulf on the
N. coast, along the meridian of 129° E. Long., forms the
eastern boundary of this colony ; the coast line to the west-
ward forming its N., W., and S. boundaries. Its extreme S.
is West Cape Howe, in 35. 10., and its extreme N. Cape
Londonderry, in 13. 45., both headlands being in S. Lat.
Thus, the great length of West Australia is 1457 British
miles, by an average width of 700 miles, giving an ap-
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proximate area of 1,019,900 square miles. One-half may
be considered within the influence of tropical meteorology,
the other half within the temperate zone. This territory in-
cludes the earliest discovered portions of Australia.
In August 1829 Captain Stirling, who had previously ex-
plored the coast, arrived at the proposed site of the new
settlement on the Swan River, to which he was appointed
lieutenant-governor. He found that several ships had ar-
rived from Britain in the previous months of June and July,
with numbers of anxious settlers ; who, at the very outset,
were discouraged by the appearance of the land on the banks
of the Swan and Canning Rivers, besides encountering the
inclemency of the weather (for it was winter in Australia)
without any other shelter than the tents they had brought
with them. By the end of the year there were 1290 per-
sons in the colony, including non-residents ; and others
were gradually flocking in without any previous preparation
having been made for the accommodation of their wives and
families.
The governor did all he could to alleviate the hardships
and disappointments of the settlers ; but his own circum-
stances were hardly better than those of the rest, both he
and his officials having undertaken their duties on the sti-
pulation of payment in land. Instead of a thousand or fifteen
hundred pounds a-year, he was to obtain a grant of 100,000
acres of land, and his subordinates 20,000 acres, down to
2000 and 3000 acres in proportion. In like manner, if a
settler brought wealth, in the shape of agricultural imple-
ments, live stock, or labourers, he was to receive an equi-
valent for the benefit he thereby bestowed on the colony,
by grant of land.
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The land they had expected to be surveyed, and the towns
they had expected to be built, were nowhere to be found.
Upwards of fifty ships had arrived by March 1830, and nearly
2000 immigrants, with property to the amount of L.100,000,
while scarcely twenty houses had been erected for their ac-
commodation. At last a township was marked out on the
Swan River, called Perth, and some degree of order began
to appear out of the chaos by the close of the year, as the
governor took up his quarters at this future capital ; not,
however, before many of the most energetic emigrants had
either left for the neighbouring colonies, or returned home
to warn their fellow-countrymen from proceeding to this
Utopian colony.
For twenty years after the disembarkation of the first
colonists, the Swan River settlement has struggled through
a feeble existence. Governor Stirling was succeeded by
Governor Hutt, who tried manfully to restore confidence
to the colonists, and induce new settlers to come out. He
in turn was succeeded by Governor Fitzgerald, the present
ruler. In vain have they attempted, with the assistance of
the colonists, to raise the colony on a par with her sister
provinces in South-eastern Australia and Van Diemen's
Land. So late as the year 1848, things had reached such a
state of general depression, that the inhabitants had taken
it seriously into consideration whether it would not be ad-
visable to abandon the settlement altogether. About this
time there was a demonstration on the part of the eastern
colonists—which we have noticed elsewhere—against the
landing of convicts on that part of Australia. It occurred
to this remote community to petition for what their more
successful neighbours refused. Consequently in 1849, ex-
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actly twenty years after the first settlement, a band of con-
victs arrived from the parent state, and at once gave new
life and vigour to this languishing colony. A correspondent
of the Times at Perth, writing in January 1853, says, " The
advent of convicts, after three years' experience, has been
found to contribute more to the wellbeing of the pockets of
the settlers than detriment to their morals." The most satis-
factory accounts have been received of the progress of the
colony under these circumstances to the 8th June 1853.
The inhabitants at Perth had held public meetings express-
ing a desire for the importation of 1000 convicts annually.
In 1859, after ten years of the convict system, there had
arrived 5465 British convicts. The aid of their labour, to-
gether IN ith the expenditure from the Imperial Treasury,
had promoted the material prosperity of the settlement.
That the colony's share of the Imperial expenditure was no
trifling amount may be inferred from the fact that the total
cost incurred for these convicts during these ten years,
amounted to L.987,573, or above L.180 per head !
The settlement at King George's Sound was formed much
earlier than that at S I an River, in anticipation of a projected
scheme of colonization by the French government. It was
effected in 1826 by the government of New South Wales,
who despatched a detachment of the 39th regiment under
Major Lockyer for this purpose. After four years' occupa-
tion as a military post, the settlement was ordered by the
home government in 1830 to be transferred to the go-
vernment of Swan River, both being within the new colony
of Western Australia. During the next twenty years of its
existence it survived actual desertion in consequence of its
excellent harbour being frequented by whaling ships, which
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found abundance of whales off the coast. Since the estab-
lishment of steam communication between England and
Australia, it has come into notice as the first coaling station
for the steamers on their outward voyage, via the Cape, to
South Australia, Victoria, and New South Wales; and there
is every likelihood of the little township of Albany becoming
a thriving seaport. " The Sound is a magnificent road-
stead, with from 7 to 15 and 20 fathoms water, completely
sheltered from S.W. to E., and partially by two islands to
the S.E. It is only. open to southerly winds, which in
this locality bring fair weather. On the W. the Sound is
separated by a long tongue of land, terminated at its north-
ern extremity by Point Possession, from the Princess-Royal
Harbour. The entrance to this nearly circular bay is be-
tween Point Possession and Mount Clarence ; being not
more than 200 yards across, with a depth of 4 i fathoms water.
Princess-Royal Harbour is capable of containing many
hundred vessels : it is the finest harbour known to exist in
Australia to the W. of Spencer's Gulf. It enjoys an equable
climate, the thermometer, during nineteen months' obser-
vations, ranging from 40° to 76° Fahr. Vegetables also
grow luxuriantly."
At the outset of the colony there were fifteen counties laid out
on the map, arranged in apparently compact sections of about forty
miles square, along the coast from Cape Leschenault to Point Hood ;
namely, Twiss, Perth, Murray, Wellington, Nelson, Sussex, Lanark,
York, Grantham, Wicklow, Goderich, Stirling, Hay, Plantagenet,
Kent. Subsequently eleven were added to these along the terri-
tory to the N., which was named generally Australind, and from
recent explorations promises to furnish good pasture land for sheep
* MS. Notes of Assistant Commissary-General Kent, late of King
George's t ound.
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and cattle. These counties are Melbourne, Glenelg, Grey, Car-
narvon, Victoria, Durham, Lansdowne, Hawick, Beaufort, Minto,
Peel. The principal places claiming the title of towns are Free-
mantle, Perth, and Guildford, on the Swan River ; Kelmscott on
the Canning, and Albany at Princess-Royal Harbour.
The general aspect of the forest scenery, mountains, rivers, and
coasts, is the same as on the E. coast, which has been already de-
scribed ; with this difference, that the mountains and rivers are
upon a less extensive scale. In comparison, the former seldom
attain half the height and extent of range ; while we have no
evidence as yet of any stream approaching to the Murray in its
ramifications. Much, however, remains to be explored in this
quarter. " The highest mountain known is Koikeunneruf, near
King George's Sound, which attains the altitude of 3500 feet. The
principal range of hills extends in a northerly direction from the
S. coast, near Cape Chatham, for at least 300 miles."* This range,
no doubt, is continued more or less parallel with the N.W. coast,
about the same distance inland, judging by analogy, as its greater
counterpart on the eastern coast ; the great Austral desert between
forming a barrier to any internal communication from the one
coast to the other. Although the botany of these two great meri-
dian ranges, trending in a general course N. and S. from the middle
of the S. temperate zone to the middle of the Tropic of Capricorn,
is generally the same, yet the majority of the plants are specifically
different. Probably from the lesser heights of the mountain ranges
failing to absorb the same amount of moisture as those in the
higher altitudes of the Australian Alps, the vegetation of the
temperate regions of West Australia is of a more arid natur'
than that in the S.E. latitudes. Here succulent plants are not only
rarer, but the native grasses are scantier ; and the extent of pasture
land within the known boundaries is of a very limited description.
To give some idea of this limit, we shall quote the latest returns of
live stock :—
1850. 1859.
Horses 	 2,635 8,386
Horned cattle
	 13,074 30,990
Sheep 	 128,111 234,815
This poverty of production is also apparent in the agricultural
* Wells' Australian Geography. Sydney, 1848.
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records of the colony. Up to 1851, the colonists were dependent
upon shipments of agricultural produce from the eastern colonies.
The number of acres in crop that year was 72974, showing a de-
crease for the year of 1211 acres. " This is attributable to many
causes, the high price of labour, and the distressed state from which
the colonists were only just emerging. Many of the agriculturists,
however, have now freed themselves from their great difficultie-.
and there is every reason to hope that a very large breadth of
wheat will be laid down this year."* There is no doubt that when
the colonists obtain that cheap labour of which they are in want,
much will be done to render them independent of foreign supplies
of provisions. This, however, sufficiently testifies the poverty of
the land, and corroborates the statement of disinterested parties,
that the soil is not remarkable for that richness of loam and de-
cayed vegetation which distinguishes the soils of Van Diemen's
Land and South-eastern Australia, which yield averages of 40 and
45 bushels of wheat to the acre. At the same time there is abun-
dance of land for all ordinary farm purposes around both settle-
ments, on Swan River, and at King George's Sound, suitable for
the growth of all esculent roots and fruits required by the colonists.
There is no doubt, also, that the extreme dryness of the climate, and
the devastating summer conflagrations throughout the forest lands,
prevent that accumulation of mould from decayed vegetation which
characterizes the virgin soils of all lands throughout the world.
This arid climate, however, is even more conducive to the health of
Europeans than that of the eastern colonies. Endemic or epi-
demic diseases are unknown, and " the country maintains its
character of being perhaps the most healthy on the globe ; there
having been only 37 deaths recorded during 18 .51, in a population
of 7096 souls."t This average, however, is taken after the intro-
duction of convicts in the previous year, which augmented the
white population by nearly 1000 persons. In 1850 the population
was 5293, which increased to 7096 in 1851. Of these, 4523 were
males, and only 2444 females, or nearly two of the male sex to one
of the female. The population for 1859, including military and
convicts, was 14,837, of whom 9522 were males, and 5315 females.
* Despatch of Lieutenant-Governor Fitzgerald. Reports of the
Colonies, 1852, p. 220.
t Despatch of Lieutenant-Governor Fitzgerald, dated April 12,
1852.
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The imports during the year 1850 were L.52,351, and in 1851
L.56,958, the latter giving an average of L.8 per head of popula-
tion. The exports during the same years were respectively
11.22,195 and L.26,870, or less than L.4 per head of population for
1851 ; showing a balance of trade against the colony of more than
100 per cent. The shipping has doubled itself within two years.
In 1849, 7952 tons arrived in the ports, which had increased in
1851, in consequence of the arrival of the convict-ships, to a gross
tonnage of 16,540.
Besides these successful colonies, situated within the great
southern or temperate di%ision of Australia, there have been
several attempts on the part of the British government to establish
settlements on the north and eastern shores of tropical Australia,
which require a brief notice. The first attempt was made by
Captain Bremer, in H.M.S. Tamar, who, in company with two store
ships and a party of military and convicts, established the stockade
of Fort Dundas at Melville Island, in Lat. 11. 28. S., Long. 130. 30.
E., in Apsley Strait. " This settlement, however, after an exist.
ence of four years, was abandoned on 31st March 1829, in conse-
quence of the continued unfavourable accounts transmitted to the
home government:** "The settlement of Fort Wellington was
formed by Captain Stirling in H.M.S. Success, on the 17th June
1827, on the N.E. side of Raffles Bay, in Lat. 11. 14. S., Long. 132.
24. E., for the purpose of carrying on a traffic with the Malays,
from Maccassar in the Celebes, who frequent the coast of Northern
Australia, in quest of the Trepang or sea-slug. This settlement
was abandoned on the 29th August 1829, at a time when the objects
for which it was formed were about to be realized."t On the 27th
October 1837, a military post, with H.M.S. Britomart as tender, was
established at Port Essington, "for the double purpose of affording
shelter to the crews of vessels wrecked in Torres Strait, and of
endeavouring to throw open to British enterprise the neighbouring
islands of the Indian Archipelago." After having struggled un-
successfully for twelve years to rear sufficient food for themselves,
and having lost a number of their men through privations and
hardships and the unhealthiness of the climate, the Sappers and
Miners finally abandoned the settlement named Victoria on the
* Voyage of H.M.S. Rattlesnake. By J. Macgillivray, vol. i. p.
140.
t MS. Notes of Assistant Commissar) -General Kent.
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30th November 1819. In January 1847, the staff of a new penal
colony, to be called " North Australia," headed by Colonel Barney,
R E., settled on the shores of Port Curtis, on the E. coast of Aus-
tralia, beyond the Tropic of Capricorn. After five months' occu-
pation, and an expenditure of upwards of L.15,000, the attempt was
abandoned.
SUPPLEMENT.
THE COMMERCE AND FINANCES OF THE COLONY OF
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA.
IF we would refresh our minds by a change from the
crowded, struggling, and somewhat monotonous aspect of
home society, we have but to turn to the picture presented
by our colonies. There, in the fresh young life and ardent
industry that are stimulated by the resources and oppor-
tunities of a newly settled territory, we witness such a con-
dition of rapid progress and of general well-doing as is not
found in older countries. Our colonies of Australasia are
prominent illustrations. For the most part they are late
in the field, the creations of a few years past ; but they are
already of pre-eminent importance in imperial consideration.
Few of the marvels of the rise and progress of young
societies will approach that of the colony of Victoria, now
the chief member of the Australasian group.
The principal production of this colony—that most at-
tractive of all productions—gold, has brought its name
conspicuously before us. The arrivals of the gold ships
weekly, or still more frequently, already familiarize us with
the curious spectacle of bills of lading and cargo of the
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precious metal. The colonists speak of their annual gold
export by the hundred tons. As much as eight tons weight
have arrived in this country by one vessel, and the winds
which speed on or detain a few of these well-freighted ships
will sensibly affect the great money market of our country.
Nothing of this commerce, or indeed of any other, existed
in Victoria twenty-five years ago. At that time a handful
of settlers had just arrived upon the vacant scene,—a scene
that is now pervaded by well-made roads, substantial rail-
ways, and the electric telegraph, planted with between thirty
and forty incorporated towns, and occupied by more than half
a million of colonists. A few huts were then being erected
on the site where has since arisen the city of Melbourne,
with 130,000 people, and having commercial relations with
11 parts of the o orld. T1-1, Heads of Pon Phillip present
the lively spectacle of a score or two of sops daily enter-
ing for and departing, from this great emporium of the
south. Already there emanates from the capital a great
railway system, hid). penetrating the interior in two main
directions, presents 270 miles of a substantial, tlmost
extravagant construction, now on the eve of completion at
a cost of eight millions sterling. Melbourne is lighted
with gas. A million sterling has been expended on its
broad and well-made streets, and another million in intro-
due ng a supply of fresh water. These streets are regu-
larly watered like those of our own large towns, and some
of them are quite as crowded with traffic ,nd passengers as
a Manchester or London thoroughfare. There is a com-
bination of the utility, convenience, and enjoyment common
to long established town life. There is a parliament house
which has been erected at a cost of £400,000, a public
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library, already of colossal dimensions, and several theatres,
of which the principal is not inferior, in dimensions at least,
to the larger of the London houses. The population swarms
forth with absorbing interest to its annual horse-races,
and as each afternoon draws on, and the impetuous tide
of business subsides, the open grounds of the subur,s are
filled with the colonial youth intent upon the old English
game of cricket. The mail the other day brought us news
of 2000 Melbourne volunteers who, attended by a great
concourse of spe tators, had been for four days campaign-
ing, after home example, upon the grassy plains to the west-
%,1 ard of the city. In short, there are all the diversities that
usually attend great aggregations of humanity. Melbourne
is not less known at the Bank of England an i the Hall of
Commerce for the gold and the golden fleece which it
sends forth in such welcome quantity, than it is appreciated
at Cognac for its enormous consumption of brandy.
EARLIER HISTORY.
The early history of Victoria differs from that of many
other countries in one striking particular. It is perfectly
authentic ; for you meet every day, in the crowded streets of
Melbourne, with those who on the same ground chased the
kangaroo over the primeval soil, and who can recount all
the gradations of progress, from the antediluvian age that
preceded the incorporation of the capital in the year 1843,
and the wars of the worshipful councillors, first with the
huge forest stumps, and the chasms and river-courses that
diversified the streets, and later with the great but con-
tentious questions of the levels and levellings, the sewerage
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system, and water supply. While Melbourne was thus
vigorously growing into a city, the settlement became a
distinct and separate colony on the 1st July 1851, under
the royal name of Victoria. It had previously formed a
district of New South Wales. Its country, fertile and
beautiful in many parts, and teeming with resources, was
all but unknown prior to its very recent colonisation. The
tide of settlement proceeded in the first place from Tas-
mania, where the necessities arising from yearly increasing
live-stock, and the scanty pasturage, urged the flockmasters
to seek additional ground. Across Bass Strait lay a kind
of terra incognita, from which the veil had been but im-
perfectly lifted since Swift had peopled the mythic area
with his nation of Lilliputians. Rumours, however, were
very favourable as to the character of the Northern con-
tinent, and especially its pastoral adaptations. The enter-
prise was something in that early age, although scarcely
one day's steam passage now. Small parties went first,
accompanied by their live stock ; but as the way became
familiar, emigration, taking an excited character, acquired
the name of the " Port Phillip fever." A thriving settle-
ment was qthckly formed, whose prosperity was soon
greatly increased by the supplies of capital and population,
sheep arid cattle, that poured into it from the opposite direc-
tion of the Sydney colonists. From a few flocks of sheep
in the year 1836, there were at the end of 1851, when the
gold-fields broke upon the pastoral quiet of the settlement,
between six and seven millions ; and from a few bales of
wool, upwards of 70,000 bales, or more than twenty
millions of pounds weight.
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SQUATTING.
The country is open and grassy to a large extent, a char-
acteristic feature, and almost peculiar to Australia. Even
the wooded parts consisted in great measure of what is
called open forest land, having large trees growing widely
apart, and free from underwood, the entire surface being
covered with grass. The sheep cropping this natural her-
bage, rapidly multiplied, and annually yielded their fine
woolled fleeces at a comparatively small cost. Squatting,
as this sheep-farming was called, became a favourite and
prosperous vocation. It was greatly encouraged by the
local authorities, who gave liberal use of the natural pasturage
at almost nominal charges, and for some time squatting
attracted the chief attention, so that every tract of avail-
able pasture-land throughout the colony rapidly found an
occupant.
AGRICULTURE.
Agriculture was comparatively neglected, notwithstand-
ing that large areas of fertile soil existed in many suitable
localities, naturally cleared and ready for the plough. Agri-
culture, indeed, has been doubly checked in this colony,
first by the superior attractions of squatting, and afterwards
by the engrossing pursuit of gold-mining. Within the last
few years, however, there are decided indications of a better
progress, and the colonial land laws have been altered (in
1860), so as to facilitate the land selection, and settlement
of all parties desirous of becoming agriculturists.
	 The
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quantity of land now under crop, about 420,000 acres, is
more than double the quantity only four years since. Dur-
ing that interval, a prejudice that Victoria, producing so
largely of gold, could never be an agricultural country, has
been gradually giving way. The fact that during these years
the rival gold-producing country of California has been not
only supplying its own agricultural wants, but transmitting
its surplus grain and flour to Victoria, has probably helped
to dispel an illusion that might have deprived our colony of
many a charming and truly English picture of rural industry.
GOLD DISCOVERY : ITS IMMEDIATE EFFECTS.
The discovery of the gold-fields comes upon the quiet and
steadily forward course of the colony like an avalanche.
There is an immense general impetus. According to the
phrase of the day, Australia is precipitated into a nation.
Forthwith the commerce and finances are upon a scale
commensurate rather with a large and populous state than
a young colony. But there is also a break-up of old asso-
ciations, and colonial industry turns itself into new direc-
tions. The squatting produce, the wool, and the tallow,
which had comprised nearly all the Victoria exports, are
now in the second rank, behind the overshadowing gold.
With the rapid increase of the live stock, the supply of
tallow from these Australian colonies was assuming dimen-
sions important to the commerce of this country. For the
year 1850, the quantity sent from Victoria had reached a
value of L.132,805 ; but in 1853 it fell to L.13,252 ; and
it has never since, in any one year, attained even to half its
highest amount. This result may be the less regretted, in
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so far as it is due to the demands for food on the part of a
prosperous colony and a greatly increased population. From
the same cause there has also been, since the gold discovery,
a diminution in the number of sheep, which, after attaining
to 6,589,953 in 1852, are only 5,578,413 in 1859. And
this is the result, too, notwithstanding a very considerable
annual importation of the stock from New South Wales
A collateral but less acceptable cause of this decrease Ras
the spread of contagious and fatal diseases amongst the
flocks, in consequence of the infected state of the country,
caused by the incessant traffic in sheep to and from the
large markets at the chief gold-fields. The healthy and
the unhealthy were indiscriminately driven to these rough
and ready shambles of the hungry digger. A more settled
state of the colony, aided by stringent statutes and careful
treatment, have since all but rid the colony of these
troubles, so that the number of sheep, which in 1856 was
little over 42 millions, is now again on the increase
Cattle and horses have throughout steadily increased, the
former numbering now about 700,000, and the latter about
70,000. The annual clip of wool, after a rapid increase,
and after attaining for 1854 the unprecedented quantity
of 4,2,998,400 lbs., diminished during several subsequent
years. More lately, however, the quantity promises to be
maintained, and even increased, as the following results,
giving the exports for the year or season ended 31st March,
may show:—
Year ended 31st March 1859, . 21,056,406 lbs. wool.
,,	 fl	 1860, . 22,167,069	 ),
ff	 /7	 1861, . 23,588,490	 7,
The heavy clip of 1854, just alluded to, exceeding that of
Q
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the two preceding years by two to three millions of pounds
weight, was understood to be in some measure attributable
to imperfect washing, or to shearing the wool "in the
grease" to an unusually large extent, under the difficulties
of the time regarding the labour-market. The wool is now
generally well got up, to use the technical phrase, and im-
provements in breeding, to which much attention is now
paid, are probably tending to enhance the weight as well as
the quality of the fleece.
THE VICTORIA GOLD-FIELDS : BALLARAT.
With these preliminary considerations, we shall now
turn to the commerce and finances of the colony, as they
present themselves after the event of the gold discovery.
The great business of gold-digging, which commenced in
New South Wales towards the end of the second quarter
of 1851, extended into Victoria about three months after-
wards. The first place that attracted any general attention
in Victoria was Ballarat, heretofore a quiet pastoral loca-
lity, 50 miles N.N.W. from Geelong, and about 80 miles
westerly from Melbourne. This now well-known locality,
although temporarily eclipsed, shortly after its discovery,
-
ver
by the renown of Mount Alexander and Bendigo (now
respectively the Castlemaine and Sandhurst districts), has
since maintained its repute as the greatest of the Victoria
gold-fields. This has been the scene of the discovery of
most of the great nuggets of from 50 to 150 lbs. weight,
with the history and aspect of which many of us are now
quite familiar. Of upwards of one hundred millions ster-
ling of gold already produced by Victoria, Ballarat has
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contributed more than one-fourth ; and it is not more dis-
tinguished for the quantity than it is for the quality of its
produce, the gold being almost quite pure just as it is
washed out from the drift. Its quality is about 232 carats,
pure gold being conventionally called 24 carats ; and it is
worth about 83s. per ounce, being considerably more
valuable than our more composite gold sovereign, and
therefore worth more, weight for weight, than that highly
esteemed commodity.
The miners seem to have early found out the richest
fields, partly by aid of a practical sagacity, partly by un-
wearied activity in " prospecting" as they called it, and
experimenting in every likely locality. During the first
two years, therefore, the gold produce was comparatively
very large, especially during the latter half of 1852, when
it was estimated to have been greater than it has ever been
since. The Customs returns of gold exported for these
years are, however, very defective, as, in the absence of
any established system for shipping this new article of the
colony's commerce, its conveniently small bulk led to large
quantities being daily carried away by emigrants upon
their persons, and without any public record, to adjacent
colonies and elsewhere. These irregularities gradually
ceased, and since 1855, during which year an export duty
(2s. 6d. per ounce) was placed upon the gold, the accounts
have been kept with much stricter accuracy.
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
These circumstances are to be borne in mind in com-
paring the imports and exports of the earlier years. The
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enormous import figures of 1853 and the succeeding year
had been to some extent balanced by the true export of
1852, which is estimated to have been more than double
of what it stands in the Customs records. But, taking
these records as they stand, they are still sufficiently
wonderful. The colony had graduated in its commercial
degrees with a steady success up to the end of 1851, after
which year comes the effect of the gold. Towards the
end of that year, indeed, the gold had already found its
way into the export shipments, but only to a comparatively
unimportant extent. But in 1852, the imports, which for
1851 had been L.1,056,437, have risen to L.4,043,000, and
exports from L.1,423,909 to L.7,451,000; in 1853 they
are respectively L.15,842,000 and L.11,061,000; in 1854
no less than L.17,659,000 and L.11,775,000. After these
busy years, with of course over-importation and over-
trading, there is a relapse in the import trade, illustrating
the irregularity that has now supervened upon the quieter
but steady progress that formerly characterised the colony.
Although the population has since been doubled, the
amount of imports for any of the six subsequent years has
never reached that of 1854.
GREAT EXTENSION OF THE IMPORT TRADE.
Amongst the many marvels of commercial development
are the following particulars of some of the articles of im-
port. The miners dealt largely in candle light, and as
they did not stand upon trifles in supplying their wants,
they had a preference for the fine stearine qualities of
candles that were not made in the colony. With a good
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" claim," as their small mining areas were called, the pre-
cious hours of the night could not be lost, and their deep
sinkings were dark at all hours. The importation of candles,
therefore, rises from L.1611 in 1850 to L.244,785 in 1855.
Although Victoria is a pastoral country, fresh butter was
at one time as high as 5s. per pound. The import of
butter and cheese, therefore, for the same years, rises from
L.660 to L.466,775. Oats, which we heard of at a guinea
a bushel in Melbourne, rise in the value of the yearly import
from L.2579 to L.594,248, and potatoes from L.2179 to
L.316,810. Rice, with the aid of a large inroad of China-
men, rises from L.1436 to L 135,342. In the direction of
luxury, we have L.656 of jewellery in 1850 extended to
L.102,620 in 1855. Alcoholic drinks take a very formid-
able position in the diversified list. The following is the
progress which the colonists, with the rapidity of a right
good will in their proverbially dry and warm climate, had
made between the years 1850 and 1853 :—
1850. 1853.
Beer,	 	 L.38,115 L.614,692
Spirits,	 	  	 51,031 1,045,053
Wine, 	 13,795 373,529
MAGNITUDE OF THE GOLD EXPORT.
In the list of exports the importance of the gold has
dwarfed all the other articles. It comprises about four-
fifths in the yearly value of colonial produce, and, although
steadily diminishing for some years past, is still nearly
L.9,000,000 in annual value. Founding upon an estimate
made by the Australian delegates for the International
Statistical Congress of last year, I find the value of the
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whole of the gold exported from Victoria up to the end
of 1860 to be the large amount of L.102,435,072. During
the same time, about L.9,000,000 in all have been con-
tributed by New South Wales, where, however, the rate
of production is considerably on the increase. Several
others of these colonies are also auriferous, but their gold
produce unitedly has amounted to less than half a million.
Altogether, the Australian gold produce up to the end of
last year (1860) is estimated at L.111,640,167.
FINANCES : REVENUE AND PUBLIC DEBT.
The colony's public finances were no less expansive
than its commerce. The imperial concession of colonial
self-government, which the importance of Australia now
procured for the different colonies, placed at the disposal
of the people of Victoria a public revenue which had
quickly advanced from L.300,000 a-year to L.3,000,000.
For the years 1850 and 1851 the modest amounts are
respectively L 261,000 and L.380,000; for 1852 there was
above a million and a half, and for 1853, L.3,202,139. These
amounts are exclusive of loans ; for Victoria, under her
increasing fortunes, is promptly a candidate in the loan
market, on the same principle, we must suppose, as that
which finds our own people of the largest incomes to be
proverbially in debt. Indeed the colonists' ideas were
soon in advance of even their great fortune and prospects ;
for after a perplexing superabundance of income during
the years 1852 and 1853, the succeeding year found the
colony in debt, and floundering over a " budget" amounting
to nearly twice its actual income. In truth, increase and
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progress, when at this express speed, cannot be of long
duration, and a ; eaction had already shown itself, which for
some years made the revenue stationary, or even retrograde.
The present revenue is still about L.3,000,000. The
amount seems more than ample for the wants of a society
of little more than half a million of people. Nevertheless,
Victoria is distinguished already by a considerable public
debt. The ambitious young colony has been largely en-
gaged in railway making, and has been profuse in its issue
of debentures. " Victoria sixes" on the London Stock
Exchange are now counted amongst the best known colo-
nial securities of that mighty world of money.,
SOURCES OF REVENUE.
The chief sources of revenue are land sales and customs
duties, the former amounting to about one-fourth, t i )e latter
to about one-half, of the whole public income. The vast
areas of each Australian colony have been assumed as the
domain of the Crown, and portions of these territories are
being periodically sold to the residents as the colony ad-
vances in means and population.
This land-fund took a peculiar direction. It was, in a
legal sense, crown or imperial property, and was there-
fore administered by imperial authority, under the name of
"territorial revenue," as distinguished from the remainder
derived from " taxes, duties, rates, and imposts" on the
people, and called " ordinary revenue." This fund, by a
sort of compromise between imperial and colonial interests,
was expended in assisting the emigration of the poor or
labouring classes from the mother country. This was the
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system prior to the late concession of colonial self-govern-
ment. During a short transition interval, one-half of the
land proceeds was transferred to the colonial legislatures,
the other half being still applied, as before, under the name
of " the appropriated moiety." Now, however, all these
revenue distinctions have been merged into one "general
revenue," all of which is at the disposal of the colonial
Parliament.
IMMIGRATION POLICY.
But the old policy of promoting immigration into the
colony, and particularly that of the working classes, by
revenue contributions, still struggles for maintenance under
the new political system. The democratic institutions
latterly adopted in the principal Australian colonies, in-
cluding manhood suffrage, have called up instinctive oppo-
sition to this policy. It is naturally associated with the
employing interest, who seek to supply their labour-market,
and who, under the old regime, were all-powerful to that end.
On the other hand, the employed classes, who may now be
considered predominant, look rather to local expenditure
and the enhanced wages for the time being. Victoria,
however, after some cessation, during the contest of par-
ties on this question, has just returned to the old idea
by an appropriation of L.100,000 for the current year
1861. There can be no question of the benefit to the
colony of accessions of useful population, even at the
cost of the whole charge of passage-money—about L.15
for each adult. The plan for the present is one of " as-
sisted emigration," by which, on payment in the colony
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of a sum equal to about from one-half to one-fourth of the
usual fare, on the part of the friends or employers of in-
tending emigrants, the colonial government pays the re-
mainder. A preference is given in these arrangements to
females, whose numbers are usually for a long time dispro-
portionate to those of the hardier sex in young and distant
colonies, and who are still only in the proportion of less
than two females to three males in this colony. There is
a happy opportunity of harmonising differences by thus
applying the public funds to the immigration of the gentler
sex. The male members of families will also be effectually,
although indirectly, assisted in their purpose of emigration,
and the colony will receive additions not merely of labour
power, but of society.
TARIFF POLICY.
The proverbial contentions over tariffs have had their
course in Australia as elsewhere. The colonies agree to
differ, each with itself as well as with its neighbours. Ten
years ago the progress in our own country, in giving free-
dom to commerce, had reached the point of abolishing all
privileges to British merchandise in the colonial markets.
By imperial act, there w ere to be no discriminative duties
favouring imperial interests, although proposed even by
the colonies themselves. Victoria on that occasion took
up the spirit of imperial example. A very simple tariff
was enacted. The duties were solely for revenue pur-
poses, and they were levied upon a few articles of large
consumption, chiefly spirits, wines, and tobacco. Any
" protective" operation, with the consequent loss and
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misdirection of industrial power, was advisedly avoided.
Revenue necessities subsequently added a few articles to
this brief list, and the Victoria tariff may be thus set forth :
Imports heavily taxed—Spirits, opium, and tobacco. Mode-
rately or lightly taxed—Wines, beer, tea, coffee, and sugar.
There was also an export duty of 2s. 6d. per ounce put
upon gold, which was imposed in the year 1855, in lieu
of the troublesome system of a personal license fee.
QUESTION OF " PROTECTION."
The present democratic institutions of Victoria, stimu-
lative as they are to an absorbing and universal interest
in public affairs, have developed further discussion upon
fiscal policy. One feature in the case is an agitation f'or
" protection." This movement appears to have latterly
gained strength ; for by the latest accounts a resolution
had passed the colonial assembly, to the effect that in any
future fiscal legislation the principle of protection should be
recognised. This resolution, possibly of some importance
to the colony's future, and its intellectual credit, was carried
by a vote of twenty-two against twenty.'"
The familiar example of America will prevent our feel-
ing surprised at such a result, although it will not prevent
our disappointment. The western and southern states
across the Atlantic have long habituated themselves, not
always perhaps with entire satisfaction, to the policy of
paying thirty per cent. of "protection," in order that the
New England manufacturers might derive ten per cent.
of profit. This system of sinking three dollars in order
* First Session of 1861.
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to raise one, is a peculiarity of patriotism that Victoria
seems envious to imitate. Might we not suppose that
these prosperous new countries have a humane wish to
compensate their less fortunate competitors of older stand-
ing by the adoption of such self-denying ordinances ? Are
we not to admire that indifference to mere material interests
which consents to restrict one's own market, and reduce
one's own profits, to buy dear, to sell cheap, and to nurse
with maternal care a category of trades and vocations that
are made profitable to the respective parties only by the
general public compelling itself to pay such extra price as
is necessary to make them so !
But there is a still better hope ; for we suspect that all
this agitation will prove eventually only a little by-play of
our promising colony. A disturbing intrusion of common
sense will prevent any great deviation, if, indeed, there is to
be any at all, into the perplexities of protection. The
word has a captivating sound to the toiling husband and
patriotic citizen, but the wife and mother will detect with
a practical eye the true bearings of the case—the smaller
loaf at the same money, the coarser garments, the rough
and shaky carriage, the inferior furniture. This is too
much to endure for the sake of an idea. There are tides
in opinions and affairs. We need not yet feel discouraged
with the state of the Victoria tide, still less must we yet
believe that our vigorous offspring at the antipodes is to
lapse into the dethroned arms of protection.
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TABLE I.
Census of the Colony of Victoria taken on 7th April 1861.
Males, 	  328,651
Females, 	 211,671
Total population,
	 540,322
Of the total population there were—
In ships, &c., 	 2,046
Migratory,
	 3,158
Remainder, 	  535,118
Melbourne, the capital town, contained a population of
108,224, which was divided into nine distinct municipali-
ties. By the census of 29th March 1857, the population
of Melbourne was 91,905. In 1861 the suburbs, which
included six municipalities, added about 17,000, making a
total population of above 125,000. That of Geelong, the
second town of the colony, was 23,037, being a diminution
of 301 since the preceding census of 1857, this result
arising from the commerce of the country having increas-
ingly centred in Melbourne.
The population of Sydney, the capital of New South
Wales, was, according to this census, 56,470, an increase
of 3112 since 1856, while the suburbs contained 36,732 ;
makinz together 93,202.
The census of April 1861 is the first occasion on which
these colonies have taken simultaneous action, in this im-
portant subject, with the parent state. This census, it is
understood, will be nearly general throughout the Empire.
The results, in Australasia, for those colonies that have
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taken the census, or have as yet published the results, ap-
pear as under:—
New South Wales, 	
 350,553
Victoria, 	
 540,322
Queensland, 	
 30,059
South Australia, about 	
 127,000
Tasmania, 	 	
 89,977
TABLE II.
Yearly Return of the Imports, Exports, Public Revenue, and
Population of the Colony of Victoria from 1850 to 1860
inclusive.
Year. Imports. Exports. PublicRevenue. Population.
£ £ £
1850 744,925 1,041,796 261,321 69,739
1851 1,056,437 1,423,909 379,824 83,350
1852 4,043,896 7,451,549 1,577,181 148,627
1853 15,842,637 11,061,543 3,202,139 198,496
1854 17,659,051 11,775,204 3,201,385 273,865
1855 11,568,904 13,469,194 2,658,671 319,379
1856 12,908,937 15,029,944 3,039,375 348,460
1857 17,256,209 15,079,512 3,153,297 463,112
1858 15,108,249 13,989,209 3,039,791 504,519
1859 15,622,891 13,890,473 3,257,724 530,262
1860 15,092,734 12,951,619 3,006,326 548,353
Revenue.—The estimate for 1861 was £2,985,350.
Public Debt.—The present debt (in 1861) amounts to about
£7,000,000. Next year, when the entire railway loan of
£8,000,000 has been issued, the debt will be a little over
£9,000,000.
Population.—The census for 8th April 1861 gave the total
population as 540,322, of whom 328,651 were males, and
211,671 females. The diminution, as compared with 1860, is
considered to be due to unrecorded emigration overland into
New South Wales, particularly of the Chinese.
TABLE III.
Table showing the Course of Prices in the Colony of Victoria of Articles whose Supply depended, more or less, upon
Colonial Production ; exemplifying the altered and irregular features occasioned by the Gold Discovery.
(The Gold Production in this Colony became a noticeable feature towards the end of September 1851.)
Monthly Average Prices.
Prices
in Sep-Articles. Per 1850. 1851. 1852. 1853. 1854. 1859. tember
1861.
Highest. Lowest. Highest. Lowest. Highest. Lowest. Highest. Lowest. Highest.	 Lowest. Highest. Lowest.
£s	 d.£5.d.Z.s.d.C.s.d Ls.d.Ls.d.£.5.d£8.d.4s.d..E.s.d.4s.d.ts d.e.s.d
Hay, 	
Oats,	 	
Barley,	 	
ton
bush.
„
500
0	 3	 3
0	 3	 0
300
0	 3	 0
0	 3	 0
800
0	 5	 9
0 4 0
6126
0	 4	 9
0	 4	 0
26100
...
0	 4	 0
600
0	 5	 9
0	 3	 6
33002600
0 14	 0 0	 8	 6
0 12	 0	 ...
39003400
0 16	 0, 0 11	 0
0 10	 6' 0	 9	 0
1000
...
0	 4	 9
7	 5	 0
0	 .3.	 9
7 10	 0
0	 4	 0
0	 5	 0
Wheat, 
	 „ 0	 4	 3 0	 3	 6 0 10	 0 0	 6	 0 0 12	 0 0	 5	 0 1 0 10	 6 0	 7	 6 0 15	 3 1 0 13	 0 0 14	 9 0	 8	 3	 0	 6	 0
Flour, 	 	 ton 10 10	 0 9 15	 0 25	 0	 0 17	 0	 0 40	 0	 0 23	 0	 0,35	 0	 025	 0	 0 35	 0	 033	 0	 0 ,33	 0	 0 19	 5	 0 15	 0	 0
Potatoes, 6	 0	 0 5	 0	 0 9	 0	 0 7	 0	 0 17	 0	 0 10	 0	 0'26	 0	 017	 0	 0 24	 0	 0 23	 0	 0 23	 0	 0 4 15	 0	 4 15	 0
Cabbages,
Bread,Loaf
nesh
each
41b.
003001i
0	 0	 6 0	 0	 6
006002
0	 1	 0 0	 1	 0
016
0	 1	 4 0	 1	 0
001020010
0	 1	 9 0	 1	 2
0501016	 012
0	 1	 9, 0	 1	 6	 0	 1	 21
0	 5	 01 0	 4	 0	 0	 2	 9
007	 002
0	 0 101	 0	 0	 8
Butter,
Milk, 	
Eggs, 	
Beef,	 	
lb.
quart.
I	 doz.
1	 lb.
0	 1	 6
...
0	 2	 0
0	 0	 2
0	 1	 0
0	 0 . 10
0	 0	 11
0	 1	 9 0	 1	 6
..	
...
0
 ...
	 0	 0	 1	 0
0	 0	 3 0
	 0	 Li
0	 2	 0
0	 1	 6
0	 2	 0
0	 0	 5
0	 2	 0
0	 1	 0
0	 2	 0
0	 0	 3
0	 4	 6
0	 1	 6
0	 6	 0
0	 0	 7
0	 3	 0
0	 1	 6
0	 5	 0
0	 0	 5
0	 2	 6 0	 1	 6	 0	 1	 0
0 10	 0 0	 6	 0	 0	 3	 6
0	 1	 0 0	 0	 8	 0	 0	 61
0	 2	 3	 0	 1	 4
0	 1	 0	 0	 0	 9
0	 2	 0	 0	 1	 6
0	 0	 6	 0	 0	 4
Mutton, 	 I	 „
Fowls, 	 couple 0	 4	 0 0	 3	 6
001-:0011003001i
0	 4	 0 0	 3	 6
005
0 14	 0 0	 3	 0 0 16	 0 0 14	 0
00300700410100071006
1	 0	 0 0 14	 0	 0 10	 6
0051004
0	 7	 0	 0	 5	 6
Turkeys, 	
 each 0 12	 0 0	 6	 0 0	 8	 0 0	 6	 0 0 10	 0 0	 7	 0 1	 0	 0 0 16	 0 2	 0	 0 1	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0 0 16	 0	 0	 8	 0
CJ
CJt
1+•••
0
0
z
0
rn0
O
TABLE I V.
AUSTRALASIA : THE GOLD-PRODUCING COLONIES.
Estimate of the Amount of Produce of the Australian Gold Fields Exported from the different Colonies
from 1851, the year of discovery, to the end of 1860.
Victoria. New South Wales.
South General Total,
Year. Official Returns.
Probable Actual
Amount.
Per Escorts
and Posts.
Probable
Actual
Amount.
Australia,
Tasmania, and
New Zealand.
from 4, 6, and 7
columns.
Per Customs. Per Registrar-General.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.
1851 438,777 580,587 845,523 417,587 563,116 1,408,639
1852 6,135,728 10,899,733 15,899,733 900,368 1,215,684 21,000 17,136,417
1853 8,644,529 12,600,083 14,100,083 818,141 1,062,989 21,000 15,184,072
1854 8,255,550 9,568,262 9,568,262 423,094 507,796 21,000 10,097,058
1855 10,904,150 11,172,261 11,172,261 394,754 481,604 21,000 11,674,865
1856 11,943,458 11,942,783 11,942,783 534,467 614,164 21,000 12,577,947
1857 10,987,591 11,046,113 11,046,113 570,284 657,696 62,556 11,766,365
1858 10,107,837 10,112,752 10,112,752 983,808 1,116,311 74,720 11,303,783
1859 9,122,037 9,122,702 9,122,702 1,113,740 1,175,358 65,724 10,363,784
1860 8,624,860 8,624,860 8,624,860 1,367,970 1,436,377 66,000 10,127,237
Totals, 85,164,517 95,670,136 102,435,072 7,524,213 8,831,095 374,000 111,640,167
N.B.—The probable quantities for 1861 may be assumed thus :—Victoria, £7,200,000; New South Wales
£1,600,000; New Zealand (but quite uncertain as to the Otago production), £393,200 ; Total 9,193,200.
256	 CUSTOMS TARIFFS OF AUSTRALASIA.
TABLE V.
AUSTRALASIA.
Customs Tariffs of Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand.
.g 'da
,.d
'as ,-5 cd 4 ci al'""
;
Articles.
r-n
a
2 .5
..-', ,
z ?--
a
L3
o.
Jo.
..,
:=.:
=	 ',..4
,2 <4
:--,,
* E,
;
, .- -4
g
t-,§
g
N
3
SPIRITS Imported :— s	 d. A d s	 d. s.	 d. s d s. d
Brandy, 	
Geneva,	 	
Rum, 	
Whisky, &c., 	
Cordials, &c , 	
Perfumed,	 	
Spirits,Col., distilled fi Om }.
Sug'ir,	 	
Do. do. from Grain, 	
Wine in Wood, 	
Bottle, 	
gallon
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
10	 0
10	 0
7	 0
7	 0
10	 0
7	 0
,,	 ,
o	 t,
7	 0
2	 0
2	 0
..
.-g
7..
q
°
,,-
3
>7
10	 0
2	 0
2	 0
10	 0
2	 0
2	 0
12	 0
2	 0
2	 0
12	 0
12	 0
10	 0
'1
12	 0
2	 0
3	 0
9 0
3 0
3 0
Beer in Wood, 	
Bottle, 	 I
„
„
0	 1
0	 2
=4	 .
S.' 7,
...) ... ... 0	 3 0 6
Cider, Perry, &c., 	
Tonacco, Unmanufactured,
,,
lb.
0	 3
2	 0
;7:	 ,-..„,
,...at, a,
; 0	 6
2	 0
0	 6
2	 0
4	 0
1	 0
0	 6
2	 6
1 0
1	 6
Manufactured, 
	 ,, 2	 0 . 	 s., 2	 0 2	 0 1	 9 2	 6 1 6
Snuff, 	
Cigars,	 	
Sheepwash,	 	
„
,,
2	 0
3	 0
c,..i g
os .
.,, ..,
2	 0
3	 0
2	 0
4	 0
0	 3
2	 6
2	 6
...
3	 0
3	 0
0	 3
3 0
3 0
...
Opium, 	 „ 10	 0 .:.>	 2 10	 0 ... ... ... ...
SUGARS, Refined, 	 cwt. 6	 8 :?4, 6	 0 6	 0 4 0 6	 0 9 4
Raw,
	
Molasses, 
„
„
5	 0
3	 2	 i.....
r-- ..,Q
-,' '
6	 0
3	 0
3	 0
2	 0
3	 0
3	 0
3	 0
3	 0
9 4
9 4
Tea, 
	
lb. 0	 3 1 g 0	 3 0	 2 0	 2 0	 3 0 4
Coffee, 	 ,I 0	 2 ?--. 0	 2 0	 2 54 C.° 1-	 0	 12 0 3
Chicory, 	 „ 0	 2 •-`) 0	 2 0	 2 ... ... 0 3
Hops, 	
Malt, 	
Dried Fruits, 	
Cutlery, Hardwares, &c.,)
Candles and Soap, ...5*
„
„
„
cwt.
•••
•••
...
4,3
,
vi
,
,iE”)
...
...
•••
0	 2
...
•••
...
1	 0
0	 6
•••
...
...
•••
...
...
...
3 0
Fire-Arms, 	
Gunpowder, 	
each
lb. •••
-aE. ... ...
...
...
...
...
...
5 0
0 3
Export Duty:—
Gold, 	 oz. 2	 6 2	 6 ... ... ... ...
N.B —In Western Australia all goods not specified are charged with an ad
valorem duty of 7 per cent. In New Zealand, manufactures of Silk, Cotton, Linen
and Wool, Drapery, Haberdashery, Hosiery, Millinery, Furs, Hats, Boots, Shoes,
Confectionary, and Oilman's Stores, pay a duty of 4s. per cubic foot, measuring out-
side the packages.
EDINBURGH: PRINTED BY NEILL AND COMPANY.
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ADAMSON (ROBERT). The Cottage Garden. Second edition
fcap. 8vo, cloth, limp, is.
ANDERSON (Professor). Elements of Agricultural Chemistry.
Crown 8vo, price 6s. 6d.
ANDERSON (Rev. Wm., LL.D., Glasgow). Discourses. Second
series, second edition, crown 8vo, price 6s.
- Regeneration. Second edition, crown 8vo, price 6s.
ANDERSON (Rev. JAMES). Light in Darkness, or Comfort to
the Sick and Afflicted, being a series of Meditations and Prayers, and
portions of Scripture for those visited with bereavement and distres..
Second edition, fcap., cloth, antique, red edges, price 5s.
APPERLEY (CHARLES). The Horse and the Hound ; their
various Uses and Treatment, including Practical Instructions in
Horsemanship and Hunting, &c., &c. Third edition, with numerous
Illustrations on Wood and Steel, after drawings by Herring, Alken,
and Harrison Weir. Post 8vo, price 10s. 6d.
BALFO UR (Professor). A Class-Book of Botany : being an
Introduction to the Study of the Vegetable Kingdom. In one large
vol. demy 8vo, with 1800 Illustrations, 31s. 6d.
Sold also in Two Parts :-
Part I. Structural and Morphological Botany, 10s. 6d.
Part II. Vegetable Physiology, Classification Glossary, &c., 21s.
2	 ADAM AND CHARLES BLACK'S PUBLICATIONS.
BALFOUR (Professor). A Manual of Botany : being an Intro-
duction to the Study of the Structure, Physiology, and Classification
of Plants. Crown 8vo, pp. 700, with 820 Illustrations, price 12s. 6d.
	  
The Botanist's Companion : or, Directions for the Use of
the Microscope, and for the Collection and Preservation of Plants,
	
with a Glossary of Botanical Terms. Crown 8vo, price 2s. 6d.
 Botany and Religion ; or, Illustrations of the Works of
God in the Structure, Functions, Arrangement, and General Distri-
bution of Plants. Third edition, 260 Wood Engravings, 12mo, cloth,
price, 6s. 6d.; or cloth, gilt edges, price 7s.
BAYNE (PETER, A. M.) The Christian Life in the Present
Time. New edition, carefully revised, and with additional Essay
on the Relation of Mr. Carlyle to Christianity. Crown 8vo, price
7s. 6d.
	 Essays ; Critical, Biographical, and Miscellaneous. Crown
8vo, price 7s. 6d.
BEESLY (E. W., M.A.) A System of History for the Use of
Students. In preparation.
BENNETT (Professor). Clinical Lectures on the Principles
and Practice of Medicine. New edition (the third), pp. 1005, with
five hundred Illustrations, price 30s.
— — An Introduction to Clinical Medicine. Six Lectures on
the Method of Examining Patients, &c. Third edition, 107 Illustra-
tions, fcap. 8vo, price 5s.
	  
Outlines of Physiology. Numerous Illustrations, fcap.
8vo, cloth, price 6s.
--- The Pathology and Treatment of Pulmonary Consumption.
Second edition, with 26 large Illustrations, demy 8vo, price 7s. 6d.
BLACK'S General Atlas of the World. New edition (1860),
56 maps, and Index of 60,000 names, &c., folio, half-bound morocco,
gilt edges, price 60s.
-- School Atlas. 40 maps, and Index, 4to or 8vo, price
lOs. 6d.
-- School Atlas for Beginners. 27 maps, oblong 12mo,
price 2s. 6d.
	  Atlas of Australia, with all the Gold Regions. 6 maps,
royal 4to, price 6s.
ADAM AND CHARLES BLACK'S PUBLICATIONS.
	 3
BLACK'S Atlas of North America. 20 Maps of the various Pro-
vinces, States, and Countries. By JOHN BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S.
With descriptive letterpress, and an Index of 21,000 names. Folio,
price 16s.
Guide Books for Tourists in Great Britain and Ireland, &c.
s. (1.
England and Wales	 • 10 6
Scotland	 .	 .	 •	 .	 •	 .	 •	 •	 •	
•	
8 6
Ireland (Dublin, Killarney, Belfast, separately is 6d. each)	 5 0
Wales	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	
	
5 0
North Wales, separately 	 .	
 
3 6
English Lakes	 .	 5 0
Kent	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	
	
3 6
Yorkshire (paper cover, 2s. 6d.) cloth . 	 .	 .	 .	 3 0
Kent and Sussex (or separately, Kent, 2s., Sussex, Is. 6d.) . 3 0
Derbyshire, Hampshire, Warwickshire, and Gloucester, each 	 2 0
Hampshire and Isle of Wight 	
▪ 
2 6
Surrey •	 5 0
Sussex .	 2 6
Highlands (Anderson's Guide)	 .	 .
The Trosachs, and Argyleshire, each
Argyleshire, Aberdeen, Perthshire, Moffat, Staffa and Iona,
Skye, and Sutherland, fcap., sewed
10 6
1	 o;
►
Edinburgh, Illustrated .	 .	 .
	 cheap edition	 .
Plan of the Town and Environs .
Glasgow and West Coast	 .
▪ 3 6
▪ 1 6
• 1 6
• 2 6
Tourist's and Sportsman's Companion to the Counties of Scot-
	
land, post 8vo, bound in leather
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 10 6
Tourist's Memorial of Scotland, Views of Scottish Scenery,
	
royal 8vo	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 5 0
Where Shall We Go? or Guide to the Watering Places of
	
Great Britain and Ireland. New edition.
	 .	 .	 . 2
Travelling Maps, lined with cloth, and bound in portable
cases—	 a. cf.
England, 32 by 22 inches
	 4 6
Scotland	 .	
▪
4 6
Scotland. Counties, each
	 .	 .	
	
1 ►
England, Scotland, and Ireland (20 by 14i inches), each
	
• 
2 C
English Lake District, 19 by 14 inches .
	 .	 2 0
North and South Wales, each
	 .	 1 6
Continent of Europe, railway map
	 4 0
India 23 by 17i inches .	 •
	 u 0
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BOWDLER (JOHN). The Religion of the Heart, as Exemplified
in the Life and Writings of John Bowdler, late of Lincoln's Inn,
Barrister-at-law. Edited by CHARLES BOWDLER. 12mo, cloth,
price 5s.
" A number of first-rate essays on most important themes, such
as—' The Atonement,' Eternity of Future Punishments,' Religion
and Melancholy,' Practical View of the Character of Christ,'
' Spiritual Al indedness,'" etc.
BROMBY (Rev. C. H.) Manual of Divinity for Schools and
Colleges. Fcap., 8vo. In the Press.
BROUGHAINT (Lord). Installation Address of the Right Hon.
Henry Lord Bi ougham, Chancellor of the University of Edinburgh,
with Notes. Fcap., 8vo, price ls.
BRUCE (JAMES). Travels and Adventures in Abyssinia. New
edition. Edited by J. M. CLINGAN, M.A. Five page illustrations
and portrait on tinted paper, by C. A. Doyle. Square 12mo, cloth,
gilt edges, price 3s. 6d.
BRYCE (JAMES, M.A., LL.D., Glasgow). A Treatise on,
Book-keeping by Double Entry, with an Appendix on Single
Entry. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price 5s.
	  
The Arithmetic of Decimals, adapted to a Decimal
Coinage. Second edition, price 1s. 6d.
	  A Treatise on Algebra. Third edition. Crown 8vo,
cloth, price 6s.
BUCHAN (A. W., F.E.I.S.) The Advanced Prose and Poetical
Reader; being a collection of select specimens in English, with
Explanatory Notes and Questions on each lesson ; to which are ap-
pended Lists of Prefixes and Affixes, with an Etymological Vocabu-
lary. 12mo, cloth, price 3s.
THE POETICAL READER, separately, price ls. 6d.
BURGESS (Rev. HENRY, LL.D., etc.) The Amateur Gar-
dener's Year Book, a Guide for those who Cultivate their own
Gardens on the Principles and Practice of Horticulture. Fcap. 8vo,
cloth, price 3s. 6d.
CANDLISH (Rev. Dr.) Life in a Risen Saviour. Being
Discourses on the Resurrection. Second edition, crown 8vo, price
7s. 6d.
CARSON (A. R., LL.D.) Exercises in Attic Greek for the
use of Schools and Colleges. 12mo, price 4s.
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CARSON (A.R., LL.D.) Phaedrus' Fables of 2Esop in Latin.
New edition, with Vocabulary, edited by Rev. Wm. Veitch, 18mo,
bound, price 2s.
CHRISTISON (Professor). A Dispensatory. New edition in
preparation.
COCKBUR_N (Lord). Memorials of His Time. With portrait
after Raeburn. Derry 8vo, price 7s. 6d.
COOK'S (Captain) Voyages and Discoveries. Edited by John
Barrow Esq., F.R.S. Seven page Illustrations, square 12mo, gilt
edges, price 5s.
CUNNINGHAM  (Rev. JouN, D.D.) The Church History of
Scotland, from the Commencement of the Chi istian Era to the Present
Century, 2 vols, demy 8vo, price 21s.
DAVIDSON (Rev. Dr.) A Treatise on Biblical Criticism.
8vo, price 18s.
DEMAUS (Rev. ROBERT, M.A.) Class Book of English Prose,
Comprehending Specimens of the most Distinguished Prose Writers
from CHAUCER to the PreG ent Time, with Biographical Notices,
Explanatory Notes, and Introductory Sketches of the History of
English Literature. 12mo, cloth, price 4s. 6d.
Or in Two Parts, price 2s. 661. each.
-- Introduction to the History of English Literature. 12mo,
price 2s.
The Young Scholar's Guide, a Book for the Training of
Youth. Illustrated, 18mo, cloth, price 1s. 6d.
DENISON (E. B., M.A., Q.C.) Clocks and Locks. Fcap.
8vo, price 3s. 6d.
DONALDSON (JAMES, M.A.) Latin Reader of Jacobs and
Classen. With Notes, etc., 12mo, price 3s. 6d.
Or COURSE I., price ls. 9d.
COURSE II., price 2s.
-- Modern Greek Grammar, 12mo, price 2s.
DRESSER. (Professor). Popular Manual of Botany without
technical terms. Fcap. 8vo, twelve page Wood. Illustrations, price
3s. 6d.
With the Illustrations coloured, price 4s. 6d.
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ENCYCLOPIEDIA BRITANNICA. 21 vols., 4to (each
vol. 24s.) Complete £25 : 4s.; with Index £25 : 12s.
	  21 vols, 4to, half bound, Russia extra, marbled edges,
	30s. per vol., Complete £31:10s.; with Index £32 :2 :6.
 Index to Ditto, 4to, price 8s., cloth ; or 12s. 6d. half-
russia.
FAIRBAIRN (WILLIAM). Iron : its History, Properties, and
Processes of Manufacture. Crown 8vo, price 6s.
F.1RRAR (REV. F. W.) Julian Home : A Tale of College
Life. Foolscap 8vo, second edition, price Ss.
	  Eric ; or Little by Little ; a Tale of Roslyn School.
Fifth edition, fcap. 8vo, price 5s.
FORBES (Professor J. D.) Occasional Papers on the Theory
of Glaciers, with ten Plates and twenty-nine Wood Engravings.
Demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d.
	  Reply to Professor Tyndall's remarks in his work " On the
Glaciers of the Alps." Price ls.
Norway and its Glaciers. Followed by Journals of Excur-
sions in the High Alps of Dauphind, Berne, and Savoy. With two
Maps, ten Coloured Lithographic Views, and twenty-two Wood
Engravings. Royal 8vo, price 21s.
Tour of Mont Blanc and of Monte Rosa. Illustrated with
Map of the Pennine Chain of Alps, fcap. 8vo, price 3s. 6d.
GRAHAM (G. F.) Musical Composition : its Theory and
Practice. With numerous Engravings, and copious Musical Illustra-
tions. 4to, price 9s.
GULLIVER'S Travels to Liliput. Illustrated. Fcap. 8vo, gilt
edges, price ls. 6d.
GIN_N (Wm. M., LL.D.) Rudiments of the Latin Language.
12mo, price 2s.
GUTHRIE (Rev. Dr.) Pleas for Ragged Schools. Crown
8vo. Illustrated cover. Price 2s. 6d.
	 The Gospel in Ezekiel. Twenty-seventh thousand. Crown
	8vo, price 7s. 6d.
 Christ and the Inheritance of the Saints. 	 Sixteenth
thousand. Crown 8vo, price 7s. 6d.
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GUTHRIE (Rev. Dr.) The Christian World Unmasked, by
BERRIDGE. Edited by Dr. GUTHRIE. Rap. 8vo, cloth antique, red
edges, price 2s. 6d.
— The Street Preacher, being the Autobiography of Robert
Flockhart. Edited by Da. GUTHRIE. Small crown 8vo, cloth limp,
price 2s.
HERSCHEL (Sir J. F. W., Bart.) Physical Geography.
Crown 8vo, price 7s. 6d.
	  Meteorology. Fcap. 8vo, price 5s.
	  The Telescope. Fcap. 8vo, price 3s. 6d.
JEFFREY (Rev. Dr.) Voices from Calvary; or the Seven
Last Sayings of Our Dying Lord. Second edition, fcap. 8vo, cloth
antique, price 4s.
JUKES (J. B.) The Student's Manual of Geology. Fcap.
	
8vo, with Woodcut Illustrations, price 8s. 6d.
- School Boy's Manual of Geology. In preparation.
KELLAND (Professor). Elements of Algebra, for the use of
	
Schools and Junior Classes in Colleges. Clown 8vo, price 4s.
- Algebra—being a Complete and easy Introduction to
Analytical. Science. Crown 8% o, pp. 467, price 7s. 6d.
KEMP (W. S., M.A.) Exercises in Latin Syntax, adapted to
Ruddiman's Rules, with Copious Vocabularies. Part I., Agreement
and Government. Crown 8vo, price 2s.
KITTO (Dr.) Cycloptedia of Biblical Literature. Second
edition. 2 vols. medium 8vo, 554 Wood Engravings. Several Maps
	and Engravings on Steel, price £3.
- Popular Cyclopxdia of Biblical Literature. In one volume,
8vo, illustrated by 336 Engravings, price 10s. 6d.
— — History of Palestine ; from the Patriarchal Age to the
	
present time. Numerous Wood Engravings, crown 8vo, price 5s.
- School Edition. 12mo, price 4s. ; without Map, 3s. 6d.
- An Account of Palestine. Crown 8vo, cloth plain, price
2s. 6d., cloth gilt, price 3s.
LAMARTINE (ALPHONSE DE). Mary Stuart. With Portrait,
crown 8vo, price 58.
LAYCOCK (Professor). Principles and Methods of Medical
Observation and Research. Crown 8vo, price 6s.
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M'CULLOCH (J. R.) Principles of Political Economy. 8vo,
price 15s.
-- A Treatise on Metallic and Paper Money and Banks,
written for the Encyclopaedia Britannica. 4to, 5s.
-- Economical Policy. Second edition, enlarged and im-
proved, 8vo, price 10s. 6d.
-- On Taxation. 4to, price 3s. 6(1.
MACAULAY (Lord). Biographies of Atterbury, Runyan,
Goldsmith, Johnson, and Pitt, contributed to the Encyclopaedia
Britannica. Fcap. 8vo, price 3s. 6d.; decoy 8vo, with Portrait by
Maul! and Polyblank, price 10s. 6d.
MACAULAY (Dr. ALEXR.) Medical Dictionary, designed for
popular use ; containing an account of Diseases and their Ti eatment,
including those most frequent in warm climates. New edition,
greatly enlarged and improved. By ROBERT WELBANK MACAULAY,
M.D., H.E.I.C.S. Demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d. cloth, and 12s. 6d.
half-russia.
MANSEL (H. L., D.C.L.) Metaphysics, or the Philosophy of
Consciousness. Crown 8vo, price 7s. 6d.
MASSON (GusTAvE). Introduction to the History of French
Literature. 12mo, cloth, 2s. 6d.
	  Class-Book of French Literature, with Biographical
Notices, Notes and Chronological Tables, crown 8 vo.
MILLER'S (HUGH) Works, crown 8vo, each 7s. 6d.
MY SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLMASTERS.*
SCENES AND LEGENDS IN THE NORTH OF SCOTLAND.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF ENGLAND AND ITS PEOPLE.*
THE OLD RED SANDSTONE.
TESTIMONY OF THE ROCKS.
THE CRUISE OF THE BETSY.
SKETCH BOOK OF POPULAR GEOLOGY.
	FOOT-PRINTS OF THE CREATOR.
* Cheap editions of the above, crown 8vo, cloth, limp, price
2s. 6d.
MILLER (Professor). Principles and Practice of Surgery.
Numerous Illustrations. 2 vols., 8vo, each 16s.
MUNCHAUSEN (Baron). Numerous Illustrations. 1.81130,
gilt edges, price ls. 6d.
MURRAY (ANDREW AND ROBERT). The Theory and Practice
of Shipbuilding and Steam Ships. Illustrated with Plates and
"Woodcuts, 4to, price 14s.
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NEILL (PATRICK, LL.D.) The Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen
Garden. Profusely Illustrated. Fcap. 8vo, price 3s. 6d.
NICOL (Professor). Elements of Mineralogy ; containing a
General Introduction to the Science, with descriptions of the Species.
Fcap. 8vo, price 5s.
OSWALD (Rev. JOHN). Etymological Dictionary of the
English Language. Seventh edition, 18mo, bound, 5s.
OWEN (RICHARD, F.R.S.) Palaeontology, or a Systematic
Summary of Extinct Animals, and their Geological Relations.
141 Illustrations, second edition, demy 8vo, price 16s.
PARK (MuNco). Travels in Africa. Nine page Illustrations,
square 12mo, gilt edges, price 3s. 6d.
PATERSON (JAM-Es, M.A., Barrister at Law). Compendium of
English and Scotch Law. Royal 8vo, price 28s.
PILLANS (Professor). Eclog e Ciceroniante. 18mo, price 3s. 6d.
-- First Steps in Physical and Classical Geography. Fcap.
8vo, price ls. 6d.
PORTEOUS (Bishop). Evidences of the Truth, and Divine
Origin of the Christian Revelation, with Definitions and Analysis by
JAMES BOYD, LL.D. 18mo, price ls.
POETRY and Poets of Britain. From Chaucer to Tennyson,
with Biographical Sketches, and a rapid View of the Characteristic
Attributes of each. By DANIEL SCRYMGEOUR, Post 8vo, gilt
edges, price 7s. 6d.
PROSE and Prose Writers of Britain. By Rev. ROBERT DEMABS,
M.A. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, price 7s. 6d.
RAMSAY (ALLAN). The Gentle Shepherd. Illustrated, 1 Gino,
price 2s. 6d.; gilt edges 3s.
'CHARD SON (SIR JOHN, LL.D., etc.) The Polar regions.
Demy 8vo. With Map, price 14s.
ROBINSON CRUSOE. Illustrated by C. A. Doyle. Square
12mo, gilt edges, price 3s. 6d.
RUSSELL (ROBERT). North America ; its Agriculture and
Climate : containing Observations on the Agriculture and Climate of
Canada, the United States, and the Island of Cuba. With Coloured
Map and Plans. Demy 8vo, price 6s.
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RUSSELL (ScoTT). The Steam Engine. Illustrated, post
8vo, price 5s.
- Steam and Steam Navigation. A Treatise on the Nature,
Properties, and Applications of Steam, and on Steam Navigation.
Illustrated, post 8vo, 9s.
SCHNIITZ (Dr.) Elementary Greek Grammar. 12mo, price
3s. 6d.
SCRYMGEOUR (DANIEL). Class - Book of English Poetry.
12mo, price 4s. 6c1. 	 Or in 2 parts, price 2s. 6d. each.
SCOTT (Sir WALTER).	 Complete Works and Life.
fcap. 8vo, £14 14.
editions with
98 vols.,
Author'sWaverley Novels.	 The latest	 the
Notes -
NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION of 1860, 48 vols., fcap. 8vo,
cloth, 96 Plates, and 1700 Illustrations 	 .	 .
	 . £10 16	 0
LIBRARY EDITION, 25 vols. demy 8vo, with 204 Engrav-
ings after Wilkie, Landseer 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 13 2	 6
AUTHOR'S FAVOURITE EDITION of 1847, in 48 vols., fcap.
8vo, with Frontispiece and Vignette to each vol. 	 . 7 4 0
CABINET EDITION, 25 vols., fcap 8vo, each vol. containing
Steel Frontispiece and Woodcut Vignette .
	 .	 . 3 10	 0
PEOPLE'S EDITION, 5 vols. royal 8vo, with Illustrations . 2 2	 0
RAILWAY EDITION, 25 vols., fcap. 8vo, Illustrated Covers 1 17	 6
Separately, ls. 6d. each, or in cloth, 2s.
Vol. 1. Waverley, or "'T is Sixty Vol. 13. Pirate.
Years Since."	 14. Fortunes of Nigel.
2. Guy Mannering, or The	 15. Peveril of the Peak.
Astrologer.
	
16 Quentin Durward.
3. Antiquary.	 17. St. Ronan's Well.
4. Rob Roy.	 18. Redgauntlet.
5. Old Mortality. 	 19. The Betrothed.
6. Black Dwarf, and Legend	 20. The Talisman.
of Montrose.	 21. Wood,tock.
7. Heart of Mid-Lothian.	 22. Fair Maid of Perth.
8. Bride of Lammermoor.	 23. Anne of Geierstein, or the
9. Ivanhoe.	 Maiden of the Mist.
10. Monastery.	 24. Count Robert of Paris.
11. Abbot. r	 25. Surgeon's Daughter-
1'2. Kenilworth.	 Castle Dangerous.
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SCOTT (Sir WALTER). Poetical Works. Various editions
from 5s. to 36s.
	  
Miscellaneous Prose Works. Various editions, from 26s.
	
to 84s.
- Life of Napoleon Bonaparte. 5 vols., fcap. 8vo, price 20s.
	
People's edition, 1 vol., royal 8vo, price 10s.
- Tales of a Grandfather. Various editions, 6s. to 15s.
- Beauties of. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, price 5s.
- Readings for the Young from Scott's Works. Fcap. 8vo,
	
gilt edges, price 7s. 6d.
 Life of, by J. G. Lockhart. Various editions, is. 6d. to
30s.
SIMPSON (Professor). Obstetric Memoirs and Contributions,
including those on Anaesthesia. Edited by C. W. Priestly, M.D.,
and H. R. Storer, M.D. 2 vols., 8vo, profusely Illustrated, 36s.
SMITH (ADAM, LL.D.) The Wealth of Nations : an Inquiry
into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. Edited, and
with Life of the Author, by J. R. Al‘CuLLocx, Esq. Fourth edition,
corrected throughout, and greatly enlarged. 8vo, 16s.
SPALDING (WM., M.A.) An Introduction to Logical Science.
Fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.
STEVENSON (DAVID). Canal and River Engineering. Small
8vo, 4s. 6d.
STEWART (W. C.) The Practical Angler, or the Art of
Trout Fishing, more particularly applied to Clear Water. Fourth
edition, 12mo, cloth, price 3s. 6d.
THOMAS (Dr. ROBERT). The Modern Practice of Physic.
Eleventh edition, edited by Dr. Frampton. 2 vols., 8vo, price 28s.
THOMSON (Professor). Brewing and Distillation. Post 8vo,
price 6s.
TRAILL (Professor). Medical Jurisprudence. Post 8vo, price
5s.
TYTLER (P. F.) History of Scotland. Enlarged and con-
tinued to the Present Time, by the Rev. JAMES TAYLOR, D.D., and
adapted to the purposes of Tuition by ALEX. REID, LL.D. Sixth
edition, 12mo, 3s. 6d.
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TYTLER (P. F.) Outlines of Modern History. Fifth edition,
12mo, 3s.
-- Outlines of Ancient History. Fourth edition, 1 2mo, 3s.
TYTLER (Miss M. FRASER). Tales of Good and Great Kings.
Fcap., cloth, price 3s. 6d.
VEITCH. (Rev. Wm.) Greek Verbs, Irregular and Defective.
Post 8vo, price 6s.
WALPOLE (Holt sore). The Castle of Otranto. Fcap. 8vo,
Illustrated, gilt edges, price 2s. 6d.
WARDLAW (Dr.) Systematic Theology. A Complete System
of Polemic Divinity. In three vols•, dully 8vo, price 21s.
WHITE (ROBERT). Madeira ; its Climate and Scenery. Second
edition by J. Y. JonNsoN. With numerous Illustrations, and a Map
of the Island, crown 8vo, price 7s. 6d.
YOUNG (ANDREW). The Angler and Tourist's Guide to the
_Northern Counties of Scotland, with Instructions to Young Anglers.
18mo, price 2s.
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Now complete, in 21 Volumes 4to, Cloth, price 24 Guineas ; or handsomely
Half-bound in Russia Leather, price 30 Guineas,
THE EIGHTH EDITION OF THE
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.
A DICTIONARY OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND GENERAL
LITERATURE.
With upwards of Five Thousand Illustrations on Wood and Steel.
And accompanied by a complete Index, in cloth, 8s., or half-russia, 12s. Gd.
(From the Times, February 1, 1861.)
"When we look over the list of contributors, it is impossible to deny the
weight of its imposing array of names, which claims to comprise, apparently
with good reason, 'the greater number of the individuals most celebrated in
scientific, literary, and political history, who have adorned the annals of this
country for a long series of years.' The very pick and cream of this catalogue
occupies several pages. Nor have the contributions of most of them been
limited to subjects which other men might have treated as well, but for the
most part we obtain some of the choicest work of each upon the subjects on
which they were the principal authorities. Where Archbishop Whately takes
the rise, progress, and corruptions of Christianity ; Bunsen the subject of Luther
and the German Reformation ; M'Culloch, money, political economy, and the
cognate subjects ; Macaulay, and De Quincey, their selected biographies ;
Donaldson, philology ; Owen, palaeontology; Herschel, the telescope; Robert
Stevenson, iron bridges ; Bazley, cotton ; Fairbairn, iron manufacture ; and other
men, for the most part the work to which they were most competent, the reader
may grasp a notion of the grand work of reference which is now placed before
him. Of course a detailed criticism of its contents would require an army of
critics to produce a review itself of a length, quite incalculable, and criticism
must be abandoned, because it is practically an impossibility. It should be
added, however, that the work is profusely illustrated, especially with woodcuts;
and, best of all, that it is furnished with the new feature of a general index,
which completes its value as a work of reference. In a book framed upon this
plan by such a multitude of eminent men, and with such obviously useful acces-
sories, it may therefore be fairly conceived that the world has now such an
Encyclopaedia as it never had before."
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In Two Volumes, demy 8vo., pp. 1194, price 21s.
THE CHURCH HISTORY OF SCOTLAND,
FROM THE
COMMENCEMENT OF THE CHRISTIAN ERA TO THE PRESENT CENTURY.
BY THE REV. JOHN CUNNINGHAM, D.D.,
MINISTER OF CRIEFF.
Volume I.—A.D. 30 to 1603.
Account of the original inhabitants of the country and their heathen worship.
Dawn of Christianity. Rise of Monachism. Labours of the Culdees.
Origin of tithes, parishes, etc. Ancient Scottish liturgies, music, archi-
tecture, etc.
Our ancestors in Papal times, and the growth of the Papacy. Introduction and
influence of minting. Foundation of Universities of St. Andrews, Glas-
gow, and Aberdeen.
Rise of Knox and the Reformation. Downfall of Popery. Martyrdoms and
exciting controversies. The first staff of the Protestant Church. First
Book of Discipline, etc.
Protestantism, and its effects on the people and property. Episcopacy dealt
with by the Assembly. Second Book of Discipline, and erection of pres-
byteries. The General Assembly, its constitution and the sources of its
strength. The Gowrie conspiracy. Accession of James VI. to thie English
throne.
Volume II.—A.D. 1604 to 1831.
Struggle between Presbyteriani,m and Episcopacy. King James and his con-
ferences with English and Scotch divines. The Melvilles. Episcopacy
set up. Vestiges of Popery. Protest of Presbyterian ministers. The
Book of Sports. Nonconformists. Death of James VI. Charles I. and
the introduction of the English ritual. Tumult in St Giles' Church. Riots
in Edinburgh. The Covenant and the Covenanters.
Calvinism of the Scottish Church. The Westminster Assembly. Montrose's
campaigns. Battle of Philiphaugh. Execution of Charles I. Defeat and
death of Montrose. Charles II. takes the Covenant, and afterwards re-
solves to set up Episcopacy. Piety of the covenanting times, and struggles
of the Covenanters. Execution of Argyle, Guthrie, and others. Episco-
pacy restored. Murder of Sharp. Battles of Rullion Green, Drumclog,
• and Bothwell Bridge, etc.
William of Orange. The Cameronians. Battle of Killiecrankie. Massacre of
Glencoe. The parochial school system established. The Union. The
Toleration Act. History of patronage. Rebellion of 1715.
Writings of Dr. Samuel Clarke. Professor Simson tried for Arianism. Life
and labours of Wodrow. Ebenezer Erskine. The Secession. The Por-
teous Mob. George Whitefield. The Cambuslang revival. Dr. Webster.
Dr. Wallace. Rebellion of 1745. Patronage a bone of contention. Case
of Lanark. The Moderate and Popular parties. First appearance of
Robertson the historian. Deposition of Gillespie. Scepticism of David
Hume. Speculations of Lord Karnes. Home, the author of " Douglas."
Formation of the Presbytery of Relief. Hume's essay on Miracles, and
Campbell's answer. Dr. Reid. Dr. Beattie. Change in church politics.
Patronage Struggles. Dr. Hardy's Pamphlet. The Buchanites. Foreign
missions. The Haldanes. Rowland Hill. Increase of dissent. Social
manners. The Veto Act, etc., etc.
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Just published, in Royal 8vo, price 28s. cloth,
Dedicated by permission to the Lord Chancellor (Sir B. Bethel°,
A COMPENDIUM
OF
ENGLISH AND SCOTCH LAW,
STATING THEIR DIFFERENCES :
With a Dictionary of Parallel Terms and Phrases.
BY JAMES PATERSON, ESQ., M.A.,
Of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law ; Joint Author of a "Practice of the
Common Law," &c.
The object of this work is to explain to English lawyers and their clients
having property or business relations in Scotland the main differences which
distinguish the law of that country. It is well known that these differences per-
vade nearly every branch of the law ; and not only do the laws of England and
Scotland differ in substance, but the law language used in one country is scarcely
intelligible in the other. So serious is the difficulty felt by English solicitors in
transacting that part of their clients' business which is governed by Scotch law,
that they have hitherto been obliged to send such business away altogether,
rather than involve themselves in unknown perplexities. The present work is
designed to remove this drawback to the intercourse between English and Scotch
lawyers, and enable English solicitors to meet all the ordinary exigencies of
their clients so situated. The author goes systematically over all the branches
of the law of both countries—Real Property, Contracts, Mercantile Law, Marriage,
Succession, Criminal Law, Public Law, and Procedure of the Courts—and omit-
ting what is common to both countries, he singles out those parts in which the
discrepancies occur. He states the English law as regal ds those parts in the
text in the English law language; and by means of notes, which embody the
contrarieties and qualifications existing in the Scotch law, he exhibits the dif-
ferences between the laws of the two countries in almost a tabular form. He
also adds a Dictionary of Parallel Terms and Phrases, explaining all the
technical terms current in each country, by their equivalents in the law of the
other country. The work is designed not only for the technical lawyer, but also
supplies a vast body of information to those laymen who are mixed up with both
countries, whether as Landed Proprietors, Manufacturers, Merchants, Politicians,
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